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Abstract
Nearly 60% out of the over nine million Lima’s metropolitan city inhabitants currently
reside in self-built peripheral urbanizations which settled along in different phases. This
dissertation focuses on the third wave of such urbanizations that are not yet consolidated,
started during the 1990s economic crisis and political uncertainty. Specifically, the
investigation analyses the urban order in La Nueva Rinconada, one of San Juan de
Miraflores ’sectors, exploring rationalities and practices of conduct and governance in the
current urban development process, emphasizing collective labor practices role.
The research argues that such practices in Peruvian urban areas cannot be recognized
undisputedly just as a perpetuation of an ancient tradition, a participative practice of
resistance against the formal economic system, or a practice co-opted by development
agencies. Conversely, they seem to be more an expression of the situated urban order that
reflex an oxymoron: a state of stability based on precariousness. The legacies of terrorism,
migrations, neoliberal economic adjustment, and decentralization policies have shaped how
the governmental system and spatial policies relate to the last wave of popular
urbanizations in ways that seem to perpetuate their marginalized position while
simultaneously offering them prospects and hope for improvement.
This investigation first presents the historical and theoretical perspectives on collective
labor practices in Latin America and Peru while exploring the contextual political and
economic causes which have led to different interpretations of the practice itself. Secondly,
it introduces the concept of “Popular Urbanization” to situate such practice according to
the democratic-autonomous paradigm. Subsequently, it analyses chains of activities,
material arrangements, and rationalities that compose the constellation of practices
involved in the popular urbanization development process.
This dissertation queries selected processes and practices by analyzing the effect of
power that shapes the local population’s conduct. In order to do so, it mobilizes practicebased thinking and Governmentality studies supported by qualitative drive multi-method
case study applied to two methodological movements in examining and interpreting urban
phenomena.
This study found the emergence of the urban order of the marketplace in these areas
accounting on cooperative, competitive, informative, and regulative principles. In this
urban order, a multiplicity of organizations participates directly or indirectly in
development practices influencing the conduct of local inhabitants. At the same time, it
shows how local organizations themselves tactically use the knowledge acquired from
outside their own agenda to face environmental, economic, and technical constraints.
Finally, it is will be argued that collective labor practices became a normalized spatial
technology - functional and supplementary to the marketplace’s urban order. Therefore, the
study sustains the need to seriously consider the interrelationship between development
technologies and everyday practices in popular urbanization to reach a harmonious urban
development. The political recognition of inhabitants’ capability should be followed by
technologies of governing that accompany and sustain local practices in their performance
instead of taking them for granted criticizing those who do not conform their conduct to
them.
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Introduction
The notion of order is ubiquitous in all social practices, even in the most
mundane or extreme. Therefore, people perform activities not randomly but rather
to respond to a wide range of stimuli and inputs. The different responses to such
interaction contribute to defining and maintaining specific order or challenging it.
This study attempts to clarify how urban order is created and maintained
through ordinary practices even in a most unexpected place: a low-income
marginalized settlement in the outskirts of Lima, Peru. It is one among the
multitudes settlements that can be found in the suburbs of large Latin American
(LA) cities where housing is appallingly poor and people live under very harsh
living conditions.
Despite traditional analytical positions focused on the multitude of urban
territories and forms that such practice produces, the challenge here is to focus on
the various urbanization practices and the social production of space that are
transforming those territories and generating certain rules and standards, values,
and norms. This means that the spatial units of urban analysis conventionally based
on geography, demography, morphology, and a corporate or political entity have
been reoriented in favor of practices and processes (Schmid et al., 2018). In this
work, the identification of such new units happened almost by chance upon learning
of the existence of the peculiar labor practice carried out by the local population in
those marginalized urban areas.
During the devastating floods and landslides that occurred in 2017 in Lima
(Collyns, 2017), I came across the Twitter hashtag #FaenaComunal used by Kenji
Fujimori, a Peruvian congressman from Fuerza Popular, launched in an attempt to
support the affected population in such areas. In a video, Kenji appears to be
walking around affected areas, trampling the mud, and appearing at a communal
worksite carrying sand sacks. This motivated people to join the collective labor
practice after the Huaycoloro River had burst its banks in the largest and one of
Peru’s poorest city districts: San Juan de Lurigancho. Somehow, Kenji resembled
his father, former president Alberto Fujimori, when he directly assisted poor settlers
during his populist government (Plataforme_glr, 2017).
Looking backward, I found the same hashtag #FaenaComunal, in 2013 as well,
on Kenji’s profile on a Facebook platform. On that occasion, Kenji, together with
his sister Keiko, built a hundred linear meter staircase for the inhabitants of the Juan
Valer Sandoval neighborhood organization, located in the hillside of that same
above-mentioned district -as one of the thousands of spontaneous and marginalized
urbanizations raised since 1990 in the outskirts of the city during his father ruling
(Fujimori Higuchi, 2013).
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Steadily, Kenji’s media attitude to show his involvement with the population
living at the margin in the last generation of peripheral low-income settlement was
a picture to promote his leadership within the party at the expense of her sister’s
guidance in the previous Peruvian national election. These events boosted his career
and increased his political capital. Nevertheless, what is interesting to note here is
how this political capital was created. Kenji’s governmental strategy expresses
itself through working activities collectively performed in order to accrue citizens’
support. Mitigation interventions, as well as the realization of the staircase, were
not part of municipal or government programs. Instead, they are usually arranged,
through collective labor practices known as Faena Comunal (in Spanish), a
neighborhood participatory activity —economically sustained and physically
performed by locals and, in these cases, also supported by the congressman.
Appearing in the Faena Comunal is part of the profile he has been creating and
which we should not consider as an isolated event in marginalized urban areas. It is
not uncommon that collective labor practices in popular urbanizations turn into a
stage for political life mediatization during electoral campaigns. This showcase
happened in the case of Kenji Fujimori as well as in Renzo Reggiardo’s recent case
-a candidate running for the capital city’s mayoral race through Perú Patria Segura
in 2018 (Prado et al., 2018).
These events allow speculating how collective labor practices at the urban
margins could be understood and appropriated from other practices to pursue
restricted and different interests. Nevertheless, in whose “interest” would it be?
Beyond the mediatization of political life and the construction of concerns, one
underpinning question left unanswered concerning urban order: What forms of
“power” emerge and are embodied in such practices? What are its effects? How
do they operate? Who, if anyone, exercises them and stands to gain?
From these questions, at least two key topics emerged in this work. Firstly, the
debate about the notion of urban order and relational analysis between the different
actors within whom the order is fulfilled. This relation is still a relevant topic in
Peruvian society (Crabtree, 2000; Levine & Romero, 2006). Secondly, the issue
around the conduct of collective labor forces by the poor and the relevance of the
effect of power -which rule those forces to provide local development and
wellbeing. This is an ongoing debate beyond the Peruvian case. Indeed, in the midst
of the LA neoliberal revolution, political parties and public institutions have been
unable or ideologically reluctant to meet their social obligations in terms of urban
development for the poor. Therefore, the poor were encouraged to solve their
problems on their own. As Gilbert said: “The poor need to be housed but, if proper
housing cannot be supplied and properly serviced, it becomes a question of
encouraging the poor to do it themselves.” (1992, p. 441).
The research focuses specifically on the type of “encouragement” local
populations receive for act as “autonomous”, derived in large part to the rise of
neoliberalism in the country and to the idea that governments fail, that markets
succeed, and that individuals are singularly responsible for their success or failure
(Hackworth, 2009).
15

A large number of studies have been carried out on collective labor practices
concerning the private construction of houses under the acronyms of “sweat
equity”1 and “self-help” (Burgess, 1977, 1985; Collier, 1975; Gilbert & Ward,
2009a; Gyger, 2013, 2019; Pradilla Cobos, 1983; Turner, 1976, 2018; Turner &
Fichter, 1972; Vega Centeno, 1992; Ward, 2012a; Ward & Macoloo, 1992). As we
shall see in the next chapter, such studies start from different and contrasting
perspectives to the theme (Calderón Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016). While
mentioning such studies, this thesis does not necessarily want to start from them
but instead lends itself to address the issue from a relatively new perspective.
First, because the unit of analysis is neither a house nor a household, as well as
the central theme of the research is not “housing” or, more generally, the private
living spaces production. Nowadays, even regarding the building sector, housing
construction in local marginalized urban settlements is no longer a collective task
(Joseph A. et al., 2005). Instead, the chosen units of analysis are the process of
urbanization and the collective labor practice itself, while the general outcome is
the emergence of a rewed type of urban order rather than a house.
Secondly, because the perspective adopted, which crosses urban studies with
the sociology of work and organizations through governmental analysis, is close to
what is known as the democratic-autonomous paradigm in LA urban studies
(Connolly, 2013; Del Río, 2015; Duhau, 2016, 2003; Duhau & Giglia, 2004, 2008).
This paradigm redirects such studies, moving beyond the ruler-ruled relational
dichotomy between “the state” and grassroots movements and organization. It also
overcomes the difference between the formal and informal urbanization debate
because it considers urban phenomena a multidimensional process resulting in an
assortment of actors’ intervention and practices. Furthermore, it adopts an inductive
posture that proceeds from studying sensory experiences to explain a phenomenon
setting aside general discourses on the city based on theoretical deduction. Indeed,
if we are looking at the current “urban order”, we should use empirical lenses to
unveil relations and related technologies at the keystones of recurrent processes and
practices in low-income and marginalized areas. The democratic-autonomous
paradigm welcome moves in that direction.
Geographically speaking, this research was limited to the case study sites of La
Nueva Rinconada in a Lima southern district, where a third “wave” of low-income
and marginalized settlement emerged after the so-called urban “neoliberal turn”
since late 1980 (Calderón Cockburn, 2013b; Calderón Cockburn & Vega Centeno,
2016; Durand, 2004; Ramírez Corzo & Riofrío, 2006). The research approached
collective labor practices performed in five low-income and marginalized
settlements in the first place because of the involvement of the local NGO TECHOPeru - just TECHO from now on - for which I was a volunteer.

1

According to Habitat for Humanity International Sweat equity is a term used often when
talking about the creation or building process where the labor force becomes a proper investment in
the project to low income families. See https://www.habitat.org/ to furder ditails.
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Temporally speaking, the investigation was undertaken over ten months -six of
active fieldwork- between November 2017 and August 2018 using a specific
qualitative multi-method approach based on two methodological movements
(Nicolini, 2009, 2012; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). The research focused on in situ
urbanization that was grassroots-led and other intervention that was part of a third
sector organization partnership or independent project which took advantage of
collective labor practices.
As the investigation progresses within the fieldwork, a single case study has
been followed because the practices the research was trying to unearth were much
more complicated than imagined. The research succeeded more within the El
Trebol neighborhood organization -one of the five initially involved, since it could
provide paradigmatic examples of collective labor practices. El Trebol was formed
in 2001 in an unfavorable unused hilly location characterized by a sloped area,
piggeries, and a graveyard. It starts from a natural uphill and spreads to the top and
terraces along two facing hills’ slopes. The administrative area of El Trebol consists
of 10.2 ha subdivided into 283 plots —268 of which were currently employed at
research time. In these plots, 1250 people approximately were living subdivided
among 270 families.
However, the research did not abandon the remaining four cases completely.
With such cases, the research kept finding about a broader set of issues and
problems that might be missed just considering a single case. Thus the “leftover
cases” became a source of additional information for this work, providing a term of
reference, and confirming that the El Trebol case was not remote at all.
Regarding the dissertation structure, this work comprises of four parts and six
chapters. For clarity, the first part, called Background, contains the first two
chapters focusing on the overall hypotheses and aims of the research and the
historical context in which the topic is developed. The second part is titled A
package of theories and methods; it sets the theoretical chapter and methodological
framework, and the third part: Empirical evidences, constitutes the empirical
section, composed of the last two chapters. Besides the Introduction, the thesis also
includes the conclusive part: the epilogue followed by the reference literature and
an appendix.
The first chapter is that of disciplinary framing and lays the groundwork for
defining the hypothesis and research questions. In other words, it represents a
journey that follows the interpretation and transposition of a shared collaborative
work practice in Latin America and its contemporary meaning in what will be called
popular urbanizations in this research.
The second chapter frames the diachronic evolution of the Peruvian urban
orders in popular urbanizations by outlining the economic and socio-political
conditions that generated it focusing on the size and characters of the three main
waves of popular urbanizations that emerged in Lima. Specifically, this chapter will
focus on the last wave of popular urbanization’s organizational setting, interpreting
the neoliberal urban order created among the public agencies, private firms,
17

grassroots movements, and third sector organizations. Finally, this section presents
La Nueva Rinconada’s case study area in which the research took place.
The third chapter contains the ontological and epistemological positions used
in this work. It revolves around the central role of the practice issue in social debate
for urban analysis and presents the researcher positioning inside the practice-based
thinking tradition. It strived to answer questions on where the “practice” approach
comes from, what it is precisely, and how it is distinct from yet complementary to
other constructs. It takes into account mostly Theodore Schatzki’s explicit ontology
using as an example in the research on informal settlements and space production
in Lima. Moreover, this section shows how practice-based thinking might benefit
urban studies by exemplifying the interaction between the social sphere with
materials and its positioning in time and space. Lastly, the chapter deals with the
urgency to distinguish the effects of power in practices and proposes to deal with
the problem of power through the notion of Governmentality. It highlights the
existing governmental technology in literature and the governmental rationalities
that exist. Furthermore, It introduces resistance practices as countre-conduct and
the difference between this and other kinds of resistance in the literature.
The fourth chapter reflects on the methodological path of the research. The
approach followed has attempted to be multi-methods oriented but developed
mainly as auto-didactic. The chapter incorporated the discussion on the
methodological approximation adopted, starting from practice-based thinking
proposals of research. It introduced the qualitative multi-methods created with the
adoption of a sort of camera lens, which allows the researcher to ‘zoom-in’ towards
the accomplishment of a specific practice and then ‘zoom-out’ following the
connectivity of this practice in its relational system (Nicolini, 2009, 2012; Nicolini
& Monteiro, 2016). The first movement encompasses a qualitative data-collection
method —such as direct observations followed by semi-structured interviews with
practitioners. The second movement incorporates semi-structured interviews with
key players of different organizations and exploratory focus groups assisted by a
local non-governmental organization (NGO) to analyze the local settlements’
physical and social environmental conditions.
The next chapters constitute the empirical section of the work. They differ
when compared to the methodological assumption at the base and according to the
unit of analysis adopted; however, they strive to respond incrementally to
instrumental questions featured in the introduction. Throughout these chapters, the
hope is to achieve a broader description of a complex phenomenon, increasing
connection and interactions among things, practices, formal institutions, and other
organizations at a different scale.
Chapter five introduces the popular urbanization process and the technologies
of power that lead the change so hoped for by local organizations. Moreover,
external organization policies and strategy of services and infrastructure supply are
examined under a critical lens.
In contrast, chapter six deals with the spatiotemporal occurrence of the
collective labor practice called Faena Comunal and its configuration on the field.
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This chapter presents the different components of this practice such as non-human
animals, geographical features, and working tools -as well as display the kind of
aims, rules, and knowledge that make it unique. Then, it unveils how governmental
technologies interact with the practice itself.
Finally, in the section Discussion and conclusion, there is a summary of the
core findings concerning the main research question raised. Furthermore, it
discusses how the findings are related to key theoretical ideas and issues that
emerged in the first and third chapters. Also, it discusses the relevance of the finding
related to other collective labor practices in the LA region. The limitations and
further contributions of this research are identified, and various relevant topics for
further research are suggested.
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PART ONE: BACKGROUND
“Memory is redundant: it repeats signs so that the city
can begin to exist.” (Calvino, 1974, p. 19)
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Chapter I
Rationale
1.1 Introduction
At its simplest level, developing a theoretical framework begins with a research
question, proceeds by identifying key variables and the relationships among them,
and results in a plan for observing those variables and relationships empirically. In
reality, this has been an iterative process that has suffered various changes until the
very moment of this writing. Questions of operationalization lead to modification
of the hypothesis and reframing of the research questions to narrow the scope within
the research. In this chapter, I tried my best to give order to what has been an
unpredictable research process.
The main purpose of Chapter I is still to describe the problem that will analyze
showing the dissertation’s boundaries, the research nature, the purpose of the study,
and the research questions to be addressed.
Section 1.2 deals with the collective labor practice setting and the urbanization
process in Latin America’s low-income and marginalized settlement, trying to
avoid over imposed labels and categories dragged from western literature.
Section 1.3 focuses on the characteristic of the traditional collective labor
practices in Peru, moving anthropological and sociological literature that show how
collective labor has historically been used by actors other than those who practice
it for their purposes.
Section 1.4 reported how the central debates in LA had addressed collective
labor as participatory practices for the urbanization of marginal areas. Furthermore,
it shows how the research is positioned among those debates.
Finally, after all the reasoning developed from the previous sections, Section
1.5 defines the hypothesis and the research questions.

1.2 Situating collective labor practices
In the field of urban development studies, spontaneous and marginalized
urbanizations, usually known as “slums” in the Western tradition -as well as
squatter, shantytown, or informal settlements- are the spaces in which collective
labor practices are situated. They are entangled with a plurality of other divergent
practices that overcome the traditional city making schemes and material
arrangements linked with certified standard and building techniques.
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Since humanity first began to live in cities, institutional discourse said that
inadequate building practices and overcrowded urban housing where the poorest
urban society members lived, have been recognized as urban living aspects -as far
as unsuitable (UN-Habitat, 2010). However, with increasing urbanization rates in
the second half of the nineteenth century, such living practices and their material
arrangements have, in most cases, been proliferated widely rather than reduced
(Balbo, 2005).
According to UN-Habitat, a quarter of the world’s population lives in slums,
with many of the dwellers stemming from the so-called “Global South”.
International organizations estimate that the numbers are growing2, and in their
general opinion, the “Slum challenge” continues to be a crucial driver of the
persistence of poverty and inequity in the world (UN-Habitat, 2013). Currently,
slum discourses3 take place in the New Urban Agenda – inherited from the previous
one which is linked with the last Millennium Development Goals4 and is ready to
be addressed once again (UN-Habitat, 2016).
As many scholars have reported, the term “slum” usually has derogatory
connotations, and it still bears discernible pejorative traces from its origins
(Arabindoo, 2011; Gilbert, 2007; Osborne & Rose, 1999). “Slum” is a flawed
concept in accounting for the spatialities and lived dimensions that encompass
many different modes of urbanization in LA. Nevertheless, the concept is difficult
to escape due to its extensive use in international development agencies and
technical literature5. Therefore the first step is to move away from generalized and
Western-centeric perspectives, and instead accommodate more native ones. A
change of terms corresponding to a shift in the perception and understanding of the
LA urban order is thus required (Soulier, 2012).
In Latin America’s (LA) urban demographic swarm of the nineteenth century,
a multiplicity of low-income, mostly self-built, and marginalized settlements have
emerged. According to the State of Latin American and Caribbean cities 2012:
towards a new urban transition report, in the region, 113 million people were living
there in 2012 and, based on the growth rate at the current time, over 160 million

2 According to the progress of goal 11in 2018, the United Nations declare that between 2000
and 2014 the proportion of the global urban population living in slums dropped from 28.4 percent
to 22.8 percent. However, the actual number of people living in slums increased from 807 million
to 883 million. (United Nations, 2018. Goal 11; Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform.)
Retrieved May 11, 2019, from https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg11
3 According to Morales-Moreno (2011) such discourses create a ‘‘natural’’ separation between
slums and the rest of urban populations.
4 Try to look at Goal 11 “Make cities inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable” to deepen the
topic. The targets 11.1, 11.2 and 11.7 and their indicators are directly connected with the slum
challenge. (United Nations, 2018. Goal 11; Sustainable Development Knowledge Platform.)
Retrieved May 11, 2019, from https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/sdg11)
5
For instance, have a look at the trilogy published by UN-Habitat: Streets as Tools for Urban
Transformation in Slums (2012) and A Training Module for Designing and Implementing Citywide
Slum Upgrading (2013) and A Practical Guide to Designing, Planning, and Executing Citywide
Slum Upgrading Programmes (2014)
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households are living in such precarious conditions which stand for 24.5% of the
total (UN-Habitat, 2010, 2012, 2015).
A variety of indigenous autonomous terms locally identify, and in so doing
reconceive of such urbanizations since their first appearance. Mangin (1967)
reported a list of these local names in the sixties some still in use today among
which there are Colonias Proletarias in Mexico, Favelas in Brazil, Ranchos in
Venezuela, Callampas in Chile, Barrios de los Pobres in Ecuador, and Cantegriles
in Uruguay. Moreover, as Abrams (1966) has stated, those terms frequently are used
with refer to colorful and contemptuous ways —such as Ciudades Perdidas in
Mexico; Barrios Piratas in Colombia; Villa Miseria in Argentina, and Barriadas
Brujas in Panama. In Peru, they were generally called Barriadas, the Spanish
translation of marginal settlements6.
Semantically, from now on, I will try to use only the more sympathetic
denomination of Popular Urbanizations which conceptually stretches or expands
the original local concepts to better situate collective labor practices rather than
curtail inquiry into them to a delimited and ill-fitting specific perspective which
overlooks their possible regional processual profiles. In fact, what drew indigenous
autonomous terms together into the new concept is that very similar productive
dynamics shaped the urbanization processes related to them. Firstly, they describe
urbanization phenomena outside of formal standards, planning practices, and
conventional elitist ideas of what is conceived as a “traditional” city, and which also
differ from the inner-city degraded urban zones called Tugurios, the Spanish
translation of “slums” (Gyger, 2019; Mangin & Turner, 1968; Wallace, 1984).
Secondly, they all were at least initially low-income marginalized settlements with
moments of self-production of urban space, incremental processes of construction,
and solid organizational structure (Schmid et al., 2018; Streule et al., 2020).
I have retrieved the Spanish term Urbanización Popular that was frequently
used in the LA debate by Emilio Duhau (1991, 2003) and other Mexican scholars
(de la Cueva, 1993, 1995; Trujeque Díaz, 1997) for this end. Likewise, it was used
by Jonh Turner (1972) in Peru to identify squatter settlements surrounding the city
of Arequipa during his career’s early stages as the technical assistance office7.
The translation of the Spanish term Urbanización Popular is a helpful concept
to highlight lexical and semantic components. Literally translated, the composed
term would be “urbanization by the people” or “urbanization of the people”. The
6 The term “Barriada” refears to “Barrio marginal, generalmente de construcciones pobres y
precarias.” according to the Dictionary of Latin-American Idioms of the Royal Spanish Academy
online.
See
Barriada.
(2021).
In
Diccionario
de
americanismos
(Online).
https://lema.rae.es/damer/?key=barriada
7 A note to Peruvian Scholars. From a technical perspective, the term "urbanización popular"
has been used in Peru since the 1990 to identify specific urban developed other than informal
possession and ownership of land for urban purposes, with titles granted in favor of Pro-Housing
Associations, Housing Cooperatives, Housing Associations, Homeowners' Boards, Buyers' Boards,
and any other form of association for housing purposes. Although I am aware of this peculiarity, my
reference to this meaning is not intended to take account of this limited definition (Aprueban
Reglamento de Formalización de La Propiedad Informal En Urbanizaciones Populares. Partes
Pertinentes., 1999).
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first part – urbanization - can be understood both as the action and effect of
urbanizing -process - or urbanized sectors of a given population which entails
material outcomes8. It is used here with an active connotation to indicate the
production of new settlements.
The second part of the term, which includes People, contains two meanings.
On the one hand, the preposition “by” highlights the ordinary practices of people in
processes construction and maintaining of settlements, which are neither practices
adopted by miserable and desperate people nor those performed by specialists and
building technicians9. It is used here to designate the settler/practitioners directly
involved in the process of urbanization.
On the other hand, the preposition “of” has a strong class connotation. It refers
to the subject of “popular classes”, which usually include peasants, the unemployed,
the informal proletariat, and micro-entrepreneurs as historical products linked to
productive structures, power relations and defined by their cultural connotations
(Portes & Hoffman, 2003)
Following Schmid (2018) and Streule (2020), I used an English loan
translation10 rather than a literal translation to give the term Urbanización Popular
a renewed sense. Therefore, Popular Urbanization indicates the novelty behind the
inherited understandings of the term, whilst at the same time explicitly
acknowledging the roots of the term and the concept.
Operating as an “umbrella term” and despite its originals connotations,
“Popular Urbanization” should take the discourse on low-income and marginalized
settlements in different and promising directions which includes theoretical and
methodological stances. For instance, Popular urbanizations within the LA society
can identify a shared and widespread way of urbanization for most city inhabitants,
describing an alternative way of urbanization in line with post-colonial/decolonialized thinking (Bortoluci & Jansen, 2013; Connolly, 2013). A
decolonialized perspective is embedded within it since the term itself tries to
disband power relations and conceptions of knowledge which foster the
reproduction of well-established geopolitical hierarchies -such as the word “slum”
or “informal settlements”- by proposing new autonomous discourses (MaldonadoTorres, 2006; Robinson, 2006).
Furthermore, the use of this last term gives way to the multiplicity of
dimensions involved in the urbanization process rather than exaggerating a few —
which are usually linked to legal status, economic situation, and physical outcomes.
Referring to the concept of “Popular Urbanization”, other international scholars
also highlighted this multidimensionality of intentions through a comparative
8 The term “urbanización” refears to “1. f. Acción y efecto de urbanizar; 2. f. Núcleo residencial
urbanizado” according to the Dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy online. See Urbanización.
(2021). In Diccionario de americanismos (Online). https://dle.rae.es/ urbanización
9
Popular definition and meaning. (2019). In Collins English Dictionary (Online).
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/popular
10
In linguistic the loan translation is a word or phrase borrowed from another language while
translating its components, literally word-for-word or root-for-root translation.
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analysis in four cities around the world (Schmid et al., 2018; Streule et al., 2020).
According to them, critical aspects of why this form of urbanization matters concern
the material transformation of the territory (material side), the negotiation in the
process of settlements consolidation (political side), and the collective experience
in that process (social and organizational side). They also consider these three
elements as constituent elements of a specific urban strategy: “acting through
intricate webs of negotiation with state actors to secure incremental gains in tenure
security, infrastructure and amenities” (Schmid et al., 2018, p. 17).
Even assuming a direct link to the original Spanish word and meaning, such
scholars (op.cit.) reduced the relevance of Mexican scholars to legal aspects in
popular urbanization analysis. To them, such a term has been applied to settlements
that were seemingly constructed outside of the regularized and formalized housing
construction and urban planning procedures which reductively highlight just one
aspect: the distinction between “formal” and “informal” material outcomes. This
one-dimensional conception privileges only one singular factor as decisive for their
definition.
I believe that reducing what has been done on this topic to a bland definition
that involves just the informal character of popular urbanizations is misleading. As
crucial as it is, the illegal or irregular land tenure is only one of the contribution
marks that define the term (Trujeque Díaz, 1997).
This was the main reason that made me discard the idea of using a fashionable
term like “informal urbanization” to identify a complex process despite postcolonial
scholars such as Roy (2005, 2011a) having been inspired by it in an attempt to
disrupt hegemonic ways of thinking (Schmid et al., 2018; Streule et al., 2020).
Instead, I suggest that analytical multidimensionality could be better distilled into
the “Popular Urbanization” concept, thereby shifting the central perspective
towards the social production of urban space by highlighting how these spaces
emerge, transform over time, and mainly, how they differ from spaces produced
through other related but distinct urbanization processes. Nevertheless, to do this,
at least five aspects of the urbanization process (that include the three mentioned
above) should be addressed simultaneously:
● Spatial aspects concern the peripheral expansions in unurbanized areas as
foundational experiences in “colonized” development processes (Duhau &
Giglia, 2008, p. 331).
● Temporal aspects which define the incrementality and progressivity of the
urbanization occur in small additions. In face, an entire family circle could
be involved both in housing construction and in underlying infrastructure
and services (Duhau, 2003; Turner, 1972)
● Social-organizational aspects include beneficial forms of relational orders
and activities allowing what Duhau and Giglia call the “domesticación del
espacio” —space domestication (Duhau & Giglia, 2008, p. 341).
● Normative aspects commit to specific legalized or institutionally recognized
practices (Duhau & Giglia, 2008, p. 343). However, normativity revolves
not just around the juridical dimension. Indeed, other forms of normativity
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exist both in written and oral form, starting with inhabitants’ costumes and
habitus. In the LA region, practical matters define the social and material
order in these settlements and the effect of power over daily activities.
● Political aspects, as previously mentioned, identify the production of
“Popular urbanization” as subject to the political control and mechanism of
customer-driven support for specific parties or politicians (Trujeque Díaz,
1997).
As this brief discussion shows, the term “Popular Urbanization” appropriately
corresponds to many aspects that I address in the dissertation. However, it remains
a revisable and open concept due to the urbanization process unfoldsing in diverse
ways, which are dependent upon specific geographical, legislative, political
contexts, and which may result in a multiplicity of spatial outcomes and temporal
trajectories. Therefore, this definition is not intended to be fully exhaustive, but, it
at least clarifies the semantics and spatial boundaries which situate the primary unit
of analysis.

1.3 Framing collective labor practices
Coming across collective labor practices simultaneity without territorial
contiguity in LA popular urbanizations is not uncommon. In Mexico, the call to
perform collective labor activities for mutual benefit takes the name Tequio. The
Tequio is known as a traditional community practice that asks residents to
contribute with their time free of charge within community-improvement projects
as part of indigenous communities’ standard civic obligations. Although this
practice is less common in urban areas, the Tequio is also performed in popular
urbanizations and district municipalities to diminish top-down political and
economic dependency (Kraemer Bayer, 2003). Holzner (2010) has linked urban
Tequio practice with the shifting interest of disenchanted and disillusioned residents
from the formal political arena to grassroots organizations in Mexico City since
2000 —when public financing for infrastructure projects has dried up. The Tequio
then has become a crucial practice that allows grassroots organizations to build
infrastructure and provide essential services that neither the local nor the public
agencies offer.
Collective labor practices are not limited to Mexico. Looking at southernmost
latitudes, a collective system of mutual aid known as Mutirão in Brazil has been
used by the federal government to subside housing programs until 1980. The word
Mutirão was traditionally used to mean “free help” in which workers assisted each
other through collective work to address individual needs. During the 1960s, the
idea of working in groups to reach a common objective was transferred to the
Brazilian urban context and cooptated by a government project. It was intended that
the construction of houses and infrastructure in popular urbanization would be self-
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undertaken with just the technical and financial support of public authorities
(Cavalcanti et al., 2004).
In Ecuador, the Minga or Mega Minga -in its metropolitan version- is another
collaborative practice to get things done in poor urban communities. It is a
mandatory practice and entails an exchange of labor (Klaufus, 2010, 2012). Testori
and D’Auria (2018) have reported how the urban Minga in Ecuador is usually
promoted and organized by district municipalities to implement basic infrastructure
services, such as potable water and waste treatment, under the assumption of shared
responsibility: the municipality finances half of the work, while the inhabitants
provide the other resources. They treated such interaction as a “cultural co-design”
of spaces that holds the potential to re-organize society by re-designing actors’ roles
and responsibilities to guarantee crucial rights.
To a lesser extent, collective labor practice initiatives also occur in Chile, under
the protective wing of an institutionalized infrastructure improvement program
called Participatory Pavement program, Programa de Pavimentación Participativa,
based on the sweat equity feature of development programs (Gramsch, 2003).
Finally, Faena Comunal is the collective labor practice encountered in La
Nueva Rinconada, an unconsolidated Peruvian popular urbanization situated in the
district of San Juan de Miraflores (SJM), one of the forty-three districts of the
capital metropolitan area where a third “wave” of popular urbanizations emerged
after the so-called “neoliberal turn” in 2000 (Calderón Cockburn, 2013b; Calderón
Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016; Durand, 2004; Ramírez Corzo & Riofrío, 2006).
Given the ostensible “traditional” characters of collective labor practices in the
whole LA region, it is considered useful to explore the origin, rationality, and
principle lading the Faena Comunal in the rich Peruvian social science literature.
As Gelles (1984) reports, Faena Comunal in rural Peru is a form of
“communitarian” work that originates historically in the traditional Andean
cosmovision11, where a solid sense of collectivist interdependence existed.
Yamamoto calls it a form of “supportive social interaction” (2016, p. 32), which is
established inside an “ideology of reciprocity” (Mayer, 1974, p. 55). Under this
assumption, part of practitioners’ working hours lied in favor of the same
organization’s collective interest. Substantially, it implies a practice of utilities
exchange and networking between individuals and a collective organization. For
instance —among which the Faena Comunal activities stand. He states that “each
communal member serves his community and, in reciprocity, the political entity of
the commune grants him the rights and privileges of being a communal member”
(1974, p. 55).
On the one hand, key membership benefits include the guarantee of land
possession, its usufruct and full inheritance rights to all organization members, as
11

The Andean Cosmovision is a way of perceiving and interacting with “social” and “natural”
reality found in the local culture of the high Andes which is based on cosmogony, a mythological
step about explanation of the world, namely the global vision of reality in all its forms and
manifestations. It is a set of processes that bring into local awareness all aspects of their corporal
and social existence that is not tenable within the European or North American worldview..
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well as the participation of cultural and spiritual events, the usufruct of collective
infrastructures, and the access to the local council to prevent or mediated disputes.
On the other hand, every community member must play certain symbolic roles
supporting the organization during their lifetime and protect collective lands when
there are threats.
Furthermore, as far as we are concerned, the involvement of at least one
member of a domestic group during a Faena Comunal activity is required. In
Mayer’s report, we can also find a system that controls over the work for tracing
participation and a payment of a fine to be paid if failure to meet community rules.
Even more recently, two additional studies allow us to highlight an essential
aspect of the current practice of the Faena Comunal in Andean organizations. First,
Peña Jumpa’s case study (1998) in Calahuyo, Puno. Second, there is Yamamoto’s
research (2016) carried out in the Chucuna Andean village. In both of them,
collective spaces and basic infrastructure services have been built and maintained
through the Faena Comunal. As Yamamoto claims in Chucuna:
“There are access roads, water canals, and other issues that concern to all
members of the group. As building and maintenance of these issues are not
supported by the government, the trabajo comunitario [in spanish] or community
work is organised, a day or several days of labour where all members of the
community go for the job.” (2016, p. 32).
Contrary to other collective interaction forms, the Faena Comunal appears to
be undeniably an asymmetrical form of reciprocity (Gelles, 1984). Those
asymmetries regard the lack of direct equal individual reciprocation and the
presence of rules which expect some kind of coercion —from a levy paid to the
direct exclusion of social services in case of lack of commitment. Tenant’s
obligation to perform a Faena Comunal and its utility to trade in services render
such practice quite similar to that of the Corvée12. In the Andean traditional society,
a particular type of Corvée existed. It was known as Mit’a (Mita in vernacular) and
its meaning resides in the philosophical concept of “eternal repetition”. As claimed
by Canseco, in fact:
“the equivalent of tribute in the Andean world was the labor force, organized
by the Mita on rotational basis whether for the benefit of the Ayllu, the local chief,
the lord of the macro ethnic group, the huacas, or, during the period of Inca rules,
from the state” (1999, p. 189)

12
Corvée was a practice imposed by an administrative unit, usually for public works or to
support symbolic cultural projects, performed in many civilizations over time. It differs from forced
labor in being a general, intermittent labor practice that lasts periodic short-term obligations while
forced labor is usually prescribed for a long or indefinite period as a method of punishment or
discrimination. According to Marx (2003), Corvée was a pre-capitalist form of surplus of labor,
adding to the labor-time necessary for workers' maintenance an extra time folded to secure the
subsistence of the entity which owned the means of production.
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Regrettably, the Mita’s traditional institution, related initially to rotation work
schedules to the Inca State, changed during the Spanish colonization when the
overwork object was tied to an exchange-value of the products rather than their usevalue. Actually, if the relationship between a local unit and the Inca powers implied
a form of reciprocity —however asymmetrical— this substantially disappeared at
the level of interaction during the Spanish regime giving way to slavery and
patronage practices (Mayer, 1974). Empirical evidence can be found in the Spanish
Mita’s collective labor practice presented by Rowe (1957). The Spanish colonial
labor institution of the Mita in the LA region was known as the Encomienda system.
Under the colony, it provided local workers needed for numerous projects
connected with public works such as building and road construction, service to
travelers, and relevant economic colonial enterprises such as mining, in a regime of
substantial exploitation (M. Smith, 2004). For instance, in 2013 the Faena
Vigawantuy, also called the Great Faena or hatun ayni in Quechua local language
—a traditional form of collective labor practice carried out in the department of
Huancavelica— had acquired the status of the intangible cultural heritage of the
nation through specific resolutions (Declaran Patrimonio Cultural de la Nación al
Vigawantuy, 2013; Resolucion Vice Ministerial N° 096-2013-VMPCIC-MC Norma Legal Diario Oficial El Peruano, 2014). The Vigawantuy involves the
cutting and transfer of tree trunks for future use in infrastructure works such as
canals and stairways based on collective needs.
According to official statements, it appears to have great importance for the
population as an expression and reinforcement of old communal bonds, as well as
to strengthen people’s relationship with nature. The importance of this specific
practice has been underlined many times in the anthropological report attached to
the resolution and submitted to the ministry, but most importantly, they also
highlighted the origin and commonality of Faena Vigawantuy to other collective
labor practices in the whole Andean region, leaving out some interesting angles. In
fact, according to the Director of Intangible Heritage:
“El origen de esta práctica

“The origin of these practices

estaría, según el expediente, en

lie, according to the file, under

el sistema de trabajo forzado

the tax (hacienda) regime

del régimen de haciendas, y de

forced

la institución religiosa católica,

Catholic religious institution --

cuyas

construcciones

whose spacious constructions

espaciosas requerían de troncos

required large scale logs. Once

de gran tamaño. Desaparecida

the hacienda disappeared, this

la hacienda, esta práctica se

practice

continúa

obras

community’s public works --as

públicas de la comunidad, pero

well as for new homes for

para

las

labor

system,

remains

for

the

the
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también para las nuevas casas

recently

de las parejas recién formadas.

However, this type of trajectory

Sin embargo, esta historia y

and needs have been the same

necesidades

las

throughout the whole Andean

mismas en toda el área andina,

region while the vigawantuy

mientras que la costumbre del

custom belongs specifically to

vigawantuy es exclusiva de esta

the region already mentioned.

región, lo que sugiere que esta

This suggests that this custom

tradición provine robablemente

probably originated from the

de la práctica local de la

local practice of the population

población que se ha desenvuelto

living within that territory, thus

en este territorio, y sería

older” (own translation)

entonces

han

por

sido

ende

formed

couples.

más

antigua.” (Mujica Bayly, 2013,
p.2)

This extract highlights quite clearly how supposedly “original” pre-colonial
labor practices give in to the requirements of local powers, changing in meaning
and aiming through the colonial age, is brought back today to a main stage as a
symbol of tradition and authenticity. It allows one to speculate how a phenomenon
could be understood and narrated from different perspectives in order to pursue
restricted ad different interests. As Mayer (1974) points out, such a form of
manipulation turned reciprocity into an ideological instrument to establish a
condition of co-optation or almost were still active/in place in the rural community
of the twentieth century in a completely different socio-political context.

1.4 Interpreting collective labor practices
If the Faena Comunal has not been the same meaning in Peruvian history, even
fewer other forms of collective labor practices have acquired the same social,
cultural, or political significance in all the LA region. Their interpretations have
varied according to the ideological debates and discourses used to face progress and
development related directly to them. Starting from Del Río (2015), we can identify
four paradigms13 at play in how social scientists have been dealing with
spontaneous practices and around the relationship between public agencies’ role
and grassroots organizations’ responses so far. Better said between different
13

The use of the term "paradigm" can be questioned. However it refers here to a theoretical
system that has enough consensus in a community of practices to dominate a field of study
(Connolly, 2013)
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political rationalities of governing. These paradigms are: the marginalization
paradigm, the libertarians and anarchists paradigm, the neo-liberal and individualist
paradigm, and the democratic-autonomous paradigm.
The concern for the problem of “marginality” in LA social sciences arose after
World War II, when the population living in precarious conditions began to appear
on large cities’ outskirts. The marginalization paradigm referred to hyperurbanization, modernization, and poverty questions that prevailed in the 1960s and
early 1970s. Since the 1950s, many LA countries were experiencing hyperurbanization, understood as the presence of urbanization high rate that did not
correspond to a similar industrial growth rate —so that rural-urban migrations
involved the transition from low-productivity rural jobs to urban jobs that were also
not very productive. It was seen as a pathology and a deformation of the Western
countries’ rational urbanization model (Schteingart, 2000).
The marginalization paradigm came in two primary forms: cultural and
economic, dragging itself behind two conflicting theoretical perspectives (Delfino,
2012; Ward, 2004). On the one hand, the cultural perspective, also known as
“modernization theory” proposed a dualism between the “modern” city and the
backward one associating certain social forms to space production practices. From
this cultural perspective, marginality constitutes a steady-state —the unachieved
integration of specific population groups into the urbanization process and
participation due to their cultural practices. In this scheme, while established
cultural barriers prevent the transition to a modern urban lifestyle, high growth
economic rates and the deepening of development policies constitute the paths from
which underdevelopment will be overcome in time (Schteingart, 2000). In the
Peruvian context, researchers influenced by this orientation towards human worth
and potential practices in popular urbanization could start with Matos Mar’s (1985,
1986, 1958) vision. In his works, Matos Mar proposed a structural and linear idea
of progress, expressed in its hypothesis of a popular overflow –—desborde
popular— and connected with the idea that popular urbanizations were, first and
foremost, a cultural-practical phenomenon rather than urban facts (Calderón
Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016). Consequently, in the late 50s, collective labor
practices have been seen as a transition of somewhat traditional Andean practices
into popular urbanization and, to that extent, it made it easier for the person
performing them to adapt to the urban life as well as influencing a new urban culture
(Matos Mar, 1958).
On the other hand, the confluence of Marxism and nationalism thought into an
economic perspective originated the “dependency theory”. It became prevalent in
LA’s intelligentsia during the 1960s due to the North American culturalism crisis,
the influence of structuralism, and the cultural spring that started with the Cuban
revolution. The economic perspective seeks to explain the characteristics of
dependent development and the subordinate condition of LA cities through the
process of capital accumulation in the world-system economy. Indeed, Marxist
traditions conceived marginality as an ongoing process guided by capitalist
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accumulation laws rather than a steady-state. Therefore, the structural base of
underdevelopment transcended the cultural discourses, creating the baseline for a
critical reflection on the system of dependent capitalism, its apparatus, and its
effects on LA cities.
However, more than its explanatory power, what transcended this paradigm
was its capacity to inspire political action as an alternative to the traditional class
struggles that animate socialism at the time. The stimulus and the promotion of
participation, and the claim for popular urbanization as a legitimate city part were
intended to change the complex of dominant social order and overcome the
marginalization faced by the urban poor through radical political practices
(Connolly, 2013). Indeed, the popular social movements’ broad participatory
practices in the 1960s emphasize structural impediments to development and no
longer blamed themselves as a cause of such impediments.
For instance, Pradilla Cobos (1983) and Burgess (1985) —from a theoretical
point of view— and Lloyd (1980) —from an empirical one— have shown how
public agencies tried to prise settlers’ involvement in basic infrastructure services
provision through collective labor practices related to community actions, self-help,
and community development initiatives. Such apparatus used to mystify the
traditional forms of subsistence and idealized the backwardness of the productive
forces that they represent as “the solution to the housing problem” or “the
conservation of traditional constructive practices” in its eagerness to sympathize
with low-income sectors. Through these collective efforts, poor settlers were
encouraged to feel they were in control of their lives and living conditions. They
tend to develop discourses of “freedom”, “own initiative” and a sense of being
“masters of their own acts” to the extent that they ascribed the lack of basic
infrastructure services not to a failure of the public agencies but to their inability to
cooperate. From a Marxist perspective, collective labor practices appear a form of
Corvèe (Marx, 2003) conceptualized as an outcome of structural processes of
dispossession, exclusion, and exploitation. Practitioners must work overtime,
extending their workday outside the market system as far as they invest weekly in
collective labor practice to produce their collective subsistence means outside the
private sphere because they have got no other choice. The extension of a typical
working day and the surplus of labor created, allowed public agencies to save
investment funds —funds that will be unfairly poured into free or subsidized
infrastructure works to middle and high-income sectors, lengthening the marginal
forms of subsistence to which the system of Dependent Capitalism subjects a
considerable part of the urban population.
Within the second half of the twentieth century, confidence in the previous
prevailing paradigm was eroded progressively due to the drastic change in historical
context that will be partially shown in Chapter II retracing the Peruvian case.
Therefore, the resulting need to formulate new research directions was combined
with fresh outlooks concerning urban studies’ roles: not any other critical
approaches but one to exalt the existing order (Duhau, 2016).
As Pimentel Walker (2016) has reported, a new debate on land regulations and
urban development outstanding 1960s LA urban studies, becoming more appealing
between the 1970s and 1980s. John Turner is widely recognized as a key
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protagonist in the development of alternative and socially progressive housing
models in Latin America, becoming the speaker of the libertarians’ and anarchists’
paradigm. Oppositely to the Marxist–materialist assumptions, Turner claims that
“It cannot be assumed that the value of a shelter [as well as of other goods] as a
material products ground in its physical quality” (2018, p. 114). The users
determine the value of a product or good through contingencies criteria —which
can change radically through time, following changes in a family unit’s socioeconomic status. Thus, housing should never be conceived as a “final” product but
instead an open procedure (Harris, 2003a; Ward, 2012b). Indeed, Turner did not
consider basic infrastructure services provision, including housing, only as a
technical or economic question, but a way for the urban poor dignity and selfrecognition (Turner, 2018). People living there were not silent and “without hope”;
on the contrary, they worked ceaselessly to improve their living conditions (Turner,
1967, 1976, 2018; Turner & Goetze, 1967).
Therefore, popular urbanizations and related practices of production were
rational and viable responses to rapid urbanization and should be perceived as
“solutions” rather than problems (Mangin, 1963, 1967; Mangin & Turner, 1968).
These ideas influenced global institutions like the World Bank and the United
Nations, which sought to incorporate his approaches to participatory self-build
housing as a platform for urban development. However, Turner’s ideas were not
wholly news.
The debate on self-help as a consistent policy emerged in the LA region even
before the rise of Turner’s views (Harris, 1998a). Actually, the term “aided selfhelp” was created in 1948 by Jacob Craned, Assistant Director of the US Public
Housing Administration, working on Puerto Rico’s new urban policies to deal with
the growing housing problems in emerging countries. In the late 50s, several USbased agencies had been involved in regional and local housing policies in central
and south America. Institutions such as The World Bank (WB)14, the United
Nations (UN), the Organization of American States (OAS) before, and the Housing
and Home Finance Agency (HHFA), the Inter-American Development Bank
(IADB), and the successive Agency for International Development (USAID) have
begun to take an interest in the growing problem of market externality and
consequent informal expansion of the housing sector as part of a strategy to prevent
the strengthening of the Communist movement in such areas. None of these
institutions endorsed direct public intervention in the sector as a response to the
growing housing problem. Instead, aided self-help had been a high priority (Harris,
1998b; Harris & Arku, 2007; Harris & Giles, 2003).
Besides, and maybe more radically linked to other forms of aided self-help
promoted elsewhere, the new element in Turner’s strategy concerned the collective
aid among neighborhood members without the support of governmental agencies
through the so-called “unaided self-help” or “auxiliary self-help system”
encouraging settlers’ “spontaneity” and “participation” (Oyón, 2018; Pecoriello,
14

In late 1960s, under the presidency of McNamara at the World Bank, housing improvement
for low income households was widely considered a guarantee of political stability.
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2013). The full control of design, construction, and management of homes should
involve collective support and system between families and broader communities
in a long or indefinite period of progressive urbanization. In light of his visions of
poverty’s inevitability, collective labor practices represent a form of grassroots
political self-management because they guarantee owner-designed control and
urban entrepreneurialism participation (Bower, 2016).
According to Ward, Macoloo (1992) and Oyón (2018), Turner’s ideas led to
approaches that emphasized dwellers’ autonomy, small-scale interventions, and
encouragement of user housing production. However, they do not concern other
housing elements. Despite collective labor practices in housing, basic infrastructure
services were not easily obtained only by dwellers’ efforts. This last consideration
was a matter for subsidiarity: if housing has a proper core in the local and individual
dimensions, basic infrastructure services do not. They worked at the urban scale
and should have been centrally planned and managed. To address such problem,
Turner claimed that it would have been necessary that national and local
governments allocated much-needed resources to fund public services, basic
infrastructure services, lands, and, where possible, credit facilities (Turner, 1976, p.
158, 2018, p. 171).
Then, the Neo-Institutionalist economics school of developmental thinking
constituted the baseline of the Neo-liberal and individualist paradigm that emerged
in the 1980s, gaining wide diffusion in the face of neoliberal postulates with a
globalist orientation in line with local development policies prised by US-based
International Organizations (Scarpocchi, 2016).
In the early 1990s, new rhetoric on development took hold globally, suggesting
facing market failures without the need for state intervention but instead with
people’s own resources (Capdevielle, 2014). It has been accompanied by an
interpretation of “social capital” as communitarianism, togetherness and social
cohesion fostered by the mainstream part of the social sciences community and
international organizations. The metaphoric use of the word “capital” referring to
stocks of available human resources derived from the network of relationships
possessed by a social unit such as, in my case, neighborhood organizations
(Nahapiet & Ghoshal, 1998).
This idea recalls de Soto’s assumption that wealth is conquered by knowing
how to use available capital. He said:
“Wealth is achieved essentially by one’s own effort. It is
earned, little by little, in an active market where goods services
and ideas are exchanged, and people are constantly learning
and adjusting to others’ needs. Wealth comes from knowing
how to use resources, not from owning them.” (1989, p. 243)
The idea of “Social relations” as an economic capital becomes an appealing
topic for many, whether they want to strengthen it or to take advantage of it.
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Neo-liberal and individualist paradigm also matched the concept of “social
capital” with “informality”, exhibiting positive biases towards finding new
possibilities and seeing unmet market needs. In fact, it explains the persistence of
illegal, irregular, informal, or clandestine practices in accessing, occupying the
land, and building on it from an institutional-legal framework that imposes
prohibitive entry and permanence costs for formality —charges that cannot be
covered by the poor (Calderón Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016; Smolka &
Mullahy, 2007).
The term “informality” was used to describe an urban economy sector referred
mainly to the poor’s labor subsistence practices at the social margins where those
not in regular employment could somehow make a living without venturing into
illicit activities (International Labour Office, 2002, 2014).
There are at least three dimensions of informality in construction practices.
First, the usage of “informal settlement” nomenclature seems to have been
introduced by the leading representative of this paradigm, Hernando de Soto, to
identify the breaking of urban planning rules based on the formal building processes
of the modern city. Through his work in Lima, de Soto (1989, 2001) identified that
the “formal” channels of law and bureaucratic procedure costs imply both legal
activities and free competition limitation while fostering the rise of the informal
market economy and patronage practices. Then, “informal settlements” succeed
precisely by opposing themselves to “formal” urban development practices. In this
sense, de Soto’s central hypothesis was that such costs and expenditures linger on
the family economy scale —restricting the productive and efficient use of resources
and their initiatives. Furthermore, the status of “informal” affects not only the
physical development of those settlements but, more often, their economic and
social population stability —including livelihoods, credit markets, public and
municipal services (Turner & Goetze, 1967, p. 126). Considered as a set of dead
assets permanently separated by the financial system, informal settlements, once
integrated, could be transformed into liquid resources activating entrepreneurs’
individual initiatives.
The second and third dimensions of the informality in construction practices,
involve the process rather than the final product’s legality. It is known as the
“informal construction process” placing more emphasis on the informal
construction sector as well as on labor and employment status. Here, the presence
or absence of regulation and protection distinguishes between formal and informal
practices (Wells, 2007).
According to the Neo-liberal and individualist paradigm, public agencies
should limit themselves to eliminating settlements’ extra-legal status and
facilitating regular jobs throughout market deregulation. It brought institutional
land titling practices and land reform strategy through which private individuals
and families can acquire formal property rights for land they have previously
occupied informally or customarily. Theoretically, legal title would guarantee
access to credit, and by using property titles as credit guarantees, a little
entrepreneur could make investments in the improvement of their assets, both
homes and businesses. In this way, the legalization of “informality” and the
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provision of individual freehold titles would enable progress towards poverty
eradication. In other words, the regularization of popular urbanization would allow
a solution to housing and poverty problems in cities at once15. However, the spatial
implications of formalization are of no concern to the Neo-liberal and individualist
paradigm, which does not consider the potential negative impact for overall urban
development of granting legal status to any parcel, no matter how poor the physical
condition of the housing structure, dangerous environmental conditions or how illplanned the settlement is (Gyger, 2019). Otherwise, to deal with the informal
construction process, the new public agencies’ role should promote a transition
framework from informal to formal. This framework includes facilitating private
entrepreneurship, removing obstacles to market access, and promoting freedom of
association —including the right to establish and, subject to the organization’s rules
(International Labour Office, 2014).
Collective labor practices become mainly studied in this last paradigm through
the notion of “informal practices” often regarded as a virtue in its own right.
Especially in urban development, the “informality” connected with housebuilding
practices in popular urbanizations represented an extensive research pattern. It
focuses on what Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift have identified as: “social endeavor
and improvisation, acknowledging slum life as harsh and challenging, but also
successfully negotiated by enterprising residents making a home, neighborhood
and opportunity” (Amin & Thrift, 2017, p. 136). An approach that can also be
found in other radical writers and scholars, such as Robert Neuwirth (2005) and
Mike Davis (2006) became fruitful since it illuminated the possibilities of a selforganized and self-regulated society to face market failures without the need for
public agencies intervention (Capdevielle, 2014). Therefore, when properly treated
—inciting practitioners to conduct themselves in an entrepreneurial fashion,
emphasizing their ambition, calculation, and personal responsibility— “informal”
collective labor practices could be closely integrated with the neoliberal political
structures maintaining the “status quo.”
Myriads of small, lateral and almost peripheral, petty movements and subtle
displacements have occurred in the last decades, which suddenly gained momentum
dissipating flows of imitative repetition of previous paradigms research approaches,
and have considerably redrawn the map of urban studies in the LA region (Del Río,
2015). Critical connotations are re-emerging with those movements due to the
awareness that, to overcome the “housing issue” self-building practices have
brought an urban chaos that reproduces settlers’ vulnerability by showing the
policies’ inadequacy emerged in previous positive paradigms (Olsson, 2012).
Otherwise, the democratic-autonomist paradigm criticizes popular urbanizations
from a relativist and poststructuralist perspective. The paradigm sees beyond the
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The rather dubious merit of such arguments have been amply addressed by scholars
elsewhere (Ahiakpor, 2008; Calderón Cockburn, 2001; Gilbert, 2002; Weeda, 2012)
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theme of “housing” and conceives popular urbanizations as a complex social
construction (Connolly, 2013).
Emilio Duhau (2016) has attempted to resume the most significant features that
could fall under this last paradigm. They concern an epistemological renovation, an
interpretative adaptation, and an effective resignation. First, those approaches open
the way to the epistemological transition that competes with this paradigm. They
are witnessing a shift that comprises how to do urban research: from a deductive
method that moves from axioms and postulates to obtain demonstrations and
explain the phenomena to an inductive posture that proceeds from studying sensory
experiences to explain a phenomenon. In other words, it means setting aside general
discourses on the city based on theoretical deduction towards recognition for the
need to characterize and interpret daily practices, whose complex reproduction
could explain overall urbanization trends (Connolly, 2013; Duhau, 2016).
Second, inside this interpretative mode of inquiring about urban phenomena,
reproduction, and adaptation, urban phenomena are considered multidimensional
processes resulting in the intervention and practices of a multiplicity of actors,
including public bureaucracies, several public agencies, private sectors. The
multiplicity of organizations that deal with popular urbanizations should start from
the constituted reality building appropriated proposal of urban development
(Duhau, 2016).
Third, the necessary simplification in public agencies activities should not
mean that formal processes are simplified so that one style of urban socio-economic
development practice could be adapted to another, as it has occurred in the Neoliberal and individualist paradigm proposals that promote the “informal” transition
into “formal” by weakening the rule of law and governance. Instead, urban
development practices cannot but diverge and their modernization should require
the improvement of pondered and calibrated government technologies (Takano &
Tokeshi, 2007).
Moreover, those approaches reoriented urban studies, moving beyond the rulerruled relational dichotomy. It moves from the public agencies’ analysis and its
functions to civil society’s different forms of hegemonic domination analysis and
how the multiplicity of movements, actors, and activities in the urban realm affect
each other (Coulomb & Duhau, 1988; Duhau, 2016).
Finally, after reviewing previous dominant paradigms in LA urban studies, it
appears clear how the theoretical dispute had to do mostly with the different ideas
of how urban reality can be transformed —rather than on the possible and
contrasting methodologies to study it (Connolly, 2013). Instead, approaches
features, which compose the democratic-autonomous paradigm, attempt exactly to
do the latter. They move from national socialist, anarchist, and neoliberal visions to
face progress and development to the democracy of daily life. In contrast to the
marginalization paradigm and the Neo-liberal and individualist paradigm, the
democratic-autonomous paradigm rejects socialist and neoliberal utopia and beliefs
about comprehensive and progressive social change projects —both from public
agencies or individuals— to pursue more practical preoccupations to recover social
and cultural values put into play in constructing popular urbanization order (Del
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Río, 2015; Duhau, 2016). In contrast to the libertarians’ and anarchists’ paradigm,
they are more aware of the limits of “intermediate technologies” (Burgess, 1978)
and more careful not to lose sight of the role of conflict and contradiction in the
creation of such order. They move from a naïf vision of self-help, as voluntarily and
autonomous, to a critical vision that addresses organized collective labor practices
under the big umbrella of the Social production of habitat –la Producción social del
habitat (Del Río, 2015).
Other critical discourses do not necessarily arise from collective labor practices
in popular urbanization as a starting point for implementing development policies
in a broader sense (Calderón Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016). For instance, a
critique of a government-supported self-help case involved Peruvian popular
urbanizations since the seventies; scholars like Ward (2012a) and Burgess (1977,
1985) harshly criticized Peruvian housing self-help projects in urban areas rooted
in the concept of “sweat equity”. They argued that government-supported self-help
led to the poor’s co-optation, channeling their demand-making into more public
agencies control. These discourses have begun to be accepted in the Peruvian
academy and public institutions, accompanied by a critique of the neoliberal
policies that have invested Peruvian society in recent years. Relevant works such
as Miyashiro (2009) about physical and habitational vulnerability and Calderon
(2013b, 2016) concerning illegal economic practices affect technical and
professional opinions, pushing proposals on resettlement projects and social
housing programs where necessary. The results of those rough ideas provide new
collective knowledge on such phenomena and, maybe one day will culminate in
changing the term of reference once again.
This rough summary is undoubtedly basic and incomplete, and one could
reasonably object to the gross separation between paradigms or even question the
use of the term “paradigm” to describe a multiplicity of different dimensions and
some of the implied generalizations. Undoubtedly, the field is more intricate than
what has been shown above. Nevertheless, one should concede that it catches
fundamental notions of important strands of the LA urban thinking, enabling a fair
critique, namely, that the collective labor practices have been mostly thought of as
a bounded unit and a stable object in an equally bounded and stable space.

1.5 Querying processes and practices
I leave to analyze collective labor practices closest to the critical but lifelike
position of the democratic-autonomous paradigm with the attempt to disclose the
current urban order represented in Peruvian unconsolidated popular urbanizations.
I started moving closer to practice-based thinking where “order” can be understood
as a collection of interlinked and interdependent “regimes of ordinary actions”
(Nicolini, 2014) in relationship with different practices that regulate the conduct of
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others towards urban development objectives. Then, I crisscrossed
Governmentality in order to decipher this constellation. It has been instrumental in
making sense of how popular urbanizations development is governed and how
collective labor practices are related to such development.
In this perspective, how should the collective labor practices be conceived in
the last wave of popular urbanizations in Lima? Are they an expression of culture
and tradition or an attempt to a hushed co-optation, as suggest by the two faces of
the marginalization paradigm? Are they an expression of spontaneity and
participation as the libertarian and anarchist paradigm have evoked, or rather an
example of resistance against the market rules and its formal system as has been
recalled by the neo-liberal and individualist paradigms?
I believed that the undisputed recognition of such practices in Peruvian urban
areas seems to be more than just a perpetuation of an ancient tradition, a co-optation
by public agencies, or a participative practice of resistance against a “formal”
system. By rolling back, urban paradigms transposition on real-life supposedly
would have had to allow autonomy and creativity to flourish in popular
urbanization. Instead, the current hypothesis is that they have delivered semiprivatized slippery urban-technocratic order that does more crushing than the
replacing one.
Within this hypothesis, the study of situated practices, distributed and enacted
through a multiplicity of activities as a regular and recurring phenomenon, becomes
the analysis of urban order in urbanization processes and practices (Amin &
Graham, 1997; Duhau & Giglia, 2008; Giddens, 1979; Indovina, 2016). An account
of order compatible with practice-based thinking can probably be encompassed by
French philosopher Michel Foucault’s account of the effect of power and governing
(Watson, 2017). Foucault’s conception of power as “a mode of action which does
not act directly and immediately upon others, [but] instead acts upon their actions”
(1982 p. 220) becomes relevant in my attempt to define the relationship binding
Faena Comunal with the current urban order in popular urbanization. The thesis
worked precisely with one of his analytical concepts called Governmentality
developed in Foucault’s later years in his lectures at the Collège de France and
further elaborated from a neo-Foucauldian perspective. Besides, the work also
explores concepts of resistance, co-optation, and tradition to verify their theoretical
affinity to the current analyzed practices.
Finally, the debate on current urban order does not intend to be just rhetoric
exercised; yet, to criticize specific arrangements and identify and evaluate events
by considering alternatives. After all, the urban order debate is:
“a debate driven by a commitment to human freedom and
political equality: to the idea that people should have a hand,
and that they should have a roughly equal hand, in helping
shape the terms that govern their existence.”
(Hayward & Lukes, 2008, p.9)
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Considering the hypothesis mentioned above, general questions for this study have
emerged as follows:
1. How do current governing technologies affect the urban order in the
third wave of popular urbanization in Lima? Which are the principles
leading them?
2. How should the collective labor practices be conceived in such order?
How they unfolded and reproduced in it? How are they governed and
managed?
Three instrumental steps have been posited to find the means and the methods
by which those objectives can be achieved.
The first step looks into the governance of popular urbanizations to identify the
constellation of organized governing practices that maintain and shape urban order
in the area. The second step maps technologies of power and the rationality behind
the practices of governing. Indeed, the effect of power never results only from one
recognizable moment practice; instead, it stems from its accomplishment alongside
other practices (Watson, 2017).
Finally, the last step cuts through deep the Faena Comunal and its components,
figuring out how they are configured. It includes the set of activities, artifacts, tools,
and environmental conditions interwoven with this kind of collective labor practice.
These four steps are synthesized as follows:
1. Identifying actors and their roles in popular urbanizations development.
2. Mapping how the rationalities and techniques of governing shape urban
order in the last wave of popular urbanization.
3. Unravelling how Faena Comunal is configured in the third wave of
Peruvian popular urbanizations, identifying its components and meaning.
As will be better explained in Chapter VI conceptual and formal tools adopted
to address these questions concerned a single methodology and various methods.
Firstly, the research is based on a single case study (Yin, 2003) that involves two
methodological movements that compose a qualitative multi-method approach:
‘zoom-in’—looking for a specific practice— and ‘zoom-out’ —looking for
processes and related governmental technologies outside the practice (Nicolini,
2009, 2012; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). The ‘zoom-in’ movement includes a nonparticipatory observation method followed by semi-structured one on one
interviews with practitioners. Conversely, the ‘zoom-out’ movement includes semistructured interview methods with non-practitioners and external key informants
combined with exploratory focus groups assisted by a local non-governmental
organization (NGO) to analyze popular urbanizations’ physical and social
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environmental conditions. Both movements include document analysis as well as a
secondary source.

1.6 Closing remarks
This thesis examines the current urban order within the low-income and
marginalized urban areas, starting with the collective labor practices' role and
significance in Lima. Utilizing the umbrella term “popular urbanization” I
suggested shifting the analytical perspective towards a dynamic understanding of
the social production of such order at the margins. Indeed the thesis intends to
engage the contemporary debate opened by the democratic-autonomous paradigm
in the definition of the local urban order in such areas.
As a point of departure this work consider urbanization as a multidimensional
and differentiated processes resulting in the intervention and practices of a
multiplicity of actors (Duhau, 2016; Takano & Tokeshi, 2007) and adopt an
inductive posture, that proceeds from studying sensory experiences in explaining
uran phenomena (Connolly, 2013; Duhau, 2016) with the aim to moving beyond
dichotomous representations of urban reality (Coulomb & Duhau, 1988; Duhau,
2016).
By briefly reviewing the various paradigms that have emerged up to now in LA
urban studies, we have discovered how collective labor practices have been
subjected to different interpretations as they focus on specific aspects of the
phenomenon or are analyzed under different ideological perspectives. However,
collective labor practices remain a notorious manifestation of unmet needs and selforganization in popular urbanizations, at least in their early stage.
The principles of repetition, temporality, and mandatory labor, associated with
use-value and an asymmetrical form of reciprocity, appear to be at the center of the
traditional collective labor practices in Peru. However, the practice transposition in
urban areas and the use of new lenses used to interpret such practices could show
some other principles based on emerging or traditional order. Practices and
processes have become units of analysis referring to the level of aggregation of the
data collected during the data analysis stage to figure it out.
Therefore, this work queries selected processes and practices by analyzing the
fuzzy power-effect that influences local practitioners’ conduct. In order to do so, it
mobilized contemporary debate on practice-based thinking combined with
Governmentality supported by a qualitative multi-method approach.
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Chapter II
The state of popular urbanizations
2.1 Introduction
Practices should always be reported on the historical and social conditions that
rendered certain rationality of “real” governing (Lemke, 2002). Therefore, the first
operational decision is to narrow down the social context of action in which the
governmentalization of the collective labor practices is studied. The chapter reports
how different Spatiotemporal phenomena are historically drawn together at a
particular conjuncture and often stabilized in specific urban order identified below
with the neoliberal order notion.
LA region offers a unique perspective on popular urbanizations neoliberal order
due to its particular urban history. As Santos y Ascon Borrás (1973) have reported,
the LA urban phenomenon has been driven by a unique convergence of worldwide
factors since the early time. These are actually linked to earlier Western migration
and global trade development, due to the excellent access to raw materials that had
value to the European industry. The result was a XIX century economic
development concentrated in a small number of cities, where a more recent
population concentration stems from rural-urban migration caused a demographic
explosion earlier than in other urban areas around the world. Obviously, through
the nineteenth century, urban character has changed consistently. A tipping point
should be found in 1963 when the LA region urban population exceeded the rural
population for the first time in history. Today, with about 80 % of the regional
population living in urban areas, the LA region is the world’s most urbanized region
—challenging the North America16 podium. However, its populational composition
has mostly changed.
As Carrión Mena (2016) has pointed out, a lower urbanization rate started to
show in the 60s. In his opinion, urban-rural migration was no longer how
urbanization occurred; instead, a new urban-urban migration phenomenon
emerged. Especially in the LA region, this urban-urban migration is related to an
increasing number of problematic and extensive urban agglomeration areas with
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more than ten million inhabitants, technically called mega-cities17 (Aguilar et al.,
2003; Gilbert, 1996; Ioris, 2015; Stratmann, 2011). This phenomenon reflects
different patterns of urbanization and different orders of urban practices. First, new
polycentric densification through verticalization and peripheral suburbanization
unfold one another in what Pedro Abramo (2012) has called the “Com-Fused” city.
Second, the traditional tendency to cellular and linear urban growth is acquired,
instead of the character of fragmented structures —dividing functions and spaces at
the microscale (Bäbr & Borsdorf, 2005). Last, we are witnessing an increasing
variety of lifestyles and conflictual urban practices that are based and coexist under
a constellation of situated normativity (Duhau & Giglia, 2008). Even if the
urbanization rate decreases, the demand for housing and related services
systematically exceeded the capacity of public agencies and formal market to
supply it. Governments have not been able to develop mechanisms to provide or
financing for affordable housing or basic serviced at the rhythm and rate required,
leaving the LA region with numerous housing problems and slums burgeoning
(Gilbert & Ward, 2009b; Magalhães et al., 2016).
Section 2.2 initially suggests a diachronic introduction of the Peruvian urban
order in popular urbanizations, outlining the most critical factors that generated
popular urbanizations growth in the Peruvian case until current times. Furthermore,
following post-colonial/de-colonial critiques (Schmid et al., 2018), each subsection
tries to emphasize terminologies restyle that emerged seasonally to identify popular
urbanizations according to changes in dominant national economic-political
ideologies.
Section 2.3 deals with the last wave of popular urbanizations’ organizational
setting —interpreting the neoliberal urban order created among the public agencies,
private firms, grassroots movements, and third sector organizations.
Finally, Section 2.4 presents the case of La Nueva Rinconada, the case study
area in Lima, where the research took place.

2.2 A glimpse back
Peru has been one of the most studied countries globally regarding popular
urbanization issues to the point that some of the ideological paradigms traditionally
used to explain, sustain or contrast such phenomena were born there (Gyger, 2019).
The peculiarity of the Peruvian case was that the urban demographic swarm, which
gave way to popular urbanizations, collapsed the traditional national order based on
a conservative and elitist society. This demographic swarm has been so extended
that it changed coastal cities character, converting the coastal region to the axis of
national economic and political life. Nothing similar has happened in any other
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between wealthy global cities and poor megacities.
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region within LA (Matos Mar, 2016). The capital city of Lima perfectly sums up
this upheaval.
Lima’s rapid growth is a mid-twentieth century phenomenon (see Figure 1). At

Figure 1: Lima and its popular urbanizations 1957-2010. (Source: Matos Mar, 2016)

the beginning of the previous century, the population of the Peruvian provinces of
Lima numbered 150.000. This figure had doubled by 1930, tripled by 1940, and has
increased tenfold from 1900 to 1960. In 1980 the population reached 4.800.000 to
double again between 1980 and the current date (Maguiña Salinas, 2009; Sánchez
Aguilar, 2015). Astonishing, nearly 60% of more than 9 million people just consider
the capital and metropolitan area are currently living in popular urbanizations
(Golda-Pongratz, 2018; Herrera, 2002).
Taking cues from local literature (Calderón Cockburn, 2003, 2016; Castro &
Riofrío, 2013; Driant, 1991; Gyger, 2019; Lloyd, 1980; Matos Mar, 2016), it is
possible to identify at least three great waves of popular urbanization expansion.
The metaphorical use of the notion of a wave suggests that there are peaks and
troughs in the popular urbanization process due to various factors coming into play.
New factors may cause new "waves" even when the previous ones have not stopped
yet. Since this chapter aims to show the waves of popular urbanization growth, I
use a series of factors to delimit the wave periods. Undeniably the limits proposed
for each of the waves do not constitute rigid thresholds. However, they are
necessary for a synthetic description of the phenomenon.
I consider the degrees of Peru's internal migration that affect Lima's
metropolitan city demography as a first factor. Matos Mar (1985, 2016, 1958)
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reported the popular urbanization growth as a massive Andean migration product
—which he has called el Otro Peru— coupled with the lack of formal land
availability, recognition, and rights.
The second is related to the political-economic and legislative response that
Peruvian elites have taken to govern the phenomenon. Castro and Riofrío (2013)
have distinguished four periods, in which we will see the official policies regarding
the formation and improvement of popular urbanization: social housing policy;
physical and legal rehabilitation policies; sites-and-services approach; massive land
titling policies. Such periods covered above more than half a century encompassed
significant political and social change within Peru, triggering strong metropolitan
resonance. Starting with the military regime of Manuel Odría (1948-1956),
succeeded by attempts to consolidate liberal democracy under Manuel Prado (19561962) and Fernando Belaúnde Terry (1963-1968) —interrupted by a brief interlude
of military rule (1962-1963). The period also includes the leftist military regime
(1968-1980), and then a fragile return to democracy in the 1980s under Belaúnde
(1980-1985) and Alan García (1985-1990). Then, it finally followed the emergence
of orthodox neoliberalism under Alberto Fujimori (1990-2000), partially restyling
by Alejandro Toledo’s (2001-2006), García’s (2006-2011), and Ollanta Humala’s
(2011-2016) presidencies.
The third factor is linked to the urban forms generated that partially derive from
localization trends. For instance, Driant (1991) identified the inner-city
spontaneous growing phases of the 1940, the peripherical and planned barriadas of
the 1970 until the multiplication of conflictive invasions on hillsides in the late
1980.
The last factor concerns the discourses built upon the phenomenon and the
symbolic meaning that from time to time was attributed to popular urbanizations
and their dwellers with positive and critical considerations that came in and out
(Calderón Cockburn & Vega Centeno, 2016). For instance, Calderon (2016)
identified three waves related to the specific grassroots movements or population
involved in the invasion. He identified a first urban “wave” between the 1940s and
the 1960s, calling it “pioneer”. It succeeded by “the sons of the city” between the
1960s and 1980s, and the “neoliberal” which go as far as current events. I shall
refere to this last subdivision in the thesis.

2.2.1 The first wave
Uneven development, confined to the coast, sparked social mobilization in the
interior highlands -la Sierra-, rural-urban migration, and peasant/landowner
confrontation. For the first time, Lima experienced an unprecedented rate of urban
growth. The population was almost tripling between 1940 and 1960 from an
estimated 450.000 to around one million and a half. The formation of the “pioneer”
wave of popular urbanization has been the direct consequence of the occurring
severe crisis of national governance, the strategical tolerance of local and national
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politics, the inadequacy of modernist planning processes, and the inability of the
State and private sector to build sufficient housing units to accommodate both
migrants and the local population (Gyger, 2019; Lloyd, 1980; Matos Mar, 2016).
Many of the smaller popular urbanizations which existed since 1920 have
evolved by slow accretion. Inhabitants were workers that squat leftover spaces near
the workplace, such as agricultural lands or construction sites. However, the
phenomenon as a product of circumstance was small, scattered, and ephemeral.
Nonetheless, the new astonishing phenomenon was land invasions occurring both
on hills around the city center and in plains on the periphery. It concerned massive
and organized land occupations involving hundreds of people before living several
years into the established city (Matos Mar, 2016).
Matos Mar (1985, 1958) argues that the poor who could not deal with formal
institutions or were discouraged from doing so due to a combination of corruption,
abuse, and discriminatory practices began to form their own organizations.
According to Matos Mar, in the popular urbanization processes of development
such organization detected leading roles, he said in fact:
“A barriada is always set up in this organized manner. At
the same time a residents' association is formed on the initiative
of the promoters of the invasion […] and, once established,
elects its own officers. The residents' associations are
established to defend the rights of the inhabitants and to act on
their behalf in their efforts to achieve their basic goal of
obtaining ownership of the plots on which they reside. This is
the main objective of these associations and the principle basis
of all their actions.” (Matos Mar, 1958, p. 11)
Even William Mangin (1963) have touched upon the topic. As he has explained,
during the 1950s and 1960s, land movements in Peru were strong. Those peoples
organized themselves and complained about their status of abandonment and being
forgotten by public institutions. Usually, invaders descended upon the selected land
during the night, marking regular plots and laying out space for streets and squares
and erecting their temporary shelters with burlap and straw mats. Often, there were
connivances between political parties and land movements. Organizers were
politically astute, seeking support from influential political leaders, choosing the
invasion date according to Holidays and observances in Peru to reduce the
likelihood of violent government reaction and resisting in the occupied place by
showing their attachment to the current regime. With the original invasion secured,
specific tasks were distributed among dedicated neighborhood organization
committees to arrange basic infrastructure services —frequently assembling them
on their own. Afterward, new plots used to be added at the margin of the original
invasion and popular urbanizations grew up exponentially due to the given land
availability (de Waardt & Ypeij, 2017; Lloyd, 1980).
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The Peruvian term ‘barriadas’ adopted in the 1940s firstly instilled mistrust
about this kind of urbanization process, fostering policies of control and eradication
(Connolly, 2013; Ludeña, 2006). According to Collier (1975), these prejudices
were reflected in some of the labels which have been applied to the settlements,
such as the Belt of Misery -Cinturon de Miseria, Clandestine Housing Development
- Urbanizacion Clandestina, and Social Aberration - Aberracion Social on the
knowledge line of the first publication of its kind, called Barrios Marginales.
Aberración Social (Berckholtz Salinas, 1963). However, while most invaders
tended to occupy large parcels of government-owned land, active police
intervention and evictions of the squatters were limited to private land occupation
and the ruthless and massive eradication has not been typical anyway.
In the 1950s, the legalization of popular urbanizations took place. During the
regime of General Manuel Odría (1948–1956), clientelism practices to court the
loyalty of popular urbanizations inhabitants became recurrent and Odría himself
and his wife significantly acted as patrons to numerous groups seeking land and
charity in anticipation of earning their electoral support. This marked paternalism
created a steady tide of personal dependency between the president’s family and
the popular urbanization inhabitants. Actually, the largest of these government
tolerated invasions in Lima’s West side, the 27 de Octubre (currently Urbanización
Perú), strategically commemorated through its name Odría’s military cup date and
received full legal recognition in 1951. It became one of the first recognized popular
urbanizations in the contemporary district of San Martín de Porres (Gyger, 2019;
Lloyd, 1980), and it represents the peak of the first wave of invasions in this
historical reconstruction.
In the mid-1950s, the dictator's power and consent fell sharply. In this period,
new movements and political organizations both from the right and the left were
born, lined up in an international debate where the Cold War was raging,
questioning at the time system. In this context, the most significant land invasion
of the time took place, taking advantage of the climate of national uncertainty and
political consensus-seeking. City of Gods – Ciudad de Dios’ birth exalted the
housing problem in Lima and definitively consolidated the form of the invasion as
the practice of popular urbanizations foundation. On December 24th, 1954, fivethousand people affiliated with the Asociación Mutualista de Obreros Generales
La Providencia invaded the Pampa de San Juan located outside the urban area and
in the southern periphery of the Rimac Valley. The news of the invasion took on
national importance for several weeks and drew thousands more to join the land
occupation. If the land invasion was so rapid and unexpected, the State response
was just as much. Having declined to evict the invaders, Odría offered to give them
the occupied land for a symbolic price. Moreover, after adopting this position and
even mentioning a State office's installation in the field, in 1955, he promised
formal recognition demanding conformity with the new downgraded planning law
in change. The reformed Ciudad de Dios was located opposite to the original
occupation site and was partially “urbanized” by the State itself to the extent of
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being provided with paved roads, water, and sewerage while proper dwellings were
designed to be extended via aided self-help on the owner’s schedule (Gyger, 2019;
Matos Mar, 2016).
In 1956 Odría was succeeded by Manuel Prado Ugarteche at his second
mandate (1956-1962) which redefined a new stage of liberalism in Peru.
At the time of the Prado government, there was great interest in popular
urbanization policies and, more generally, housing policy. Prado responded to
intensifying concern over popular urbanizations by establishing the Comisión para
la Reforma Agraria y la Vivienda (CRAV), appointing Pedro Beltrán Espantoso as
its head. In the context of this debate, Pedro Beltrán played an important role in
setting the agenda for future housing policies in Peru (Collier, 1978; Gyger, 2019).
Beltrán was an economist educated in London who served as Prime Minister
and Minister of Finance from 1959 to 1961. He was one of the most influential
government members, leading men of Peruvian oligarchy and spokesman for urban
liberalism in Lima. Moreover, he was the owner of La Prensa, the newspaper that,
by siding with the invaders, contributed to bringing the case of Ciudad de Dios to
the national forefront, pushing the previous government to envisage concrete
actions to solve the housing problem.
CRAV’s objective emphasized the link between countryside
underdevelopment conditions and urban migration related to small and medium
property ownership. It promotes rural landholding and dignities single-family
homes in urban areas. However, the commission's work was ambiguous. On the one
hand, rural development proposed programs were moderate and limited and did not
consider the most effective agrarian reforms. Indeed, the redistribution of existing
productive land was insignificant, reflecting conservative interests among the
Peruvian agrarian elite, such as Beltrán himself. On the other hand, CRAV
advocated private real estate developers' support in urbanization processes and
private financing in housing. In Beltrán's program, there was the elimination of rent
control; the release of taxes to encourage the construction of low-cost housing; the
modification of real estate transaction taxes to make small property transactions
fairer; the facilitation of mortgage eligibility and the introduction of mortgage
insurance; the promotion of mutual savings and credit associations; and special
incentives for private investment that would help lower land prices.
Beltrán declared that the social housing programs were unnecessary, stating
that popular urbanizations were a prime example of individual effort's potential at
once provided basic shelters, economic development, and moral improvement in
low-income sectors. Beltrán himself invoked a self-sufficient spirit to solve the
housing problem.
In the Beltrán program, a certain urban development model would better
encourage self-help and collaboration among neighbors. As Collier (1975) and Peek
(2015) have reported, one of the most influential Beltran's self-help proposals was
the inexpensive housing unit called la casa barata que crece —the cheap house
that grows, implemented in the Ciudad de Dios urbanization. It was the precursor
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of the sites-and-services schemes that architect Jhon Turner had advocated for after
working with the new National Housing Institute in 1960 under Beltrán's
presidency.
Beltrán's ideas supported a vision of development linked with the initial
research centers on self-help financed in Colombia, Chile, and Peru under the
auspice of OAS and IADB. Since 1956, the UN sent housing policy advisors to
Peru to encourage the government to invest in self-help, achieving a broader
consensus only in 1959 precisely with the support of Pedro Beltrán (Harris & Giles,
2003).
Beltrán also emphasized the value of self-help in existing popular urbanization
and insisted that property titles should be granted just once collective labor practices
had taken place. In this way, popular urbanizations would be incorporated into the
conventional legal system of private property. He also proposed a program of
collective labor practices, consisting of coordinating groups of fifteen to twenty
families to immediately build their houses —with the State's technical assistance to
guide their efforts. The matter, seen from this perspective, was primarily technical,
not socioeconomic, and urban distortions could be remedied with the input of
professional expertise (Collier, 1978; Gyger, 2019). Indeed, in 1957, the Prado
government created a national technical assistance office to provide barriada
residents with the necessary guidance to regularize and rehabilitate popular
urbanizations, which contributed in the early years of the 1960s to more than 30.000
self-help dwelling units and more than 104 popular urbanizations recognitions, the
most considerable number seen ever since (Harris, 2003b). The number and size of
barriadas continued to increase significantly in Lima, where the Pampa de Comas
and Villa María del Triunfo invasions in 1958 are noteworthy. Until then, it was
evident that the technical assistance offices would not, in themselves, be sufficient
to control insurgent settlements.
Collier (1978) showed that Beltrán was pursuing a well-defined set of broader
goals through his proposals. First, the new private sector's housing development
role served his and his entourage commercial interests directly due to his real estate
and building sector businesses. Second, he supposedly believed that houses which
can be improved through time and the increasing respect for private property would
tie low-income sectors to the system, making them less susceptible to radical
movements and less dependent on government support. Last, the growing popular
urbanizations sector could be used as a political support source and Beltrán and his
group were interested in such support.
When Turner arrived in Peru in 1957, he found fruitful debate through which
he could easily sharpen his argument before those radical criticisms of urban
planning emerging in Western academic discourses18. According to Bromley
(2003), in Peru, three different schools of thought led by Fernando Belaunde, Pedro
Beltrán, and Carlos Delgado’s ideas animated housing policy, city planning, and
18

The Death and Life of Great American Cities written by Jane Jacobs and published in 1961
provided a profound critique of the 1950s modernist urban planning policy referring at the modernist
planning dogma era touched the highest point in US discourses and a growing interest all around the
world.
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political ideology debates. Turner had been focalizing on a representational change
the whole time since he released 'Lima Barriada today' in Architectural Design
(Turner, 1963). Although during the earlier years of development popular
urbanization seemed disorganized, he was firmly convinced about the government
and public agencies’ inadequate responses to address the problems of the poorest
groups by traditional programs. For him, those policies’ products were
unsatisfactory quantitatively and qualitatively compared to the potential of
community-based and action-oriented models for a social change (Turner, 1967).

2.2.2 The second wave
In the time between 1961 and 1981, the migratory movements reached their
maximum relative intensity. The urban population increased nationwide by 17.8%
at the expense of the rural population, while just Metropolitan Lima grew 250% in
those same years (Sánchez Aguilar, 2015). Social development became a higher
priority in Peru —seen as a cost-effective way to defuse political discontent
emerged with echoes of the the Cuban Revolution. The term barriada was officially
replaced within this second wave when, as Abrams states: “the way [in which
people] have organized their settlements have evoked admiration rather than
stigmatization” (Abrams, 1966, p. 36).
According to Matos Mar (2016), the government elites solution to reduce
popular urbanizations' social pressure was the co-optation of the settlements into a
legitimate government system according to two strategies. The first strategy
revolved around an alternative solution to sort the urban space, overcoming
modernist imperatives of the 1949 Lima Pilot Plan- Plan Piloto de Lima (PPL). The
urban planning regulations reforms, followed by the City of God invasion, included
the codification of a new category of urban settlement of the popular type Urbanizaciones Populares de Interés Social (UPIS). It fostered the construction of
lower quality public services in popular urbanizations providing at once technical
assistance to build private housing units. Then, after CRAV final report followed
by a prolonged debate, many of these practices were embodied in the Law of the
Marginal Neighborhood n.13517 -Ley Orgánica de Barrios Marginalespromulgated in 1961, the first of its kind in all the LA region. Further invasions
were allegedly prohibited, but existing popular urbanization could be titled on the
condition that their primary urban services were improved and that individual
dwellings were rehabilitated to acceptable standards defined by law. While
conventional urban planning techniques failed, Law 13517 reflected the confidence
that urban techniques could once again offer rational and practical solutions for
urban growth (Gyger, 2019). This important law is placed here as a marker of the
end of the first wave of invasions and the beginning of a new period.
The second strategy concerned the ''districtisation'' of popular urbanizations.
Comas and Villa Maria del Triunfo became districts almost at the end of the Prado
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government, replicating the experience of the 27 de Octubre, while Independencia,
El Agustino, San Juan de Miraflores (SJM) were proclaimed districts under
Belaunde Presidency in order to facilitate their self-sustainment through tax
collection and discharge to the desire for recognition of the population.
After a brief interlude from Perez Godoy's military government (1962-1963),
Fernando Belaúnde Terry (first mandate 1963 to 1968) was elected President.
Belaúnde was an important architect, graduate from Texas (US), and professor at
the National Engineering University of Peru. As a modernist supporter, he seemed
more interested in town-planning and rural development. On the one hand,
Belaúnde proposed the demolition of substandard neighborhoods, synchronized
with a resettlement program involving the construction of urban emergency units.
The land invasions were seen as a disgrace, and to solve the crisis, the state should
have necessarily provided large-scale, state-backed housing projects19 coordinated
by proper planning tools materialized with a new development plan: The
Metropolitan Development Plan for Lima-Callao (PLANDEMET). The plan
substantially reaffirmed the principles of Law 13517 concerning the upgrading of
existing popular urbanization, the construction of new social housing by state
agencies, and the identification of future urban land expansions along major
roadways.
On the other hand, Belaúnde sought his support in the rural area, sharing the
CRAV analysis about the link between countryside underdevelopment conditions
and urban migration. His approach emphasized the idea of community action, the
role of municipalities in community development, and collective labor practices in
rural areas. Indeed, under the leadership of his government, a crucial
infrastructuralization program called Popular Cooperation - Cooperación Popular,
intended to limit the rural-urban migration to the coast (Belaúnde Terry, 1960).
However, as with Lima’s Plan Piloto, Belaúnde urban aspiration would remain
partially unfinished because such schemes became inaccessible to the lower classes
while his rural program had not implemented projects of agrarian land reform
(Gyger, 2019).
Under Belaúnde, the increase in national public debt, the intense pressure on
crucial economic sectors by foreign countries, and the disproportionate power still
in the hands of the old land oligarchy brought the civilian government to fall under
the coup of the general Juan Velasco Alvarado in October 1968. Velasco’s military
regime (1968-1975) was unique among the modern LA region for its reformist
intents and left wings populist character. The government limited U.S. economic
influence in Peru, nationalized transportation, communications, and electric power
infrastructure, and converted millions of acres of privately owned farms into
worker-managed cooperatives implementing the agrarian land reform.

19

Belaúnde redirected government resources back into the conventional mass-housing
schemes, two of which were the Conjunto Habitacional Palomino (1967) and the Conjunto
Residencial San Felipe (1969).
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The first essential step in the development of popular urbanization policy after
the coup was the announcement, in early November, of an Army program to level
the streets of the popular urbanizations as well as the creation, in early December,
of a new government institution dedicated to the development of the popular
urbanization which brought together all the agencies that had hitherto dealt with the
barriadas.
With the creation of the National Organization for the Development of Young
Towns, later known as ONDEPJOV, the laudatory terms of ‘Young Towns’
officially emerged, replacing the previous epithets (Collier, 1975; Driant, 1991;
Lloyd, 1980). The requirement of stigma has been loosened in this definition to
permit the inclusion of new government-sponsored settlements. Indeed, according
to Driant:
“La aparición de un nuevo
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Since the 1960s, several studies have been linked to third-sector organizations
and leftist parties regarding the inhabitants’ social mobilization capacity. In such a
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historical occasion, ambitious urban self-management programs were created based
on a sense of solidarity and mutual aid attributed to popular urbanizations'
inhabitants. The most important aspect of this encouragement was ONDEPJOV's
vigorous effort to create and strengthen community organizations by training local
leaders and encouraging collective infrastructure services development rather than
housing projects. The ONDEPJOV was constituted by both members of the state's
armed forces and civilian figures with working experience in popular urbanizations
—such as the Office of Young Town led by Monsignor Luis Bambarén, Bishop of
Chimbote or Community Action Perú, an entity founded by New York-based
organizations.
On the one hand, grassroots participation in popular urbanizations was
structured around a series of hierarchically arranged units from the block level: each
block of thirty or so households would elect its own three-person neighborhood
committee. In turn, these elected a central board of directors at the zone scale.
Finally, the board’s secretary-general joined the regional office's coordination
committee, which provided ONDEPJOV officials and professional staff support.
On the other hand, the ONDEPJOV was in charge of executing electrification,
water, road infrastructure, and schools construction. The operational circuit was as
follows: the ONDEPJOV received the specifications of the organized residents and
made contacts with the private sector in charge of carrying out the works on behalf
of the public companies responsible for the service's operation. However, through
this process, ONDEPJOV incorporated into its membership structure the earlier
resident-run, effectively cooptating any other independent organizations
(Portocarrero et al., 2002).
Although the State did not entirely prevent new popular urbanizations
formation, it did reject any uncontrolled invasion, reinforcing repressive practices
and encouraging relocation. Doing so, the Velasco government also planned new
urbanizations in desert lands, the so-called barriadas-ciudad (Golda-Pongratz,
2018, p. 265) or barriadas ordenadas (Teschner, 1998) such as Villa el Salvador
(1971) or Huaycan (1984) involved in this resignification process. Especially the
former is posited in this reconstruction as the culmination of the second wave of
popular urbanization. Conceptually, it was a model of a utopian and almost selfsufficient city that could facilitate the democratic character of the new urban
society. It was planned with industrial zones, unitary lots for the self-construction
of houses, and ample accessible areas for communal and collective equipment.
When the City of God was already consolidated, the march towards the
peripheral desert lands was resumed by the great invasions of Pamplona Alta under
the Velasco presidency. The first invaders arrived in the 1960s, when a group of
families and informal vendors from Lima's Central Market were moved by order of
the city's mayor Luis Bedoya Reyes, to the area known as Pamplona Baja. It was a
land subdivision carried out by the mayor of Lima after a fire consumed shacks in
a central area of Lima on May 28, 1963. All those affected were transferred to the
foothills of the Pamplona Alta hill from where the subsequent invasions
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consolidated the upper part. The emergence of new sectors and the increase in
population pressured the pig farms owners established since the 1950s to gradually
abandon Pamplona and move to the upper parts of the hills on the east and south
sides.
Initially, two hundred families invaded a site at Pamplona Alta, seizing stateowned land on the eve of the Annual Meeting of the Board of Governors of the
Inter-American Development Bank, held in Lima on April 30th, 1971. The timing
of this invasion, surely, was not accidental. After a month, tens of thousands of
people gathered to take part in it. In the Pamplona Alta invasion, the children of the
invaders from previous decades played a fundamental role coupled with new
Andean migrants from the 1970 Ancash earthquake. However, the settlers aimed
not to secure the place but to use their occupation to pressure the regime into
offering them a relocation site. In the compromise reached after violent protests,
and eviction attempts, the invaders agreed to move to a location chosen by the
government. The government quickly identified a relocation site further south at
Tablada de Lurín- 25 kilometers from the center of Lima —on desert terrain that
had previously been identified by PLANDEMET as a suitable zone for urban
expansion. In a few months, seven thousand families from the Pamplona Alta
invasion had arrived at the relocation site, renamed Villa El Salvador, the first case
of barriadas ordenadas or barriadas-ciudad (minimum site and service schemes)
(Golda-Pongratz, 2018; Teschner, 1998).
The invasion of Pamplona represented a serious challenge to government
policy aimed at preventing people from obtaining land by merely occupying it, and
the government sought to highlight that invasions were not a legitimate means of
acquiring land. Although, Velasco’s government did ban invasions after the
occupation —reducing their number in the first two and a half years of government.
He also created the National System of Support for Social Mobilization- Sistema
Nacional de Apoyo a la Movilización Social (SINAMOS). SINAMOS has been the
first step of popular organization recognitions in Peru, whose mission was to
promote citizen participation mechanisms to establish a framework for dialogue
between the government and the people. Simultaneously, it was also converted into
a repressive tool to carry out surveillance of non-sanctioned political organizations,
particularly within popular urbanizations (Kruijt & Degregori, 2007; Portocarrero
et al., 2002)
The first signs of the economic crisis, appearing at the end of 1973, ended up
shaking the regime and plunging SINAMOS into unpopularity, precipitating the
fall of Velasco and the seizure of power by General Morales Bermudez (1975–
1980), who oversaw an unfolding of revolutionary rhetoric and a shift to the right.
Although a new president was already in charge, the popular urbanization
inhabitants continued to mobilize and protest in demand of basic public services
articulating their interests with the workers’ movement requirements. In 1978
barriadas movements in the city of Lima constituted the Comités de Coordinación
y Lucha barrial, which later became, at national level, the National Confederation
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of Young Town and Popular Urbanizations of Peru - Confederación Nacional de
Pueblos Jóvenes y urbanizaciones populares del Perú.
Following the Velasco approach in a first stance, Morales created the National
Office for the Participation of Young Towns - Oficina Nacional de Participación
de los Pueblos Jóvenes (ONPPJOV), promoting public services provision into
popular urbanizations. However, most popular urbanization developed fairly
radical demands, which went far beyond issues of physical development and
included proposals for a community bank, worker control over the industrial park,
health and education, and public authorities. Therefore, the government began to
consider the neighborhood organizations as enemies of the military regime. For that
reason, authorities abandoned them first and then hampered them by cutting funds.
In this context, SINAMOS was deactivated, the State transferred the problems of
popular urbanizations to the municipalities and intensified moments of harsh
widespread repression (Driant, 1991; Gilbert & Ward, 2009a; Matos Mar, 2016).

2.2.3 The third wave
Towards the 1980s, Lima’s social dynamics showed the effects of three central
phenomena that impacted popular urbanizations in the years that came: the internal
conflict, a new rural exodus, and the adoption of the neo-liberal model of
development.
From the early 1980s to the late 1990s, a bitter internal conflict impacted the
indigenous highlands and unsettled popular urbanizations social order. The
presence of terrorism left as a consequential fear and mistrust among settlers and
more significant skepticism and rejection of political activity. Traditional political
parties lost prestige in neighborhood organizations and shrank to near non-existence
to the point that parties affiliated leaders were threatened and murdered by terrorists
(Kruijt & Degregori, 2007). Indeed, Sendero Luminoso20's last step to subverting
Lima passed through the control of popular urbanizations and grassroots
organizations support. For them, this growing population of poor concentrated in
Lima’s periphery was fertile terrain to build pillars for their Maoist revolution (Burt,
2016).
The internal conflict also intensified the process of mass migration from the
rural areas towards Lima. Actually, between 1981 and 1993 the absolute increase
in immigration to the capital was 507,180 people, and the relative share was 26.9%.
Moreover, between 1993 and 2007, immigration to Metropolitan Lima increased
by 364,800 people, 15.3%. This last migratory event substantially changed the
regional scenarios and the conditions of the population’s daily life. A new type of
migrant appeared at the time: the one displaced -el desplazado-. Unlike traditional
20

The Shining Path - Sendero Luminoso was a revolutionary communist party and political
organization in Peru following Maoism thought and founded in 1969 by Abimael Guzmán. It
regarded as a terrorist organization by Peru for its violent and brutal activities during 1980 and 1990.
Although the organization's numbers had lessened by 2000 militant factions of the Shining Path
continued to be active in drug dealing and other illegal activities.
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migration, this displacement has a regressive character; it is encouraged by fear and
insecurity, reducing expectations to the search for a safe refuge that allows the
exercise of a peaceful life (Maguiña Salinas, 2009).
Finally, the history of the third wave of popular urbanizations has a great deal
to do with adopting a neoliberal-inspired political-economic regime and its
consequences. The term Human Settlements -Asentamientos Humanos emerged
with the will to “normalize” land occupation phenomena in 1980. Apparently, the
1967 PLANDEMET Esquema Director 1967-1980 21 already contained such
technocratic nomenclature, which has been strategically recovered after the fall of
the military regime. Afterward, the term was popularized by the Habitat I
conferenced in 1976 and it appears in Peru with the first Law on Municipalities, n.
051-04 in 1981 (Gyger, 2019). To date, the Asentamientos Humanos nomenclature
belongs to the broad category of marginalized suburban neighborhoods -Barrios
Urbanos Marginales (BUM) that has acquired a recent specific recognition in
Peruvian legislation given the absence of explicit references to legal or illegal land
possession and type of tenure. Instead, to qualify the term, the reference concerns
to monetary and non-monetary poverty indicators and the degree of public services
supply. Indeed, according to the government classification, the BUM is a:
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In 1980, Peru suffered a deep debt crisis and an associated recession with a
more significant impact on cities. Indeed, following the Washington Consensus22
"standard" reform package, most countries adopted neoliberal-inspired reforms
necessary to "protect" their economies. In Peru, those policies had been initiated by
Belaúnde‘s (1980-1985) liberal reformisms, implemented in their orthodox version
under Fujimori (1990-2000) and partially restyling mainly by Alejandro Toledo
(2001-2006), García (2006-2011), and Ollanta Humala (2011-2016) presidency.
21

I based this passage on a private conversation I had with Professor Pablo Vega Centeno. For
a first insight to this urban development plan read the work of Wiley Ludeña (2006)
22
A British economist named John Williamson coined the term Washington Consensus in
1989. The term refers to a set of recommended structural reforms based on free-market economic
policies and supported by prominent international financial institutions.
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The rationale behind those governments was limiting the State's responsibilities and
interventions in all social and economic sectors as well as fostering
decentralization, privatization, deregulation policies to reach a blissful
macroeconomic stability (Moreno-Brid et al., 2004; E. Silva, 2009; Torres, 2005;
Williamson, 1990).
After twelve years of military governments, Belaúnde reemerged as president
in the 1980 elections and brought Peru back to democracy. With high consensus,
Belaúnde was poised to revive its developmentalist agenda that had been
interrupted by his removal in 1968. The foreign debt payment suffocated the central
government and could not execute an adequate social policy. The only two
outstanding “housing” programs implemented were Cooperación Popular, created
to deploy infrastructure in rural areas, subsequently replicated in urban areas, and
Banco de Materiales - Banmat Law No. 23220 of September 28, 1980, which lends
money to obtain construction materials at low rates to encourage self-help. With the
creation of such programs, here comes the end of the second wave of popular
urbanization and the beginning of the third one.
Government reforms devolved responsibilities to local municipalities, entailed
both a decentralization of the national government’s power and a democratization
of decision making on issues affecting local communities’ everyday lives. With the
Decree-Law (DL) n.51 enacted on March 16, 1981, the ministry transferred popular
urbanization competencies to the Dirección Ejecutiva de Asentamientos Humanos
Marginales with the end to support the low-income population at the local level.
Article 21 locates its essence:
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contribuyan a elevar su nivel de
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(own translation)

On June 8, 1984, district municipalities acquired urban development tasks such
as urban planning and popular urbanization management. Only water, drainage, and
electricity services remained under national companies competencies. Law n.
23853, the Organic Law of Municipalities – Ley Organica de Municipalidades
submitted pressures and problems of local governments. Subparagraph 5 of Article
70 defines the municipal functions, stipulated that these must:
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In this way, all existing or future neighborhoods could theoretically be legalized
with municipal district authorization. The law aroused strong opposition in
parliament and followed months of protests and demonstrations. Actually, it
directly contrasted with the national Law n.13517, allowing a new amnesty and the
extended delivery of property titles to popular urbanizations established until the
1980s. Furthermore, Law n.23853 implementation was appalling. Only in the first
eighteen months, the Metropolitan Lima delivered 55.915 individual property titles,
2.7 times more than they had ever been granted since 1961; nevertheless, without
registering them correctly and without implementing significant development
projects (Driant, 1991; Gyger, 2019; Matos Mar, 2016).
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Given the economic and political crisis of the government of Belaúnde, Alan
Garcia (1985-1990) was elected president. The government promulgated Law
n.24513 under the influence of the Institute for Liberty and Democracy, of which
Hernando de Soto was a leading member. Law n.24513 was another attempt to cope
with the fact that about half the population had no property title or legal status. Law
n.24513 supersedes all of the earlier legislation in some ways. The mentioned law
makes popular urbanizations formed during the five years 1980-85 as well as those
followeded the passage of Law n.23853, eligible for recogniton, but avoiding once
more topics related to the provision and installation of public services.
The creation of a unique Real Estate Registry of Informal Settlements and
Popular Urbanizations with a mortgage program designed explicitly for its
inhabitants and an additional amnesty on the latest invasions were the next steps
made following de Soto 's advice in Garcia concluding period of electoral mandate.
Firstly, with the support of the political parties convinced of the need for
institutional reform, Peru passed laws to establish a parallel parcel-based urban land
registry that formalized and simplified property rights introducing a system that
recognized community-based extra-legal norms and practices utilized simplified
procedures and parcel-based records. Secondly, the Popular Mortgage - Hipoteca
Popular, the first of its kind, was created to give credit to popular urbanization
inhabitants on private and state-owned lands. This mortgage was created by DL
n.495, published on November 15, 1988. In this new figure, the mortgaged object
was no longer a real estate property owned by a person but was land possession and
building ownership made on it. However, the municipalities in charge of carrying
out the land reclamation had neither the capacity nor the time to implement them.
Theoretically, if the land was not cleaned up, the plans for the layout and
development of the new urban space were not generated, and, as a result, no title
deeds could be issued —even if they were consigned to the Real Estate Registry of
Informal Settlements and Popular Urbanizations. Lastly, in 1989 the government
enacted Law n.25105. It established that the application and enforcement of Law
n.24513 be extended to August 30, 1989. It was validating a further widening of
unprovable maximum terms.
Alan Garcia’s pure populist style government soon turned disastrous. Price
control and subsidy policies distorted the market and harmed public finances.
Moreover, his decisions to nationalize the banking industry and suspend the
country’s foreign-debt payments helped plunge Peru into economic hyperinflation.
The recession increased unemployment and poverty and caused a progressive
abandonment of statal economic and social functions. In the 1980s, Peruvian
society assisted in the "informalization" of the traditional classes, expressed through
the de-proletarianization of the popular sectors and impoverishment of the middle
classes.
Emblematic as it is, the last wave of popular urbanization sprawled out where
it would never have been thought possible to develop in previous decades. More
settlers began to occupy less suitable and marginalized areas, residual and
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peripheral spaces such as riversides and steep slopes with high gradient, valleys
subject to flooding, and private wasteland areas or areas reserved for public and
collective projects creating new popular urbanizations (Miyashiro, 2009; Ramírez
Corzo & Riofrío, 2006; Velarde Herz, 2017). The new uncontrolled march towards
the peripheral ravine lands followed a schema known as ant's occupation ocupación hormiga that is: first, few families came, then others little by little. In
this regard, Manchay popular urbanization stands as an emblematic case.
Housekeepers of the highest rental districts of La Molina and Cieneguilla to the east
of Lima and other Lurin Valley farmers settled the area since 1960. They were
living isolated from one another until 1980 when many unorganized, displaced, and
unrooted peasants began to densify the area. Most of them were victims of political
violence originally from Ayacucho, and Huanta —areas found a tolerable place to
live in the hot sandy landscape of Manchay. The poverty rate was high, yet these
residents were forced to spend more on basic infrastructure services such as
transport or water than Lima's residents in far more central areas. In 1983, a group
of local leaders created the Centro Poblado de Manchay, to demand recognition by
the State. They were not alone. Between 1980 and 1985, the municipality of Lima
recognized 203 new popular urbanizations. By 1981, 1.329.000 people were living
in popular urbanizations, making up 29% of the total population of Lima at the time
—a proportion which has continued to expand, reaching 2.421.000 people in 1989
the 35% respectively (Calderón Cockburn, 2016; Matos Mar, 2016)
During this emergency period, Municipalities and third sector organizations23
had to take direct charge of popular urbanizations’ internal needs. The former
instituted emergency programs, addressing the needs of their residents, including
preventative health, sanitation, and nutrition. The latter proposed alternatives to the
traditional clientelism practices promoting economic initiatives and the awareness
of the popular classes. Programs like Glass of Milk -Vaso de Leche, and the
establishment of community-run dining halls - Comedores Populares organized by
local women to feed infants and prepare meals saving households time and money,
proliferated with the support of both.
The primary response to economic and social problems came in the form of a
mobilization in favor of liberalizing reforms. 24The politic economic crisis of the
1980s wounded the mercantilist state to death and opened the doors to the neoliberal state. Generally speaking, this new model dismantled state business activity
through privatization and reduced public agencies' skilled interventionism.
According to Calderón Cockburn and Vega Centeno (2016), this was the time of a

23
Third sector organisations describes here the range of organisations that are neither public
sector nor private sector. It includes voluntary and community organisations registered charities,
social enterprises focused on development and poverty reduction For this text it ecludes other
organisations such as self-help groups, community groups and co-operatives called here grassroots
organizations, corresponding with the peruvian organizaciones sociales de base.
24
These were put forward and coordinated by Mario Vargas Llosa, the famous novelist who
later became an ideologue and enthusiast of neoliberalism.
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new wave of popular urbanizations, institutionally perceived and understood
through a liberal and individualistic perspective. What is peculiar in Peru is that this
transit does not change the existing relationship between public agencies and
popular urbanizations.
Alberto Kenya Fujimori Inomoto (1990-2000) was the unexpected winner of
the 1990 presidential election on the independent ticket, Cambio 90, which marked
an abrupt change in Peruvian economic and political direction. His office served as
the prototypical case of neo-populism in the LA region. Fujimori ruled in a topdown, individualistic manner, appealing directly to Peru's poor and using an “antisystem” or “anti-political” rhetoric that weakened the political class. At the same
time, he pursued neoliberal policies at the appeal of globalizing private economic
interests (Barr, 2003).
Fujimori inherited an insurgency situation close to civil war, an external debt
crisis that had run unresolved throughout the 1980s, and an economic collapse with
runaway inflation since 1988. To face the national financial situation, Fujimori
quickly adopted radical neoliberal initiatives, first among which the package of the
SAPs under multilateral organizations’ councils. Fujimori was able to materialize
in its rapid results in the area of inflation control, fiscal reordering, growth of the
Gross Domestic Product, as well as its inconsistent effects on employment, income,
and social welfare (Palmer, 2000). The SAP has had four clearly defined moments.
The first (1990-1991) was the “Fujishock” with relative price super-adjustment. In
the second moment (1991-1992), Fujimori pursued draconian state reforms and
privatization as orthodox as the Chilean model —strengthened by a new
centralization of powers in the executive hands. In the third moment or period
(1993-1996), there was the much-needed "growth" as high as unexpected and the
approval of a new constitution that consecrated the neoliberal model of
development. The fourth moment (1996-2000) began with an orthodox
readjustment, but it ended with the renegotiation of the foreign debt, and the PAE
started to block and show its inability to move towards authentic growth or
development (Leonard, 2000; Palmer, 2000).
What happened in 1992 and 1993 was emblematic and made evident the
situation in the country, when the already precarious democracy became semidictatorial after the presidential self-coup – autogolpe, followed by the adoption of
a new constitution which stimulated private ownership of public assets and
facilitated access to foreign investors, consolidating at once the executive power.
In terms of urban government, the Fujimori regime adopted two strategies. On
the one hand, it recentralized regulatory functions, including spatial planning with
the privilege exclusion of the Lima metropolitan area, the recognition of popular
urbanizations, land titling, and thereby denying local governments the ability to
manage the regularization process. On the other hand, the role of the government
was increasingly reduced to one of general management and business promotion. It
pursued the expansion of the real estate market with the benevolence of private
construction and management companies. The notion of the household as a right
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was erased from the 1993 Constitution, and the subsequent laws on compulsory
purchase and modifications of the Civil Code pose difficulties to the adoption of
regulatory measures on the private property market. In the face of this, urban
services and infrastructure were privatized as well (public transport, electricity,
education, and health). Fujimori also dismantled the Ministry of Housing, the
mutual system inherited from the previous administration that operated under the
management of the Housing Bank - Banco de la Vivienda and the Central Mortgage
Bank, and also removed other assistance mechanisms for low-income
neighborhoods and popular urbanizations. Only the Building Materials Bank Banco de Materiales (BANMAT) survived to provide loans for building materials
for self-help activities in popular urbanization. To conclude, the new housing
policies treated houses as market assets (Calderón Cockburn, 2012, 2013a).
Becoming evident that the Shining Path established a significant presence in
Lima —particularly in the immense popular urbanizations that encircle the city—
Fujimori adopted strong measures against insurgency and carried out a general
bloody repression of movements against the regime. However, to offset the burden
of his policies on Peru's poorest segments of the populations who had brought him
to power, Fujimori’s administration made an explicit political agenda of direct
democracy - democracia directa, where the government responded directly to the
people without parties or intermediaries such as labor unions25. The
institutionalization of such changes can be read within a new regulatory mark
dedicated to the process of citizen participation. Two laws had summarized these
changes in Peru. First, the Law 25307 published in 1991 declared of priority
national interest the work carried out by Mothers' Clubs, Glass of Milk Committees,
Self-managed Popular Dining Rooms, Family Kitchens, and other grassroots social
organizations with the goal to activated social compensation programs and
counteract revolutionary movements expansion. The National Superintendent of
Public Records SUNARP resolution 373-2003-SN -and subsequent additions
defined modalities and procedures to formal recognition. Second, Law n. 26300,
enacted in 1994, determined the rights of participation and citizen control with
mechanisms of involvement in the State's public affairs (Valdiviezo Del Carpio,
2013).
Under Fujimori’s new agenda, between 1991 and 1993, the government created
a plethora of new developmentalist agencies. They included first the Fund for Social
25

According to Roberts and Portes (2006), labor unions, as well as the chambers of commerce
and industry, the industrial associations, the exporters’ associations, the professional colleges of the
middle class and all-powerful trade-union confederations that played a significant role in urban
social movements in the past period dramatically losing membership in the 1980s and stagnated
during the 1990s. On the one hand, they lose their political power because local manufacturers were
devastated due to their inability to compete with cheaper imported products. On the other hand, the
participation of the informal sector in urban employment increased sharply. Formal workers in
medium to large enterprises become a smaller proportion of the urban population, while selfemployed workers and informal entrepreneurs become a substantial proportion of the urban
workforce.
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Compensation and Development (FONCODES), based on the Bolivian experience
of a social investment fund, whose purpose was to finance infrastructure projects,
social support and stimulating technological development and productivity.
Second, the National Food Assistance Project (PRONAA) was created to provide
food support in rural and marginal urban areas. Both represented the most important
social programs of that decade, followed by the Resettlement Support Program
(PAR) and the National Project for Water and Soil Conservation Management
(PRONAMACHCS). The targeting and active participation of the beneficiary
population in the implementation of the programs did not work well, generating a
set of perverse effects, both on its sustainability and its aggregate impact.
Complementarily, the Fujimori regime supported Third sector organizations'
intervention, which focused primarily on an array of self-help activities that
channeled modest resources to low-income sectors. Then, in a further effort to
preserve his grassroots image and maintaining a political advantage of low-income
groups’ activities, Fujimori's administration openly encouraged neighborhood
organizations and committees' involvement in coordinating efforts aimed at
ensuring daily survival. The social compensation programs’ design aimed at
providing immediate but limited material rewards coupled with the support of third
sectors organizations and neighborhood organizations were the channels of political
support and clientelism between the regime and popular sectors. These strategic
moves kept the Fujimori's man of people image until today (Burt, 2016; Estrada
Mora & Perea Flores, 2008; Palmer, 2000; Rousseau, 2006; Tanaka & Trivelli,
2002).
Popular urbanizations did not cease under the Fujimori’s regime. The land
request had been significant, thus new massive and illegal land markets began to
grow with it (Calderón Cockburn, 1999, 2013b, 2016). A perverse market with
adopted strategies included illegal autonomous providers or associations,
temporary employee squatters, and developers, who act for their personal gain
(Golda-Pongratz, 2018). The response of the government was simply to let the
invasions go where they wanted to go.
At that time, Fujimori’s pro-growth agenda set aside the aided self-help policies
and substantially replace them with a new formalize and regulatory strategy at the
national level, emerged in support of tenure security (Dupont et al., 2015; Matos
Mar, 2016). Since the late 80s, there was a growing pressure from the state to
transform these user rights into ownership rights and promoting individual property
over the collective property at once. As said before, the Organic Law of
Municipalities of 1984 passed responsibility for regularisation from the central
government to provincial municipalities. Between 1981 and 1995, the
municipalities administered the procedures, authorizations, and land regularization
policies. It was in this context that Hernando de Soto’s ideas locally become
relevant.
As Gilbert (2002) has reported on the issue of titles, credit, and housing, de
Soto not only was also highly influential in Peru during the 1980s but also acquired
significant influence in Washington’s society thanks to his first book The Other
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Path (1989)- El Otro Sendero. So, it is no surprise that he became an influential
advisor in Alberto Fujimori’s authoritarian government. Once again, the Peruvian
parliament enacted de Soto suggestions to assure that extra-legal property was titled
and recorded in 1995. Through his Institute for Liberty and Democracy-ILD, de
Soto contributed to the implementation start-up programs of the Commission for
the Official Registration of Informal Property - Comisión de Formalización de la
Propiedad Informal (COFOPRI) trough the Law 803, March 1996.to Promote
Access to Formal Property - Ley de promoción del acceso a la propiedad formal.
In Lima metropolitan areas, Land titling was already used regularly but moderately
until 1996. While starting from the approval of Law 803, property deed delivery
increases enormously, until reaching over 100.000 titles per year between 1997 and
2000. The surge of property deeds granted by COFOPRI at that time represents in
this study the peak of the third wave of popular urbanizations.
De Soto's key message was that Lima’s popular urbanization dwellers were
victims of the inappropriate and excessive bureaucracy —which made their lives
unnecessarily difficult. In this vision, he rejects the cold-hearted corporate disdain
for the ‘unproductive’ poor, supporting instead that they were the lifeblood of the
economic development of Lima too often hampered by the state. Therefore, the
government must refrain from harassing squatters, denying them legal status, or
attempting to monopolize control of low-income housing construction. As a
consequence, he rightly praised the initiative and hard work of the poor in setting
up semi-informal and informal businesses and popular urbanizations fostering the
ideas of local entrepreneurs and ownership heroes (de Soto, 1989).
Like other fellows, de Soto likes self-help for its material effects, claiming that
it succeeds in providing universal shelter and rising property values. Furthermore,
he proposed a kind of ‘final solution’ to change the poor's economic perspective.
Firstly, he suggested that reducing the regulatory system could speed up work
processes, and make work as easy as possible. Secondly, he proposed to legalize
the possession of the land and later their residential property, ensuring the security
of land tenure throughout de facto protection against eviction. He believed that
popular urbanizations' “frozen capital” - such as land and buildings - could release
their hidden potential through a formal possession (de Soto, 2001).
The act of legalizing land tenancy in de Soto’s account was supposed to have
various impacts on the urban economy, allowing the population to access bank
loans and formal credit systems, improving productivity and investment, adding the
value of the land, and increasing fiscal income from taxes. Just later, through other
influential works, those mainstream beliefs crashed —revealing the myth about
popular capitalism (Bromley, 2004; Calderón Cockburn, 1998, 2001; Gilbert, 2002;
Rush, 2013). Many officials and other Key informants acknowledge the system
itself encourages and permits informal and unregulated growth and that some of the
policies designed to regularize land have created more irregularities. So, actually,
consequences can be summarized as an increase in uncontrolled land invasions. The
1993 census registered 1.147 popular urbanizations in Lima for a total of 2.188.442
inhabitants, 34% of the city's total population estimated at 6.434.323. In 1998, 1.980
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popular urbanizations were hosting 2.623.000 people, 37% of the metropolitan
population. To sum up, 883 new popular urbanizations were built in just five years
sheltering 434.585 new inhabitants (Calderón Cockburn, 2016).
Although Fujimori won the May 2000 elections, amid further allegations of
vote-rigging, the prized third term was the beginning of his downfall. Indeed, after
the Montesinos scandal broke on that same year, the opposition gained control of
Congress for the first time in eight years and ousted Fujimori on account of his
"moral incapacity" —as permitted by Peru’s new constitution.
An opposition-dominated congress installed an interim government of highly
respected technocrats under its president: Valentin Paniagua, including Javier Perez
de Cuellar as prime minister, the secretary-general of the United Nations at that
time. The interim government’s main task was to oversee the transition period and
organize new and clean elections under international auspices. The first round of
these elections on April 8th 2001 resulted in a victory by Alejandro Toledo and his
movement Peru Posible with APRA and its presidential candidate, Alan Garcia,
coming in a strong second. Both contenders were able to mobilize anti-Fujimori
sentiments and promised to reinvigorate democratic political institutions and
reverse the effects of a decade of centralist and anti-institutional rule under Fujimori
even if their programs have remained somewhat vague and sometimes overly
optimistic (Schönwälder, 2002).
Alejandro Celestino Toledo Manrique (2001-2006) went on to win the decisive
runoff vote on June 3rd 2001 and became president. Toledo’s mandate reintroduced
planning at the national level creating the National Centre for Strategic Planning
(CEPLAN) —after a decade in which planning was seen as an enemy of the free
market. Moreover, the environmental planning scheme was formally incorporated
into the planning system in 2003, accompanied by a rapid process of
decentralization. In fact, until 2002, Peru was highly centralized. For this goal, the
Constitution adopted under Fujimori was reformed, and new legislation was
approved. The Constitution had been enacted with Article n195 and amended by
Law n. 27680, on March 7th 2002. Through this Act, the State set up twenty-five
regions based on existing departments with elected governments and redistributed
power, funds, and administrative duties among its three levels: national, regional,
and local —increasing their participation in infrastructure, health, and education at
once. Subsequently, there were the approvals of the Organic Law of Regional
Governments -Ley Orgánica de Gobiernos Regionales in 2002 and the Organic
Law of Municipalities -Ley Orgánica de Municipalidades the year after, which
contains the legal framework for urban and territorial planning. The
decentralization reform also incorporated the framework for popular participation
including participatory budgeting throughout the mandate of a new Participatory
Budget Law -Ley Marco del Presupuesto Participativo (Fernández Maldonado,
2019; McClintock, 2019; McNulty, 2011).
Furthermore, the government re-established the Ministry of Housing,
Construction, and Sanitation and also launched a National Housing Plan (200365

2007). It established different programs to subsidized housing policy which granted
low-interest loans and funds programs to promote affordable housing. One program
called Mivivienda, targeted the middle class; another, Techo Propio, was for midlower income families.
Within this general framework, the key to the relationship between the State
and the popular sectors was split in two directions: Formalization and basic
infrastructure provision. Firstly, the relationship was maintained under the
formalization policy understood as the delivery of property titles first to the popular
urbanizations and then to their inhabitants thirsting for citizenship. In fact, local
districts re-obtained formalization competences in 2004 through the Law 28391
named Ley de formalización de la propiedad informal de terrenos ocupados por
posesiones informales, centros urbanos informales y urbanizaciones populares.
Simultaneously, the law transferred COFOPRI under the new Ministry of Housing,
Construction, and Sanitation to continue its technical and logistical support through
municipalities agreements rather than closing it and empowering municipalities
directly.
Secondly, the state-popular urbanizations relationship was strengthened by a
new basic infrastructure policy. Then, at the beginning of 2006, growing social
pressure led to the promulgation of the Law n. 28687, named Ley de desarrollo y
complementaria de formalización de la propiedad informal, acceso al suelo y
dotación de servicios básicos. It allowed popular urbanizations without
formalization to access basic infrastructure provisions, unlike what had been
established since 1996. Article 25 of the law mentioned above authorized service
providers in the presence of a special Certificate of Possession - Constancia de
Posesión issued by the district municipalities (Calderón Cockburn, 2017).
Beyond the favorable macroeconomic indicators shown by the Peruvian
economy, it was evident that most of the population was discontent —and
disconcerted— with the economic policy of the previous fifteen years. This
discontent was reflected in the unpopularity rates that President Alejandro Toledo
achieved at the end of his mandate in 2006. Anti-Toledo and anti-neoliberal
sentiments were the springboard for the return of Alan Garcia (2006-2011) to
presidency.
The long-lasting scarcity of basic infrastructure services was perceived as one
of the main electoral topic in presidential campaigns. Once elected, García sensed
the political significance of water scarcity in Lima and pledged to bring drinking
water to the most distant peripheries of the capital. Therefore, in 2006, the basic
service system was simplified for water and sanitation projects in order to accelerate
the mobilization of funds. Garcia started the program Water for All - Agua para
Todos with a portfolio of projects for the capital city as part of a national strategy
implemented through a new water supply and sanitation service plan -Plan
Nacional de Saneamiento 2006-2015. Service extension to peripheries was
enhanced thanks to these political, institutional, and financial supports. However,
the program was not merely an extension of coverage of drinking water and
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sanitation services, but a specific tool in the fight against extreme poverty and
indigence. Thus, after discussing the phenomenon of poverty as a problem of
exclusion, state intervention was finally proposed as the only possible way to
confront it (Criqui, 2013a; Garrido-Lecca, 2010; Ioris, 2012).
The new government also reoriented the housing policy to involve the private
sector for home building activities in lower-income population segments. The new
National Housing Plan (2006-2015) –Vivienda para todos re-adapted the finance
system to the different socio-economic levels of the population —except for the
ones who had easy access to commercial mortgages. In 2007, a new program, My
Home -Mi Hogar, was introduced as a tailored program for the lowest socioeconomic segments previously excluded (Fernández Maldonado, 2010).
Despite García’s former record of leftist economic policies and reformist
campaign, his government was exceptionally business-friendly. It continued to
maintain ties to Washington expanding free trade agreements and incentive
relations with the United States and became a front man on economic development
initiatives. Peru’s economic growth was strong as well as social conflicts generated
by the exploitation of its national resources and repressive policies, such as the
tragic events in Bagua26.
A political "outsider" Ollanta Moisés Humala Tasso (2011-2016), leader of the
Peruvian National Party, with sympathies in Lula's political economy in Brazil, won
the new tournament election. Astonishingly, even President Humala’s economic
strategy consisted on maintaining free-market policies while narrowing the wide
economic distribution and the social exclusion gap of the Peruvian population. A
concrete example of this consistency can be found in the current housing policies
reshaped under Humala’s administration.
The Building Materials Bank -Banco de Materiales (BANMAT) started for the
first time in 1981 to support self-housing improvements through loans and ended
in August 2012. It was replaced with a renewal housing policy promoted by the
Inter-American Development Bank in the whole region, the so-called Savings,
Subsidy, and Loans –Ahorro, Bono, Crédito (ABC) programs (Fernández
Maldonado, 2015a; López Castro et al., 2019). The fund Mivivienda (FMV)
became the main institution in the social housing sector, offering two modalities for
the acquisition of a house: The Mivivienda credit, for the middle class and Techo
Propio, for less wealthy groups. Two sub-financing programs under the Techo
Propio Program27 -Programa Techo Propio (PTP) were initially designed to finance
housing for low-income sectors, including those settled in old popular
urbanizations. The first was called Construction on Own Site -Construcción en Sitio
Propio (CSP). The beneficiaries are the families that have an empty plot of land on
which a specific type of housing declared of Social Interest (VIS) should be built,
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Violence broke out on 5 June 2009 under Garcia administration, when police moved in to
break up a roadblock on a stretch of road known as the Curva del Diablo near Bagua in the Amazonas
department, where indigenous people were protesting against a series of laws allowing for the
exploitation of natural resources on their ancestral lands.
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and that do not have another house or land registered at the national level. The
second is called Home Improvements -Mejoramiento de Vivienda (MV). In this
modality, a family could execute works of remodeling, rehabilitation, and extension
on an existing building with the purpose of implementing some of the VIS
characteristics. However, out of a qualitative housing deficit of 1,5 million units at
the end of the Humala’s mandate, a little less than 70.000 households had been
supported, which is 4.64% between the two programs (Calderón Cockburn, 2015).
The first reason was that both programs required a home registered in Public
Records to fully formalize the procedure and without fiscal charges or liens among
the access criteria. Formalization remains a condition that excludes most of the
latest popular urbanizations, including those investigated in this work. The second
reason had to do with the lack of integrating urban perspective since elements
concerning the urban aspects of the housing projects were not mentioned. The list
of activities included connection to networks, tracks and paths, integration with
existing urban services and the rest of the city, among others. As Fernández
Maldonado (2015b) claims, this sectorial perspective not only suggested
coordination problems between the central government —in charge of housing
policy— and the local government —in charge of urban planning— but even worse
since it suggested that the central government, through fund Mivivienda, shared a
very restricted city vision, together with the private sector, that characterized the
recent development of housing production.
In general terms, the new housing policy ended up favoring the middle-class
demand, which obtained 80% of the resources invested between 2006 and 2012.
Within the same period, the State only invested 30% of what it had stipulated in the
National Housing Plan (2006-2015). It is evident that the formal system that
provides land and/or housing lies mainly in private property owners and developers’
hands, producing what Fernández defines “the commodification of urban
development” (2015a, p. 80). Lower-income sectors benefited little from such a
system; yet, their demand for housing actually increased (Calderón Cockburn,
2019).
In conclusion, the period covered above (2001-2016), while showing a
continuity of political economy in the same vein as the preceding neoliberal season,
it encompasses a last democratic transition and an administrative decentralization
process. Furthermore, it created an opportunity to redefine the urban government
and housing policies in which the State becomes the facilitator of commercial
relations; private firms act as dealers, housing is the product of the market, and
citizens are seen mostly as consumers on the basis of their spending power.

2.3 Into the glare of a new order
Neoliberalism overcame the set of economic policies associated with the socalled Washington Consensus. Indeed, It is not merely a set of economic policies;
it is not only about facilitating free trade, maximizing corporate profits, and
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challenging welfarism. Instead, neoliberalism carries a new form of social
rationality: the responsibility and autonomy of free subjects in their voluntary
associations that can exist in complex interrelations with populism,
antigovernmental reaction, and neo-conservatism (Dean, 2014).
I agree with Neil Brenner and Nik Theodore (2005) when they argue that
neoliberalism is a powerful descriptor of the current urban order; this could be
especially true in the Peruvian case, as shown in the previous section. Brenner and
Theodore argue that neoliberalism’s dynamics and continuity in time are based on
three pillars grounded in the US socioeconomic context —partially adaptable in the
Peruvian case as well— nonetheless, the consequences of neoliberalism for the
Peruvian cities are highly unique with remarkable socio-spatial and environmental
impacts (Ioris, 2012, 2013). There, neoliberalism manifests itself as a new modality
of urban governance, a discursive practice of representation, and a spatial
organization practice.
According to the first “pillar”, neoliberalism implies a change in the way of
thinking about government and seeks to enact over the capacity of political
calculation, decentralizing decision making processes, and devolving power to
mediators to ensure the wellbeing of individuals, populations, and nations more
broadly. Specifically, it provides a new scope for political actors as equal partners
in government permitting to facilitate and inspire the self-governing activities of a
multiplicity of actors —who should take onto themselves several of the
responsibilities previously pertaining to the state apparatus (Osborne & Rose,
1999).
The second “pillar” states that neoliberalism implies specific discursive
practices. For instance, welfare state reforms activated in the LA region during the
1950s and 1960s had been sharply criticized for losing attractiveness (Brearley,
2016). According to neoliberal rhetoric, welfarism damages citizens' agency by
producing a dependency culture based on attitudes of expectancy; for example, that
governmental organizations will do what just social actors can do (Rose & Miller,
2010).
Finally, with the third “pillar” neoliberalism can be interpreted as “a
historically specific, fungible, and unstable process of market-driven socio-spatial
transformation.” (Peck et al., 2009, p. 51). Therefore, spatial organization and
transformation appear all at once as the foundation, arena, and medium of neoliberal
practices implementation. In other words, all aspects of urban life under a neoliberal
economy —such as health, leisure, knowledge transfer, work, political and social
participation, access to services, among others— are understood as factors that can
be mobilized and spatialized to catch the flow of local and global practices which
connect persons, processes, and things as commodities (Brenner et al., 2009;
Osborne & Rose, 1999).
It is crucial to understand that neoliberalism is an extraordinarily malleable
rationality of governing that so it has been taken up in different ways by different
actors; thus, there is no universal neoliberal core or essence. Luna (2017) had shown
how the current Peruvian social order was possible through the articulation of
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neoliberal ideas and values with authoritarian legacies and populist politics under
Fujimori’s regime. Authoritarian, populist practices and neoliberal principles were
woven together in an attempt to “pacify” the country in late 1990, reforging
collective values and organizational behaviors.
Therefore, in the following sections, it will be shown how the various local
actors involved in urbanization processes have adapted to this rationality of
government in the Peruvian context.

2.3.1 Public agencies
Despite decentralization reforms, central government authorities still share the
private sector's view where municipal governments are a source of incompetence
and bureaucratic constraints rather than the body responsible for planning, growth,
and development of popular urbanizations at the local level —position supported
by the fact that decentralization has neither included the necessary devolution of
resources and capabilities, not enough power over land use at the municipal level,
with granting titles and issuing permits remaining largely removed from their
purview. Deprived of social and economic resources and the necessary political
strength, municipal governments have neither practical legitimacies nor the
technical capacity to produce and enforce local planning regulation in such areas.
These weaknesses have led municipal governments to step aside from planned
urban development, whether by force or convenience. Urban development
responsibility is gradually left to the real estate market and private agreements
among interested parties, favoring the so-called "urban entrepreneurialism"
approach28 at the expense of traditional planning regulation (Calderón Cockburn,
2017; Harvey, 1989).
The social value of urban planning regulations has been historically weak in
Peru, and formal planning was directly considered an "impractical" solution for
local and regional development challenges29 under neoliberal rules (Fernández
Maldonado, 2015b, 2019). Viewing the 173 country’s largest cities in 2016, 135
had outdated urban plans or did not have urban planning tools at all (Calderón
Cockburn, 2017). It would be easier remembering how the normative urban
planning that started to run since the first half of the twentieth century was
characterized firstly by its proposals’ rigidity on urban land use and expansion
zones in the medium-long term; secondly, by its imposition over local actors due to
little margin for discussion and re-negotiation with stakeholders. In Peru, this
rigidity and imposition have been directed to the management and transformation
of the formal city traditionally occupied by social elites of different ranks; however,
it did not work with the progressive development of the newest popular
28

Also known as “new public management” approach (Osborne & Rose, 1999)
Emblematic the case of the Lima urban development plan - Plan de Desarrollo Concertado
de Lima (2012-2025) during the term of the former mayor Susana Villarán (2011-2015) which has
become a dead letter.
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urbanizations' areas at all (Córdova-Aguilar, 2019). A notorious example of the
failure of urban planning also involves the city of Lima in recent years. Despite
Susana Villarán's administration efforts to draw up the Lima and Callao
Metropolitan Development (PLAM2035) since 2010, the subsequent
administration of Mayor Luis Castañeda neither considered it necessary nor created
another one that could guide metropolitan public investment. Therefore, the
municipality still acted by entrepreneurial "projects" and "partial management
plans" according to the temporary needs and stakeholders' pressures.
Otherwise, the urban entrepreneurialism notion offers a more "democratic" and
horizontal representativity in the short run. In contrast to classic approaches to
developing and maintaining the physical and social fabric of urban areas, the notion
of urban entrepreneurialism has emerged during the past thirty years as an astute
mobilization and combination of capabilities, ingenuity, and resources by the local
authorities to steer the collective aspirations and initiatives of various urban actors
- public sector, private sector and civil society - in a direction which, theoretically,
maximizes the benefits for all due to its character based on association agreements
and consensus-building. It focuses more on the organization and maintenance of
the services through their "optimum" use promoting a more holistic decisionmaking process (McGill, 1998; N. Taylor, 2010).
Furthermore, urban entrepreneurialism goes beyond the classic notion of
participatory urban planning. Urban entrepreneurialism creates space for external
actors to replace publicly funded provision: The urban ‘poor’ included. It generally
involves joint initiatives with end-users of public amenities and services including
their direct involvement in implementing and maintaining basic infrastructure
services without necessarily requiring the availability of financial resources to start.
Indeed, urban infrastructure services, including housing, can be delivered to lowincome sectors differently. According to Joshi and Moore (2002), five wellestablished modalities to reach widespread minimum basic infrastructure standards
exist. First, public agencies can directly provide basic infrastructure. Second, basic
infrastructure costs can be covered through public-private partnership (PPPs)30
models. Third, private institutions such as religious organizations, philanthropic
foundations, and firms can directly bear the cost through their corporate social
responsibility sectors. Then, the direct market platform is where basic infrastructure
supply is acquired on a commercial basis. Finally, service provision could be based
on “self-determined solutions” (Cavalcanti et al., 2004, p. 18) beyond the reach of
outside organizations to provide infrastructure, education, security, among others.
Concerning the low-income urban sectors, the urban entrepreneurialism
approach has led to developing programs and projects focused on supporting
popular urbanization through in-situ upgrading efforts along a different intervention
line by moving away from merely delivering property titles and house loans; thus,
marking a new era in housing policy. Such programs acknowledge that active
30

PPPs was praised by the Habitat II Agenda during the United Nations Conference on Human
Settlements in June 1996 and remain a key practice for development goals (World Bank, 2003).
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grassroots participation in the formulation, prioritization, implementation, and
maintenance phases of upgrading plays a core role within their sustainable
development strategy. By involving the grassroots in the planning and shaping of
their living environment, the programs are expected to make the local population
aware of their situation while providing them with tools to better their own lives
and expressing their potential.
For instance, the so-called “slum upgrading” programs, which were relatively
rare in Peru31 compared to other LA countries, have emerged both at the central and
local government levels in the last years. They embrace two critical pillars of
development sustainability in small and medium scale projects. First, they involve
different stakeholders reproducing PPPs, private firm corporate social
responsibility engagement, and grassroots organizations. Second, they address lack
of access to adequate basic infrastructure services and sanitation, lack of durable
housing, the lack of sufficient collective space, the lack of public safety, and other
aspects, simultaneously, with the intention to change impoverished conditions
(Nitti & Dahiya, 2004).
Countrywide, the Ministry of Housing, Construction, and Sanitation of Peru
launched several programs that do not offer direct financing for home purchase or
construction for individuals, but rather urban equipment improvement, contributing
to popular urbanizations’ living conditions. The Comprehensive Neighborhood
Improvement Program -Programa de Mejoramiento Integral de Barrios (PMIB) is
a program to be held as an example. The Decreto Supremo 004-2012-VIVIENDA
has promoted the PMIB on the path of the previous Programa Integral de
Mejoramiento de Barrios y Pueblos (PIMBP) launched in 2007. The program
improves the housing and living conditions of popular urbanizations through street
paving, construction of roads, sports facilities and retaining walls, planting
vegetation, and façades painting. The budget executed for the program has
increased sharply between 2004 and 2015, from 3.472.000 PEN -approx. 1.052.121
USD to 645.802.000 PEN -approx. 195.697.575 USD, growing 185 times since its
inception32. The Inter-American Development Bank has partially financed the
program. Still, adequate resources came from coordinated and concurrent actions
from the Ministry of Housing, Construction, and Sanitation, Local Governments,
and grassroots organizations.
Locally, the wealthiest districts elaborated on their projects and programs. For
example, the Municipality of Metropolitan Lima, during the 2011-2014
administration, developed the My Neighbourhood Programme -Programa Barrio
Mio intending to improve life quality within popular urbanizations. Neighborhood
organizations prioritized infrastructure and they were also trained to coordinate and
31

A unique example of an early Government-Community partnership is the experience of Villa
el Salvador in Lima (Peru), where the partnership also benefited over time from the World Bank
Urban Sites and Services Development project (1976).
32
Using an average conversion from US Dollar (USD) to Peruvian Sol (PEN): 1 USD = 3.3
PEN at the time of my fieldwork.
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manage projects in partnership with the municipality and private enterprises
(Calderón Cockburn et al., 2015; Molmarova et al., 2017).
Regardless of the results, those programs have been implemented just in
recognized popular urbanizations. Thus, formal programs exclude the most
precarious settlements (García Mora & Conthe Calvo, 2008; López Castro et al.,
2019). Therefore, what happens to not consolidated popular urbanizations,
excluded from the public agencies' formalization programs and those urbanizations
still in the process of formalization and consolidation? As shown in the following
empirical chapters, the development process is not prevented —not even a valid
alternative is provided for displacement, which has always been a sporadic practice
in Peruvian history. The populations settled in such areas still need paved streets
and roads, leisure facilities, retaining walls, and green spaces, but they must rely on
the so-called “self-determined solutions” (Cavalcanti et al., 2004, p. 18).

2.3.2 Private sector and utility firms
A notorious element of the urban entrepreneurialism approach is the direct
engagement of private utility firms in shaping urban order (UN-Habitat, 2007). As
seen in the previous section, the regularization and upgrading of popular
urbanizations have been considered the main development options in Peru. The
extension of basic infrastructure services influences the type of urban order
determining urban integration and consolidation of such settlements into the city
(Criqui, 2013a, 2013b; Rush, 2013).
Besides SAP implementation, governments' main objective since 1990 has
been to create an economic and political milieu that enables private enterprises to
emerge and develop. On the economic front, this has meant the establishment of a
robust fiscal and monetary base, a reduction in the trade deficit, and a sound
exchange rate regime for Peru’s latest currency: The Nuevo Sol. On the institutional
and political front, the change in economic policy has meant a fundamental
redefinition of the public agencies role within society (Luna, 2017).
In past decades, the legal framework for private investment in Peru has evolved
in favor of active private sector participation to improve resource allocation
efficiency, to reduce public transaction costs, and to encourage a competitive
services market. The landmark events included the DL n.674 in 1991 to promote
private investment in public agencies enterprises fostering private investment
growth and attracting foreign capital to Peru. Like other laws, this fundamental law
takes effect from the time of its adoption and controls all other laws subsequently
passed. In 1992, the State authorized DL n. 25575 to provide limitless guarantees
on the protection of investments; tax regulation for foreign investors was created
with DL n. 25681 within those same years, and the repayment of debt incurred by
public agencies, owned enterprises playing an active role in the investment process
were suspended with DL n. 25685. According to the constitution of 1993, public
agencies assumed a subaltern role to private entrepreneurial activities. Lastly, in
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1999, the State approved LD n.757, a new framework law for private investment
growth (Torres, 2005).
As a consequence of these new laws passing, all government holdings in the
fisheries and financial sectors —more than two-thirds of those in mining, oil, and
telecommunications and, to a large extent, electricity generation and distribution—
were privatized. Likewise, the construction and management of strategic
infrastructure such as roads, ports, railroads, and airports were gained by private
investors. For instance, within the electricity sector, twelve public agencies-owned
distribution companies were responsible for providing electricity services in Peru.
With the Law of Electric Concessions (DL n.25844) approval in 1992, public
agencies-owned companies were spun off in that same year into several smaller
companies separating power generation from transmission and electricity
distribution. Four companies were fully privatized to serve the distribution market
in Lima and other regional companies were redesigned to cover broader
geographical areas (Criqui, 2013a, 2013b).
About the telecommunication sector, the Peruvian government privatized the
Public Telephone Company -Compañía Peruana de Teléfonos and the National
Telecommunication Corporation -Empresa Nacional de Telecomunicaciones in
1994. Both enterprises were purchased by Telefónica, a multinational
telecommunications company headquartered in Madrid, Spain. Telefónica obtained
with its purchase some sort of monopoly in the telecommunications sector for nine
years (Torero et al., 2003; Torres, 2005).
Concerning the water and sewerage sector, the cholera epidemy erupted in 1991
in Lima, after a century without similar incidents, provided the political justification
for the Fujimori administration to open the Peruvian water sector to private
investments in 1994 through the General Law n.26338 for Water and Sanitation
Services. The idea was to include the Servicio de Agua Potable y Alcantarillado de
Lima (SEDAPAL) in the list of public utilities to be privatized. The process was
postponed several times and eventually cancelled in 1997; therefore, SEDAPAL
did not go through a full privatization, mainly due to political and social concerns.
Nevertheless, a reform process took place to increase its entrepreneurial
performance. It concerned a reduction in labor costs, higher consumer tariffs, widescale metering improvement, increased service hours, etc. (Criqui, 2013a, 2013b;
Ioris, 2012, 2013, 2015; Tavera, 2001).
In many instances, this has meant that the private sector assumes the risk of
execution and management, while the community receives the benefits. However,
the private sector can effectively improve cities’ quality of life just if certain
conditions are present. These include the possibility of charging consumers and
making a proﬁt, and the absence of daunting obstacles such as technology gap and
large investment scale by the undertaking by the side of private firms; the collection
of user fees to remunerate service providers, the subsidization of poor consumers,
an effective control of urban government to prevent nepotism and corruption, and
contrasting private abuse of dominant position by the side of national and local
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governments; discerning and attentive practices that can hold the sector accountable
and help standardize maintenance by consumers’ side (Otiso, 2003).
Without these conditions or at least some of them, well-functioning provision
can be problematic. The private providers alone have a poor record of designing
and providing urban services to poor communities because of limited proﬁt-taking
opportunities. Like everything else, the business goes where the money is.
Peruvian political pro-poor commitment has led to adopting practices such as
financial assistance in subsidies or reduced connection charges to ensure private
firms' participation. This is how the communications sector works. For instance, the
Telecommunications Investment Fund (FITEL) of the Ministry of Transport and
Communications subsidizes jobs in urban and rural areas with 2% or less teledensity — one line per hundred inhabitants. Similarly, the Electrification Program
for the urban and rural sectors provides funding from the Ministry of Energy and
Mines to ensure the service (Matute Mejía, 2008). Furthermore, since 2008 (DL
n.1012) the Peruvian government has started to actively promote alternative
investment possibilities such as PPPs and the execution of public works for
payment of taxes, the so-called “obras por impuestos”. It was conceived as an
opportunity for the public and private sectors to reduce the country’s infrastructure
gap. Through this mechanism, private companies advance their income tax
payments to directly finance and execute public investment projects that subnational governments and national government entities prioritize. Once completed,
governmental agencies return the invested amount to the Private Company through
specific certificates that can be used for income tax payment (Dirección General de
Política de Promoción de la Inversión Privada, 2020).
As a consequence of the afore mentioned issues, utility firms have extended
their network and coverage also in unplanned zones, in popular urbanizations and
other marginalized areas regardless of their legal status, whether to fulfil their
objectives, increase customer base, or to obey political demands —converting them
into the arena and medium of neoliberal practices implementation (Brenner et al.,
2009; Osborne & Rose, 1999). With their involvement, significant progress in
access to utilities has been recorded in such areas from 1990 to 2017. Positive
changes were recorded in urban water provision and sanitation, electricity and
communication technologies were the integrated urban coverage reached 83.2%
(Calderón Cockburn et al., 2015; Dirección General de Seguimiento y Evaluación,
2017)

2.3.3 Grassroots organizations and the third sector
Another decisive element of the urban entrepreneurialism approach in popular
urbanizations is that, in one way or another, the direct engagement of grassroots
and third sector organizations involved is pivotal in popular urbanization
development processes. Hence, the local population’s degree of organization, their
ability to achieve common goals, and the social capital available are key issues in
explaining the contextual urban order (Castro & Riofrío, 2013).
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As already mentioned, the late 1980s were a watershed in grassroots
organizations existence. With the decline of political repression and the beginning
of political decentralization, Peruvian society created a new institutional opening
for grassroots with the idea that increasing popular participation could make local
political institutions more accountable and efficient. Farthest, after 1975, grassroots
organizations in popular urbanizations shook off the co-optation by the Velasco
government, increasing their autonomy from the public agencies and their capacity
to form alliances with other actors —particularly political parties, unions, and local
and regional movements. Their collective identities and broader experiences to deal
with other actors seemed to be sufficient to move from relatively isolated and
specific demands to more global and political ones. However, the ideological and
strategic motivation behind the popularity of grassroots organizations and
participation was to serve very different goals after 1980 due to a variety of factors
such as the economic crisis, the critical state of public finance, the demise of the
developmental state, the failure of the marginalization paradigm, and the rise of
neoliberalism (Schönwälder, 2002).
The phenomenon of informal workers, vividly described by Matos Mar (1985,
1986) and de Soto (1989) had practical consequences for the emergence of new
kinds of grassroots organizations. They mainly reflect microentrepreneurs and the
informal sector in general —local and regional chambers of artisans and semiinstitutionalized networks of micro and small entrepreneurs (Kruijt & Degregori,
2007). As de Soto has claimed, their agential capacity has been praised until the
burden of social and economic redemption was transferred into their hands. He
stated:
“Wealth is achieved essentially by one’s own effort. It is
earned, little by little, in an active market where goods services
and ideas are exchanged, and people are constantly learning
and adjusting to others’ needs. Wealth comes from knowing
how to use resources, not from owing them.” (1989, p. 243)
From that point forward, interest in grassroots organizations has been high
since grassroots involvement directly implies a “sweat equity” solution to
development issues. Sweat equity is a particular type of practice to the valueenhancing improvements of a good generated from the sweat of one's brow.
Actually, when people refer to “sweat equity”, they mean their physical labor,
mental capacity, and time to boost a specific project or venture's value without
payment. This view is in keeping with that of multilateral institutions such as the
World Bank, Inter-American Development Bank, and UN-Habitat, praising
"bottom-up" development practices to face poverty and marginality (Magalhães et
al., 2016; Ruster, 2003; World Bank, 2003)
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Tovar (1996) and De Silva (2007) had aimed to provide an overview of
Peruvian grassroots organizations that characterize the social capital into popular
urbanizations after the 1980s. Tovar (1996) has divided such organizations into
three macro categories. The first concerns neighborhood organizations organizaciones vicinales, the most common type of organizations marked by
activities related to assemblies and elections as an indicator of democratic attitudes
as well as collective labor practices for the benefit of the community. The second
relates to the organizaciones funcionales y femininas here translated into
"functional" organizations because the purpose of such popular organization
changes depending on the specific aims and needs faced. Nowadays, it is still
possible to bump into organizations on the field associated with health and food
safety —such as the Comedores Populares and Comités de Salud or educational
groups like the Bibliotequas Juveniles or leisure groups such as Clubes Deportivos,
among other institutional networks— which evolved under the aegis of progressive
municipal management forming an overlapping network of popular support in
popular urbanizations. Finally, Tovar presented centralized grassroots
organizations -organizaciónes de centralización. Such organizations imply the
coordination and centralization of the other two previous categories' administrative
structures in support of the development of social movements related to specific
claims. Likewise, De Silva (2007) identified five groups that match prior macro
groups. They are the extra-community organizations or federations among which
we can detect the Country Clubs -clubes de provincianos (Golte & Adams, 1990),
the intra-community organizations, women’s groups, neighborhood associations,
and self-defence committees.
During the 1990s and 2000s, urban grassroots organizations declined in size
and importance in the social mobilization of the bases. In their place, a popular
mobilization oriented to survival strategies grew —food, health, building—
implemented through Tovar’s (1996) "functional" organizations category. Looking
for adaptation strategies to escape from the over mentioned political, ideological,
social, and economic crisis, individuals assumed the struggle for their own
development to satisfy emerging needs, rather than rely on political parties, unions,
or traditional social organizations as it was in the previous decades (Collier, 1975;
Joseph, 2005). Through collective organizations and independent solutions based
on their own limited resources, especially the most marginalized have opened a
space to nurture the skills necessary to challenge and resist the difficulties
associated with structural adjustment (Hays-Mitchell, 2002). According to such
perspective, the process of popular urbanization formation emphasized the role of
small-scale spontaneous entrepreneurs; as an illustration, professional invasion
organizers, small service transport operators, on-site water sellers, and building
workers who found business opportunities in the emerging urban order —rather
than class-based or grassroots-organized practices previously valued both by the
dependency theory and libertarians and anarchists paradigm alike. The newly
adopted strategies responded more to daily needs, mainly individual and family
consumption and, in practice, challenged the narrow conception of grassroots
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organizations as strictly class-based phenomena —consequently, their political
revendication (Díaz-Albertini Figueras, 1991). As previously reported, the
Peruvian public agencies -not a single party, worker unions, or third sector
organization- directly promoted and structured the weakly organized sectors —as
seen in national Law 25307 and Law 26300— facilitating the direct relationship of
the authority with the populations and creating a clear and unequivocal clientelist
relationship. Thus, legal principles and institutionalized practices bounded the
grassroots once again (Díaz-Albertini Figueras, 1991; Díaz-Albertini Figueras &
Melgar Paz, 2012; Tanaka & Trivelli, 2002).
With the Ley Orgánica de Municipalidades n. 27972 in 2003 and the new
Participatory Budget Law -Ley Marco del Presupuesto Participativo n. 28056 in
the same years, grassroots importance had also been recognized at the local level
up to including them fully in the local governance structure. According to law,
district municipalities should inform and encourage grassroots organizations and
communities’ participation in public interest matters. The law also invites such
organizations to participate in the neighborhood councils -La Junta de Delegados
Vecinales Comunales. This last institution is a coordinating body composed of
representatives of urban and rural groups that promote local development,
participation, and collective actions. Furthermore, the abovementioned laws
explain the establishment of Neighborhood Participation Management Offices - —
Gerencias de Participación Vecinal— in each municipal district promoting,
facilitating, articulating, and strengthening spaces for the citizens participation.
Those offices first conduct and supervise activities to promote grassroots
organizations, municipal volunteering, youth participation development. Second,
they manage, develop and lead the procedures and actions for the recognition,
registration, and data renewal of the organizations in the Single Register of Social
Association -Registro Único de Organizaciones Sociales (RUAS). Such
institutionalization path at present has pushed the local government and other
external organizations only to discuss urban development issues with legal
representatives of recognized and formalized grassroots social organizations
(Dupont et al., 2015; Strauch et al., 2015).
In summary, such organizations were not steered only towards the traditional
attitude to communitarianism nowadays. Therefore, they were and still are
authentic organizations specifically created to guarantee population participation
first in the decision-making process of their economic, social, and political
dimensions and second in the mediation with other actors in the urban development
process. Moreover, they are essential to define the rights and duties of the
inhabitants and to provide a proper collective response to everyday difficulties and
challenges (Mangin, 1963, 1967; Matos Mar, 1958; Strauch et al., 2015). However,
they depend more on the existence of some statal institutions and third sector
organizations to such an extent that they interact in a way in which one cannot
survive without the support of the other (Cavalcanti et al., 2004; O’Gorman, 1994;
Roberts & Portes, 2006; Tovar, 1996).
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Peruvian third sector organizations act as a relevant intermediary institution
between international cooperation, the various national actors, and the local
grassroots organizations. They also play relevant roles in urban entrepreneurialism
development, defining programs and projects locally (Ruster, 2003). In the first
scenario, they play the part of development program management unit, while in the
second scenario, they are used to working in the project area alongside grassroots
organizations providing resources in terms of practical knowledge, material supply,
and labor forces necessary to bring a project to fruition and its implementation. For
instance, in 2010, the University of Washington’s (UW), the Universidad Nacional
Mayor de San Marcos and design professionals from Engineers without Borders
and Architects without Borders-Seattle have worked since establishing the Informal
Urban Communities Initiative (IUCI). It was a design activism, service-learning,
and research program based in Lomas de Zapallal, an unrecognized popular
urbanization located in northern Lima (Spencer et al., 2014). One could also
mention the case of the NGO Desco in Villa El Salvador, Lima, and the
international NGO TECHO activated in Lince, Lima. On the one hand, Desco
provides support to local institutional strengthening, management, neighborhood
and housing improvement with a series of gender-based, economic development
and environmental programs such as Ciudad Mujer: Igualdad de género y
empoderamiento de las mujeres en Lima Metropolitana and Gestión participativa
de vivienda mínima para mujeres pobres en Villa María del Triunfo y Villa El
Salvador among its last projects (desco, 2015). On the other hand, TECHO
develops programs on housing, infrastructure, and education in popular
urbanizations through the collaborative work of families and neighborhood
organizations with youth volunteers and private firms (TECHO, n.d.). The result in
both cases concerns the development of approaches and methods to provide active
support at the local level, especially in participatory medium-term planning.
However, it has not always been like this. The sector role has changed in time,
adapting to momentary political and economic constraints at the national and
international levels showing an enormous heterogeneity and the multiple faces of
the organizations that make it up (Portocarrero et al., 2002).
At least four third-sector organizations’ profiles can be detected in the current
Peruvian society, here identified as "supporters", "assistances", "defenders" and
"providers" —based on Díaz-Albertini and Melgar (2012) work. Although each
profile played a leading role within the timeline already encountered, one profile's
advent did not mean the dissolution of another profile. The first third-sector
organization’s profile (1960-1980) was based on support for the leftist
revolutionary camp leaders, whether they belong to parties, workers, peasants'
organizations, or progressive church sectors33. In line with the dependency theory
proposals, the "supporters" profile strategy involved raising social awareness, a
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The best-known form of progressive church was the liberation theology developed within
the Catholic Church in Latin America in the 1960s, arising principally as a moral reaction to the
poverty and social injustice in the region.
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process by which third-sector organizations sought to make low-income sectors
understand that the situation they were experiencing was due to the capitalist
economic structure in its imperialist stage. In such a conjuncture, voluntaries acted
as "militants", and their activities did not involve public institutions or private firms
because they were conceived as a structural part of the problem.
After the Velasco regime, the beginning of the decentralization process, and an
impellent economic crisis, the class-based and revolutionary positions began to lose
their theoretical and practical validity. The low-income sector's new shared needs
were no longer political but technical —seeking to improve their material living
conditions and restricted well-being. As previously mentioned, to the changing
needs of grassroots organizations linked to survival strategies -food, employment,
and income- and consumption -housing, basic infrastructure services- the thirdsector tended to assume a more welfare-centered profile (1980-1990) due to a
prevailing logic of assistance and emergency response. Thus, the third sector
expanded their place in society since they were not merely at the service of the
popular classes but identified as a pair with grassroots organizations born to cope
with material difficulties. The "assistances" profile strategy tended to formalize
third sector organizations' relationships with the grassroots via agreements by
making it clear that each party had responsibilities and autonomous space in
society’s developmental arena.
The decade of the 1990s was one of confusion over roles that weakened thirdsector initiatives and proposal capacity, and like the grassroots organizations at the
time, the third-sector organizations experimented with a defensive profile (19902000). It coincided with a social and political environment that was little mobilized
by civil society and overwhelmed by public agencies' initiative and control as a
product of terrorism and Fujimori's authoritarianism. Firstly, the new emerging
"defender" profile strategy fostered the sectorization and professionalization of the
organization's activities at the local level and generally allowed an opening to the
market as a source for their economic sustainability through private consulting and
product sales and as a solution to poverty issues34. Secondly, and more importantly,
third-sector organizations understood that they must change their old approach
prompted to mobilize the oppressed and assistance to low-income sectors for a more
comprehensive one from which a more complex increase of capabilities and skills
in defense of civil rights can be supported.
The last "providers" profile (2001-2016) is marked by third-sector
organizations’ renewed presence —as they regained political roles and spaces lost
during the Fujimori regime. However, their presence has to deal with a period of
reinforcement of the neoliberal paradigm, which implies a clear hegemony of
market forces and firms. Three-point exemplified the current "providers" strategy
in Peruvian third sector organizations (Díaz-Albertini Figueras & Melgar Paz,
2012). Firstly, under the traditional neoliberal scheme, third sector organizations
have become a useful alternative in providing basic services previously considered
34

This is how the so-called "poverty reduction agenda" begins to be implemented in Peru.
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public sector responsibility. This usefulness can be expressed in a wide range of
activities, such as training and education, technical advice, and public works' direct
execution or supervision. Secondly, under the notion of strengthening democratic
institutionality, the third-sector organizations sought to provide spaces for
meetings, consensus, and agreement with the public or private sector. As the third
sector's role becomes more to create a positive space for low-income groups or
grassroots organizations in their dealings with public and private officials, they
acquire a more constructive role within the civil society.
This character has cultivated a strategy of "consensus", avoiding confrontation
with governments. Lastly, the new "providers" strategy approaches the business
world, which is no longer seen as the problem but as a possible solution —fulfilling
at least three functions: they have supported the creation, consolidation, and
formalization of small and micro enterprises among the low-income population;
they have sought to link micro-entrepreneurs to medium and large firms often as
suppliers, advising and training them to meet their requirements. They have then
supported private firms in their relations with grassroots organizations improving
the corporate social responsibility sector both as advisors when preparing their
project portfolios and as grant beneficiaries.
What emerges through this narrative digression is that those third sector
organizations' last leading profile has been more concerned with making the system
work from above following pre-given standard rather than working on civil society
alternatives. In other words, they have been working based on the governance
model already designed by maintaining the current status quo (Portocarrero et al.,
2002).
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2.4 Within La Nueva Rinconada
The SJM district was born out of one of the largest invasions ever generated in
Latin America, which originated at Christmas 1954, "la barriada de Ciudad de
Dios". This "pioneer" peripherical land occupation (Calderon, 2016), promoted by
a worker movement, was recognized as a district under the first Belaúnde
government on January 12, 1965.
Much of the municipality is located on Pacific littoral sandy desert plains but
includes at its edges also hilly areas. The 2017 National Census placed the
municipality population at 415,870, which represents 4.84% of Lima metropolitan
inhabitants. The population density has increased over the years, consistent with the
province's growth trend and the department of Lima that currently reach 3.000
people per sq. km of land area. However, in San Juan de Miraflores, there is a
population density of 17.342 inhabitants, about six times more than the provincial
average (Gómez Gallegos, 2019).
Administratively the municipality is currently divided into 6 governmental
zones (see Figure 2). The ZONE I Pamplona Alta, which includes the sectors of
Pamplona Alta, La Rinconada and Nueva Rinconada; ZONE II: Pamplona Baja;
ZONE III: Zona Urbana; ZONE IV: María Auxiliadora; ZONE V: Pampas de San
Juan and ZONE VI: Panamericana Sur.

Figure 2: San Juan de Miraflores Zoning Map (source: own reworking of TECHO maps)
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La Nueva Rinconada constitutes the northern boundary of the SJM district, and
it is the youngest sector of zone I of Pamplona Alta (see Figure 3). La Nueva
Rinconada is bordered by the District of Santiago de Surco and Villa Maria del
Triunfo. The area is currently made up of the peaks of the Casuarinas, Puquio, and
Pamplona hills. Comprehensive 2.180.000 square meter area, the actual territory is
occupied by agricultural and livestock plots and popular urbanizations on private
and state land (Salcedo et al., 2017).
The history of this massive barriada should begin with a description of the
reason for the squatting. In 1968, the Peruvian state sold around 860.000 square
meters of hilly land between SJM and Villa María del Triunfo districts located in
the southern part of the metropolis: the “Cono Sur”. The new owner was the
Asociación Agropecuaria Industrial de la Rinconada de Ciudad de Dios, an
association of entrepreneurs which bought parcels for activities in the agro-pastoral
sector. At that time, it was merely a peri-urban area far away from the city's border’.
The owners built stables to breed pigs and some of them cultivated cacti, but
generally, they did not live in the area (Weeda, 2012).
All Nueva Rinconada land occupations occurred at the time of the surrounding
urban population displacement. As Calderon (2016) reports, in 2000, during
Fujimori’s second term, he authorizes one million new lands tenure titling:
therefore, creating waves of new squatter invasions (see Figure 4). In San Juan de
Miraflores the representative of Fujimori’s offshoot party
Movimiento
35
Independiente Vamos Vecino was Adolfo Ocampo Vargas. He entered his third

Figure 3: La Nueva Rinconada and its geographical location (source: my own processing)

term as mayor in 1998 and was removed in 2002 to financial irregularities and
embezzlement of public funds with just months to go in his term. Thus, we must
35

The Movimiento Independiente Vamos Vecino was a right-wing Peruvian political party
founded by Alberto Fujimori, Absalón Vásquez and Anselmo Revilla to participate in Peru's 1998
municipal elections. Therefore, a party launched to expand Fujimorism at the subnational level.
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place La Nueva Rinconada land occupation within the context of this municipal
administration and its affiliation with practices that made Fujimorism synonymous
with influence trafficking, embezzlement and abuse of power (Rouleau, 2013).
On January 6th, 2000, the invasion of la Nueva Rinconada took place.
Thousands of people joined together randomly, organized themselves on the field,
and constructed their precarious shelters with the idea of a chance of improving
their situation by acquiring land titles and services —without knowing who the
former landowner was. Rouleau (2013) has widely analyzed the invasion within a
broader political, economic, social, and historical framework in his work. As he has
reported, property owners awaited the entrance of the invaders repelling groups
several times. Information about the invasion had spread throughout the city sector
through flyers and chatting. If a potentially interested party did not get a flyer, then
a neighbor or someone in the market passed on the information that there was going
to be a soil occupation on December 31st. It was also the case reported by the leader
of Minas 2000 and chief-woman of the Legal Physical Sanitation Commission Comisión de Saneamiento Físico Legal de la Nueva Rinconada that I interviewed

Figure 4: Land squatting in San Juan de Miraflores 1992-2005 (Surce, Desco,2006)
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once. Actually, there were two failed attempts before success on the eve of January
6th as well as smaller, older, sporadic invasions which took place in 1992. This
invasion was one of the first to be reported in the press in the running towards the
2000 elections and it led many to realize that, throughout Lima and even outside
Lima, people were becoming emboldened enough to invade private property and
land set aside for public services. According to a research report promoted by the
Centro de Estudios y Promoción del Desarrollo-DESCO, in Lima's southern
district, popular urbanizations sharply grew between 1993 and 2006.
Approximately 884 ha had been squatted by 164.000 new inhabitants (Ramírez
Corzo & Riofrío, 2006).
In La Nueva Rinconada occupiers were not evicted and approximately 46.755
people are living there, subdivided into 138 neighborhood organizations —7 out of
10 of which were relatively small with up to 99 families (TECHO - Perú et al.,
2018). Starting with simple plots on a sloping hill, La Nueva Rinconada could be
reached by pedestrians and vehicles through accessible paths. The buildings turned
from long-lasting materials and were assembled through self-help initiatives. The
progressive dimension of the urbanization was quite peculiar in cases of settlements
such as 7 de Enero and Girasoles when the board members, narrating their own
experience in a Faena Comunal, stated that a town does not get up overnight, but it
takes little by little for small additions:
“Estamos aquí desde el 2000 y
siempre

hemos

trabajado,

anteriormente

para

organizarnos

bien,

prácticamente hemos hecho
faenas desde las 7am hasta las
2pm para abrir vías y después
poco a poco para organizarnos
en nuestro AA.HH., ver las calles
y ordenar las casas. Hemos
hecho

las

escaleras,

las

barandas, etc. Un pueblo no se
levanta de un día al otro,
requiere

mucho

tiempo.”

“We are here since 2000 and we
have always worked --at first to
get

organized

and

then,

practically, we have performed
tasks from 7am until 2pm in
order to open up roads and
later, little by little, to get our
AA.HH. (human settlement) up
and running, do some road
construction

and

arrange

housing. We have built stairs,
handrails, etc. A town does not
rise overnight; it takes a long
time” (own transtation)

(member of 07 de enero,
24/06/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

created by the neighbors in

“Los accesos de las vías las han
hecho

los

“Access to roads have been

vecinos

en

coordination with other AA.HH
so that the water carrier can
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coordinación con otros AA.HH.

come, so that trucks can drive

para el acceso del aguatero,

up. The stairs, the handrails, the

para que ingresen los camiones.

entrances. Before, you had to

Las escaleras, las barandas, los

buy water down here and carry

accesos. Antes tus tenías que

it uphill. Through community

comprar agua aquí y cargarla

chores, through the years, we

hasta arriba. En faena ya con

have progressed and this is

los años hemos avanzado y

no longer a one week task.”

esto no es un trabajo de una

(own transtation)

semana.”

(member

of

Girasoles, 15/04/2018 San juan
de Miraflores)

However, twenty years after the invasion, the consequences of the original
urban order are still visible: Land property conflict has caused an impasse between
the invaders and the landowners; different land uses are incompatible with one
another; basic infrastructure services are far to be implemented, while
environmental risks are far from being mitigated —as will be shown in the third
part: empirical evidence.
The best and, perhaps, the only way to illustrate the new order is to describe the
situations which have led to its formulation. The following description is a
composite case study based mainly on El Trebol —one of the five neighborhood
organizations in La Nueva Rinconada of which I was rapporteur during the research
fieldwork.
El Trebol probably stands as the most similar pattern of Asentamientos
Humanos in slope areas and an excellent example of the third wave popular
urbanization. It was formed in 2001 from the union of other three settlements: La
Lloreda, 06 de Enero, and Sol Naciente, established in January 2000 in an
unfavorable unused hilly location characterized by a sloped piggeries area and a
graveyard. El Trebol starts at a natural uphill and spreads to the top and terraces
along two facing hills. It is divided by a small valley that opens up, descending
towards the south.
According to the neighborhood board, the organization possesses 10.2 ha
subdivided into 283 plots, 268 of which are currently employed (see Appendix D:
Field report, 04/02/2018, vol. I, p.61). In these plots, approximately more than 1250
people are living subdivided among 270 families. Most of El Trebol's inhabitants
do not belong to Andean or indigenous communities. Instead, they come from
Lima’s metropolitan area sectors and other Peruvian departments. Many of them
have had previous urban experience even if this had not taken place in those slope
areas (see Appendix D: Field report, 08/07/2018, vol. III, p.124).
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Starting with simple plots on a sloped hill, the neighborhood organization has
reached pedestrian and vehicle-accessible pathways. Private and collective
buildings are made with long-lasting materials and assembled through self-help
initiatives. The general secretary of the neighborhood organization summarized the
legal, physical situation of the settlement and the progress made as follows:
“En

nuestro

asentamiento

In our human settlement, we do

humano, no contamos con

not have running water or

agua, luz, de tal manera que

electricity, so once we open the

cuando hayamos aperturado

entry roads, we will be able to

las carreteras, ya tenemos

access the water provider (...)

acceso al aguatero […] Hemos

We have been able to open the

logrado abrir los principales

main entrances towards the

accesos a las viviendas de los

neighbors’ houses. As you can

vecinos, cómo se ve, el área

see, the area we live in is very

donde vivimos es bastante

rugged, a hilly terrain. What

accidentado,

have

un

terreno

we

done?

We

have

empinado. ¿Que hemos hecho?

managed to build 98% of the

hemos logrado construir el 98%

stairs, a community hall, and we

de las escaleras, un local

have bought a concrete mixer

comunal, hemos comprado una

that we can use for construction

máquina mezcladora que nos

work; we have bought chairs…”

sire

(own translation)

para

trabajos

de

construcción, hemos comprado
sillas…” (member of EL Trebol,
18/03/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

However, stairs lack handrails, and the few available are perishable and in poor
condition. Roads have dirt and dusty floors usually built to consume less and less
desirable construction sites. Water and electricity supply are provisional and require
continuous maintenance. Then, a permanent solution for both is still one of the top
priorities of the settlers’ concern. The security provided by the possession of a
homesite is another concern. El Trebol occupies a private land owned by the agroindustrial association -Asociación Agropecuaria Industrial la Nueva Rinconada,
and they know that the plot’s formal acquisition process has become more
complicated than those cases where the State owns the lands.
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Figure 5: El trebol - La Nueva Rinconada 2020 (source: photo repertoire)

2.5 Closing remarks
From this first chapter, one can see the historical reconstruction of the popular
urbanization phenomenon in Lima. The type of strategies to solve the housing
problem established between actors' multiplicity has changed over time, while
operating practices have never changed. Since the first wave of popular
urbanization, public agencies' attitude has been either out of impotence or
connivance and of tolerance towards the organizations that guided them —allowing
settlements constructions. However, the surge of urban growth overwhelmed the
older urban order and spawned a proliferation of urban grassroots organizations and
third sector organizations of all kinds unified by their common need to solve urgent
and immediate housing, food, transport, education, and violence issues. Except in
rare cases, the technological and financial public agencies support has not been
sufficient to deal with the daily problems that gradually emerged with land
occupation and settlements consolidation, conversely many legislative and
administrative updates were put in place to facilitate private and third sector
intervention, creating uncertainty and a generous margin of discretion on how and
where to proceed.
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Furthermore, lacking reliable interlocutors and regular access to channels of
supply for subsidies, stakeholders adopted relationships based on “alternative”
practices to build functional connections with leaders and groups to provide and
manage development aid, regardless of the political and economic prevailing
ideology. In the extra-institutional field, public agencies and grassroots
organizations establish time-honored paternalistic and clientelist practices to earn
electoral support on the one hand and see collective requests satisfied, on the other
hand. It was particularly evident under Odría (1948-1956) and Fujimori (19902000) regimes, but also under Alan Gancia's first (1985-1990) and second (20062011) mandate. Clientelism practices to court the loyalty of popular urbanizations
inhabitants became recurrent and national and local parties' key figures significantly
acted as patron to numerous groups seeking land and charity.
Alternatively, governments had actively attempted to co-opt grassroots
organizations into an institutional field to create a functional order that preserved
social control. The salient step was the ''districtisation'' of popular urbanizations.
Actually, their organizations turned into local administrative bodies under
Belaúnde's first mandate (1963-1968). Then, the ONDEPJOV and SINAMOS
made a vigorous effort to create and strengthen community organizations by
training local leaders and encouraging urban development under Velasco’s regime
(1968-1975). Thirdly, Mothers' Clubs, Glass of Milk Committees, Self-managed
Popular Dining Rooms, Family Kitchens, and other grassroots social organizations
were officially recognized through Law 25307 promulgated under Fujimori’s first
mandate (1990-2000) in order to activate social compensation programs and
counteract insurrectional movements. Lastly, with the Ley Orgánica de
Municipales n. 27972 in 2003 and the new Participatory Budget Law n.28056,
grassroots organizations were recognized by the local level to include them into
local governance structures fully.
As highlighted in the chapter, a turning point in the actual urban order was the
political and economic crisis of the late 1980s, which opened the doors to the neoliberal state. Neoliberalism is characterized by the emergence of different
government rationality, which weakens the classic state powers and strengthens the
representative institutions at the local level. It pursues a policy of multiplication of
decision-making centers and the creation of widespread networks in order to affirm
urban order. Concerning Peruvian popular urbanization order, Neoliberalism
manifests itself as a new modality of urban governance, as a discursive practice of
representation, and a spatial organization practice (Brenner & Theodore, 2005)
Peruvian urban governance took the form of "urban entrepreneurialism" at the
expense of traditional planning regulation (Calderón Cockburn, 2017; Harvey,
1989). This new model dismantled public agencies' business activity through
privatization and reduced public sectors' interventionism —as we saw in the
previous section. What is peculiar in Peru is that this transition does not change the
existing relationship between public agencies and popular urbanizations,
demonstrated by the fact that many focusing programs act on them. However, it has
led to the advent of different decentralized stakeholders, such as private firms and
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third-sector organizations. They have inaugurated the season of practical
opportunism that makes the system work from above by following pre-given and
generalized standards on a micro-scale. Starting with the technocratic nomenclature
of Human Settlements -Asentamientos Humanos (AA-HH), new discursive
practices have tried to “normalize” land occupation phenomena while emphasizing
the fight against poverty topics and urban entrepreneurship to potentiality escape it
(Gyger, 2013).
The popular urbanizations’ spatial organization reflects the type of relationship
built on it and the place and legal status of those kinds of settlements. Looking for
adaptation strategies, individuals have assumed the struggle for their own
development to satisfy emerging needs —rather than relying on political parties,
unions, or traditional social organizations as it used to be in previous decades
(Collier, 1975; Joseph, 2005). Urban grassroots organizations developed a sense of
autonomy looking in a democratic way to their own collective interests and goals
hanked by the room for flexibility given by the law (Levine & Romero, 2006).
Furthermore, the third wave of popular urbanizations reproduces its pattern
without considering the topography. Settlers began to occupy less suitable and
marginalized areas such as riversides and steep slopes with high gradient followed
by a scheme known as ant's occupation -ocupación hormiga that is: First, few
families have come, then others little by little (Miyashiro, 2009; Ramírez Corzo &
Riofrío, 2006; Velarde Herz, 2017). They have stringent safety and environmental
issues to challenge and increase overcrowding and service provision problems but
can reach essential development relying on external actors' help working in the
charity and free-market sectors. In this socio-political and economic framework,
collective labor practices —we left momentarily on the sidelines— will be analyzed
in chapter six of this work.
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PART TWO: A PACKAGE OF THEORIES
AND METHODS

“The bridge is not supported by one stone or another
[…]but by the line of the arch that they form […] Without
stones there is no arch” (Calvino, 1974, p. 82)
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Chapter III
Theorizing practices
3.1 Introduction
Starting with the assumption that an urban order exists even in the most
unexpected places, this chapter tries to understand three related central issues. The
first issue concerns the elements that make up urban order. While answering such
a thing is not only an epistemic issue but also, and more deeply, an ontological one.
Therefore, the track of thought containing this research promotes an understanding
of the urban order based on social ontological traditions that focus on urban
practices in the “background” of our encounter with the world.
The second relates to the dichotomous manifestation of the urban order moved
by structural and contingent forces. Through practice-based thinking, significant
attention is directed towards the production of order and how, on a theoretical level,
it is possible to establish a dialectical relation between the macro-level social forces
(Structure) and the independent capacity of individuals (Agency) to explain the
order formation without denying both.
The third revolves around how the urban order is constituted and how certain
elements arrange together or push back. Indeed, the urban order constitution has
been the source of conflicts, mediation, oppression, liberation, marginalization, and
exaltation, in a nutshell of effects of power over practices.
Section 3.2 has been dedicated to the first and second points. It reports the
multifaced conception of Structure and Agency in social sciences applied to the
urban realm. Furthermore, it has been written, waiving together some philosophical
stances on how we might conceive order overcoming such duality by applying some
of practice-based thinking main concepts.
Section 3.3 has dealt with the third abovementioned issue. It has been dedicated
to Foucault's analytics of conduct and countre-conduct adopted to grasp power’s
effects flowing into the urban order from a practice-based thinking perspective to
make visible the concrete activity of governing.
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3.2 Tracking urban order
In the field of urban studies, many socio-ontological conceptions try to figure
out what urban order consists of.
Analyzing the urban focusing in the traditional modes of urban production —
meaning space as a product— and social relation —space in the process— recalls
a functionalism/structuralism tradition of order we already encountered in the
marginalization paradigm (Peet, 1985). Through “production”, the
functionalism/structuralism vision of urban order refers to a combination of
economic structures that lead a productive system, with the ideological, social,
cultural, and political superstructure allowing the system to be quietly reproduced
(Ward & Macoloo, 1992). The neo-Marxist writers such as David Harvey (1989,
1992) and Manuel Castells (1999) have sought to explain the urban order from the
outside as formed and shaped by external powers and forces, such as general socioeconomic laws, emphasizing the pre-eminence of a social whole over its supposed
individual parts (R. Smith, 2012). The primary way to deal with urban order issues
under this paradigm was to support political claims from below about social rights
to urban space and resources, fostering the polarization between social structure and
human agency (Thrift, 1983). Practices and processes were split up into a set of
broad structural categories becoming sort of an epiphenomenon.
Conversely, with the notion of “Agency”, scholars have shaped a medium to
understand urban order from the inside, starting from micro-level factors. “Agency”
can be conceived as the possibility of carrying out an action as long as individuals
can choose to act or not to act. If they cannot act differently than they do, they
become powerless and without Agency (Hayward & Lukes, 2008; T. Schatzki,
2017).
Both the Libertarians’ and Anarchists’ paradigm and the neo-liberal and
individualist paradigm focus mainly on the “agency” of the most marginalized.
Among the many interpretations of Agency in social and political theory, three
main perspectives can be detected. One perspective is that power is best
conceptualized as an actor’s capability to achieve its will, maintaining a program
of activities that make it essential for practice accomplishment. The second refers
to an actor’s ability to perform independently of constraining chains of social
structures, whether it concerns the difference that actions made to social affairs
beyond the site in which the action is carried out or in the exact site of the action.
These first two perspectives could be better explained using the notion of “power
of agency” and “agentic power” with the former referring to the ability of actors to
perform and the latter referring to the character and effects of their actions on the
structure (Campbell, 2009).
The third perspectives consider decisions that are not made—nondecisions as a
form of agency.
In the following paragraphs, all three perspectives will be undertaken in a
thorough manner using examples.
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The first and most common perspective implies “Agency” as a choice among
different options, better said a person’s independent capacity to make choices and
the possibility to act according to one's will. Sen’s concept of Agency Freedom may
help us to deal with this theoretical perspective. In Sen, the individual is at the center
of the decision-evaluation process. She mentions:
“A person’s agency freedom refers to what is free do and
achieve pursuit of whatever goals or values he or she regard as
important. A person’s agency aspect cannot be understood
without taking note of his or her aims, objective, allegiances,
obligation and in broad sense the person’s conception of the
good” (1985, p. 203)
In this scheme, personal well-being has an intrinsic relevance in judging the
opportunities for pursuing advantages because, as she reports, well-being could also
act in contrast to the sense of Agency Freedom. In the field of housing policy
studies, a similar stand has also been expressed by John Turner through the concept
of “intrinsically significant activity” (Turner, 2018, p. 110) as a medium of
personal fulfillment. This kind of agency refers to all those activities which depend
on the closest life aims, such as food procurement and preparation, the care of the
body, clothing, and accommodations. Therefore, this commitment prioritizes shortterm self-well-being, while other long-term and more complicated choices are left
behind —even if they are socially more relevant in reshaping an unfitting urban
order.
Besides, the other theoretical perspective considers the influence of Agentic
Power. For instance, James Holston (2011) has defined Agency as the capacity to
subvert rooted privilege and taken for granted categories of domination expressed
by people of the world urban peripheries to achieve their need as a citizen. He said,
“These are the agents who, in the process of building and defending their
residential spaces, not only constructed a vast new city but, on that basis, also
proposed a city with a different order of citizenship” (2011, p. 343). Thus, through
this “insurgent urban citizenship,” individuals acquire their agentic power to
contrast social structure.
However, it could also emerge in daily practices to coexist differently in an
existing urban order as part of the set of tactics acting behind symbolic norms while
maintaining an aversion to direct coercive risk (de Certeau, 1988; J. C. Scott, 1985,
1989, 2003). When it is claimed that people help shape urban order, this second
sense of agency is invoked in one case or another. This second perspective is a
crucial element for any breakthrough.
As referred to above, power of Agency and Agentic power belong to what
Giddens called “power as a decision-making approach” (Giddens, 1979, p. 89).
However, this is just one face of how the Agency can express itself. To fully
understand power, analysts should also consider decisions that are not made nondecisions. Therefore the other face relates to “non-decision-making” power
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(Hayward & Lukes, 2008). Non-decision-making power is implicitly accepted and
undisputed in practice and purposely intended to maintain the status quo in the ways
that certain social entities are able to keep specific issues and ideas off the agenda
in a given decision space. Therefore non-decision-making power could hinder
popular sectors’ strategies to achieve political demands suppressing challenges to
the status quo and suppressing the addition of new issues to an urban agenda.
These examples have shown the traditional dichotomy of approaches to
understanding urban order as appear in the study of urban issues and elsewhere:
Social structure or Agency in their various facets. Then, how does this supposed
dichotomy emerged within the path marked by the democratic-autonomous
paradigm?
In the race for various alternatives to well-defined and well-organized enduring
order, contemporary ANT, assemblage thinking, and practice-based thinking are on
the cutting edge of social ontologies —which espouse a more or less flat ontological
approach for theorizing order. Specifically, there seems to be a broader consensus
that social practices analysis aims to overcome the overmentioned problematic
dualism of “order” on a theoretical level and establish a dialectical relation between
Agency and the so-called Social structure.

3.2.1 Towards an ontology of social practices
The democratic autonomous paradigm mentioned in Section 1.4 is just one of
the faces of a broader global shift in science that restructured categories and
classifications to move from a society-oriented spatial science to space and placeoriented social science. As Werlen (2017) claims, a meaningful change was carried
out through this shift: questions from where objects and people are located in space
have been replaced by questions related to the form of everyday space-making in
urban realities —including studies concerning materiality, practices, and processes.
Urban studies have been moving “from a sense of space as a practico-inert
container of action” to a “socially produced set of manifolds” (Crang & Thrift,
2000, p. 2). Concepts that recall the idea of space as a product involve a sociospatial dialectic through which people modify spaces through their actions and,
simultaneously, the characters of spaces created changed their behaviors (Lefebvre,
1991). This dialectic, which is always set up, conducts scholars to think up space
as a process and in-process rather than a finished product.
Furthermore, general ‘WHAT’ questions, such as “What is the urban order and
what should it be?” that recall abstract idealisms of urban reality have been replaced
by ‘HOW’ questions, —such as “How the urban order is produced?” They
highlight a new dynamic approach in urban studies, allowing scholars to move from
theoretical positions into more empirical ones prioritizing the relational level of
day-to-day interactions, makeshift reactions, and processes that reveal how urban
order is brought into being. In this shift, there are not only ‘social’ components of
urban order at the center of the reflection: Non-human material arrangements matter
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just as much as human beings, artifacts, natural forces, atmospheres and so on.
These appear as prominent elements that come into play more and more frequently
into countless entanglements making up urban order (Farías, 2012; Lancione, 2016;
Lieto, 2017; Murdoch, 1997, 1998, 2006).
This section presents three international well-known social ontologies that have
been transposed into urban studies that embrace such changes closer to the
theoretical position adopted. These ontologies are known as actor-network theory
(ANT), assemblage thinking, and practices-based thinking. They offer theoretical
tools to conceive the social and peculiarly correlated phenomena, as opposed to
what Theodore Schatzki calls “a wide variety of social system and structuralist
theories that make systems principles or abstract structures and mechanisms
central to social phenomena” (2012a, p. 13).
The first social ontology I refer to in this section is ANT, an approach
developed by scholars such as Bruno Latour (1984, 1999) and Michel Callon
(1984), and their followers within social studies of science. Broadly speaking, this
ontology acknowledges and foregrounds the Agency of non-humans -or actants within their web of relations according to a certain trajectory. Relationality,
networking, and links are the recurrent unit of analysis in ANT, the building block
of social affairs (T. Schatzki, 2018); however, ANT itself is a complex theoretical
construction with many adaptations. Latour has said that ANT is derived from an
“actant-rhizome ontology” (1999, p. 19) with the original aim to valorize the
insights of ethnomethodology in which actors know what they do and the researcher
has to learn from them not only what they do, but also how and why they do it. In
fact, the comparison indicates significant overlaps between the ANT conception of
networks and Gilles Deleuze's philosophical conception of knowledge, known as
“rhizomes”, including the multiplicity of heterogeneous relationality and that any
entity can be seen as both composed and composing relations (Murdoch, 1997;
Soulier, 2012).
In ANT, through space, scale, and time, the research object proves to be
multiple. This feature applies to urban issues and is also stressed by Amin and Thrift
in their book Cities: Reimagining the Urban, when they suggest that:
“The city is made up of potential and actual
entities/associations/togethernesses which there is no going
beyond to find anything 'more real'.” (2002, p. 27)
Conversely, space, scale, and time, become a contingency matter that denies
structural postulate. Space, scale and time are enacted and assembled at concrete
local sites —where actors produce different associations through their agency. One
of the most notable examples of this empirical commitment with actual and
concrete urban sites in the LA region is Emilio Duhau’s and Angela Giglia’s book
Las reglas del desorden: habitar la metrópoli (2008). With a systematic intention
and a socio-anthropological gaze that privileges the relationality between order and
conflict, Duhau y Giglia show that public space in Mexico City does not exist in
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one space or scale but is differently enacted at multiple sites or fragments. They
represent such fragments by defining them not through spatial boundaries or scales
but by types and lines of activity emerging through the networks ordering different
sites.
However, ANT has also tried to extend the principle of relationality beyond
language and communication, thus beyond human interaction. The multiple
relations of an entity include objects, tools, technologies, texts, environmental
configurations, etc. —which are not social by themselves. Paying attention to these
interconnections adding non-human interactions is particularly crucial for
understanding urban as, for instance, a socio-technical system. Graham and Marvin
have notoriously attempted such a new conception of the urban order in the book
Splintering Urbanism (2001). They make an international and interdisciplinary
analysis of the complex interactions between infrastructure networks and urban
spaces showing that urban infrastructure is a life-or-death matter for cities and
citizens. Similarly, Ash Amin and Nigel Thrift in Seeing like a city (2017) consider
the urban as a machine: A living assemblage of socio-technical systems, not fully
comprehensible, in which infrastructure networks are technologies of government
that not only expand opportunity and benefit but also reinforce social inequalities.
Murdoch (1998) further argues that this material aspect allows networks to
endure and be stable over time and space, to become, in some way, a system in a
steady-state or dynamic equilibrium. He also states that there are stabilized relations
that permit the perpetuation of urban order.
As a matter of fact, practices are mentioned in all the previous studies.
However, since they arise from forming contingent stable links within broader
networks, the researcher's attention to such links is essential and primary.
The second social ontology I refer to is “Assemblage”. The concept of
assemblage also comes from philosophy studies. It was also introduced by Deleuze
and Guattari for whom assemblage designates a way in which the real is formed
(Farías, 2012, 2016). More recently, urban scholars have used the term to
characterize, to varying degrees, the non-unified, non-hierarchical, non-linear,
hybrid, flat, and complex interpretation of the urban order. More simply, one can
think of “Assemblage” as both an orientation to the world and a cluster of objects
in the world. Thus, any social and non-social entity on any scale —persons,
communities, infrastructure, cities— can be described as an assemblage that offers
the readers a genuine alternative to organic totalities (McFarlane, 2011b). In
particular, any assemblage under this school of thought could be seen as a formgiving process or a form of becoming starting from complex interactions between
heterogeneous and autonomous components parts producing an open system —a
collection of symbiosis which has to be analyzed as such. To sum up, an assemblage
is a promising modality for arranging a “multiplicity” of heterogeneous entities and
spaces of possibility so that they work together for a certain time to create an
alternative urban order (Farías, 2016; Soulier, 2012).
Amin’s reflections on ‘telescopic urbanism’ (2013) fuelled by other scholars
(Arabindoo, 2013; Lancione, 2013; McFarlane, 2013; Neuwirth, 2013), entirely
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represent this debate within urban studies. Amin (2013) reclaimed the need for
different analytical lenses enquiring cities to propose appropriate interventions.
Indeed, the debate is itself an opportunity to rethink the urban order as a complex
whole rather than composed of separated phenomena —each one self-referential.
Sustaining this necessity, Amin has elaborated a compelling metaphor:
“A first step towards a politics of the staples understood as
shared infrastructural rights across the urban territory is to
turn the telescope the right way round so that the whole city
comes back into view, revealing the multiple geographies of
inhabitation and their interdependencies, showing business
consultancy city and slum city as part of the same spatial
universe.”(2013, p. 486)

Colin McFarlane’s work (2009, 2011a, 2011b, 2013) builds upon and extends
the latter line of research. An exception worth mentioning has been the work in São
Paulo (2011b). McFarlane investigates how dwelling brings to assemblage a means
for thinking through how assemblage actually takes place. The everyday
accomplishments of dwelling highlight the very acts of assembling themselves:
Dwelling names the constitutive assemblage processes. As McFarlane clarifies,
assemblage
“seeks to attend to why and how multiple bits-and-pieces
accrete and align over time to enable particular forms of
urbanism over others in ways that cut across these domains,
and which can be subject to disassembly and reassembly
through unequal relations of power and resource” (McFarlane,
2011b, p. 653)
Human and non-human components interact to form an ongoing composition
of the urban world through socio-material practices in an assemblage. Such
interaction emerges in what McFarlane calls the “depth” of history that produces
practices themselves and through the potential of new practices in specific
circumstances. Therefore, the unit of analysis in assemblage theory appears as
“particular urban alignments” (McFarlane, 2011b, p. 655) formed through change
processes, the reimagination of boundaries, and the resignification of practices
themselves. Other examples on the same line include McFarlane’s work on social
movements (2009) which openly criticize the concept of network and connectivity
(proper of the ANT) to describe what was going on in Mumbai, the capital city of
the Indian state of Maharashtra. He insists that assemblage concepts better describe
social movements retaining a focus on the emergence and allows the component
parts to exceed the network:
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“unlike network, assemblage does more than emphasize a
set of connections between sites in that it draws attention to
history, labor, materiality and performance. Assemblage points
to reassembling and disassembling, to dispersion and
transformation, processes often overlooked in network
accounts” (2009, p. 566).
For example, in relation to some ANT readings, assemblages are relations not
just of stability of a fully-fledged system but of excess, flux, and transformation.
Whereas in ANT, the linkages between its components form logically necessary
relations which make it as wholesome as it is. Conversely, in an assemblage, these
relations may be only contingently obligatory and maybe “unplugged” from one
assemblage and “plugged” into another without losing its identity.
The third and last social ontology explored focuses on practices. Focusing on
social-practices analysis has become a buzz in the urban world over the past twenty
years —as research works under this rubric have emerged. A growing list of
ontology positions has tested out formats for the methodological and often
ephemeral structure of social practices research; as seen just above, practices are
often conceived as research objects.
Questioning established categories Amin and Graham emphasize the
heterogeneity of practices that “challenges the very idea that generalization can be
made about what the 'city' is” (1997, p. 420). More recently, in Cities reimaging
the urban (2002), Amin and Thrift have followed an approach close to the
phenomenality of ordinary practices and everyday life to appreciate and understand
the urban complexity. Moreover, this practice has been used to scratch also the so
beloved idea of human and non-human interaction in contemporary urban studies.
For instance, Neil Brenner recently has shown interest in a “range of socio-material
practices, investments and infrastructures that constitute the geographies of
urbanization” (Roy, 2016, p. 819) —as well as Colin McFarlane in the application
of its “assemblage thinking” (McFarlane, 2009, 2011a, 2011b, 2013).
Considering subaltern urban studies and post-colonial analytics, Roy (2011a,
2011b) and Sheppard et al. (2013) stress the need to use approaches that privilege
everyday practice analysis carried out by marginalized people. More closely, Roy
proposes a perspective to provide accounts for the popular urbanizations “as a
terrain of habitation, livelihood and politics” (2011a, p. 224). Through subaltern
urbanism, she created a space to narrate poor people’s practices which remain often
neglected. In this narrative, the idea of a slum habitus (2011a, p. 228) as a form of
pragmatism, negotiation, and survival plays a vital role against others based on
domination and hegemony. On the same line, Sheppard, Leitner, and Maringanti
sympathize with Roy’s approach. They have said:
“that privilege everyday lived urban life over research
strategies that view cities from a distance, explicitly or
implicitly working to disrupt mainstream global urbanism by
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attending to the tactics of survival and subversion resorted to by
subaltern or subordinated populations.” (2013, p. 897)
However, contrary to the other abovementioned ANT and Assemblage theory's
social-ontological assumptions, Practices-based thinking entails that urban order is
fundamentally made up of “practices” rather than “associations” according to a
specific trajectory (Amin & Thrift, 2002, p. 27) or “particular urban alignments”
(McFarlane, 2011b, p. 655).
Using the words of Jones and Murphy, practice-based thinking offers us an
ontological and epistemological status aiming to “examine and interpret
socioeconomic processes through a focus on the actions and meanings through
which and wherein the everyday world is constituted” (2011, p. 371). From this
ontological position, such thinking tries to answer the question ‘what is there?’,
providing new vocabulary built to describe a social and material world: What
constitutes social reality are practices and their arrangement (T. Schatzki, 2010b).
Therefore, the way to understand the social world has to consider the “materiality
of the human's work” (Sini, 2017), its evolution, and interrelation.
From the epistemological position, instead, it attempts answering to the
question ‘what do you know?’ or ‘how can I know what exists out there?’ —
sustaining that a valid form of knowledge appears in practices and the only way to
obtain it is through the daily routines and ordinary chain of actions analysis. Social
phenomena, such as organization, economy, housing, exclusion, among others, are
thus explored employing a special lens which allows researchers to see and unveil
the “regimes of ordinary actions” (Nicolini, 2014) composing them, how those
actions are joined together in a nexus, and bundled with the material world (T.
Schatzki, 2012a). In conclusion, under this specific ontology, a social phenomenon
is mainly composed of three superimposed dimensions: practices, their
interrelations, and correlated materiality.
There is neither a single line of approach of practices-based thinking to be
followed nor a unique and cohesive “Practice Theory” —particularly when
practice-based thinking is contextualized and expressed through grammars of
power and normativity more broadly. Moreover, there is no consensus amongst
researchers about how practices might be used and I do not believe there should be
any necessarily. Most scholars who have theorized practices disagree on the nature
of their composition, extension, and mediums underlining different epistemological
frameworks within which ideas about “practices” have been articulated (Gherardi,
2012; Jones & Murphy, 2011; Miettinen et al., 2009; Nicolini, 2012; Reckwitz,
2002; T. Schatzki, 2002). Nevertheless, moving inside this broad "family of
orientations" (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016), means adopting a “mode of ordering”
(Gherardi, 2012, p.2) the reality that could help to investigate also the multiplicity
of urban life — following Emilio Duhau concern on urban order (2003).
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The story of practice-based thinking offers an absorbing chronicle of the study
of human thought based on activities (Hui et al., 2017). It evolved through two
crucial seasons.
Despite the legacy of ancient Greece pioneers such as Plato and Aristotle in
developing knowledge-based tradition on rationality and praxis, the first season of
practice-based thinking fits in the philosophy of actions of the last forty years, as
Nicolini (2012) reminds us, which emerged by influential works of authors such as
Bourdieu (1977, 1998), Giddens (1984) and De Certeau (1988).
While their conceiving of practices occurs in different ways, each of them
places ‘practices’ as a central element in social life —a link that joins the
“individual” to the systemic “structure” (Watson, 2012).
Starting from the previous authors, Theodore Schatzki (1996), Orlikowski
(2000), Silvia Gherardi (2000), Elizabeth Shove (2008), and Davide Nicolini
(2012), among other recent scholars, have developed renewed proposals that make
up the second season. Commonalities concern the scholars' background and the
conception of a practice (Reckwitz, 2002; T. Schatzki, 2012a). First, these last
scholars have been influenced by the interpretative and cultural turn in social
sciences and are close to Wittgenstein and Heidegger's philosophical positions.
Second, in their thought, “practices” composition has to do with organized and
routinized activities carried out and processed daily. Furthermore, away from
traditional rational behavior, such activities are conceived as non-propositional36
which influences people's peculiarities and identities. Other commonalities have
been reported in Nicolini and Monteiro (2016), emphasizing history, constituency,
and the normative dimension of a practice. Generally speaking, conceiving a
‘practice’ as “a routinized way in which bodies are moved, objects are handled,
subjects are treated, things are described and the world is understood” (Reckwitz,
2002, p. 250) is mostly accepted.
In the following sections, Theodore Schatzki’s philosophical thought (1997;
2001; 2002, 2005, 2010b, 2012a, 2016a, 2016b, 2017; 1996) makes the case
inspiring the dissertation's theoretical framework. The umbrella term “Practicesbased thinking” has been selected not to use the idea of a closed and complete
theory, despite my reference author used to handle the term “theory” (T. Schatzki,
1997).

3.2.1.1 Break up and reassembling practices
In Schatzki's account (1997), the essential elements of a practice are actions of
bodily doings and sayings. An action is a space-time event done by a practitioner's
body involving conscious and unconscious kinetic movements and tools directly

36
"non-propositional" is a conception borrowed from neurolinguistic studies. What Schatzki means with
‘Non-propositional activities’ , can be intended to explain automated, effortless, “ready-made” activities
without constructed formulation, composed of sequences of actions and highly embody responses.
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related to those movements37 —e.g., wristwatch to measure time; glasses to see;
footwear to walk; pencils to write; microphones to speak; toothbrushes to brush
teeth and so on and so forth. Everyday practices are hence tangible. As Reckwitz
(2002) has reported, ‘the body’, which is a central element in practice performance,
cannot be conceived as a mere instrument because it is how we understand and
shape the world38. Following what Simonsen said: “we are our bodies and all our
experiences and the meanings that animate our lives are based in active corporeal
involvement in the world.” (2007, p. 171). All of our routinized actions are thus
performance-related to our human body and extensions.
In this particular ontology, discourses and languages irrefutably lose their preeminence to become just another type of practice (Reckwitz, 2002). Even Schatzki
(2002) supports this idea. In his view, both the “doing” and the “saying” have the
same importance. However, differences still exist. Firstly, “saying” should be
conceived as a subclass of “doing” (T. Schatzki, 2012a). Secondly, the main
difference between “doing” and “saying” involves the distinction between
discursive and non-discursive actions (T. Schatzki, 2017, p. 127) because
discourses can refer to a range of communicative media (Mains, 2006). Indeed,
“saying” actions involve kinetic and semantic systems while boldly doing involve
only a conscious, or unconscious, kinetical system. Therefore, the “saying” is not
necessarily expressed through an oral or written language but can also be expressed
through a symbolic form of interaction in the discursive field of meaningful
communication: “Shakes of the head, waves of the hand, and winks can all, given
the context, say something” (T. Schatzki, 2002, p. 72). In conclusion, corporal
languages, oral saying, and texts that compose discursive actions together with nondiscursive actions fulfill multiple roles in practice performances as “binding agents”
to connect practice’s elements in a particular arrangement.
There are also the following questions that need to be answered. How can we
have a proper sense of what people do and say? Where should we look for a proper
meaning in urban world events?
Unfortunately, a single action does not explain what meaning it carries.
Mentioning Wittgenstein (Wittgenstein & Anscombe, 1989), Simonsen (2007)
argued how meaning and significance could not be conceived as a unitary and pregiven assumption. Actions’ meaning —as well as words’ meaning— are never
univocal. According to the critical review of normative concepts in classical
philosophy, the meaning of an action is made up of multiple relations explained
through contextual arrangement (Murdoch, 2006). A type of action such as
building, for example, can be performed in different contexts; however, building

37

We will discuss the organization and arrangement of artifact in practice-based thinking in the following
paragraphs.
38
In Reckwitz (2002) practice theory reports, moreover, mental activities are bodily activities as well. A
social practice consists of certain bodily and certain mental activities and both the mental and the bodily
‘dimensions’ in practice constitute an inseparable set.
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following formal code regulations in the urban downtown is something completely
different in its essence than building through the process of popular urbanization.
Therefore, an action only acquires meaning when done with others unfolding in a
“set of doings and sayings” (T. Schatzki, 2002, p. 73) situated and semantically
contextualized.
A single practice also never exists in isolation with clear, defined, and fixed
boundaries. According to Schatzki's ideas, practices should be conceived as
“interwoven activities in a given social domain” (1997, p. 285). Each activity is
formed by a specific cluster of different intelligible39 actions performed together in
a given spatial-temporal chain and potentially open to changes (T. Schatzki, 2005).
For this research, It is of interest to note that an order is over imposed on those
actions that create a cluster. As Schatzki (2002, p. 73) has reported, expressions
such as “task” and “project” explain subsystems within a practice. For instance, still
considering the building practice, tasks may consist of coherent actions to perform
an optimized housing basement —such as preparing the optimum concrete mix or
placing the correct set of steel reinforcing bars. Conversely, performing a project
consists of a higher state of hierarchical order, such as building an entire floor,
understanding how the first floor of a detached house is usually represented in
popular urbanizations, and accepting the different tasks connected to that.
Moreover, unusual and circumstantial actions, errors, or innovations are likely
widespread features in a practice because performing inside or related activities also
bring about a change of the practice itself. Some of this order of actions, such as
“tasks” o “projects” may change occasionally. We can imagine a shoddy terraced
retaining wall effect in slope areas housing construction and how a small structural
failure affects the last stages of building work. It would have a permanent effect on
the kind of resulting structure, messing up the pre-given assumption and order of
things. Sometimes those unforeseen incidents can also modify the shape and
dimension of the building practice within the context. Differences between a house
building practice in the first wave of popular urbanization forty years ago and
building practice in the third wave of popular urbanization could be remarkable.
They imply different environmental conditions, artifacts involved —building
materials and tools—, rules and parameters adopted (see Section 2.2).
Following Schatzki (1997, 2002, 2010a, 2012a; 1996), the set of “doings” and
“sayings” organized in given tasks, and projects in a complete practice, are linked
through a compound of four orders of operations which he calls “organizing
features”. These are a) practical understanding, b) explicit rules followed, c)
teleoaffectivity, d) general understanding. Practical understanding is the first order
in which actions are kept together. It refers to skills developed in reiterated activities
and experiences alongside a practical discernment on when specific performance is
required. In Schatzki's reports, practical understanding can be conceived if taking
39

In its original meaning intelligibility was a form of comprension apprehended only by the
intellect, as opposed to the senses.
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into consideration Bourdieu’s “Habitus” (1998) and Giddens’s “Practical
consciousness” (1984): the deeply grounded habits, skills, and dispositions that
someone possesses due to their life experiences which cannot be verbally or
discursively formulated40. Practical understanding resembles their conceptions but
further enhancing the capacity of recognition through a performance analysis of
particular actions such as: raising a hand in class to speak or putting a hand over
the mouth when coughing (T. Schatzki, 1997). Practical understanding alone,
however, does not always succeed in behavioral explanations. In Wittgensteinian’s
tradition, b) Rules and c) Teleoaffectivity are also involved in this —respectively
connected with normative and intentional dimensions of practices. On the one hand,
explicit normative force41 concerns “explicit formulations, principles, precepts,
and instructions” (T. Schatzki, 2002, p. 79). It influences or determines the “the
ground for and limits upon the possibility of meaningful and practicable action by
practitioners”(Watson, 2017, p. 172).
On the other hand, Teleoaffectivity expresses projectivity – ends are tied to
hopes and expectations expressed before or during an activity. Schatzki (1997,
2002, 2012a) conceives that Teleoaffectivity is constituted mainly by two
components: emotional/affective events -such us to desire, hope, or suffer because
of something- and the teleological state of affair42. They affect reasons to conduct
an activity and its performance. Both have reasons for at least most of our
routinized actions. From the side of affectivity and emotions, Simonsen (2007)
suggests that “they primordially function [occur] at the pre-reflexive level”
(p.176), and they are expressed through the body’s movement rather than explicit
considerations. From the other teleological side, Schatzki follows a more positivist
and “social philosophers of science” assumption, considering individual human
actions —as well as the whole social practice— explained with reference to their
purposes. To summarize, Teleoaffective structure orients both the set of “ends” —
pre-reflexive— and the “aims”—reflexive— that participants pursue.
The last component for action ordering is General understanding. According
to Gram-Hanssen (2010), Schatzki does not fully explain his fourth-order of mental
operations, which links practices together. Added at a later time in his theorization
(2002; 2010b; 2012), the “general understanding” lights up only when a certain
degree of complexity in the practice set is reached. It stands as some kind of
reflexive understanding, highly abstract and vague, connected with a shared
practitioner culture that shapes practices' identity. For instance, it revolves around
expectations and values related to status, honor, taboo, moral and aesthetic
40

In the sense of Bourdieu and Giddens they cannot be rappresentante. In other word, they
develop a non-representative theory of actions (T. Schatzki, 1997, p. 294).
41
Explicit rules, which in practice view are also deployed through others practices, such
supervision, ethical codes and professional norms writing, active control and other mechanism of
behavioural incentives and dissuasion.
42
“Teleology, (from Greek telos, "end" and logos, "reason"), explanation by reference to some
purpose, end, goal, or function. Traditionally, it was also described as final causality” Definition of
Teleology in Encyclopædia Britannica -https://www.britannica.com/topic/teleology- Last visit
19/02/2018
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dispositions —all rooted in “cultural” orientation43. In Schatzki’s latest book, The
timespace of human activity: on performance, society, and history as indeterminate
teleological events (2010, p.51), he suggests that general understanding symbolizes
implicit rules in contrast to the second component explained above.
Giving a practical example from fieldwork data, actions that make up a safety
draft plan may be organized by a) instruction, requirements, and rules requested b)
knowing how to draft, c) a couple of personal purposes and emotive status which
guide the action, d) expectations and responsibility. Explicit rules such as safety
norms and commitment requests have to be followed. Also, specific documents
have to be produced, such as planimetry, sections, and details. However, even if
someone knows all the normative steps to produce a draft project, only through a
specific competence acquired through years of practice can someone hope to
produce such things accurately. For instance, proper detail levels should be assigned
to a specific view scale. Acquired proper language to use in the final report is a part
of this embodied knowledge acquired through direct experiences as well.
Moreover, even if it is clear which rules have to be followed and a designer has
proper “know-how”; personal purpose and emotional status can affect daily
productivity, design quality, and accuracy. For example, it concerns the clarity of
the lines drawn out or other material errors committed in a context of the stress of
disagreement situation with the commitment, other partners, or for other personal
reasons. Lastly, general understanding sets the ground so that whoever has been
through practice can “recognize it” and recognize themselves in it. Indeed, it is
culturally accepted to ask for an architect or engineer's support rather than a medical
doctor if someone needs to obtain a safety draft plan. Those involved have
expectations in a specific professional practice to obtain the best final product in
terms of material selection, security, space layout, technological installations, and
facilities —an expectation shaped by shared ideas, roles, functions of various
activities, jobs, or practices in a particular social context. Supposedly in more
formal ways than in informal ones, such ideas also drive how people talk, dress,
and act. All behaviors are based on implicit shared assumptions.
In conclusion, saying that actions composing a hand draft plan are bound
together by a specific dimension of the previous four orders of operations is saying
that participants of the same kind of practices share the same semantic field. They
are thus able to understand one another due to a shared process of sensemaking:
what Schatzki (2005; 1996) calls intelligibility. In fact, the core in Schatzki’s former
way of thinking is that he is primarily concerned with the following: “that
understanding/intelligibility is the basic ordering medium in social existence”
(1996, p. 12) and the certainty that practices are the “site where understanding is
ordered, and intelligibility articulated” (1996, p. 110).

43

Consistently with the practice ontology, what is considered "cultural" is nothing but a
multiplicity of previous shared practices affecting a current one.
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In previous explanations of Schatzki’s views, events and phenomena were
somewhat more than just a set of already meaningful actions, results of clear
decisions of rational thinking, or lead by structural principles (Nicolini, 2012; T.
Schatzki, 1997). Actions acquire meaning when they belong to an intelligible
process articulated in a more significant practice. In essence, when practical
understanding, explicit rules, the teleoaffective structure, and general
understanding are shared among different practitioners. For this reason, practices
have a higher ontological position than actions.
3.2.1.2 A bundle of practices and material arrangements
Carrying out a practice means getting involved with material and physical
arrangements located in time and space. According to Schatzki’s ontology, “The
activities that compose practices are inevitably, and often essentially, bound up
with material entities” (2012b, p. 16). This symbiotic relationship is so intense that
throughout this interrelation -materiality and a set of humans’ actions- not only
sustains production and reproduction of certain practices as Reckwitz (2002) assert
but also that specific material arrangement simply does not exist out this bound.
Then the main questions here could be revealed What Schatzki means by material
entities?
Within the category “material arrangement” Schatzki (2002, 2010b) includes
entities such as “humans”, “artifacts”, “organism”, and “things of nature” due to its
significance to human thought. This substantial subdivision of entities is an
arbitrary choice but primarily helpful to investigate social life44. The first distinction
between humans and organisms stems from humans’ specific prerogatives: To
develop advanced languages, morality, ability to understand others’ minds
processes. The second distinction between ‘artifacts’ and ‘things of nature’ is more
sophisticated. His definition of ‘artifacts’ not only concerns “human products” as a
product of human activities, such as computers, hammers, pencils, texts, but also
the alteration and modification of what usually is conceived as “nature” such as
landscapes, modified microorganisms, and bonsais. Furthermore, Schatzki (2002,
p. 178) defines all those organisms and things that have not been relatively affected
by human beings as “natural”.
Contrary to the positions of ANT and Assemblage thinking, Schatzki deplores
the human agency’s debunking —even if it is not a shared positioning in the
practices-based thinking. Gherardi (2017), for instance, uses the concept of sociomaterial practices to enrich practice studies with a post-human approach concerning
a robust entanglement between culture and nature. Others, with more humanistic
approaches instead, still assume the centrality of human agency in practices.
Scholars such as Monteiro and Nicolini (2015), Simonsen (2007), or the same
Schatzki (2002) maintain a pre-eminence in body and humanlike mental agency in
socio-cultural experiences rather than addressing agential roles to related materials
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Others ontologies, such as Translation and ANT as instance, used to collapse everything into
a single "hybrids" category.
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or other non-human entities. In saying that, this work relies on the latter statement
believing that non-humans and other-then-human entities do not and cannot operate
alone; they rather have a strict dependence on human activities.
In short, practice-based thinking offers promising ideas for analyzing people's
activities. Moreover, of course, it is quite appropriate at grasping the social context
in which individuals form and persist.
The relational variations in substance and intensity between a bundle of
practices and material arrangements are essential in Schatzki's (2010b, 2012b)
social analysis but will not be developed further in this paper as they would not
make a significant contribution to the research at hand.

Figure 6: Theodore Schatzki's approach (source: own elaboration based on Schatzki's thought)
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3.2.2. A practical order
In line with the studies discussed above, practices can be considered as the
house of both Social structure and Agency, where the “every day” takes place and
acquire specific meaning (T. Schatzki, 2002). According to Schatzki, in comparison
with ontological “societism” and “individualism” practices’ ontology lies in the
middle. He claims that:
“Like societist ontologies, they immerse the relevant
features of individuals in wider, distinctly social settings in the
absence of which people with these features would not exist.
Like individualist ontologies, however, they deny that the wider
contexts in which these features exist fundamentally diverge in
character from these features: properties of individuals are
ontologically continuous with the distinct social contexts in
which they exist” (2005, p. 469)
Considering what Schatzki has reported means considering urban order bounds
to a context in which it flows without denying both dimensions as a medium of this
flow. In practice-based thinking, this placement was already evident within the
structuration theory (Giddens, 1984), where Giddens had shown the nonsense of
polarizing choices and constraints. He argues that structures are reproduced through
practices and, by themselves, perpetuate and transform those structures:
“The basic domain of study of the social sciences,
according to the theory of structuration, is neither the
experience of the individual actor, nor the existence of any form
of societal totality, but social practices ordered across space
and time.” (1984, p. 2)
Slightly more on the side of determinism, even the concepts of habitus and
field developed by Pierre Bourdieu can be placed within the same line (Thrift,
1983). Bourdieu stated that:
“It is necessary to abandon all theories which explicitly or
implicitly treat practice as a mechanical reaction, directly
determined by the antecedent conditions and entirely reducible
to the mechanical functioning of preestablished assemblies”
(1977, p. 73)
As a set of unconscious schemes that structure the ways of thinking, perceiving,
and acting, the habitus structures and encodes activities. However, activities can
mold the habitus as well —if they are compatible with the field conditions.
Moreover, De Certeau’s work explains these concepts quite clearly on the
production of urban space and narrative in The Practice of Everyday Life (1988).
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He clarifies how formal rules and their outcomes45 influence but never wholly
determined the cities' inhabitants' practices.
All those peculiar theoretical approaches have eventually reached the field of
LA urban studies offering theoretical tools for analyzing the effects of power in
marginalized urban phenomena dealing with different urban issues such as
consumption, mobility, and the social production of space. They evoke a scenario
where there is no space for polarization, division, or separation but only for
relational synthesis (Jaramillo Marín, 2011). For instance, Javier Protzel (2011)
provided a renewed practice-based thinking scenario in Lima, overcoming private
and public realms duality. According to the author, if ordinary and routinized
activities still differ substantially between the wealthiest and the poorest, they
appear to be linked through a shared practice related to the “cultural industry” that
exploded during the last decades and crossing specific places. It involves programs
watched on television, gastronomy, ways of living the holidays that crosscutting
social classes. In his ideas, practices are essential not just in terms of work but also
because they enable the collective urban life through their circulation, changing and
reproduction, and they remain to be the shells in which humans enact their personal
and social lives.
Duhau and Giglia (2007) have addressed globalized retail chain phenomena
and informal micro streets-commerce in Mexico City —starting from practicebased thinking. They have tracked how consumption practices are differentiated
among different economic sectors and respond to material restrictions/concessions
in particular places show how “far from being a purely instrumental activity,
"shopping" is inextricably mixed with recreation and other activities linked to the
complex process of reproduction of everyday life.”(2007, p. 79). Similarly, Galindo
Guzmán (2018) has analyzed the relationship between Bogotá city and the system
of global cities through the role of Business Centers as global devices implemented
in local environments using the Giddens’ structuralization theory. He has shown
how Bogotá makes part of both global and local urban dynamics by articulating
interconnected practices at both scales materialized in shopping centers, free trade
zones, and particularly in business centers.
Furthermore, with the notion of “risk habitus”, Hernández Aguilar and Ruiz
Rivera (2016) have analyzed the social logic and everyday decision-making
processes that relate to risk perceptions and responses of the residents of Puebla’s
landslide-prone settlements to understand the underlying conditions of vulnerability
in a specific context under the sociological gaze of Bourdieu. The scholars show
that settlers’ vulnerability judgment is based on a dyscrasia between their good
perceptions of preparedness to face a risky situation and the factual hazard level to
which they are exposed to —in spite of practice knowledge of the risk and low
investment in preventions. In the same line of thought, Amao Ceniceros (2017)
allows us to think from street art in the processes of participation, integration,
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The theme of resistance and space-time appropriation against controls apparatus in his work
emphasized the effects of power implicit in spatialized practices -which he calls “tactics”-.
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assimilation, and social exclusion. She has studied the transformations that street
art underwent in Tijuana by incorporating new actors who reformulate the
traditional field. She also has shown how the artistic-urban sphere generational
transition decentralizes street art as a “rebel activity” and re-positions it in the
“official culture” of public discourses and programs.
Conversely, Barragán Rodríguez (2010) has focused on the everyday life
practices of street young adults in Mexico City’s public space under the sociological
gaze of De Certeau. She has noted how young men and women devote themselves
to exploiting a territory by creating a system of opportunity for their survival and
the realization of recreational and economic —illegal— activities. They create a
functional and instrumental relationship with the space-place practiced which leads
to the emergence of conflicts with other practices in space. De Certeau’s trajectory
also emerges in how García (2013) has analyzed the social construction of public
spaces in popular urbanizations of Bogotá. According to him, through the
interactions between daily practices, the inhabitants transform public spaces
physically and symbolically. This interaction also modifies space practices
according to the neighborhoods' needs, expectations, and possibilities. The material
disposition that it achieves, such as the appearance of flower boxes, benches, courts,
paths, among others, are evidence of this interaction and stimulus for further
changes. Similarly, Prieto Peinado’s study (2018) on infrastructure construction
and collective spaces improvement in post-earthquake urban reconstruction plans
in the towns of Constitución and Llico in Chile represents another example of De
Certeau’s influence. She has explored spontaneous spatial processes of
appropriation that have emerged in these towns revealing the existence of what the
author calls “spaces of opportunity”: Interstices not intended for use which appears
between the emergency shelters, next to trees or leftover spaces which and, beyond
the disadvantages inherent in the conditions of the prefabricated units, these were
spaces that provided well-being in terms of leisure practices. These researches
demonstrate once again that urban order is not just acted on by dominant or
traditional groups which structure social life, but also by the determination of some
agents —in a collective or individual form— which reflect and respond to the
contingencies and multiple, dynamic realities of lived urban space.
As for his predecessors, Schatzki argues in favor of an ontology of “place”.
He characterizes social life primarily by grounding in something he called “the site
of the social” (2002), utilizing the notion of social site, the specific context in which
an order can emerge. The site of the social is the space where, and as part of which,
social life inherently occurs. This site-context is composed of a mesh of materiality
and practices: “Orders are arrangements of entities (e.g., people, artifacts, things),
whereas practices are organized activities. Human coexistence thus transpires as
and amid an elaborate, constantly evolving nexus of arranged things and organized
activities”(2002, p. X1).
Material arrangements in site-context are labile phenomena; these are only
transitory fixations that can absorb the more restricted notions of order as
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regularity/pattern, stability, and interdependence —in another world, form a given
structure. Individuals’ Agency is embedded in the social interaction of practices
also able to shape the order dynamics. As a matter of fact, human practitioners are
part of such an arrangement, but not merely “carriers” of practices. Instead, they
are the medium through which practices are being channeled, shaped, displayed,
and perpetrated (T. Schatzki, 2017). This coexistence sets up the site-context of
practices, both the site of social structure and individual agency.
Starting from this ontological basis, if we should now define the general field
of urban order, we could say that it is neither the outcome of an over-imposed
authority project from a formalist or legalist perspective nor one of “rational”
individualistic choices. Instead, people/practitioners when use, transit, remain or
shape roads and sidewalks, furniture, traffic lights, vehicles -as a matter of example
of site-context that make up the urban- they do so based on practical understanding,
explicit rules, teleoaffectivity, a general understanding that make up different
practices simultaneously. The compound of the four orders of operations tells all of
the people/practitioners what site-contexts are for, how they are used, how they
should be used, and what behaviors are expected to perform by others in such
particular site-contexts and what they expect from them (Duhau, 2003; Duhau &
Giglia, 2004; T. Schatzki, 2012b).

3.3 Power in practice
In its divisions and construction, each kind of urban order may have been the
source of conflicts, mediation, oppression, liberation, marginalization, and
exaltation. Thus, each kind of urban order is also an expression of “power” —
economic, social, political, institutional, technological, etc.— able to imprint a
mark on a particular urban site-context (Indovina, 2016).
To be consistent with contemporary practice-based thinking's ontological and
epistemological commitments, also approaching “power” became a matter of
practice. As Giddens (1984) reminds us, the concept of practice is logically
interwoven with the concept of power because the latter is instantiated in action as
a regular and routine phenomenon. Under his views, “power” can be identified with
the agentic capacity to act in the social world and is defined as “the means to getting
things done” (1984, p. 283).
However, not much is gained by noticing that power is ubiquitous to practice.
Indeed, practice-based thinking assumption to deal with “power” issues could
become quite useless if power is identified just as the capacity to act (or not to act)
as we choose or prefer, without any compulsion or restraint given by other practices
in their interrelation. The more significant challenge is to understand power as
integral to and an effect of distributed practices.
Rather than apprising just the Agentic power notion, Practice-based thinking
should understand and characterize the other side of the coin as well. It regards the
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effects of such a capacity to direct, conduct, or influence others' actions in sitecontext elsewhere, thus focusing on how practices orchestrate other practices.
Grappling with the idea of “power” as an effect, Foucault's (2017) reflections on
“power” are suggestive here, as presented in some of his lectures at the Collège de
France and elsewhere between 1977 and 1978. In these lectures, Foucault devoted
a good deal of attention to the theme of modern political “power”, constructing a
genealogical tale as much substantive as critical and questioning its rationality,
sources, character, and targets. He introduced analytics of government approach, or
Governmentality took up later by sociologists, political scientists, geographers, and
government theorists, generating a new study field: Governmentality studies
(Burchell et al., 1991).
The literature offers recent evidence about the opportunities of using Practicebased thinking and Governmentality together.
For example, regarding the literature on governmentality, Marttila (Marttila,
2013) together with other scholars (Mckee, 2009; O’Malley et al., 1997; Stenson,
2005), question the trend to an overly abstract view of governing and its disregard
of empirical reality and analysis. They sponsor a more descriptive empirical
emphasis on analysis to account for how subjects, constituted through government
practices, turn up in everyday activities. Although not directly mentioned, a
significant link emerges with the epistemology of social practice research to
overcome the abovementioned limits.
On the contrary, regarding the literature on practice-based thinking, Matt
Watson (2017) looks at Governmentality directly, focusing on how practices are
shaped and governed. He understands power as itself an effect of performances of
practices rather than an object or property external to them.
In his writing, Watson criticized the tendency of practice-based scholars to
conceive power just as an object - a combined and united property of the social and complains about the lack of studies focusing on how some practices and
practitioners deliberately affect the conduct of practices and practitioners
elsewhere. According to him, some observable phenomena forming social order,
related to patterns of domination, social elites, and hegemonic ideologies, demand
some means of understanding in practice-based thinking. Developing such a
position depends on looking for different ways of understanding power as effect
"on" something rather than object "of" something.
In an attempt to find an account of power that is coherent with practice-based
thinking’s ontological commitments, Watson turns to Foucault (1982, 2017) and
Latour (1984, 1999). According to him, Foucault’s work provides a means of
ordering an analysis of practices in relation to governing, while Latour offers an
understanding of those relations, tracing them in their material functioning.
Therefore, Watson suggests that the distribution of agency among practitioners or
different practices in a constellation should be considered to deal with power as an
effect and that a good way to do it is that account for means of executing power -
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technologies, and apparatuses of governing- over the practices of “others” and their
performances.
The scholars mentioned here are the ground for considering that practice-based
thinking can meaningfully engage with questions of power as an effects of
practices.

3.3.1 Technologies of government
According to Foucault (2017), Governmentality can be explained in three ways.
First, Governmentality is a trend that fosters particular forms of knowledge reunited
under the umbrella terms of “government.” The term “government” refers to the
“conduct of conduct” (Dean, 2014, p. 18). It is substantiated in a more or less
systematized constellation of practices —a “technology”— to lead, direct, or guide
other practices, moved by specific forms of reasoning —a “rationality” that defines
the telos of action or the adequate means to achieve it. Governmentality, thus,
analyzes the rationality (goals and objectives) of governing authorities and does so
over the “population” as a new object of political calculation (Lemke, 2002).
Second, Governmentality marks the emergence of a distinctly new form of
thinking about and exercising power in certain societies. A form of thinking that
understands power as a technical and practical matter. Therefore, Governmentality
revolves around understanding rationality transposed effects into the material world
through technologies, procedures, and material arrangements. Such forms of power
influence how we perform daily practices, our ways of doing things, and how the
social order we belong to is reproduced (Dean, 2014).
Last but not least, according to Foucault (2017), Governmentality is a
spatiotemporally bounded analysis; it is a transformative process that originated in
Europe since medieval times. Considering Governmentality as an analytic tool to
enquire a specific historical process, Foucault’s lectures are based on the following
thesis: The modern Western form of government results from a complex
combination of “political” and “pastoral” power. On the one hand, political power
derives from the ancient Greek conception of Polis as an entity organized around
rights, universality, and public space. On the other hand, pastoral power derives
from a religious concept that focuses on individuals' comprehensive guidance. Both
forms of power have been molded together after the French Revolution to support
the emergence in the eighteenth century of a new political and moral philosophy
based on liberty and freedom.
Regarding the first two points, Foucault’s essay The subject and the power
resume the concept more effectively. Governmentality refers to the study of:
“the way in which the conduct of individuals or of group
might be directed [through] modes of action more or less
considered or calculated, which were destined to act upon the
possibilities of action of others” (1982, p. 790)
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Therefore, Governmentality could be defined as the study of power as practices
on other practices. It pressures rather than annuls other agential capacities; it acts
upon, and through, an open set of practical and ethical possibilities (Gordon, 1991).
This takes us to a reverse feature of Governmentality: The study of the
“autonomous” individual’s capacity for self-control and how this is linked to forms
of political and economic rules (Lemke, 2002).
According to the last point, we can say that Foucault focuses on the problem of
governing under conditions of emerging liberalism in Europe, wondering how it is
possible to govern “free” individuals while maintaining social order. Indeed, within
liberal policies, the government is bound up with the practical problems of
managing individual behaviors without compromising their condition of freedom
(Murdoch, 2000). However, despite its original temporal limit, the
commensurability of Governmentality presents perhaps the most interesting
possibilities in relation to the current neoliberalism.
In Foucault’s Collège de France lectures of 1979, the discussion on
neoliberalism in three post-war Western countries revealed how the enterprise's
economic-organizational vocation became a diffuse and pervasive style of conduct
throughout society that could be a generalized principle of functioning.
Consequently, coherent entrepreneurial methods were born for the programming of
the totality of governmental action (Foucault, 2010; Gordon, 1991).
Further elaboration on Governmentality provides the contemporary field of
studies of rewed paths. In fact, as an analytical tool to inquire about neoliberal order,
Governmentality has become appetible not just in contemporary Western countries.
It seems to be a perfect fit to describe how practices and social order are managed
in different realities, especially in post-colonial/de-colonial societies in the Global
South (Drinot, 2014; Petrillo, 2018; D. Scott, 1995).
Another evolution of Foucault's thinking is undoubtedly the application of
governmental analysis to multiple actors. The problem of governing society was
first posed in Foucault's (2017) lectures as an internal or “domestic” matter of state.
However, not just the over-valuing abstraction of “The State” and its bodies, as
institutions engaging in government, can act upon others through government
forms; they can be observed by looking at government practices and techniques
within other organizations subsisting in the state (Miller & Rose, 2008; Rose &
Miller, 2010; Rose-Redwood, 2006).
A multiplicity of organizations exists, working with a range of apparatuses,
procedures, and technologies that attempt to take care and subsequently govern the
belief and desire of segments of the population. Those organizations are yet outside
the “government bodies’” formal control but can enroll practitioners, procedures,
and artifacts to pursue their regulation and control goals. Usually, this occurs
through a range of practices of building, learning, making deals, mobilizing
resources, and so forth, which enact local social commitment (Rose, 1993, 1989).
This case distances itself from the notion of co-optation. In the Foundations of
Theory of Organization, Philip Selznick (1948) has used the term co-optation to
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describe how oppositional movements went hook, line, and sinker by other
organizations' structures that they are trying to influence. Co-optation is thus a
practice focused on absorbing those who seek a change into a scheme of voluntary
control. However, it is not a practice indiscriminately adopted. It sets in if an
organization recognizes that its rationality, agenda, and legitimacy have been
explicitly called into question by other organizations (Holdo, 2019). Oppositely, the
sign of this networking of power has been the emergence of a new “governance” as
ﬁeld of analysis. At its most general, the term “governance” is used as a type of
umbrella term to any strategy, practice, process, procedure, or project for exercising
authority through supposed autonomous subjects —not onto passive objects
contained in a predetermined space (Rose, 1999b; Sending & Neumann, 2006).
For instance, Molas (2019) has presented an investigation carried out in an
artistic clinical approach with children and teenagers in Rio de Janeiro during a
sensitive moment of social tension in popular urbanization. She was interested in
knowing if the NGO program inventive potentialities, in which she was directly
involved, could harbor the production of spaces of subjectivation while resolving
the controversy. From an inverse perspective, Frösén (2013) evaluated the NGO
TECHO -the same one I was part of- as an actor within government programs to
“overcoming poverty” through popular urbanization development projects in
Santiago de Chile. Specifically, she analyzed first the mutual understanding and
influence between government positions and the organization started when TECHO
was an emergency shelter government supplier. Second, she identified the concept
of “Social Inclusion” fostered by the organization as a technology to produce social
cohesion and “responsible citizens” who can access housing through a regulated
self-management of their communities and themselves.
Simultaneously, with the ideas of “governance” we have assisted in extending
entrepreneurial’ rationality to previously exempt areas such as electricity, water,
telecommunications, transport, and other basic infrastructure services, as we
already saw in Chapter II. Entrepreneurial’ rationality entails the deployment of
new technologies of governing from multiple centers through powerful means of
governing at a distance: Means of administering populations through their own
self-management in a marketplace of possibilities useful to setting budgets, targets,
standards, and objectives —all overseen by the ubiquitous techniques of monitoring
and audit. Techniques encompass both the public and private spheres, working
across different scales to shape the most privatized practice while including
organizational behaviors at the collective scale (Miller & Rose, 2008; Osborne &
Rose, 1999). For instance, concerning the provision of services in LA, Ioris (2012)
has demonstrated the interconnections between various social exclusion
mechanisms that have composed the recent history of water management in Lima's
city while questioning how the government has problematized water supply as a
matter of “scarcity”. He claims that “scarcity” has been instrumental in the
convergence of powerful private interests and subsequent technologies in
organizing urban water systems.
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The spatialization of governance measures is also another debating point.
Indeed, to govern requires a need to represent and clarify the space over which the
conduct's control must be exercised. I am arguing about delimiting multidimensional spaces formed by individuals' characteristics, practices, objects, and
geographical belonging into a unit of analysis. Hence, spatialization involves the
effects of technical knowledge over subjected areas that establish regulatory
patterns and normalization techniques (Murdoch, 2000; Rose, 1999b).
In that sense, cities are usually instituted as bodies to govern in response to an
increased “ungovernability” of their own diseases. In Osborne and Rose’s (1999)
discussion of Charles Booth’s and Patrick Geddes’ work, it becomes clear that
surveys of spaces serve to order and control conduct in cities despite different
mapping rationalities that have emerged on those results.
Switching to the LA urban literature and more empirical works, Abufhele’s
paper (2019) questions how the government problematized popular urbanizations
as “territories of poverty” in Santiago and how it has been instrumental in the
Chilean urban governance during the 1990s to make such a particular segment of
the population a “subject of poverty”. Indeed, popular urbanizations became a field
of government interventions under the label of “territories of extreme poverty”.
Such preliminary operation justified the displacement of focalization upgrading
programs such as Chile Barrio and others to bring an off-axis parameter identified
as the cause of poverty back into the norm: Substandard shelters. Therefore, spaces
can be earmarked for several different purposes, including those of power, order,
and discipline, and, in many cases, to manage the effects of “unwanted” social
phenomena (Osborne & Rose, 2004).
Second to last, the concurrent use of tradition as a governmental technique
acting for strategic purposes is not uncommon in government. In the book The
invention of tradition, Hobsbawm and Renger (2002) have highlighted the
customary constructions of routinized activities, deliberately invented or reinvented
in the recent past in the United Kingdom and its colonies. Those traditions have a
qualified scope, with the aim of their reproduction. They give new meaning to
certain phenomena otherwise without acceptable foundations. Usually, the
necessity of such “new traditions” occurs in a period of rapid and significant change
in a given social system where “old traditions” —old governmental tecnologies—
were less flexible and adaptable to specific contextual characteristics. As a matter
of fact, this is a strategy already seen elsewhere under neoliberalism. According to
Rose and Miller (2010) the respect and the support for practices linked to tradition
and religion in Britain have provided a translatability between traditional values
and neo-liberal principles, opening a composite space for elaborating governmental
programs.
Lastly, introducing the trickiest element, there are indirect techniques for
leading and controlling individuals formed alongside the technologies of power
which aspire to construct responsible subjects whose moral quality is based on the
fact that they rationally act through a logic of self-acceptance and self-care. They
are called “technologies of the Self” and are based on the activation of specific
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psychological conditions such as the exaltation of innocence, dignity, and
acceptance or, on the contrary, guilt, shame, and non-acceptance. Thus, through
technologies of the self, subjects are led to choose the “right” things to do in a
specific circumstance to attain a certain state of happiness and quality of life or,
conversely, change their behavior. The notion has been taken from Foucault's
seminar “Technologies of the Self” (1988) in which is traced how individuals act
upon themselves in history, starting with Greco-Roman philosophy and early
Christianity.
Several studies have elaborated aspects of “technologies of the self” from
historical and empirical perspectives. The former was developed by Rose (1999a),
which focused mainly on the role of the knowledge and expertise of the social
sciences in the rationales of the modern government model by looking at some of
the historical events, cognitive shifts, and technical innovations. The latter has been
presented by Carenzo y Fernández Álvarez (2011). For instance, they have analyzed
residual waste collection and recycling practices in La Matanza, one of the poorest
districts in Buenos Aires, discovering practitioners were encouraged to form
cooperatives as a requirement for financial resources and political support. The
presentation of the city "No Waste" program was inscribed as an outstanding event
within a process of rule production destined to structure the informal and illegal
recycling sector. In the most interesting part, the authors report how through
“technologies of the self” individuals' conduct had been molded and their identities
shaped to create "entrepreneurial" subjects and collectives capable of creating "selfemployment" in popular urbanizations.
Despite its value, Governmentality is nonetheless an analytic position that has
come under challenge. The first critique of Governmentality is Foucault’s overemphasis on State, as we have seen surpassed by the modern approaches (Miller &
Rose, 2008; Rose & Miller, 2010; Rose-Redwood, 2006). Even if Foucault rejects
the state as a unified and monolithic all-powerful ruler, he emphasizes its
importance as a site where power relations condense —the state as a “relational
ensemble” (Jessop, 2007, p. 37).
Second, Governmentality tends to promote an overly abstract view of
governing in which politics is reduced to a form of rationality. O’Malley, Weir, and
Shearing (1997) have questioned the Governmentality studies trend to separate the
programmatic phase of “governing” as the source of univocal rationality from its
field implementation internally contested, and thus contradictory rationalities.
Third, Governmentality in practice can be criticized for its disregard of
empirical reality. A review of the post-Foucauldian Governmentality literature
suggests that the implementation phase of governing has been analyzed mainly
through discourses. Therefore the analysis results appear more diagnostic than
descriptive, giving primary emphasis on “rationality” as the first order of analysis
rather than achieved empirical and practical “second-order” of analysis on
“techniques” of governing. This preference to disregard empirical actualities results
in a fundamental inability to account for why subjects, constituted through
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governmental discourse, fail to turn up in everyday activities entirely (Marttila,
2013; Mckee, 2009; Stenson, 2005).
Last, and related to the previous point, is its inattention to social dissent. Kerr
(1999) has stated that Foucault's Governmentality reproduces the tendency to a topdown conception of power that externalized and marginalized social agency. In this
way, it cannot explain why practices of governing change when they do, and thus,
it appears just as a theory of social reproduction. On the same line, O’Malley, Weir,
and Shearing (1997) unveil the tendency to silence the constitutive role of
contestation and thus contribute to the formulation of progressive views of
governing.

3.3.2 Governmental rationality
Following Theodore Schatzy's interpretation of practitioners' ends, this section
aims to schematize the polymorphous character of "rationality" under practicebased thinking in order to master different governmental technologies. Practicebased thinking schematization allows banishing particularized perceptions of
rationalities by ordering them into comprehensible and "meaningful" regularities.
According to Foucault (2010, 2017), a kind of order can be discerned in the
chaotic intrigues of technologies and apparatus that emerged from governing
practices. At least in a loose sense, he claims that these practices possess their own
rationality that informs the rules, procedures, and goals of governmental action. He
was looking for logics capable of making some form of technologies conceivable
and workable for its practitioners and those on whom they were practiced, and he
coined the term “rationality of government” to know and think about the nature of
such logics (Gordon, 1991; Lemke, 2002).
Theodore Schatzki’s (1997, 2002, 2012a) works have served as a central
resource for practice-based thinking theoretical accounts of “rationality”. In
Schatzki’s schema, a practice possess their own specific “teleoaffective structure”:
a range of normativized and hierarchically ordered ends, projects, and tasks to
varying degrees coupled with normativized emotions, which link the “doings” and
“sayings” that compose the practice. Schatzki’s concept of “teleoaffectivity”
combines the sense of orientation to a particular purpose, end, goal -teleology- with
the emotions and motivational engagements -affect- enjoined by such orientations
as seen in Subsection 3.2.1. They affect the reason to conduct an activity and its
performance, such as desire, hope, and suffering because of something structuring
and orienting the set of “ends” -pre-reflexive- and the “aims” -reflexivepractitioners pursue.
However, teleoaffective structures in Schatzki’s (2002) account are the
property of practitioners' willingness and are not equivalent to the purposes and
aims of collective will or communities of practice. The concept is, therefore,
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unsuited to capture governmental rationality that crosses multiple practices and
communities. Schatzki tentatively introduces a different concept to exemplify the
broader rationale behind a constellation of practices in a comprehensible and
"meaningful" direction. Schatzki's book “The site of the social” exemplified the
Shakers’ sect46 rationality around three principles based on harmonious
communitarianism, hierarchical decision-making, and religious beliefs in salvation,
introducing the term “teleoaffective regime” (2002, p. 28). Defining the main
principles that lead a regime is more suitable to detect macro-social forms of
governmental rationality. Indeed these regimes illustrate the common ordering of
activities that reign across sets of multiple practices that suggests a manner or
method of rule or government.
Therefore, Practice-based thinking surpassed a simple Weberian47 form of
rational reasoning used to pursue concrete tasks of social management. Practicebased thinking includes this but reveals an additional unity of characters proposing
a “rationality” that results from deeper patterns and shares epistemic.
Despite the apparent overlaps between the use of the term “regime” and that of
“general understanding” of practice in Schatzki's considerations shown by Welch
(2020), I will refer to the use of this term to illustrate the common ordering of
activities that are at the basis of the urbanization process, and that will therefore
form the rationality at the basis of multiple practices inherent to the same process.
Even if practice-based thinking does not deny that rationality can be guided by
a script and directed by a limited number of generative principles, it states that
practitioners continually translate these scripts and might perform these principles
in different ways. In development studies, Olivier de Sardan (2008) uses a similar
perspective to critique institutional development models. He shows that
46

The Shakers were a millenarian nontrinitarian restorationist Christian sect espousing
egalitarian ideals between man and women even in spiritual leadership roles. They are also known
for their simple living, architecture, technological innovation, and furniture.
47
Rationality has been recognized as perhaps the major theme in Max Weber's main works
(Kalberg, 1980). The first is a pragmatic/instrumental-oriented rationality related to the expectations
about other practices and material arrangement in the site-context. Rationality works in relation to
the practitioner’s purely pragmatic and egoistic interests as practical, rational choice in the short
term. A pragmatic/instrumental rationality accepts given realities and calculates the most expedient
means of dealing with the difficulties they present in terms of everyday interests. Thus, this type of
rationality exists as a manifestation of man's capacity for means-end rational action. The second type
is a value/belief-oriented rationality. This type of rationality involves a knowledge of increasingly
precise ethical, aesthetic, religious, or other abstract concepts to justify causality and the formation
of symbolic "meanings". More generally, all abstract and theoretical cognitive processes denote
rationality in all their expansive active forms. The third type of rationality is substantive/affectiveoriented, determined by a practitioner's specific feelings and emotions. Like pragmatic/instrumental
thought unlike value/belief-oriented rationality, rationality directly orders action into patterns.
However, it does so not based on a purely means-end calculation of solutions to daily problems but
in relation to a past, present, or potential degree of pleasure or displeasure that re-emerges at the
moment of action. The last type of rationality is formal/conventional-oriented and determined by
ingrained habituation. Formal/conventional rationality generally relates to a structure of domination
that acquired specific and delineated boundaries in economic, legal, and scientific spheres. It refers
to a bureaucratic form of rationality. Whereas a pragmatic/instrumental-oriented rationality always
indicates a tendency to calculate and to solve daily problems by means-end rational patterns of
action, formal rationality ultimately legitimates a similar means-end rational calculation by
reference back to conventionally applied regulation
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practitioners do not simply follow the cooperative projects but instead reshape them
in practice through processes of assemblage or reject them on social beliefs and
conventional bases. A theme that brings us closer to the following and final section
of the chapter.

3.3.3 Countre-conduct and resistance
Foucault suggests another way to reveal relations of forces by locating their
position verifying their implementation throughout technologies of government: “It
consists of analyzing power relation through the antagonism of
strategies”(Foucault, 1982, p. 780) he said. Discussing countre-conduct issues is
intended to address some of the criticisms of Governmentality approaches already
mentioned in Subsection 3.3.1, which can contribute to a better understanding of
the complexities and instabilities of urban order in popular urbanizations.
As one of the important concepts in Foucault’s lectures at the Collège de
France, countre-conduct is correlated to the conduct it is opposed to due to the
strategic reversibility of power's effects surprisingly connected with
Governmentality’s analytical tools (Gordon, 1991).
Countre-conduct is a wide-ranging concept; it intertwines and distances itself
from other concepts such as disobedience, dissidence, revolt, and insubordination,
critically analyzed by Foucault’s own account. In essence, countre-conduct can be
defined as a kind of practice of resistance. Indeed, resistance is the first term
mentioned in the countre-conduct discussion, where Foucault has laid out his
intentions at the College de France:
“I would like to try to identify some of the points of resistance, some of the
forms of attack and counter-attack that appeared within the field of the pastorate
[…] that could be called specific revolts of conduct” (Foucault, 2017, p. 144).
Resistance as “countre-conduct” generally exists at a small-scale/micro-level
as opposed to taking on the form of more massive revolutions. These are understood
as passive and sometimes invisible actions, strategies, and tactics practitioners use
individually or collectively in everyday life in order to face “immediate” struggles
that are close to practitioners —affecting the social order in their neighborhood
(Foucault, 1982). In light of the preceding discussion of structure and agency, I
would like to suggest that countre-conduct is a productive concept into practicebased thinking precisely because it does not base resistance on a stringent
interpretation of “Agentic power” as mentioned in Section 3.2.
With explicit reference to Foucault’s thought, Michel de Certeau (1988) has
tried to locate practices that are foreign to the panoptic “geometrical” or
“geographical” city space that elude and escape disciplining technologies without
being outside the field in which they are exercised. For instance, his discussion
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about spatial practices invoke a rhetoric of mobility —walking, public transport,
among others. Practitioners create their site-context around and against the fixed
representation of space that is the city itself. As de Certeau as said:
“The long poem of walking manipulated spatial
organization, no matter how panoptic they may be: it is neither
foreign to them […] nor in conformity with them […]. It
creates shadows and ambiguities within them.”(1988, p. 101)
Walking resists imposed spatializations caving out escape routes; they produce
counter-spatializations even in minor ways. Such “tactics”, as he called them, are
used by the “weak” against everyday spatial hegemonies reclaiming their existence.
Another example can be drawn from James C. Scott’s works (1985, 1989, 2003).
Scott's notion of micro-resistance or “everyday forms of resistance” implies that
practitioners, subjected to technologies of government, act behind governmental
rationality through creative tactics such as dissimulation, false compliance, evasion
of taxes, pilfering, feigned ignorance, mockery, slander, arson, sabotage, so on and
so forth. Such practices require little or no coordination or planning; they often
represent a form of individual self-help and are concerned chiefly with immediate,
de facto gains; most importantly, they maintain an aversion to any direct symbolic
confrontation with technologies of government.
For instance, in the LA region, learned clientelism practices between
individuals and the local political institutions as mechanisms to establish links and
bonds outside the government's formal and legal system could be considered a
resistance practice of countre-conduct against formal governmental rationality.
Clientelism is a practice built upon the principle of “quid pro quo” enabling
“clients” and “patrons” to benefit from mutual support as they play asymmetrically
but parallel to each other at different levels of political, social, and administrative
articulation (Roniger, 2004). As Ramos (2016) has reported, this relationship is
known and practiced in Lima's districts between neighborhood organizations and
local authorities to guarantee that the city's management is carried out uneventfully.
The author shows how this practice is performed naturally in daily life to face
problems that would otherwise be difficult to overcome and that the friction with
"illegality" is not considered a limitation.
To summarize, countre-conduct could be exemplified as a critique of particular
incarnations of authority rationality substantiated in practices. Practices, which
often covert behind the mask of public compliance, are used to indirectly modify
the effects of power when they take form in the operationalization of activities that
counter the processes employed for conducting others. Just like government
structures, countre-conduct presumes systems of knowledge and competence to
make them more concrete and tangible —systems built upon practitioners' own
rationalities and undertaken using varying techniques to validate resistance
activities. While rationalities of governing direct the techniques and practices of
those who govern and their conduct, the same happens with countre-conduct
techniques (Demetriou, 2016).
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3.4 Closing remarks
The main theoretical assumptions of this chapter can be summed up in 5 points.
First, urban order comprises three superimposed dimensions: Practices and
correlated materiality, forming bundles and their interrelations. Practices are
composed of hierarchized entities -project and tasks- kept together by four orders
of operations: practical understanding, explicit rules, teleoaffectivity, general
understanding (T. Schatzki, 2012a).
Second, the compound of the four orders of operations overcome structure and
agency duality. They tell all the people/practitioners what site-contexts are for, how
they are used, how they should be used, and what behaviors are expected to be
performed by others in such particular site-contexts, and what they expect from
them (Duhau, 2003; Duhau & Giglia, 2004; T. Schatzki, 2012b).
Third, the concept of practice is logically interwoven with the concept of power
(Watson, 2017). Power is instantiated in practices as a regular and routine
phenomenon that can be tracked inside an activity or among activities to understand
how certain entities are arranged together or pushed back. Therefore power can be
conceived and recognized as an effect of practices because enacted through them.
Fourth, specific governmental rationalities (Foucault, 2010, 2017) or
“teleoaffective regimes” (T. Schatzki, 2002, p. 28) and technologies can be mapped
inside different practice/arrangement bundles in a limited site-context to identify
how practices orchestrate other practices at a distance (Burchell et al., 1991; Dean,
2014; Osborne & Rose, 1999).
Last, countre-conduct as a critique of particular incarnations of authority
rationality substantiated in micro-resistant practices should not be seen as
dysfunctional to the reiteration of a particular urban order but functional to it
(Demetriou, 2016; J. C. Scott, 1985, 1989, 2003).
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Chapter IV
Practicing theory
4.1 Introduction
As seen in previous chapters, governmentality research has turned out a very
powerful tool for analyzing social order and logics involved in organizations.
However, its overly abstract view of governing and lack of methodological
elaboration in empirical analysis has left unclear how its particular theoretical
perspective influences fieldwork research (Marttila, 2013; Mckee, 2009; O’Malley
et al., 1997; Stenson, 2005).
Instead of defining urban order from a top-down perspective, I was more
interested in unveiling the current order's effects transversally, starting from
empirical pieces of evidence such as practices on the field. It was the reason to
approach the topic from the inhabitants' viewpoint and the motivation to observe
practices of self-production of space in popular urbanizations as a first
approximation.
Nevertheless, how can one reconcile this level of analysis with a general
interest in urban order? Does going deeply into settlers’ tactics rather than surfing
through more institutional strategies mean adopting positions may clash with one
another? Both points of view mentioned above have a specific referential scale in
their focus plane —probably a set of research methods and corresponding apparatus
- depending on the type of lens adopted, the degrees of control over the study
conducted, and the focus on the studied phenomena' temporal dimension (Yin,
2003).
Therefore this chapter has become an attempt to overcome a fixed focal lens
directed to one of those realities looking for a variable scaling to move the
investigation inside and outside the two previous positions with a fair degree of
inventiveness. Indeed a “practice is a multifaceted and multidimensional
phenomenon, it can only be empirically approached through toolkit logic and
collage or heteroglossia, or even carnivalesque, approach.” (Nicolini, 2012, p.
215). Thus, the methodological question response led to developing a reiterative
and multipolar path based on two methodological movements: ‘zoom-in’ and
‘zoom-out’ into a single case study.
In Section 4.2, this chapter first provides the research's methodological premise
and focuses on the different families’ orientation in practice-based thinking and
research design in locating the study of power in practice. Second, Sections 4.3
discuss the methodological strategy adopted concerning two methodological
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movements ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’. Section 4.4 describes what the approach to
the study area depended on and what it was like reviewing the different methods
used in the field to collect information. Section 4.5 explains how data analysis has
been conducted. Then, Section 4.6 continues with the researcher's positionality,
ethical considerations of the research methodology. Finally, Section 4.7 concludes
with methodological weaknesses and limits.

4.2 Adjusting theoretical lenses
Nicolini has summarized four possible configurations of intents in approaching
practices analysis, each accompanied by flexibles and suitable methods (Nicolini,
2014; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). According to Nicolini, practice-based works can
be related somehow through “family resemblances”48 and similarities composing
methodological sets. He has condensed those families as follow:
• The situational family focuses on actions setting and unfolding and how
materiality arranges with them. Thus, the focus is not on how single people perform
the practice but rather on the performance itself as a whole. Essential methods
regard real-time observations through video methods, shadowing, breakdowns, and
apprenticeship.
• Genealogical family studies the life of practices. The emerging, changing
and disappearing of situations and phenomena. Genealogical methodologies got a
well-established procedure in ethnography, determining both social relations and
group relationships. They could also concern historical methods of analysis such as
oral history interviews or archival research.
• Configurational family studies associations between regimes of ordinary
activities that work together in spacetime and their outcomes. Here, the notion of
situated practice is enacted while focusing on specifiable historical, discursive, and
material situations that include it. The idea of a more substantial texture or net in
which a phenomenon is submerged in extends and articulates the researcher's
perspective on more significant phenomena. Suggested methodologies include the
‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ approach (Nicolini, 2009) and the ‘spiral case study’
(Gherardi, 2010), both of them allowing to follow activities interrelation and
expansion.
• The dialectical family instead puts the dynamics of the association between
practices —internal tension end evolution within practices— at the center of the
debate. Once again, related methods such as the historical method link with the
historical reconstruction of practices, focusing on how practices stay together in a
particular space and time, using primary sources and other evidence to reconstruct
facts.

48

Nicolini has dragged the term probably from Wittgenstein's philosophy (McLachlan, 1981)
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As Fife (2005) suggests, to properly deal with practices analysis, material
gathered empirically as a first approximation should be verified or reinforced by
complementary methods results. This combination of multiple techniques is usually
called a “multi-methods approach” otherwise known as “triangulation” (Cardano,
2003). It does not require having both quantitative and qualitative methods in a
research project. Instead, it deals with research problems with an arsenal of
complementary methods to pursue an alternative perspective by changing the
inquiry scale (Hesse-Biber & Johnson, 2015). Not less, it requires a deep
understanding of the phenomenon to be studied (Hankivsky & Grace, 2015).
Nicolini's (2009, 2012, 2017) proposal to understanding practices’ dynamics
and characteristics also require a sort of multi-method approach through the
reiteration of two focal movements “zooming in on the accomplishment of practices
and zooming out of their relationships in space and time” (2009, p. 213). Those
theoretical movements -moving the zoom and returning to the previous focus and
starting over- allow the researcher to act at the same time as an insider in the
situation -situational family- catching the meaning and accountability of a practice
as if it were a practitioner, as well as an outsider, to analyze the practice in the
interrelation with other practices -configurational family (Bispo, 2015).
In order to study practice dynamics and the effects of power in it, this chapter
promotes the integration of “situational” and “configurational” families and their
methodological stands through the two Zoom-in and Zoom-out movements'
reiteration.

4.3 Zoom-in and zoom-out movements
The analysis of power in practice has started inside -in space- and during -in
time- activities, following the “situational” family resemblances in practice-based
thinking. Therefore the ‘zoom-in’ movement encompassed the direct observation
method to follow practices into their authentic environment and one-to-one
interviews with practitioners to deal with practices in a discursive way.
Fieldwork data collection relies first on direct observation, which disembodied
and materialized practices into physical mediators -humans, artifacts, things of
nature, and other forms of representations following Schatzky’s conception of
practices we met in Section 3.2.2 with the idea of emphasizing neighborhood
organizations' intersubjective understanding of activities and other essential
material aspects related collective labor practices.
The second ‘zoom-in’ method has concerned discursive interviews. They
capture and represent practitioners with ongoing concerns and opinions about
collective labor practices during the time of activities. Complementary methods
include photo collections as articulate statements of specifically situated events:
The collective labor practice.
The effects of power arising from collective labor practices and the
urbanization process relationship has been studied with the ‘zoom-out’ research
movement. The ‘zoom-out’ movement radically changes the unit of analysis,
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focusing on external practices and practitioners other than collective labor practices
connected with the local urbanization process in accordance with the

Figure 7: Key informants’s categories and a sample pie chart

“configurational” family resemblances in practice-based thinking. This second
movement concerned the networking step. It enlightened how rationalities of
governing and ideologies, apparently without any sort of direct contact with
collective labor practice, are connected into a vast cosmos. Indeed, all practices are
interwoven with one another through the time-space, in a messy texture of
dependency. As reported in Subsection 3.2.1 practices never happen in isolation.
Therefore, power in practices has also been tracked among different practices
and practitioners analyzing its effect on them. It substantiated itself in relation to
other external practices that occur before, after, and outside the set and scenery of
collective labor practices in popular urbanizations.
A preliminary method advanced to the backstage of actions involved survey
interviews through Focus Groups to uncover the connection among different
organizations and grab La Nueva Rinconada's socio-organizational, normative and
material aspects. They have been used during the research period as part of
TECHO's Habitat activities program within the selected areas, as explained in the
next section.
Simultaneously, the idea was to grasp opinions and information from external
organizations in the field of popular urbanizations’ development process.
Discursive tandem interviews with external organizations became part of the core
method. Tandem interviews have been used to interact with professionals and
experts in the urban development field in a more formal context. They were chosen
to highlight the governmental rationality that shapes political, material, and socialrelated practices of other actors involved in collective labor practices at the local
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Figure 8: External organizations composition

scale. Furthermore, “configurational” families of analysis required the following
formal requests, documents, and authorization outside the collective labor practice
in la Nueva Rinconada. Therefore, complementary methods include document
analysis at different levels.
In the ground of qualitative data collection methods, surveys interviews, and
discursive interviews, both have helped this research determine what interviewers
can think, how they can make decisions, and what they could believe. Traditionally,
both survey and discursive interviews involve questions and answers directly
submitted, but their content provided a different kind of information despite their
similarities. The survey interviews through Focus groups have provided the first
layer of information. They established a solid base of facts and phenomena,
determine past courses of action, and provide a first understanding of contextual
situations through a narration.
On the contrary, discursive interviews have allowed the recovery of
information not immediately evident in the form of narratives49. They provide a sort
of the second layer of information.

4.4 Preparing the Fieldwork
The issue of safe access has been the leitmotif of the fieldwork. Like many
other marginalized places, popular urbanizations still have a reputation as
"dangerous place". I was aware I could not go into and approach people randomly
49

A variety of terms has been used to define discursive interviews in qualitative methodology.
Adjectives such “qualitative”, “In-depth”, “dialogical”, “comprehensive”, “clinical” and the same
“discursive” can be considered synonymous with the same research tool, although it may sometimes
diverge by nuances and aspects highlighted (Cardano & Ortalda, 2017; Corbetta, 2015).
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without some kind of “safe-conduct” guarantee from recognized authorities. Thus,
I arbitrated access in the field taking advantage of previous contacts with TECHO,
a regional NGO that focuses on extreme poverty overcoming and citizen
empowerment. My collaboration with them developed across two periods. The first
period covered one full year after the master's degree from September 2015 to
September 2016. During the first volunteering period, I worked in La Pradera de
Manchay in the Pachacamac District, performing urban analysis for an urban
upgrading plan proposal called Mejora Urbana Integral-MUI, which gained certain
popularity for being the first of its type as an associative proposal.
The second period restarted a few weeks before the Ph.D. fieldwork at the
beginning of February 2018. TECHO enlisted me as a volunteer in a new program
called Habitat and habitability -just Habitat from now on, in which my skills and
experience were considered valuable. This new team was created with the prospect
of consolidating informal settlements and planning future activities with grassroots
associations, also in coordination with other TECHO’s teams. Habitat's purposes
concerned the recollection of information from La Nueva Rincondada's housing and
basic infrastructure services specifically, to determine accessibility problems and
make new integrated planning proposals along the lines of what was tested with the
Pradera project in 2016. However, unlike the first MUI designed on architectural
project proposals, data collection and analysis acquired higher priority in this new
phase.
TECHO Habitat developed new approaches and tools addressing the lack of
information and knowledge in local barriadas concerning focus groups, mapping,
and direct observation with the help of geolocalization software. I was there when
those methods were prepared and tested, initially as volunteers and subsequently
like volunteer coordinators. This was the reason for my presence in La Nueva
Rinconada.
This collaboration granted secure full access to the field. Indeed, TECHO
Habitat became the most important gatekeeper in the area, together with the
neighborhood organizations' board members who agreed to collaborate with
TECHO. On the other hand, it splits research time between volunteering with the
NGO and academic with the Ph.D. proposal. As will be evident from the discussion
in Section 4.6, the main effect of this closest collaboration concerns the form of
observation I have finally chosen, the interview participants I selected, the
relationships established with them, and the type of data collected.
The case study research was planned to be carried out in 9 months between
November 2017 and August 2018, three months for the case study design, and six
months of active fieldwork following ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ research
movement. According to the TECHO schedule, the case study took into account
five neighborhood organizations in La Nueva Rinconada: El Trébol, 7 de Enero,
Villa Hermosa, Villa San Juan, and Girasoles. As already mentioned, the case study
design has also included external organizations such as public agencies, third sector
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organizations, private sectors, and utility firms related to the local urban
development process.
In order to ensure high participation levels in the research activities,
neighborhood organizations' members knew that TECHO volunteers were visiting
for legitimate reasons. Each Habitat member received a recognition outfit
equipment, usually a T-shirt with the organization's logo or a vest to wear, and a
letter of introduction/intent from TECHO project managers. Equally, my role as a
foreign Ph.D. student was explicit both inside TECHO and neighborhood
organizations. I prepared a letter of introduction/intent with my co-supervisor at
PUCP to strengthen my field position and transparency, as highlights in Subsection
4.6.3. Respecting confidentiality principles and sensitivity, I tried to break
corresponding positional ignorance and mistrust, informing interviewees of my
personal life, interest, and research aims hoping to receive information I needed in
change.
The selection criteria for key-informant for both ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’
research movements has been “convenience sampling” as called by Vandebosch
(2008). According to him, a convenience sample is a non-probability type of survey
method in which the survey data is collected from a group of people who are easy
to approach or meet in order to gain the most detailed information about the
perspectives and experiences of specific. This was the case of the focus group
participants who were already active and known in TECHO's community.
It is, therefore, necessary to set out the criteria that led the NGO to act in that
specific context and with those specific organizations. Following the Urban Poverty
Reduction Strategy developed by the Ministry of Development and Social Inclusion
(MIDIS), TECHO decided to focus his work where the highest concentrations of
urban poverty were encountered. La nueva Rinconada área among others areas was
one of them (TECHO - Perú et al., 2018). According to TECHO's subjective
criteria, five neighborhood organizations were already selected at the point of my
second involvement: El Trébol, 7 de Enero, Villa Hermosa, Villa San Juan, and
Girasoles. The selection criteria used by the NGO became evident to me after a few
months. These refer first to the results of a household characterization survey50 Encuesta de Caracterización de Hogares performed in the area that allowed
characterizing the situation of households and the organization involved so that it
serves as input for planning the joint work of the local community and TECHO.
Second, it included the inhabitants' participatory attitudes and effectiveness in
carrying out the activities planned with TECHO, which were achieved in previous
engagements.
Likewise, the interviewed representatives of the external organizations were
selected based on accessibility aspects, each organization's availability, their
willingness to participate in research, and their expertise in specific topics. In such
50

See TECHO website for further information: https://sites.google.com/a/techo.org/gestioncomunitaria-peru/home/encuesta-de-caracterizacion-de-hogares
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circumstances, Tania Herrera Romero, and Kelly Gomez Perochena from the the
Grupo Interdisciplinario de Investigación en Ciudades y Territorios Urbanos
(INCITU) at the Pontifical Catholic University of Peru (PUCP) helped me to
identify the proper institutions and interlocutors.
Finally, I found local advisors. Interview questions on infrastructure facilities
were shaped by following the advice and recommendations of Isabella Albarran,
head of the TECHO research team, through “guidelines” (Cardano, 2003; Corbetta,
2015; Fife, 2005). Through guided or semi-structured interviews, I created space to
decide how to set questions, modality, and through which arrangement conducting
the meeting, overall establishing a more comfortable communicational style
according to the situation. Moreover, interviewees were still free to shape/change
their answers and response profiles at any time. One of the main advantages of
using guided interviews has concerned the relative stability of roles covered through
the research period. It helped to fulfill my obligations, complying with ethical codes
and with the research objectives. The second advantage concerned flexibility while
remaining committed to research intentions. I freely received fascinations from
interviewees during interview sections, updating further questions submitted to
other subjects, and even maintaining the guided structure. Indeed, interviewers’
questions have been structured similarly for each ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’
research movement.
The following subsections discuss the methods of collecting data in detail,
showing their belonging with the movement of ‘zoom-in’ or ‘zoom-out’ in turn.
Methods are listed in chronological order starting from the activity effectively
started earlier. Each activity will report.

4.4.1 Focus Groups
Focus groups were activated in the preliminary stage of the ‘zoom-out’ research
movement as necessary for the research carried out by TECHO Habitat and
functional to my understanding of urban development processes in the area. In
contrast to other research methods, Focus groups have involved members of the
TECHO Habitat program, TECHO-based community program, and local board in
eight sessions of each neighborhood organization. Those sessions were dealing with
eight different subjects: Waste management; water supply and sewage system;
electricity supply; transport systems and accessibility, public and collective spaces;
urban security; education system; sanitation system, and local economy.
Comprehensive TECHO Habitat's approach to their own work concerned collecting
surveys, spatial and material data. In pursuit of this research, Focus Group activities
played a crucial role aside from direct visual evaluation.
Serial meetings in focus groups comprise many meetings with the same people
over a while, to studying process and experience through time (Corden & Millar,
2007), with the benefit of creating an atmosphere of mutual respect and trust (Crang
& Cook, 2007). Therefore, TECHO planned a series of 8 focus groups, each one
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regards a specific urban topic, in the five previously mentioned neighborhood
organizations in La Nuva Rinconada.
Focus Groups allowed a preliminary exploration of the fieldwork. In fact,
through Focus Groups, I understood how board members of neighborhood
organizations work out their thoughts and feelings about urban topics and certain
matters in social contexts. Furthermore, I become aware of Habitat's main aims and
work. Finally, Focus Group meetings with TECHO volunteers and board members
created a keen awareness of life practices and struggles in those environments.
Moreover, following focus groups has been particularly useful to flesh out concepts,
stories, and arguments collected during the ‘zoom-in’ movements and became
aware of apparent contradictions among collected data from other sources.
Undoubtedly, the focus group's mayor aims concern information and data
collection, but how that information is collected acquires tangible importance.
Bringing participants together to discuss a topic in a group has to follow a proper
guideline to ensure minimum data quality standards. As Crang and Cook (2007)
suggest, implementing and performing these kinds of interviews required proper
schedules and subject consensus and agreements. Therefore, the reasons for the
series, number of meetings, the average time of each one, and session topic have to
be clear with the interviewer and interviewee.
I worked with TECHO in five different neighborhood organizations with
limited human resources and time contingency. Then we chose to set up all focus
groups with a standardized design and imposing our research interest to guide the
discussion. Substantially each focus group was structured through a deliberate and
pre-planned directive approach to control questions and group dynamics to
delivering results on time and maintaining comparability across groups (Bosco &
Herman, 2010; Crang & Cook, 2007; Morgan, 1995, 1996).
We achieved activities effectiveness considering the minimum accepted
number of participants and giving them enough time to cover the range of issues
planned. In the first case, we planned to involve no less than six and no more than
ten each group, depending on the research topic; in the second case, we scheduled
the duration of each meeting around one hour and a half.
Focus groups were usually conducted in a formal setting. The organization’s
premises, called Local Comunal in Spanish, becomes the setting where those
meetings took place in order to facilitate participation (Breen, 2006) and reduce the
risk of disorientation or inconveniences to participants (Bosco & Herman, 2010). If
other activities occupied a formal context, or it could not be used momentarily, the
meetings were moved to private apartments -as in the case of Villa Hermosa- or in
other collective spaces - as in Girasoles’ case. To sum up, we chose those settings
because they were comfortable, with an actual meaning for our participants and
because they worked relatively well to our project's goals.
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Recruited participants belonged to both neighborhood organizations board
members -junta directiva and TECHO community group members -Equipos de
Comunidad for a total of five persons at least, to which add at least another one or
two moderators of TECHO Habitat. Board member composition and TECHO
community group members were heterogeneous groups composed of both males
and females, each with similar backgrounds.
As Morgan (1995) suggests, a couple of strategies were used to avoid
recruitment problems. First, we involved TECHOs local community teams in hiring
a more reliable partner in an organization's meetings. The strategy to involve only
neighborhood organization board members rather than other association members
could be questionable. Risks and opportunities were exposed in Crang and Cook
(2007) as well as in Bosco and Herman (2010). TECHO chooses an already existing
group for specific organizational requirements but also for the kind of information
collected. Indeed, the board members organize collective effort activities weekly
and deal with institutions and external organizations, such as TECHO, about urban
consolidation issues frequently. Therefore, we are talking about of issues
“normally” discussed in this kind of setting.

4.4.2 Direct observation
Direct observation, and precisely “shadowing”, has been the first and deeper
‘zoom-in’ in methods adopted in the field of the situational family of practice-based
thinking. As Gobo (2008) has suggested, the gaps between what people say and
their contextual behavior can be filled with fieldwork research, considered the
principal source of knowledge about social phenomena and practices.
Researchers today have taken many techniques traditionally used by
anthropologists and ethnologists on the field. Between these, the direct observation
methods are quite popular. There are many variations in observational research. Just
considering the ‘direct’ ones, they can be summarily divided into four main
stereotyped typologies according to the degree of involvement in the activities and
the clearness of roles played (Gold, 1958).
1. Complete participants —where researchers are entirely part of the
setting, as covered observes.
2. Participants as observers —where researchers gain access to a setting
by having a natural and non-research reason for being part of the setting.
As observers, they are part of the group being studied.
3. Observers as participants —where researchers have only minimal
involvement in the social setting being studied. Some connections to
the setting may exist, but observers are not naturally and typically part
of the social setting.
4. Complete observers —where researchers are not part of the social
setting at all and are neither seen nor noticed by participants. An
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example of complete observation might be watching public space users
in a square, using cameras, or from a privileged and hidden perspective,
such as a building facing the square.
What is called “shadowing” comes from a reduced interaction with
practitioners. It usually emerges by the pattern of the “observer as participant”
stereotyped above; even if a series of elements of the “shadowing” could also
belong to a more participatory position such as both complete participant position
and participants as “observer” (Corbetta, 2015). These elements are laid out in a
medium/long observation timeline, the researcher’s permanence and adaptation to
contextual workplaces, the interaction among the researcher and other subjects
involved, and how activities should be described.
I cannot refer to my approach as “participant observation” basically because, in
that case, “observers are doing the same things as the people -or some of the
people- they are observing” (Czarniawska, 2014a, p. 44). The heaviness of the
work performed in collective labor practices, the lack of safety measures, skills
required, and tolls linked to the construction industry did not allow me to reach full
participation. Therefore, I watched people’s activities, maintaining some distance
and using most of the time take notes and photos of the situations under scrutiny.
Furthermore, “shadowing” does not allow researchers to represent objects of
inquiry from the point of view of an “insider” or a “practitioner” when compared
to the participant observation. That cannot be its function. As Czarniawska claims,
“an observer can never know better than an actor; a stranger cannot say more
about any culture than a native can, but observers and strangers can see different
things than actors and natives cannot.” (2014a, p. 45). According to her,
conceiving an outsider perspective the same as a local perspective is an illusion
because world understanding strongly depends on our subjectivity and particularly
embodied dispositions such as our habitus, quoting Bourdieu (1977). Acceptable
ambition covers more the development of an intersubjective perspective together
with the local in a “dialogical relationship” (Czarniawska, 2014a, p. 45) rather than
believing in a “going native” fashion. Methodologically speaking, Shadowing has
allowed me to preserve an “outsider” attitude without the assumption to reach a
“native” understanding.
Then, through Shadowing, I have unraveled the collective labor practice into
different sets of projects and tasks developed in fieldwork. “Shadowing” techniques
allowed me to follow both practitioners and nonhumans entities such as objects and
quasi-objects over an extended period: From the moment they begin an activity -or
are insert in ones- until they leave it -or are deposit-. Altogether I performed 110
hours of collective labor practices direct observation in five different neighborhood
organizations: El Trébol; Villa Hermosa; 7 de Enero; Villa San Juan; Girasoles.
Approximately 65 hours were spent just in El Trébol Faena Comunal. Furthermore,
to corroborate the information collected, I also spent five hours in each of the
remaining neighborhood organizations in their collective labor practices.
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Conversely, the remaining fieldwork hours have been spent in other neighborhood
activities and the preliminary reconnaissance of La Nueva Rinconada.
To conclude, “shadowing” has been a holistic and insightful method to report
projects, tasks, and related material arrangements that move often and quickly into
collective labor practices. It has been a research tool to document in detail diverse
processes going on simultaneously in various settings, showing their independence
and connections in the weekend routine (Czarniawska, 2014b).

4.4.3 One-to-one interviews
In the field of qualitative research, interviews are an interpretative method
based on human interaction and communication. They are commonly used to
collect information about past and present subjects’ circumstances, personal
backgrounds, feelings, and opinions on their or other's actions (McDowell, 2010).
Therefore, information and stories are transmitted verbally from a subject interviewee- to another -interviewer- in form of direct communication.
Generally speaking, different forms of interactions are possible based on the
number of interviewers and interviewees involved. In the second ‘zoom-in’
movement, I followed Fife's (2005) proposal to assembling the One-to-one
interview schedule only after several weeks of preliminary research and general
observation into the field in order to increase compliance with interviewed
practitioners.
The criteria for interviewees had to do with their physical and organizational
proximity. First, they should have participated in collective labor practices during
my stay. Second, I chose to involve neighborhood organizations' board members in
El Trebol and community leaders in the other four organizations for expediency
reasons. Inside this population, a total of six men and four women have been
questioned for a total of ten practitioners (See appendix A and B).
As said before, the main purpose of collecting information through discursive
interviews is to obtain information that is not immediately obvious in the form of
narratives and argumentation (Cardano & Ortalda, 2017). Therefore, the ability to
collect information has to go beyond interviewees' social profiles, beliefs, attitudes,
and factual information, involving the discursive character of the narration.
Discursive information regards the second level of information inside which the
previous are embedded, through which may arise a common intersubjective sense
of the reality. This information may allow the researcher to unveiling the kind of
social relationships and the modalities of its transmission (Herbert, 2010) and
tracking the interviewee’s cognitive framework and value (Cardano, 2003).
Questions submitted were orientated to grasping interviewees' points of view
on aspects and issues essential for the research. This was the case for both questions
involved in collective labor practices inside neighborhood organizations and
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external organizations. However, some interviewees were willing or happy to share
their views. Especially during fieldwork, I conducted interviews with individuals
that ended up becoming group interviews because other people were unexpectedly
present and joined in with the conversation, such as in the case of El Trébol
practitioners (see Appendix D: Field report, 10/03/2018, vol.I, p.160; Field report,
08/04/2018, vol.II, p.49). Other practitioners were less receptive, and direct
questions were necessary to push the conversation forward at the cost of losing a
discursive interaction.

4.4.4 Tandem interviews
In the last ‘Zoom-out’ movement, other organizations involved in La Nueva
Rinconada's development process have been reached - here called “externals”.
External organizations' selective process came from direct fieldwork experiences,
collected focus group data, and confrontation with the INCITU-PUCP research
group.
However, getting information previously about whom to contact precisely has
been a complicated process with external organizations. For instance, sending
interview requests by mail to private or public institutions took me time because I
was unsure about office responsibilities and in charging employers due to a general
absence of transparency. Especially in public offices were required to compile
specific requests addressed to the political authority on duty that could take weeks
to issue the permit. Furthermore, I would not have used the same approach already
experimented with interviews with Key informants in popular urbanizations.
I realized the need to be accompanied in the process by someone with more
experience. Therefore, I tried to relieve my positional ignorance and disorientation,
requiring the cooperation of a trusted local person involved in my community of
practices with a sound knowledge of the field and some formal interaction
experience to access institutional levels outside the case study area.
Finally, I planned a tandem interview method to deal with external
organizations, accompanied by Kelly Gomez Perochena. Kelly was a local student
of critical geography at PUCP and a member of the INCITU research group. She
was working on her thesis concerning environmental justice and water management
in la Nueva Rinconada when I looked for help during my research activity. Together
we have reshaped the question agenda, and we met experts of the public agencies
and private sector and utility firms.
As Kincaid and Bright (1957) have highlighted, the advantages of this
collaboration concerned three points. First, Kelly had made me feel more
comfortable and relaxed in the context of carrying out the “formal” function of
cultural mediators. She also managed to break taboos quicker than in other loner
experiences, legitimating some hidden discourses about delicate topics such as land
squatting, conflicts, health and working conditions, supply materials, and products.
Lastly, multi-perspectival meetings incremented the attention into verbal and non-
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verbal communication. Indeed different perceptions alerted me about diverse
aspects of the interview process.
A preliminary catalog was prepared to divide external organizations into three
groups: Public agencies, third sector organizations, private sector, and utility firms.
Inside these three groups, a total of nine men and four women holding
administrative positions and equipped with long experience have been interviewed
(see Appendix C).
Concerning public agencies, we have interviewed members of the local
administration of San Jun de Miraflores, in the person of the Gerente de desarollo
urbano, the Subgerentes de obras privadas, and two employees from the
Subgerencia de Defensa Civil and Participación vicinal. Furthermore, we involved
an officer from the Empresa Municipal Administradora de Peaje de Lima-EMAPE
and the Subgerente de Defensa Civil de Lima Metropolitan city under the direct
control of the City metropolitan government. Second to last, we have spoken with
a former board of directors member of SEDAPAL and with the director of the
Equipo gestión social de proyectos of the same public firm. Finally, a meeting was
arranged with an executive from the Organismo de Formalización de la Propiedad
Informal (COFOPRI).
There were three third-sector organizations involved in building and
construction activities in la Nueva Rinconada and specifically in El Trebol. We
have succeeded in having meetings with two of them. Firstly, we met TECHO
members. Besides work as gatekeepers, TECHO has been a reliable source of
information. We have interviewed the TECHO community team leader of El Trebol
and the local organization's Social Director. Secondly, we dealt with the chief
woman of the Legal Physical Sanitation Commission of the Nueva Rinconada.
Lastly, we also tried to contact Solidaridad en Marcha (SEM), a Christian
association promoting health, education, and community development activities. It
directly participated in stairway construction in El Trebol through its social
program. However, we had to give up after several attempts.
Furthermore, we contacted three professional offices inside the private sector
and utility firms: An architectural firm, a surveying firm, and a service construction
company. The first directly worked with the El Trebol neighborhood organization.
The second worked with Girasoles neighborhood organization as well as with other
organizations in La Nueva Rinconada. The last was a contractor involved in the
civil works for popular urbanizations electrification in the area. Also, we tried to
contact Luz del Sur, a Peruvian utility company directly involved in electric power
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distribution in the southern part of metropolitan Lima. Even in this case, we had to
give up after several attempts.

4.4.5 Complementary methods
Both ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ movements also included an equivalent study
of secondary sources generally through complementary methods. Complementary
methods refer to procedures to track social facts indirectly transposed in their
material form as a record for personal or social matters. This work deal with two
sources of documents: Visual and textual.
Using secondary data sources may be considered a stratagem in practice-based
thinking when practices can no longer be observed or when informants have
forgotten details. However, visual and textual secondary sources in this research
should not be conceived as a mere container of information, rather as a way to
contextualize information, addressing a variety of expert perspectives and insights
(Flick, 2009).
Furthermore, document analysis includes indisputable advantages. On the one
hand, unstructured sources such as interviews from both neighborhood
organizations practitioners and external actors, as well as from field notes, are
naturally incomplete and, most of the time, inaccurate. They can lead to a
misleading representation of processes and practices under analysis. Conversely,
documents are already existing artifacts and unaffected by the research process.
Moreover, they are stable over time. Indeed, documents represent a version of
reality produced for specific purposes and structured or layout in a way related to
those purposes that cannot be changed (Bowen, 2009; Flick, 2009, 2011).
Therefore, the ‘zoom-in’ movement complementary tools include visual
sources such as photos and drafts (Flick, 2011). They related to the Faena Comunal
practice and were directly produced during the fieldwork. I used a Canon Powershot
G11 camera and Faber-Castell multicolor pens as instruments for research
purposes. Through these tools, 341 photos and numerous sketches were created,
each with visual annotation of the shooting date and time. However, only a few will
be included in this work. Conversely, the ‘zoom-out’ movement deals with official
textual sources, including official documents, both printed and electronic. The data
set was very specific. I analyzed maps, institutional reports, thesis, guidelines, laws,
agreements, letters, and memoranda in which the aims and contents are outlined for
several topics related to the development process in La Nueva Rinconada.

4.5 Working with data
Through the research conducted within the ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’
movement, four main types of data have been collected: Field notes, recorded
interviews, recorded focus groups discussion, and documents of a technical137

administrative nature. The qualitative data examination was activated by a wild
search for data meaning, moving from the qualitative information recollected into
some form of explanation and interpretation of main and recurrent themes, instead
of a clear initial intention linked with the leading research interest.
The first step has dealt with field notes analysis using a traditional medium of
documentation: Fieldnote reports (Flick, 2009). I condensed field notes into four
diaries containing essentials information about collective labor practices
proceedings and other related events. The research routine was to spend limited
periods in the field, perhaps four or five hours during the weekend practice
accomplishments. Then, heading a complete memory transcription leaving the
field. It concerned implementing daily field notes into new pages creating a report
or story on their base. I divided a page into two columns to collect data: descriptive
information on the left column and free space on the right as a first practice.
Subsequently, I separated reflexive information such as impressions or ideas from
actual observations using the free right column as the second practice—this strategy
allowed adding missed information, creating new links with previous notes, and
renewed thoughts at a later stage (see Appendix D).
Field notes analysis concerned collective labor practices indexing and
taxonomisation in line with practice-based thinking. The first aspect focused on
‘projects’ and ‘tasks’ determination on which each practice is based. The second
aspect, probably the most important, concerns the connection which keeps those
activities together inside and outside the practice mentioned above. The proposal
made by Theodore Schatzky in Subsection 3.2.1.1 Chapter III illustrates how
practices can be organized, how extended sequences of activities are taken together
in a regime, how functions are allocated among participants, and how practitioners
are associated with carrying out some of them. Then, I attempted to convert
Theodore Schatzki’s theoretical position into a tool to shape a comprehensive and
systematic picture of collective labor practices under scrutiny. As Leplat (1994) and
Suchman (1997, reported to Gherardi, 2012, p.43) points out, collective and
cooperative aspects of project and task can help to reveal features of the workgroup
structure, the role of the interdependence of projects and tasks within the workgroup
and among other practices outside the fieldwork. This also provides answers on
where and when those activities have been accomplished and according to what
rules. Projects and tasks so have a primary role in the analysis. Furthermore,
connections of projects and tasks can be carried out within a variety of different
criteria of analysis. I picked the following criteria based on the consideration
emerged in the previous chapter:
•

The temporal and spatial dimension of a practice: According to data, a
collective labor practice can be divided into eight semantic units relating
to the practice's temporal and spatial dimensions. Each unit reveals a
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•

•

•

•

progressive chronological understanding of projects and tasks and their
accomplishment.
Knowledge-in-bundle: Data also underlines the social and situated
dimension of collective learning and knowing. Here the notions of
practical understanding and general understanding mentioned in the
theoretical chapter have been used in the practice's description.
The elements of the environment: The relationship between work
environments and the structuring of work activities emerged from the
collected data. It showed how collective work was mediated by humans
being, animals, artifacts, and natural things, contributing to creating a
unique work environment.
Target and purposes: Data also answer why practitioners perform
collective labor practice activities and which intentionality is behind
them. Then, I identified effective results and situations practitioners
want or plan to achieve through collective labor practices.
Guided normativity: Data shows which explicit rules govern the
collective labor practices in El Trebol and all the activities connected to
shape practitioners' conduct.

The first approximation was not driven by a rigid research objective-oriented
analysis, which has led to utilizing collected data to construct inclusive categories
that could define the analysis units. It was only later that the object of the analysis
was defined and the proposition settled.
The second step has dealt with the preliminary analysis of key informants’
recorded interviews. The verbatim transcription of the recorded interviews to have
their spreadsheet version and facilitate consultation occurred out of the field, back
to Italy months after their field collection - despite good research practice
suggesting otherwise (see Crang and Cook, 2007 p. 82). The cause of the delay was
the lack of time and proper tools necessary to carry out the transcription on the field
efficiently. Consequently, the transcription process did not occur directly but has
been facilitated by a native Spanish speaker with proven transcription experience
and just subsequently validated by the author. Interviews were fully transcribed,
coded, and analyzed in Spanish —with the extracts included in the text translated
into English to reach a wider audience.
Concerning the qualitative analysis of interviews, this second step has implied
using QDA Miner Lite, a free version of computer software related to qualitative
research. The coding process and data classification have been limited to the semistructured interviews with the external actors and neighborhood organizations’
members.
I first used an open coding technique, which implied creating a long list of
codes, clustering all of them in a second step, and cleaning the lists in the last one
(Fife, 2005). Figures 9 and 10 are the result of the first group of attempts to
accomplish this task. This process followed different paths about the two main units
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of analysis behind the research proposals –collective labor practices and urban
development process– which were used to differentiate interviews' code groups.
The software identified 41 potential sub-themes according to collective labor
practices initially, followed by 37 potential sub-themes in the urban development
process. Finally, the fil rouge that held practices and processes emerged
understanding power as an effect of performances of practices only in this advanced
research stage.

Figure 9: collective labor practice sub-themes by coding interviews (source: QDA Miner Lite)

After identifying the research object - the effect of the power mechanism that
subjected the collective labor practice conduct, I repeated the previous steps to
redirect the coding according to the renewed research questions and objective. In
the commissioning of this, I focused on specific sub-themes that already emerged
in the previous process revolving around the formalization procedures; the technical
expertise; the organizational culture of the population that involved coordination of
activities, clear commands, and punishments in the improvement of their living
condition.
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The same occurred with the technologies of power adopted to shape the conduct
of the urban development process. Selected codes included deregulated acts,
fragmentation of intents, coordination, and normalization of activities, technical
supports including guidelines, expertise production, and knowledge transmission.

Figure 10: urban development process sub-themes by coding interviews (source: QDA Miner Lite)

The third step dealt with preliminary focus group analysis. As in the case of
the field notes analysis, there was no software coding for the latter. The intention
was to organize the urban development process by identifying the phases and
operational difficulties encountered by neighborhood organizations in an area such
as Nueva Rinconada. The data analysis configured the first part of Chapter V, just
as the field notes' analysis helped construct Chapter VI.
After the first dissertation review process, the need arose to delve deeper into
how the technologies of conducting local practices worked. This need led to
identifying the effects of power through specific types of governing technologies
and rationalities that could work across practices and development processes at
once.
After reanalyzing the material obtained through field notes, interviews, and
focus groups, I have identified five technology types that embrace forces that
operate in the area transversally. They are Record technologies, Binding
technologies, Advising/warning technologies, Advocacy/counseling technologies,
and Assessment technologies heavily inspired by the idea of “governing at a
distance” (Miller & Rose, 2008; Osborne & Rose, 1999).
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According to the analysis, record technologies allow the public recognition and
schedule of an entity related to boundaries definition, mapping, standardization
procedures, institutionalization. Then, binding technologies allow the integration of
an entity to a system of shared rules. They attempt to standardize a measurement
scale and implement a classiﬁcation under “technical” solutions considered
universally applicable. Subsequently, advising/warning technologies direct an
entity's choices unambiguously. They are guiding technologies that set a prior
direction for urban development. Therefore, advocacy/counseling technologies
accompany an entity in the formulation of possible cooperative choices defining
possible projects, objectives, resources, activities, deadlines, and responsibilities.
Lastly, assessment technologies evaluate the choices made by an entity according
to predetermined criteria producing a judgment that works as a starting point to
improve future performances.
Similarly, starting from the idea of the rationality of governing and Schatzki's
work on the “teleoaffective regime” encountered in section 3.3.2, the acceptance of
certain principles on which the practices performed were researched and classified
within the development process. They vary among the different public
agencies/offices, private sectors, utility firms, grassroots, and third sector
organizations. However, under subjective criteria, I clastered previous principles
into four main groups, which constitute the pillars of the urban orders in popular
urbanizations, as reported in Section 5.5.

4.6 Research positionality and ethics
Practice-based thinking should allow questioning how the research practice has
been conducted, about the researcher's positionality, and strategies to deal with
unexpected occurrences and difficulties. The researcher's self-understanding as an
integral part of the fieldwork and as a data collection machine emphasizes its
“agentic” power management. Indeed, the researcher constructs questions to ask
and make knowledge claims based on what he discovered through the relation
between already existing practices within which he worked and its own research
practices under construction (McDowell, 2010).
Based on the previous point, I have assumed that each researcher must take care
of his academic purposes and problems of concern for his research process and
ethics simultaneously. Even in this passage, power relations became the key issues
and grew important together with other qualified indicators such as diversity,
differences, and the nature of knowledge constructed through the fieldwork.
Furthermore, such indicators become particularly relevant if the research involves
traditionally week and marginal subjects in a global south context, exposing the
researcher to potential positionality asymmetry depending on race, gender, social
class, and other social constructs that reflects my case (Cardano, 2003; Cope, 2006).
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I can frankly say my research practice has been particularly stressed in the
fieldwork with neighborhood organizations, where most would have been
necessary. Initially, I naïvely underestimated my status. It became quite clear after
an informal meeting with a colleague and co-interviewers in which she discussed
my “capacity” to gain access to valuable data claiming: “It is always easy for you,
but do not forget, you are a white, male European researcher interviewing mostly
male’ speakers” (see Appendix D: Field report, 04/07/2018, Vol. III, p.117).
I immediately proposed that from that moment onwards, I would honestly have
asked myself: “did my face, accent, and belonging give me some sort of privilege
when I engaged with research participants? The participant saw me in an
overwhelming position? And which are the consequences of such a situation?”.
So, only after a third person openly pointed it out to me, I become aware of my
positionality as a novice researcher, white and male, born as “millennials” in the
lower/middle class of workers in northern Italy, and profoundly influenced by the
Catholic Church teaching on many contemporary ethical and life issues which make
me sensible to discipline, hierarchy, and rules. Furthermore, my university
education background in the field of geography and planning could reveal
something else; I stoked between a descriptive vision and a proactive vision of the
research, which manifested through the contemporary participation of research
groups and NGOs activities on the field.
The following paragraphs highlight those tensions that exist within my research
dependency, membership roles, and ethics.

4.6.1 Overcoming academic dependency
When I started with the formal investigation on LA popular urbanizations four
years ago in Italy, I began reviewing academic articles in the fields of Geography,
Planning, and Development on the basis of the impact, influence, and prestige of
their journals, according to the Scimago Journal & Country Rank51. Publications in
international journals such as Cities, City, Urban Studies, and Urban Geography
end many others with the highest values that have constituted my first knowledge
corpus in the research design. Through them, I have discovered some postcolonial
and poststructuralist works that have shaped my academic position in urban studies
and social science in general. Authors such as Ananya Roy, Ash Amin, and Colin
McFarlane, with their thoughts and ideas, have contributed to recalibrate my critical
lenses on the urban world at the margin of the most significant narratives of
development and cities.
However, the background regional studies matter. I was pretty naïve looking at
the LA region from a taken-for-granted academic perspective shaped mainly in
51

SCImago Journal Rank (SJR indicator) is an index of the scientific influence of academic
journals that accounts for both the number of citations received by a journal and the importance or
prestige of the journals where such citations come from. For further information visit:
https://www.scimagojr.com/
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Europe and Asia - by the above authors' background. My background caused
intelligibility problems during the second year of fieldwork in Lima with some local
colleagues of INCITU. The affiliation since March 2018 with the INCITU research
group through a visiting agreement strengthened the regional perspective of this
work. Sociologists, anthropologists, architects, and geographers who worked
alongside me have influenced the research conduct with their knowledge
background. However, regular weekly meetings show me the lack of conventional
western paradigms (Kuhn, 1970) and my own inadequacy. When we discussed our
research, we did not possess shared units of rules and standards about how problems
should be detected, understood, and addressed, even if we were working on the
same topic. My deal with feelings of inadequacy of the first weeks gave way to a
more careful thought on my academic belonging. Just a few authors and journals
previously mentioned it meant something to them. Instead of accusing them of
regionalism, I quickly realized I was academically dependent on western journals
and authors. According to Syed Alatas, academic dependency can be defined as:
“a condition in which the knowledge production of certain
social-science communities is conditioned by the development
and growth of knowledge of other scholarly communities to
which the former is subjected” (2012, p. 285).
It has made the local and regional debate about urban studies challenging.
Consistently with practice-based thinking, the origin of the problem is of a
practical type. From an institutional standpoint, Italian international graduate
education such as MSc and Ph.D. career-building and an English-based system
based on international scientific journals and country ranking are undiscussed and
uncriticized passages to academic recognition. Otherwise, the relations of
interdependence between LA academies and Anglo-Saxon systems of knowledge
do not assume such a form of dependency. At least in Peru, local and regional
journals and authors maintain their autonomy, contrary to many other aspects.
The way I used in the first instance to inform myself about the topics I was
interested in was the reason behind used quotations and authors in the first research
stage. Aware of this, I tried a couple of paths to overcome this kind of dependency;
even if I wonder, I am still somehow subjected to Anglo-Saxon systems of
knowledge in Geography, Planning, and Development. The body of knowledge is
hard to modify.
Accordingly, the first path carried out at a late research stage cornered a Ph.D.
visiting to reshape my positioning system partially. I spent five months in the Centre
for Latin American Research and Documentation-CEDLA of Amsterdam during
the Ph.D. third year, filling the knowledge gap with new sources of ideas and
concepts52. I tried to move the overlook from an “international” perspective on low52

Indeed the participation in the The Latin American Studies Programme (LASP) - CEDLA
introductory course for doctoral students in May 2019 entitled: Social Transformations in Latin
America: Themes and Epistemologies was very useful.
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income settlements into a regional-based one, or at least an attempt has been made
in this regard.
The second path relates to discovering a new scientific knowledge source to
challenge western design Web of Science and Scopus. I have used the Scientific
Electronic Library Online - SciELO as a tool for the last stage of the research. It is
a database that indexes the full text or metadata of scholarly literature conceived to
meet developing countries' scientific communication needs, particularly Latin
America and the Caribbean countries. It contains about 500 journals and nearly
150.000 articles published in Latin America, Caribbean countries, Portugal and
Spain. Most of the titles are Open Access.

4.6.2 Playing different roles in fieldwork
I tried to maintain separate outside and inside the fieldwork, both the researcher
and TECHO volunteers roles. Theoretically, this attempt should allow me to wear
different masks, ask research participants different things, adopt different attitudes,
and maintain an “objective” perspective.
Working within an organization's boundaries usually means responding to
administrative control and research conditions concerning timeline and deadline,
incorporating compatibility with pre-existed models of productivity and, among
other things, product rentability, respect roles, present research material, and
expendable results. If TECHO had adopted business management requirements and
pressures over me, I would have overly bent my research aims to their
organizational aims. Luckily, the focus group setting process has followed a more
flexible and concerted path. I shaped TECHO Habitat's research aims through a
collaborative approach. A new emphasis on the research methods and attitudes was
given by lightening TECHO guidelines giving direct and tangible feedback to
neighborhood organizations. As already mentioned, both the research designs TECHO and Ph.D.- have acquired continuous feedback provided by a specific
research area inside TECHO -called Investigation Social in Spanish- in the research
manager's figure. It also involved strict communication -not always effective- with
TECHO community teams of each neighborhood organization, without which the
fieldwork meetings could not have been organized.
Additionally, I found myself collaborating explicitly with students and
professionals in the field of urban studies in TECHO. Architects, Engineers, Human
geographers, Urban planners, and Lawyers collaborated to create a new
investigation line shaping their tool-kit methods due to the novelty of the newly
born Habitat and Habitability program. Each of those experts participated with
their stock of knowledge, contributing to creating a multidimensional interpretation
of urban reality under scrutiny. I have been a part of such a process; more than that,
I lead a part of the TECHO research project, influencing it, inspiring discussions,
and collaboration among participants also for the benefit of my own research. In
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conclusion, outside the fieldwork, there was no difference between my researcher
and volunteering positioning roles. The masks were inconsistent.
Inside the field, though, it was another matter. As previously mentioned, only
the ‘zoom-out’ research movement was carried out with TECHO's collaboration
involving the Focus Group method. Indeed, I struggled with my different roles in
managing Focus Group under the TECHO Habitat team's coordination. During the
Focus Group implementation and my planned interviews, I felt compelled to clarify
which “mask” I was wear, and I was persuaded to act otherwise. For instance, when
participants started to consider the weekly meeting lightly. Many forgot their
agreements with TECHO Habitat and did not meet the group, while others did not
do their weekly chores properly. After several attempts, I assumed an authoritarian
approach wearing the TECHO “mask” not precisely in line with relational power,
responsibility, and ethics. However, I can honestly say that it worked pretty well to
whip the team into shape and go hed both with the research plan and the TECHO
schedule. Finally, the participants themselves, at times, started to ask if I was there
as a TECHO member or as a researcher. Notwithstanding my short and cutting
answer, I was never really sure.
Another advantage of wearing different “masks” on the field consisted of the
relative ease of addressing participants' requests, for instance, requests concerning
special financial assistance or the satisfaction of material/economic needs. During
the ‘zoom-in’ investigative movement, I sometimes found myself having to wear
the TECHO mask explaining that there were options to express community needs
through the TECHO program and organized a shared strategy to voice such requests
(see Appendix D: Field report, 18/03/2018, Vol. I, p.159). Such trickery has made
that the pressures exercised on me as a researcher came diverted and absorbed
elsewhere.

4.6.3 Ethical implications and strategy adopted
Working with different neighborhood organizations and external institutions
implied facing ethical issues when data have to be collected. To face these issues, I
adopted three strategies.
First, most research institutions already have an ethical code and guided lines
that researchers must follow to act correctly and formally. I have respected the
following requirements as an INCITU-PUCP member due to the lack of instructions
from my alma mater. On the one hand, I asked permission to interview specific
members of different institutions through a formal request signed by the INCITUPUCP research manager. On the other hand, I submitted a “research contract” based
on a document called Consentimiento Informado para Participantes de
Investigación. It was a standardized model to fulfill with an explicit declaration of
intent to safeguard both interviewees and researchers. Each semi-structured one-to-
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one and tandem interview have been anticipated by the sign of this document (see
appendix E).
Second, I tried to follow three main principles outside the boundaries of
academic obligations, which concerned the transparency of research procedures,
the non-maleficent or deception of intents, and the protection of collected data.
These principles can be condensed into one: The principle of mutual respect (Flick,
2011). Thus, the lines following are an attempt to respect all the organizations'
rights I have encountered in the research.
To be consistent with the previous principle, as members of the TECHO
Habitat, we felt obliged to release an internal "presentation card" to the five
neighborhood organizations board (see appendix E). They included the TECHO
Habitat project's main aims, its methodological approach, and the research terms.
Also, we organized friendly buffets in each neighborhood organization after
TECHO Habitat focus groups, delivering statements of accomplishments to
recognize participants' achievements in our activities (see Appendix E, sample 4).
Third, I thought that further conditions to access collective labor practices were
required as an independent researcher. Therefore, I presented explicit requests to
EL Trebol board members explaining my research and objectives.
I felt morally obliged toward people and their situation, especially with the
board members of EL Trebol. However, I tried not to create any sort of expectations
for my research. I did not do any relevant favor for neighborhood organizations
concerning urban development issues, and I have always made clear that mine
would be a formal investigation procedure about the Faena Comunal, merely
academic; consequently, it would not have changed their situation53.
Otherwise, as a member of the TECHO Habitat, I give them strategic advice.
Indeed TECHO could provide direct benefits to neighborhood organizations after a
planning process with the community team. It allowed me to forward and redirect
requests, explaining how to incorporate them into the palling process. On the same
line, I have decided to organize a thanksgiving launch with Italian regional produces
and specialties on the last day with the board members of EL Trebol.

53

Still board members in EL Trebol tried to turn me into an asset, expendable in conflict
resolutions and informally they ask me a “contribution” to foster community well-being.
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4.7 Methodological weaknesses
The drafting of the methodological framework did not follow a linear path and
has required a great effort to be shaped since the first Ph.D. years. This non-linearity
has led to sudden changes of pace, false starts, late adjustments, and unquestionably
mistakes. Therefore, the study that has been undertaken suffers from
methodological weaknesses. The most important ones will be presented in this
section, respecting the logical order of the research.
The first weakness is directly linked to the case study drafting. As stated, the
study was limited by time and other resources to an area in Lima called La Nueva
Rinconada chosen by pure chance through TECHO's mediation. Being involved
with already compromised TECHO neighborhood organizations during the ‘zoomin’ and ‘zoom-out’ had had its benefits but implied another limitation. Indeed,
TECHO expressly chooses poor communities with higher social potential and
reliable board members. Therefore, the considerations made here could be
challenging to generalize elsewhere, even with other organizations that do not
match the profile.
The second weakness concerns the second unit of analysis chosen. As the
reader might further realize, Chapter V does not involve the study of “practices”
properly speaking; instead, it analyses situations, policies, and rationalities put
forward by different actors - identified here as the process of urbanization - in which
the collective labor practices could have a direct or indirect role to play. For this to
be the case, it would have been necessary to adopt a more authentic practice-based
thinking there as well. However, it would have implied a very long -several more
months- “clinical” trial of other different practices involved in the development
process and development of popular urbanizations. Time and energy I had not
available.
The third weakness regards the two methodological movements adopted. A
tricky issue related to the ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ research strategy has to do with
the starting and the ending point of the research. I started with the “zoom-out”
movement planning preliminary focus groups, and then, only later, I prioritized
real-time research practices. However, while applying the last movement, real
problems began; the ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ occurred several times following a
nonlinear path. Probably it is something inherited in all practice base thinking
approaches. As Nicolini (2009, 2012) has reported, through ‘zoom-out’ research
activities, plenty of interconnected practices are unveiled, and researchers are
forced to carry out different parallel mini-projects at different stages of the research.
The fourth weakness is related to TECHO Habitat research. They regard (a)
interactional problems; (b) accuracy problems; (c) mental effort problems; (d)
seriality problems during Focus Group planning and performance. One of the main
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problems concerned (a) established power relations and the unusually high degree
of mutual knowledge among participants. Social interactions in the TECHO focus
group were a little hard to handle. Habitat teams played a crucial moderating role
in group dynamics, even if any of them explicitly being trained to do so.
Furthermore, we asked participants to previously answered pre-planning queries,
encouraging them to put together their ideas during the meeting.
Other problems concerned the guideline questions (b). TECHO Habitat defined
nine research topics: Waste management, local water, and sanitation systems,
electricity supply, local mobility and transportation system, collective and public
spaces, urban security, housing and soil policy, education and training programs,
health services, and economic activities. For each topic, strict guidelines have
combined at least thirteen questions —accompanied by a local pre-printed map—
unless Morgan (1995) criticizes the number of submitted questions and the
emphasis given by the researcher's objectives in research. Some of those questions
explicitly required mapping activities, such as indicating informal water or
electricity supply, property limits and boundaries, waste collection points, among
others. Due to time contingency and difficulty to perform mapping, TECHO had
trained participants before each meeting to avoid understandability problems and
guarantee a prompt start (Crang & Cook, 2007). Sharing and comparing individual
information, discussion time, and the creation of new collective maps then occurred
later, during the focus group activity.
Queries also used to be delivered and explained one or two weeks before the
focus group. Those queries on exposed topics have been an important effort for the
participant of the following Focus Groups. Indeed, after the first two meetings,
participant obliged their mandate. Spoiling the previous idea, they started to work
on give queries hasty, just 10 minutes before the meeting, rather than taking the
whole week to reason on each topic. Outcomes were vaguer than with a proper
submission.
Another point came up regarding mental effort problems during the focus group
(c). Unless those questions were usually well integrated, having a proper condition
to develop thirteen topic questions in an hour and a half could be challenging.
TECHO Habitat shall act by mutual agreement of the interested parties. We got a
chance to work with local board members only between the conclusion of collective
efforts practice (11:00 a.m.) and lunchtime (12:30 p.m.) Board members were
usually exhausted at the time; once in a while, someone was falling asleep during
the meeting. Effectiveness in each focus group has required a severe effort, which
led to constant schedule adjustment and incentives, such as a small gathering and
refreshments. Indeed typical Peruvian participatory incentives have been adopted:
the so-called ‘pequeño refrigerio’ -soft drinks and snacks- offered by the
organizers.
Finally, even if formal agreements were established to ensure a long-term
collaboration between TECHO Habitat and all the neighborhood organizations
involved, the amount of effort required was not considered in the research design
(d). It forced TECHO Habitat to bridge focus group distances, sometimes on the
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same date, just like reorganizing and bringing together the last thematic focus
groups such as “health services” and “economic activities”.
The fifth weakness interests the specific direct observation method and my
double role as a volunteer/researcher. Carrying out a practice into the ‘zoom-in’
movement means getting involved with material and physical arrangements —
being that this symbiotic relationship is intense and specific material arrangement
or practices simply does not exist out of this bound. Sometimes I have got no choice
to try out different tools and techniques directly. Thus, I gave up “shadowing” on
various occasions, thereby jeopardizing methodological rigor and proper clarity in
the approach used. Furthermore, inside the ‘zoom-in’ movement, the trick of
wearing different masks during fieldwork made research participants suspicious
about the kind of answer they should have been provided. Occasionally, the masks'
trick has put me in trouble not being sure about the mask to wear and asking
questions that could be valid for one or the other research indiscriminately.
The last and foremost critical weakness is directly linked to data analysis. It is
helpful to realize that I was not yet sure about the research proposition at the time
of the field notes' first analysis. As Section 4.5 has shown, the focus of the research
changed over time. The analysis certainly provided the structure of the first part of
Chapter VI but also revealed its limitations. In fact, the chapter tried to describe as
much as possible the structure of collective labor practices and what it has produced
in terms of urban order, leaving little room for more critical analysis of the object
of the investigation still blurred at that time. It led to a disconnect between the
preliminary analysis of information and the new one. The lack of a general analytic
strategy and the inability to heal these discrepancies led to creating a fragmented
product where the representation of events or phenomena is not well linked to their
critical analysis and discussion. A secondary analysis to cement together the various
levels of data collection would be necessary.

4.8 Closing remarks
The chapter examined the methodology, methods, and constraints related to the
study on collective labor practices and the extended networks of development
practices in popular urbanizations. The chapter develops “situational” and
“configurational” approaches to practices, and their methodological stands to study
power in practices (Nicolini, 2009, 2012; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016). Such
approaches spelled out the two methodological movements ‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoomout’ in the research design similar to a “multi-methods approach” (Cardano, 2003)
composed by data collection methods which involved direct observation, one-toone interviews, tandem interviews, focus groups, and document analysis covering
the two units of analysis chosen.
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The ‘zoom-in’ movement enabled the analysis of power’s effect inside -in
space- and during -in time- of ordinary actions, following the “situational” family
resemblance flows research flow in practice-based thinking. The ‘zoom out’
movement allowed studying power relationally, unraveling the bundle of practices
and material arrangements carrying it, and identifying crossroads following
‘configurational’ research flows (Nicolini, 2017; T. Schatzki, 2016a, 2016b).
The analysis and interpretation of the interview data and fieldwork notes were
also discussed. The former analysis identified sub-themes concerning power
relations, aims, challenges, sustainability, origins, and group sections' conduct. The
latter identified relevant subthemes, creating a taxonomy of collective labor practice
activities which are based on: The temporal and spatial dimension of the practice,
knowledge-in-bundle, the elements composing the environment, targets and
purposes, and guided normativity in line with Schatzki's onto-epistemology of
social practices founded in Chapter III.
Regarding the extended networks of governmental practices, the analysis
summarized five technology types that exemplify the forces that operate in the area.
They are Record technologies, Binding technologies, Advising/warning
technologies, Advocacy/counseling technologies, and Assessment technologies
inspired by what Miller, Rose, and Osborne called “governing at a distance” (Miller
& Rose, 2008; Osborne & Rose, 1999).
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PART THREE: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCES
“The city […] does not tell its past, but contains it like
the lines of a hand, written in the corners of the streets, the
gratings of the windows, the banisters of the steps, the
antennae of the lightning rods, the poles of the Bags, every
segment marked in turn with scratches, indentations,
scrolls.” (Calvino, 1974, p. 11)
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Chapter V
Shaping urban order in popular
urbanizations
5.1 Introduction
The chapter looks into the governance of popular urbanizations to identify the
alignment of continuative and provisional technologies of “power” with
maintaining urban order in La Nueva Rinconada's development process, taking as
an example what happens in the EL Trebol neighborhood organization. Indeed, as
shown in Chapter III, the effects of power never result only from one recognizable
moment practice; instead, they stem from its accomplishment alongside other
practices that coexist in a continuum (Watson, 2017).
Section 5.2 focuses on the procedures and processes of formalization and
regulatory technologies. Those technologies are compared and critically analyzed
using Focus Groups, tandem interviews with key informants, and document
analysis, as shown in Section 4.4, which led to understanding the current challenges
in the area. Generally speaking, there are three obstacles to popular urbanization
development in a given area. The obstacles raise if the occupied land is privately
owned and located in places that are claimed to be developed conventionally for
middle and high-income sectors. Secondly, when the occupied land is complicated
to build and shaped for housing purposes, such as in very steep places, flood zones
are located inside the boundaries of hydrogeological and seismic risk areas. Thirdly,
if non-residential lands, such as road interchanges, industrial centers, or
environmental protected areas are occupied (Castro & Riofrío, 2013).
Section 5.3 reports basic infrastructure services provisions where technical and
social elements have been bonded together through collective labor practices in
specific situations. The focus is on infrastructure and leisure production in popular
urbanizations concerning the pathway, leisure facilities, and power provision
system. The section presents resource availability and different strategies and
tactics to reach service provision. Usually, infrastructure is invoked in images and
representations of urban “progress”, central for the normative aspirations of urban
actors of civil society to pursue wellbeing. However, its configuration also
contributes to the “geometries of power" into a city's social, economic, ecological,
and political life (Graham & Marvin, 2001). Indeed, approaching processes and
practices related to infrastructure productions and maintenance have become the
starting point to follow how particular technologies of power work.
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Finally, Section 5.4 unveils the catalog of governmental technologies divided
into five categories Record technologies, Binding technologies, Advising/warning
technologies, Advocacy/counseling technologies, and Assessment technologies as
revealed by the analysis in Section 4.5. Moreover, from this same catalog, the
chapter presents principles leading the “teleoaffective regime” (T. Schatzki, 2002,
p. 28) behind them. Lastly, it identifies the countre-conduct practices present and
their scope.

5.2 On the process of formalization and regularization
When COFOPRI realized a study on the area in 2003, EL Trebol discovered
their fate as many other neighborhood organizations. Most of the land in La Nueva
Ricnonada belongs to a private organization. This implies that there can not be a
direct transfer of land rights between the State and the people occupying the area.
Thus land acquisition has to follow other more consuming procedures.
Also, the geographical position of El Trebol and the environmental risk
associated with it has become an issue over time. As a López and López (2004)
and Caballero Zeitún (2016) have reported, this kind of areas, known as slope cities
- ciudades en laderas or slope urbanization - urbanización en laderas does not
favorable for the urbanization process. Furthermore, in a region where the
earthquake risk is high, the location affects the degrees of urban and dwelling
vulnerability exponentially, increasing natural and anthropic risk, and precarious
technology generally produces a cumulative effect. Consequently, the possibility
to upgrade the popular urbanization situation in slope areas decreases sharply.
The precarious conditions mentioned above only exacerbate the cost of living
and expenses considered essential. This situation is well-known among civil
servants of the municipality as reported by the assistant general manager of the
Oficina de Participación Vecinal in SJM:
“Tú invades en la punta de
uno de nuestros cerros. Pues
el pacífico cuesta más caro.
Tienes que estar pagando a los
dirigentes contantemente por
las ocupaciones. No tienes agua,
no tiene luz, eso te cuesta más.
¿Cuánto te cuesta un balde de
agua?

Tres,

cuatro

soles.

¿Mensual cuanto pagas de
agua? 150 soles. Mientras que

“You invade the very top of
one of our hills. The peaceseeking way has a higher
cost. You have to be constantly
paying leaders for squats. You
have no water, no electricity
and that costs more. How much
for a bucket of water? Three,
four soles. How much do you
pay monthly for water? 150
soles. While you would pay for a
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un recibo de agua normal lo

regular water bill around 30

puedes pagar 30 soles. Ósea, la

soles. In other words, life is

vida es más cara. […] Todo, la

more expensive (...). All of it, it

vida es más cara. Eres pobre,

costs more. You are poor, but

pero es más cara. Porque no

it has a high cost. You don’t

tienes pista, no tienes conexión

have access to a highway, no

a la zona urbana rápidamente.

fast connection to urban life. No

No tienes movilidad. Tienes que

mobility. You have to walk

caminar en el medio del barro.

through mud. No electricity, no

Sin luz, sin agua, sin conexiones,

water,

pagando

dirigentes

constantly paying leaders for

contantemente por un plan

an endorsed plan, for the

visado, por la constancia de

certificate of possession...all of

posesión… Y todo eso, genera un

that

gasto mucho mayor” (employee

expenses.” (own translation)

of

a

los

Subgerencia

Partecipacion
08/08/2018,

no

connectivity,

generates

higher

de
Vecinal,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

Despite all those issues, no relocation policies have been effectively
implemented. Therefore, a peculiar urban order has been established over time in
La Nueva Rinconada, albeit based on recognized associationism, the right of
possession, collective labor force to address material and physical constraints, and
the pursuit of concessions. The following sections address different stages of the
process mentioned above, focusing on the third wave of popular urbanizations that
shape the current urban order in such areas.

5.2.1 Neighborhood organization features
In the initial stage of El Trebol's development, the city authorities were not
involved. Inhabitants had to struggle to obtain their basic needs through internal
and external interventions. Requests and support to facilitate work activities and
services supply and the chance to negotiate with other stakeholders are allowed only
and exclusively to recognized and certified neighborhood organizations now as
then. As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.3, neighborhood organizations are the most
common type of organizations devoted to urban micro-scale development issues
marked by activities related to elections, assemblies, and collective labor practices
for the benefit of the community. Taking into account what happened to the first
wave of occupation during the late 50s, Abrams has claimed:
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“Cooperative effort is necessary from the initial plan of an organization to
the need for joint action and resistance. Cooperative features may also exist in the
pathways and common grounds. There is usually more spontaneous cooperation
among squatters from the same village, family, or tribe, but the co-operators may
also be a mixed group who assembled for the express purpose of the acquisition.”
(1966, p. 39).
Currently, cooperation is realized and maintained through different instruments
first among all the Certified Minutes Book called Libro de Acta de fundación del
AA.HH; the essential document of the organization's life.
The Certified Minutes Book refers to a book in the central board's hands for
recording the proceeding orders in an assembly. In the El Trebol neighborhood
organization, this Acta was created in June 2001, 11, beforehand a notary lawyer in
Villa Maria del Triunfo district. The process of the foundation also constitutes a
considerable cost for a young organization. The Notary fees are expensive,
establishing an organization partnership starting from 1000 PEN – 303 USD by a
public notary (see Appendix D: Field report,10/08/2018, vol. IV, p. 32).
Certified Minutes Book includes the Statute - Acta de creacion del
Asentamiento Humano with and the report of the first election made -Acta de
eleccion de la junta directiva central del Asentamiento Humano. Furthermore, it
includes records of official actions taken at a meeting of a board of members or
during a formal neighborhood reunion general assembly. The date of the day and
signatures identify each record (Actas n001 - A.A.H.H. “El Trebol” Pamplona Alta,
2001).
The organization's statute reflects the first members' vision, values, and general
and accepted methods to pursue that vision. As a civil servant of the Neighborhood
Participation - Participación Vecinal- office in SJM referred to it once:
“Su estatuto son las reglas del
juego

interno

de

ellos”

(Employee of the Sub gerencia
de

Participación

08/08/2018,

San

“The statute are the rules of
their internal game” (own
translation)

Vecinal,
Juan

de

Miraflores).

The organization's main aim in El Trebol is quite clear. It has to do with what
they call Comprehensive Development- Desarrollo Integral of the sector achieved
through infrastructural building and development work inside El Trebol’s border,
as well as maintaining contacts with organizations and NGOs able to support the
operations (Actas n001 - A.A.H.H. “El Trebol” Pamplona Alta, 2001, p. 15).
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Statute second page illustrates the four main objectives; they are related to:
1. The material and legal rehabilitation of property;
2. The consolidation of territorial boundaries;
3. The provision of basic infrastructure services (water, sewerage, and
electricity)
4. The construction of access roads and other mobility systems
The organization’s statute also includes the procedures necessary to achieve
representatives recognition: the Central Board election (Actas n001 - A.A.H.H. “El
Trebol” Pamplona Alta, 2001). There is an organizational structure with three
levels: the central board of directors, the delegates from each block, and the
neighbors. The formation of the neighborhood organizations is a complex and very
conflictive process 54 as I directly assisted (see Appendix D: Field report,
15/04/2018, vol.II, p.67). Different groups - social and territorial - converge to elect
a board of directors to represent them face-to-face with public agencies, utility
firms, and third-sector organizations. Usually, two lists were formed, made up of
people from blocks on opposite sides of the land they occupied, who may then have
different interests in urban development, or else different political positions that
usually result in accusations of mismanagement of money and/or cheating behavior.
The election can take place through the electoral committee or by direct vote of
eligible members. The two modalities are not exclusive; the previous board can also
ask for direct voting in case of alleged impropriety by the electoral committee. If
the final result is considered valid, it leads to the confirmation of a new central
board compose as follow:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

General Secretary;
Deputy Secretary;
Economic Secretary;
Recording Secretary;
Organizing Secretary;
Press and Propaganda Secretary;
Organization's Prosecutor;
Health promoter;
Construction Secretary;
Defense Secretary;
Secretary of Sport.

Rarely are all roles filled. Often there is an overlap of responsibilities in the
hands of a few individuals. Anyhow, such roles imply the highest responsibilities
inside the neighborhood organization, both moral responsibility and legal. Indeed
to initiate, promote, and complete formalization procedures until the independence,
54

To this respect see also Ramírez-Corzo’s work on the construction of space in popular
urbanization (2017).
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titling, and individual registration of each lot depends on the neighborhood
organization's legal representative as established in the last paragraph of Article 5
of Law No. 26878, Ley General de Habilitaciones Urbanas. Therefore they should
possess a diverse set of skills to be successful in their duties: Spanish fluent in
written and spoken, also demonstrating that they know how to add up. These are
essential criteria to be elected in El Trebol.
Furthermore, the statute includes another tool essential to reach the
Comprehensive Development of the settlement. This is the collective labor practice
called Faena Comunal, as it will be detailed in the next chapter.

5.2.2 Where all proceedings start
As mentioned in Subsection 2.3.3, after electing their representatives,
neighborhood organizations must delegate their General Secretaries to turn their
staus into a formal and recognizable one recording them on a Single Register of
Social Association – RUAS (see Figure 11). In La Nueva Rinconada, the office in
charge of processing the registration is the Neighborhood Participation department
– Subgerencia de Participación Vecinal of San Juan de Miraflores district. That is
the office from which all administrative processes begin. As a municipal employee
of the same office has declared, the formal organizations’ recognition is the main
mission of this public agency:

“Para

nosotros,

nuestra

“For us, our mission and our

misión y nuestro objetivo

vision as the Neighborhood

como

de

Participation Department is to

participación vecinal es tratar

be able to recognize every

de reconocer a todas las

existing

organizaciones

organization,

subgerencia

vecinales,

neighborhood
call

it

llámese comedores populares,

community kitchens, Glass of

vaso de leche, clubes de madres,

Milk Programs, Mothers’ Clubs,

juntas vecinales, juntas pro

neighborhood councils, parks

parques, juntas de obras, todo

and

lo

construction councils, anything

que

sea

directivas.”

recreation

(Employee of the Sub gerencia

that

de

management.”

Participación

08/08/2018,

San

Vecinal,
Juan

de

has

to

councils,
do

with
(own

transtation)

Miraflores)
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Recognition thus marks the first and mandatory step toward formalization and
normalization of popular urbanizations and cannot be skipped as the same employee
has commented:
“Todos

los

tramites,

de

“Every leader-related piece of

dirigente, de constancia de

paperwork, the certificate of

posesión, del plano de visado,

possession, the vised master

todo para que tengas agua, luz

plan , everything for you to get

desagüe, todos los servicios

water, electricity, a drainage

básicos que puedas tener en el

system, every basic need you

asentamiento humano, nacen

may have within the human

de acá. Porque si tú no tienes

settlement

tu resolución de dirigentes, si

because if you don’t have

tu no cuentas con esto, no

these resolutions, as a leader,

puedes

then

avanzar

nada.

(Employee of the Sub gerencia
de

Participación

08/08/2018,

San

you

is

born

cannot

here

move

forward” (own transtation)

Vecinal,
Juan

de

Miraflores).

The organization must meet a series of requirements to receive this recognition,
as shown in the Ordenanza 1762-MML of Metropolitan Municipality of Lima
(Procedimientos para el Reconocimiento y Registro Municipal de Organizaciones
Sociales para la Participación Vecinal, 2013). The first requirement concerns the
prove of the board of directors’ elections formalized by specific documentation and
copies of their valid identity cards. Furthermore, the office required copies of
notarized documents such as a Certified Minutes Book; the organization's statute,
and the register of members of the organization called Libro Padron de Moradores
it is a document with the names, dates, signatures, and data of valid identity cards
or passports of all individuals enrolled in the organization. Lastly, it is mandatory
to present a location sketch map with reference points to identify the neighborhood
organization's institutional address. It must be a formally recognized address
present in the municipal land register and not be located in an area whose ownership
does not correspond with that of at least one of the association members. Such
address usually corresponds to that of the organization facility; in its absence may
also coincide with that of the first central board secretary domicile.
The recognition by regulations' timing is 30 working days, basically one and a
half months. The SJM office assigned that they are used to recognize and record
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them in one week, The formalization process responsibility and costs belong to
neighborhood organizations themselves, but the municipal expenditure is
reasonably small 16 PEN – 4.8 USD in SJM approximately.

Figure 11: Example of Certificate of Recognition for organization in La Nueva Rinconada
released by the San Juna de Miraflores municipality (source: President of a local commission
Saneamiento físico legal de la Nueva Rinconada)
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The Neighborhood Participation department also has a secondary mission. It
plays the role of the administration's “political arm”. Political arm in that it acts as
an intermediary between the various organizations' requests and the various
municipal offices alongside the work of formal recognition of organizations, while
collecting useful information for the territory's control. In this regard, one of the
employees has commented:
También es el brazo político de

“It also stands as the current

la autoridad de turno, ya que

government’s political arm

nosotros vemos todo el tema

since we take care of “political”

“político”.

issues. I am using quotation

Lo

comillas,

digo

entre

porque

no

necesariamente

because

we

don’t

hacer

necessarily proselytize there, I

política ahí, sino político porque

mean political because we have

nosotros vemos si es que pasa la

to make sure there is trash pick

basura, si es que hay un

up, if there are any overflows, if

desborde por ahí, si es que los

there are abandoned dogs. We

perros

are involved with every issue.

están

para

marks

abandonados.

Nosotros vemos todo tipo de

This

tema. Esta sub-gerencia es el

annexed

anexo a todas las gerencias y

Department

sub-gerencias. Si un vecino

department. If a neighbor

tiene un reclamo viene acá y

wants to file a complaint, they

nosotros pasamos los reclamos

come here and we pass those

a la gerencia o sub-gerencia

complaints

correspondiente. […] Yo cuento

corresponding Department or

ahorita con un promedio de 12

sub-department (...) Right now,

o 13 promotores que trabajan

I have around 12 or 13

en el campo […] viendo los

promoters doing fieldwork (...)

problemas

looking out for the district´s

del

distrito.

sub-department
to

is

every

other

and

sub-

to

Conversando con la gente,

issues.

porque ese es nuestro trabajo

because that is our job, chatting

conversar con la gente, con los

with people, with the leaders

dirigentes

and collecting information

información

y

recoger
de

al

afuera.

(Employee of the Sub gerencia
de

Participación

from

Talking

to

the

outside.”

people

(own

translation)

Vecinal,
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08/08/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores).

Through promoters' use, one or two for each administrative division, the
municipal governing authority collects useful information to prevent, monitor, or
modify important events within its jurisdiction. Promoters issue the resolution of
registration and recognition and are responsible for making the whole file.
Moreover, it is always at their discretion to check if the organization's address is
correct and compliant with regulations.

5.2.3 The legal rehabilitation of property
Considering the land situation in La Nueva Rinconada, COFOPRI confirms that
in 2015 at least 80 neighborhood organizations, over 138 were settled in private
land, and 8 occupied both private and public ones (Aguilar Pérez, 2015). This
situation leads to tenure insecurity and juridical conflict in the area.
As already sow in Subsection 2.2.3, COFOPRI has a leading role in informal
ownership recognition since 1996, as one employee has reported:
“Hubieron varias razones por

“There were several reasons for

las cuales se crea Cofopri, pero

the creation of Cofopri but the

el sustento formal es porque se

formal foundation lies on a

hace un estudio de cuantos

study on how many human

asentamientos

settlements

humanos

were

titled

fueron titulados entre 1961 y

between 1961 and 1996. When

1996, cuando se crea Cofopri, y

Cofopri is funded, it can be seen

se aprecia que el numero de

that the number is minimal.

asentamientos es mínimo.

That is one reason. The other

Esa es una razón. La otra

reason is that the titling

razón es que el tiempo para la

waiting time was about 7

titulación

years.

era

de

I

mean,

since

the

aproximadamente 7 años.

population first visited the

Osea la población desde que se

Municipality

presentaba a la municipalidad

paperwork and said “give me a

con sus documentos para decir

title” until actually obtaining it,

“titúlenme”, hasta que lograba

it

el titulo de propiedad, pasaban

Additionally, the cost for the

mas o menso de 7 años.

settlers was extremely high.

took

with

around

7

the

years.
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Adicionalmente, el costo para

It was calculated (...) around

el poblador era altísimo. Se

2000 dollars in average for one

calcula

costaba

family’s property title, since it

alrededor de 2000 dólares un

was them who had to take

titulo de propiedad para una

paperwork from one office to

familia, porque ellas mismas

the

tenían

procedures to follow, the cost

[…]

que

que

llevar

sus

next,

otra, había derechos que pagar,

population. So, there was an

tramites que cumplir, el costo

urgent need to have an entity

era

los

which could conduct the titling

pobladores. Entonces se crea la

process faster, massively and

necesidad urgente de tener

also free of charge for the

una entidad que pueda llevar a

population.” (own translation)

para

for

pay,

was

alto

high

to

documentos de una oficina a

muy

really

rights

the

cabo el proceso de titulación de
una

manera

mas

rápida,

masiva y también gratuita
para los pobladores.”

According to the occupied land juridical status, the renewal process of physical
consolidation and legal “inclusion” called Saneamiento físico legal de predios in
Spanish can follow two different paths. Both cases involve the direct intervention
of the COFOPRI to insert the possession into the National Superintendent of Public
Records SUNARP.
First, there is the informal ownership recognition in public-state lands. With the
LD n. 803 of 1996, the Fujimori government has given responsibilities at COFOPRI
for land titling that was formerly assigned to the municipality (Calderón Cockburn,
2016). COFOPRI juridically acquires the settlement land through a process called
Comprehensive Formalization -Formalización Integral and subsequently transfers
the ownership’s parcels to the settlers through another process, called Individual
Formalization -Formalización Individual (see Figure 12). Current preconditions
concern the mandatory qualifications of the informal ownership and the limits of
its application as explained in law n.28687-2006 (Reglamento del Título I de la Ley
No 28687, referido a “Formalización de la Propiedad Informal de Terrenos
Ocupados por Posesiones Informales, Centros Urbanos Informales y
Urbanizaciones Populares,” 2018). The former foresees that:
1. the no ownership concerns goods possession already;
2. the size of the lot must not exceed 300 square meters;
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3. the destination and use of the possession must regard housing and
commercial activity
4. squatting groups must be settled before December 31, 2004. Successive land
occupations must follow another way to obtain property rights.
Instead, the applicative limit regards the location of the informal ownership. To
be formalized, a possession cannot overlap public services areas, social equipment
areas, public housing program areas, heritage and archaeological areas, parks and
nature reserves, as well as and foremost critical recognizable social-environmental
risk zones. Indeed, one of the formalization process's fundamental criticisms was
that it privileged the massive delivery of titles without an adequate analysis of the
real situation on the ground, even if it was already clear since 2007. After the 2007
earthquake that devastated Pisco, a city 241 kilometers south of Lima, land titling
become forbidden in vulnerable areas. Nevertheless, the issue returned to public
debate throughout 2017 due to the destructive phenomenon El Niño. Regardless of
the problem and driven by political interests, COFOPRI coined the modality of
“charged titles” –títulos con carga alien to any legal mark, to formalize lands
located in risk zones, such as hillsides and dry riverbeds where public services could
hardly be provided. It meant that COFOPRI gives each neighborhood organization
members a “title”, but telling them that soil was poor in quality and that it would be
necessary to work to mitigate the risk exposure to make the title effective.
As mentioned by the leader of Minas 2000 and chief-woman of the Legal
Physical Sanitation Commission of the Nueva Rinconada, most of the settlement
situated in public land in La Nueva Rinconada received these “charged titles”:
“Yo en ese entonces trabajaba

“Back then, I was working for

en la Municipalidad de Lima, en

Lima’s City Hall under Susana

la gestión de Susana Villarán,

Villarán’s

estando

de

While attending a training

capacitación, me asignan a

workshop they assigned me

Nueva Rinconada y ahí empecé

Nueva Rinconada and I started

a trabajar, estaban trabajando

to work there. They were

con 18 pueblos que estaban en

working

la parte estatal que tenían

towns which, state-wise, owned

títulos de propiedad que

property titles given to them

fueron dados en el año 2009

back in 2009 under Alan

con el Gobierno de Alan

García’s mandate, before he

García,

salga.

was out. When they arrived

Cuando llegaron aquí se dieron

here, they found out they had

con la sorpresa que todos

risk issues. So, what do they

en

un

antes

taller

que

administration.

together

with

18
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tienen problemas de riesgo,

do? They give people the titles

entonces qué hacen, los titulan,

anyway

pero con un acta que dicen

memorandum that says they

que

deben

must agree to get rid of the

comprometerse a levantar su

risk in one year --this is what is

riesgo, que es lo que se llama

called

título con carga. Hoy ya hay

Nowadays, there is a law that

una ley que no permite el título

bans granting charged titles

con carga porque vinieron los

since the huaycos (mudslides)

huaycos y las casas que estaban

and the houses at risk were

en

titled.” (own translation)

en

un

riesgos

(member

of

22/04/2018,

año

tenían

títulos”

Minas
San

but

a

with

charged

a

title.

2000,

Juan

de

Miraflores)

Formalization procedures in charge of COFOPRI and constituted on the stateowned land until December 31, 2004 have been executed ex officio progressively
just on eighteen neighborhood organizations informal possessions over 130
analyzed in 2015 (Aguilar Pérez, 2015). Most of them were formalized in the
manner of “charged titles.”

Figure 12: Villa San Juan neighbor’s Property deed and title (source: photo repertoire)
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Second, there is the recognition of informal ownership in private lands. The
Peruvian Civil Code (Código Civil peruano, 2015) illustrates two different schemes
to reach this final aim. On the one hand, there is the process of mediation and
reconciliation between owners and squatters, ending with a formal selling of the
private area. On the other hand, the legal procedure is a type of Acquisitive
Prescription called Prescripción Adquisitiva de Dominio. It is a way of acquiring
property through possession for a certain period through the legal transfer of
property rights. It works when no legal owners can be identified or even when the
formal owner cannot demonstrate a real possession and use for his own good
(Irazola & Lau, 2011). Whereas the former proposal shifts the administrative
burden to economic players, the latter usually requires less economic resources
from the settlers.
Preconditions to bring Acquisitive Prescription to a successful conclusion
require that the possession must be:
1. Continuous that is without interruptions;
2. Peaceful which means without events of physical and moral violence;
3. Having public nature, which means that the possession must be visible by a
larger community, and behaving as owner as such for ten years.
Therefore, in the prescription's procedure, the holder is required to behave as
the owner. Holders have to collect specific documentation which has to be
submitted to Cofopri to assert such role:
• Affidavit certified that before December 31, 2004, no pending judgment
against the possessor who disputes the property exists;
• Affidavit certified saying they are not already owners;
• Copy of the statements showing the legal representative registration of
the organization and the currency of the assignment;
• At least 40% of the inhabitants must have signed the request;
• Valid property identification
• Certificates of recognition emitted by a competent institution;
• Relevant documents to demonstrate the duration of the continuous
possession, such as any receipt of payment for the services delivered;
• Affidavit certified owners’ identification or its lack of knowledge;
• Current census of settlers, their general data, and number of occuppied
lot
El Trebol tried to follow the latter path in 2013 unsuccessfully due to lack of
required documentation years after another failure in the mediation and
reconciliation process between owners and squatters in 2005 (Tarazona Yabar,
2013). According to COFOPRI, Neighbourhood Organization lacked two of the
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required documentation in the last report they posses. Those documents consisted
first of continuous possession evidence, such as any payment receipt for the services
delivered. Second, of the census of settlers, their general data, and lots of numbers
they occupy.
El Trebol should have submitted in twenty days such documents starting from
June 3rd, 2014 (Berrospi Matute, 2014). Central board members affirmed that they
elaborated a census of the inhabitants, attacking the necessary documents that
proved the peaceful and permanent stay for more than ten years using birth
certificate and ID card records. Everything they collected was sent to COFOPRI on
July 8th, 2014, fifteen days after the deadline. Therefore, the case was probably
dismissed (Flores Escalante, 2014).

5.2.4 How to prove the possession
In 2006, the general inadequacy of the legal framework for improving living
conditions in popular urbanizations and the population's demands for urban services
prompted the newly elected government of Alan Garcia to reframe popular
urbanization development policies as mentioned in Subsection 2.2.3. with the law,
Nº 28687/2006 ‘Ley de Desarrollo y Complementaria de Formalización de la
Propiedad Informal, Acceso al Suelo y Dotación de Servicios Básicos’, the
legislator provided two complementary measures to obtain formal and essential
services in popular urbanizations without a legal land title. First, it required the
recognition of the physical possession of a land plot released by the local district.
Second, it concerned the Basic Plot Plan with parcels, roads, paths network, and
perimeter identification of the settlements validated by the same local
administration. Obtaining such documents is not an easy task, even today.
In the first case, the state established the validity of the Municipal Certificate
of Possession - Certificado Municipal de Posesión, also know as Constancia de
Posesion in Spanish, to access services without holding title deeds (see Figure 13).
Subsequently, the Supreme Decree Nº 017-2006-Vivienda specified that:

“Las empresas prestadoras de
servicios públicos al mérito del
certificado o constancia de
posesión

otorgarán

la

factibilidad de servicios a los
titulares de dicho documento
para lo cual presentará su
solicitud acompañada de la

“The

companies

providing

public services on the basis of
the certificate or proof of
possession

will

grant

the

feasibility of services to the
holders of this document for
which they will present their
application accompanied by
the Municipal Certificate of
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constancia

certificada

de

Possession and a simple plan

posesión y plano simple de

of the location of the property”

ubicación del inmueble”.

(own translation)

The new tool was issued directly by district municipalities. This Municipal
Certificate of Possession legally binding public services and not a recognition of
property rights. Without modifying the formalization process carried out by
COFOPRI, this law made it possible to dissociate the access to public services from
property title in a pragmatic and needs-oriented strategy.
Besides, the regulation of the law mentioned above (D. S. Nº 017-2006Vivienda) sets out requirements for granting a certificate or proof of possession.
The requirements are simple. They concern an official request, an identification
document, the Basic Plot Plan, and certificates of verification of each truthful
possession by a municipal official and signed by inhabitants. Locally, the
administrative procedure for obtaining the Municipal Certificate of Possession of
SJM is developed based on the Unified Administrative Procedures Text - Texto
Único de Procedimiento Administrativo (TUPA) drawn up by the same
municipality. In addition to the requirements mentioned above, the TUPA includes
a certificate or proof of possession emitted by the General Secretary of the
neighborhood organization or at least or statement sworn by five neighbors of the
adjacent possesion.
Likewise, the law also indicates when a certificate or proof of possession should
not be granted. It depends on the physical and legal characteristics of the area. For
instance, when the land is used or reserved for public services or has a national
defense priority, mining activity, or its location is in archaeological or cultural
heritage zones or protected or preserved natural areas, Proof of Possession should
not be granted.
Furthermore, Proof of Possession should not be granted even when a popular
urbanization location is in environmental risk zones, according to the prior
verification of The National Institute of Civil Defense 55- Instituto Nacional de
Defensa Civil (INDECI) or other competent bodies. Municipal officials should also
consider that it is not advisable to hand over the land recognition if possession,
occupation, or ownership of the area is in extrajudicial conflict or litigation.
However, according to Cornelio (2019), the reasons for declaring the
certificates issued null and void rarely concern the location of the dwellings in a
risk zone and the fact that they are not in public or peaceful possession. It depends
mostly on the maximum administrative period for intervention, which is limited to

55

The National Institute of Civil Defense is a public body, dependent on the Ministry of
Defense, whose task is to ensure an optimal response of society in the event of disasters, supervise
the attention of the people affected by them, coordinate with the entities responsible for the actions
required to address the emergency and then rehabilitate the affected areas.
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two years, to the lack of resources for a legal dispute, and the political
consequences.
Indeed, El Trebol finds itself in a situation of unpretentiousness irregularity. It
received its first Municipal Certificate of Possession on February 14, 2002, years
before the abovementioned law, and no action for revocation has been brought. The
same occurred with Minas 2000, the neighborhood organization led by the
chairwoman of the Legal Physical Sanitation Commission of the Nueva Rinconada.
It has reported:
“En el año 2000 nos lo dieron. El
alcalde en ese entonces si nos
apoyó y el alcade era Adolfo
Ocampo Vargas” (chair of the
Comisión
Físico

de

Legal

Saneamiento

“In the year 2000 they [the
municipal authorities] gave it
to us. Mayor Adolfo Ocampo
Varga at the time did support
us” (my own translation)

de la Nueva

Rinconada, 22/04/2018 San
juan de Miraflores)

According to this statement, it can be assumed that the administrative
proceedings granting the Proof of Possession there was activated since the year
2000 as a local procedure. The evidence is that for proving the exercise of direct,
continuous, peaceful, and public possession of occupied plots in 1999, occupants
already had to submit a copy of documents included in the Supreme Decree Nº 01399-MTC. The requirements were a loan contract, receipts for payment of public
services, affidavits or payment receipts, domicile certificates, the private or public
documents showing the transfer of full possession to the settler's favor, a COFOPRI
direct statement based on neighbors’ sworn statements, likewise, “any other
reliably evidence attesting the possession providing proof of the public, immediate,
continuous and peaceful exercise of possession of the lots for a period not less than
one year” (Article 38). It is very likely that with this last formula, many
municipalities began to create their own declarations of informal possession
recognition to facilitate the formalization process.
Today, in the case of SJM, the authority that approves the procedure is the
Subdirectorate for Private work, Cadastral and Land management services Subgerencia de Obras Privadas, Catastro y gestión del Territorio. The Right of
Payment - Derecho de Pago with the stipulated TUPA procedures for the Municipal
Certificate of Possession is about 75 PEN – 23 USD per applicant, to be added to
the required expenses for a procedural fee - derecho de trámite of 15 PEN - 4.5
USD one-off.
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Figure 13: Example of Proof of Possession for organization of La Nueva Rinconada released
by the San Juna de Miraflores municipality (source: President of a local commission Saneamiento
físico legal de la Nueva Rinconada)
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5.2.5 The birth certificate of a settlement
Since early times, squatters have developed an excellent strategy to assign
settlement parcels to obtain future formal recognitions (Abrams, 1966). Local
organizations and groups of interest hired consultants and advisors to outline the
urbanization on the land they intended to occupy or have recently occupied reaching
the adequate standard and regulatory layout. Today, neighborhood organization’s
awareness is very high on this topic, but it was not always so. As a member of
Girasoles led us to expect:
“Antiguamente

nadie

sabía

“In the past, nobody knew

nada, hemos cometido muchos

anything. We’ve made many

errores

mistakes because we have

porque

hemos

trabajado con ignorancia, a

worked

criterio propio sin tener la

ignorance,

asesoría de ningún ingeniero

personal

que nos han llevado a tener

without the assessment of an

más faenas e invertir más

engineer --which has led to

tiempo” (member of Girasoles,

having

15/04/2018

investing more time.” (own

San

juan

de

Miraflores).

accompanied
according
discretion

more

tasks

by
to
and

and

translation)

Nowadays, the Basic Plot Plan (see Figure 14) is not made only by “skilled
amateur who might have had a good future as a city planner” as Abrams sustained
(1966, p. 28) but by architects, surveyors, and consultants receiving payment for it.
As two different neighborhood organization’s members stated, settlers who do not
have proper knowledge and skill need to employ authorized professionals guiding
them with the work or at least pay for an authorized signature.
“Contratamos un ingeniero

“We hired an engineer who

que vinieron a medir el terreno

came to measure the terrain

y desde ahí empezamos las

and from there we started

faenas.” (member of

with communal work.” (own

07 de

enero, 24/06/2018, San Juan de

translation)

Miraflores).
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“Si, el plano para servicios

“Yes, we created the basic needs

básicos lo hicimos con un

plot plan with a professional

profesional

and feedback given by the

con

observaciones que dio la

municipality.

municipalidad, se corrigió y ya

adjustments and it has been

lo tenemos visado, tenemos

already vised. We also have a

también

de

plot plan by COFOPRI which

COFOPRI con el cual también

we have also worked with.”

hemos trabajado.” (member of

(own translation)

un

plano

We

made

Villa San Juan, 22/07/2018, San
Juan de Miraflores).

The administrative procedure through which neighborhood organizations
formalizes in front of the municipality the permanence in a new area and its future
urbanization concerns the production and approval of a Basic Plot Plans. A plot
plan is an architecture, engineering, or landscape architecture plan, which shows
the buildings, utility runs, and equipment layout, the position of roads, and other
constructions of an existing or proposed project site at a defined through a “topdown” orientation. It requires a site location map with an adequate scale, a
perimetric map, a development map, and a street layout with a longitudinal section
—all together accompanied by other descriptive information. All documents must
be signed by professionals certifying and qualifying, such as engineers or architects
outside the public sector, and delivered to the responsible municipality's Technical
area of Cadastre and Private Works Office.
The realization of the Basic Plot Plans and its visa process is a procedure that
is far from cheap. A new plan's average costs vary from approximately 10,000 to
15,000 PEN – 3030 to 4545 USD, increasing if a territory under the organization's
control is vast or decreasing if the territory is small or implies a simple modification
of a previous plan. Moreover, additional expenditures involve administrative and
materials costs of the municipality's procedure, which are about 300 PEN -91 USD
in SJM. These amounts are entirely in charge of a single neighborhood
organization.
According to the Low Nº 29090, ley de regulación de habilitación urbana y
edificaciones, such documents are the same as requested in any other urban
development procedures. Therefore, no differences are allowed in setting urban
standards and land use in popular urbanizations. A surveyor who worked in La
Nueva Rinconada has confirmed that more and more often today, the Basic Plot
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Plan can also be considered as a preliminary procedure for a proper urban
development plan known as Plano de Habilitación Urbana:
“se llama visación de planos

“It is called a basic plot plan

para servicios básicos. Pero lo

visa

que pasa es que con la

What has happened is that the

modernización del Tupa o de los

Tupa

procesos

las

processes updates, we have

está

been missing out and some

perdiendo eso y hay algunas

municipalities are now calling

municipalidades que lo llaman

it

pre-habilitación

(own translation)

acá

de

municipalidades,

(entrepreneur,

se

urbana”

process
and

urban

(endorsement).
municipalities’

pre-entitlement”

30/07/2018,

Villa el Salvador )

In the TUPA 2018 version drafted by the municipality of SJM I did not found
such nomenclature, where there is only a reference about the “legalization”
procedure for already accomplished urbanization. A reference may instead be found
into an earlier ordinance of the same municipality: the N° 000017-2004/MDSJM.Aprueban visación de planos de cortes de sección de vías para tramitar la
implementación de los servicios básicos de agua, desagüe y luz.
This second procedure is currently the most important. In this regard, both an
official of the technical area of cadastre and private works office in SJM, and a
private surveyor working in la Nueva Rinconada strengthened the concept:

“primero sería factible que se

“First, it would be feasible to

visen los planos. Porque la

obtain the plot plan visa

mayoría

nos

because most of us guide

guiamos por los planos, por las

ourselves by the plot plans, the

medidas, para saber cuánto

measurements, to know how

está ocupando esa posesión.

much the squatter (settlement)

Entonces

is taking. So, if we don’t

de

si

información
asentamiento

nosotros

no
de

tenemos
ese

possess

the

settlement’s

humano

information, we just deny it

simplemente se le deniega [la

[the proof of ownership/record
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constancia de posesión], porque

of possession], because the

en nuestra base gráfica no

human

figura

present

ese

asentamiento

humano”

(employee

of

subgerencia

obra

privadas,

10/08/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

settlement
in

our

is

not

graphic

database” (own translation)
Within a human settlement
without a plot plan visa granted
by the municipality, there is no

“En un asentamiento humano,

public work to be done. I mean,

que no tiene un plano visado

it is not feasible to start any

por la municipalidad, no cabe

work. Luz del Sur Electric

hacer ninguna obra. Ósea no

Company

doesn’t

have

es posible hacer ninguna obra.

coverage,

Sedapal

Water

No entra Luz del Sur, no entra

Company

doesn´t

have

Seapal, no entra una obra

coverage, public work is not

pública, porque no entra en la

feasible, because there is a lack

formalidad. Con la aceptación

of formality. Once the plot

del plano visado, es como una

plan visa is processed, it is

partida de nacimiento de un

basically like the human

asentamiento

humano.”

settlement’s

(entrepreneur,

30/07/2018,

birth

certificate.” (own translation)

Villa el Salvador )

In addition to serving for the issuance of the certificate of municipal
possession and the technical requirements of providing basic services, the Basic
Plot Plan also serves conoscitive intentions. In fact, the mosaic of plans provides a
pre-overview of land occupations in terms of the number of lots present that have
the characteristics to be formalized has commented by a public employee:

“esos planos visados que se

“Those plot plan visas that are

hacen para servicios básicos

granted in order to obtain basic

nos

services give us a reference on

dan

cuantos

referencia

de

asentamientos

humanos se encuentran en

how

many

human

settlements there are in the
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esa

zona,

para

tenerlos

area, so that we identify

Ya

them. Afterwards, once they

posteriormente, ya cuando ellos

want to start a sanitation

quieran sanear su propiedad,

process within their property,

entonces igual Cofopri nos

then, just the same, Cofopri

brinda toda la información”

offers us all the information”

(employee of subgerencia obra

(own translation)

identificados.

privadas, 10/08/2018, San Juan
de Miraflores)

The drafting and visa process itself is not just a bureaucratic in its nature. Most
of the time, they occur under different logics —based on a range of tolerated
practices. Firstly, they can work under a scheme of tactics and mediations between
what technical regulations report and what can actually be done in the field.
Secondly, they can follow a strategy of political opportunity.
In the first case, the tactics of the technicians presuppose, for example, a
readjustment /flexion of the regulations as emerged by a surveyor interviewed:
“No se puede simplemente

“You can't just apply the rules

aplicar las normas, puesto

since the norm states that a lot

que, si en las normas dice que un

should have a minimal area of

lote debe tener por ejemplo

90m2, many times that is not

mínimo 90 mts2, muchas veces

the case since the quantity of

no es aplicable puesto que la

people exceeds the area, so we

cantidad

personas

are compelled to make an 85m2

supera esa área, entonces nos

lot, for example. The same

obliga a hacer un lote que tiene

occurs with minimum road

85 m2, por ejemplo. Las calles

width so that they can be

también con el ancho mínimo

approved by the municipality.”

para que puedan ser aceptadas

(own translation)

e

las

por parte de la municipalidad”
(entrepreneur,

30/07/2018,

Villa el Salvador )
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In the second case, the technical part and all rules can be mined and unattended
to make room for practices that pursue political interests. This aspect emerged in
interviews, whether it is a question of facilitating the visa process, as the leader of
El Trébol told us, or that it is about putting a spanner in the works, as the surveyor
mentioned to us:
“Solicitamos

entonces

un

encuentro con el alcalde y
como Yo lo apoye por su
campaña de repente tomó
una

decisión

y

a

su

funcionario le dijo de atender
el caso de este asentamiento
hoy mismo, y nos atendió y nos
solucionó al problema, ¡nos viso
y

nos

dio

la

resolución!”

(member of EL Trebol A,
18/03/2018,

San

Juan

“So we requested a meeting
with the mayor and since I
supported

his

electoral

campaign, suddenly he made
a decision and told his desk
officer to follow up with this
human

settlement’s

case

today; he attended us and
solved the issue. He granted the
visa and the resolution!” (own
translation)

de

Miraflores)
“todo

el

proceso

es

reglamentado, así es. Pero en
la visación de planos, hay
algunos aspectos políticos
también. Por ejemplo, si el
alcalde no quiere visitarlo,
por alguna razón política, no
lo hace [...] Pero no es que las
normas sean diferentes, las
normas son iguales, pero como
hay un cierto vacío en todas
las normas, entonces cada
municipalidad

lo

puede

interpretar.

En

una

municipalidad puede ser mucho
más difícil visar un plano, y en
otra municipalidad puede ser

“The

whole

process

is

regulated; it is what it is.
However, regarding the plot
plan visas, there are a couple
of political aspects as well.
For example, if the mayor
doesn’t want to visit it, for
any political reason, he won’t
[...] It doesn’t mean that the
norms are different, they are
the same but, since there is
some sort of legal void within
these

norms,

then

the

municipality can interpret. In
some municipalities it might be
very difficult to be granted with
a plot plan visa while easier in
others, depending on the
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mucho

más

fácil,

por

la

political willingness of that

voluntad política que tenga

specific municipality” (own

dicha

translation)

municipalidad.”

(entrepreneur,

30/07/2018,

Villa el Salvador )

In both cases, which often overlap, institutional practices' configuration allows
to establish a substantive extra-normative regime.

Figure 14: Signed basic plot plan in El Trebol. Old version (source: El Trebol neighborhood organizaiton)

5.2.6 Risk mitigation tools and techniques
Neighborhood organizations for El Trebol locate on high lands, around those
situated in flat areas occupied between 1950 and 1980 in Pamplona and Pamplona
Alta. After the first and second popular urbanizations waves, unoccupied free lands
become rare and expensive while the stock of state land was almost exhausted.
Thus, a vast majority of the population follow the example of the first and second
generation of settlers and squat new hilly lands (Driant, 1991). In such
circumstances, most formalization processes proceed when neighborhood
organizations directly deal with environmental issues.
Firstly, hazard impacts in La Nueva Rinconada are influenced by human
activities apart from climatology and geology’s associated factors. For instance, in
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2014, the Municipality of SJM declared La Nueva Rinconada an environmental
emergency area due to the presence of piggery farm, miasmas, and the high health
risk (Dirección de Higiene Alimentaria y Zoonosis, 2014; El Comercio, 2014).
However, the measures necessary to combat and eradicate the phenomenon of
pigsties have never been taken in a definite manner since farmers are formal owners
of their plots and current land-use functions allow them to continue their activities.
An employee in SJM District summarized his knowledge about the emergency as
follow:
“sí, recién he tomado yo, hace 4-

“I just recently found out, 4-5

5 meses, conocimiento de que

months ago, that this health

existía este documento de

emergency document existed.

emergencia sanitaria. Y en el

From the former government to

gobierno anterior al actual,

the

estamos

speaking

hablando

del

current

one,

about

we

are

president

presidente Umala se intentó

Umala, they tried to lift the

levantar el riesgo sanitario.

health risk. But they couldn’t.

Pero no se logró. ¿Porqué?

Why? Because people who

Porque los que crían ganado

raise pigs in Nueva Rinconada

porcino en Nueva Rinconada,

have property titles. They have

tienen título de propiedad.

bought the land. So, it is

Han

practically

comprado

el

terreno.

impossible

to

Entonces es muy difícil que se

relocate the piggeries, since

pueda reubicar este ganado

they own the land where they

porcino, porque ellos son los

are raising the pigs.” (own

dueños de la tierra donde están

translation)

criando los cerdos.” (employee
of Subgerencia de Defensa Civil,
03/06/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

Secondly, in addition to public health problems, there are also problems
concerning soil's structural nature that affect its stability and the geological hazard.
Coastal hills are exposed to multiple physical hazards. They are particularly
vulnerable due to steep slopes, shallow soils, adverse climatic conditions, and
geological variability. Among the common natural and human-made hazards, the
hill ecosystem is vulnerable to earthquakes, waterlogging, flash floods, and
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landslides. Climate change and induced variability further increases the frequency
and intensity of hydrometeorological hazards. The coastal desert region is typically
dry throughout the summer but can be significantly impacted by climatic changes
when the adjacent ocean warms and the equatorial trough oscillates further south.
Especially under the Coastal Niño phenomenon, much of the Peruvian coastal
desert region is particularly hard-hit with incessant, monsoon-like rains causing
mudslides known as huaycos from the hilly areas down to the valley. Besides, Peru
is one of the most earthquake-prone countries on the planet. The hilly coastal region
sat astride one of the most volatile ruptures in the Earth’s crust; it is increasingly at
risk of being hammered by a one-two quake-tsunami punch causing landslides —
including rockfalls, profound failure of slopes, and shallow debris slopes.
Regarding environmental risk mitigation, measures have been taken into
consideration since 2004. They are mandatory to start both the visa process and the
recognition of neighborhood organizations in La Nueva Rinconada. Indeed, as two
officials from SJM report:
“para visar un plano, se debe

“In order to get a plot plan

contar con ciertos requisitos,

visa,

y uno de ellos, del año 2004 es

requisites,

un certificado de defensa

starting in 2004, a civil defense

civil. Ahora se está cambiando

certificate. It is currently being

para que sea un informe de

changed so that it is a risk

estimación

riesgos.

assessment report. So, if I

Entonces yo quiero visar mi

want my plot plan to be granted

plano para el tema de luz o para

with a visa for electricity, water,

el tema de agua y desagüe

and sewage, I first need to

primero tengo que mitigar

mitigate risk. I mitigate risk, I

mi riesgo. Mitigo mi riesgo,

ask for the calculation, only

pido la estimación, me dan la

once I have a received a

estimación con riesgo medio y

medium risk calculation I can

recién

y

get the visa granted by the sub-

Catastro me hace la visación de

department and Land Registry

plano”

(cadastre)” (own translation)

la

de

Subgerencia
(employee

of

there

are

some

among

these,

Subgerencia de Defensa Civil,
03/06/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

“They are also asked to
submit a civil defense report,

“También se les pide un

to know if it is a high risk

informe de defensa civil, para

area or not. Well, if it is, in
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ver si la zona está en alto

fact, high risk, you are not

riesgo o no. Bueno, sí está en

going to get that plot plan

alto riesgo, ahí sí que no se le

visa [...] so they start the

van

procedure

a

visar

los

planos.

under

the

[...]entonces ellos inician su

corresponding

trámite ante el área que

they also visit, inspect and, if

corresponde,

they comply with all the

también

van,

department,

inspecciona, y si cumplen con

security

todas

de

that human settlement, they

ese

are given a risk calculation”

las

medidas

seguridad

de

asentamiento humanos se

measures

within

(own translation)

entrega una estimación de
riesgo.”

(employee

of

Subgerencia Obras privadas,
Catastro

y

Gestión

del

territorio, 10/08/2018, San Jun
de Miraflores)
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Figure 15: An exemple of Risk Assessment Report 2018 (source: Metropolitan Municipality of Lima)

Recently, the Risk Assessment Report has also become a tool utilized by
COFOPRI in popular urbanizations titling process to avoid conflict with the local
population. Neighborhood organizations have to require this kind of intervention
directly to keep on moving ahead in the development process. As a COFOPRI
employee has stated:
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“Cuando

el

técnico

COFOPRI]

va

a

[de

campo

“When

the

specialist

[

y

COFOPRI’s] does the fieldwork

hay

and determines there are risk

riesgo

conditions [...] they call off the

[…]suspende la formalización.

process. Anyways, they ask for

De todas maneras, pide un

a report as evidence for the

informe como sustento para

population.

la

Porque

people will not accept this ‘Sir,

obviamente la población no te

I’m telling you, the settlement is

va a aceptar ‘¡señor yo digo que

located in a risky area!’. People

la población está en zona de

already know and they’ll say

riesgo!’ y la población ya sabe, y

‘and the document to prove it?’

te dice ‘¿y el documento? ¡Y yo le

I only believe it if Civil Defense

creo solamente si me lo dice

says it!’ That is why we ask Civil

Defensa

Nosotros

Defense for that report because

pedimos entonces el informe a

that settlement is a no go, so we

Defensa Civil para tener el

avoid

sustento de porqué ese pueblo

population” (own translation)

determina

que

condiciones

de

población.

Civil!’.

Obviously,

conflict

with

the

the

no va, y nos evitamos el
conflicto con la población”
(employee

of

COFOPRI,

09/06/2018, San Borja)

In the current manuals of the INDECI (Podestà Llosa, 2006), a risk estimation
survey is entrusted with qualified technicians belonging to each municipality. They
have the task of producing the Civil Defense Report and have responsibility for it
(see Figure 15).
The program evaluation process goes through four phases: advocacy,
evaluating, reporting, and implementing. In Lima, the advocacy phase belongs to
district municipalities. They have a more educational function working on
neighborhood organizations' empowerment as if they were an external audit
institution, based on collective labor practices are planned as the first instance. The
reason is that local authorities are often accused of a lack thereof and favoritism.
An independent evaluator shall be an entity with no conflict of interest arising from
any political or commercial relationship with the neighborhood organizations.
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“Pero quien lo está haciendo

“But the entity doing this now,

ahora, en este caso, para la

in this case, for title granting,

titulación, la estimación de

the risk calculation, it's being

riesgo, lo está haciendo la

done by Lima’s Metropolitan

municipalidad

City Hall (municipality). They

metropolitana de Lima. Ellos

send their experts and make

mandan sus profesionales y

the risk assessment. They give

hacen la estimación de riesgo. Y

this report to them and then

ese informe se lo dan a ellos y

they submit it to Cofopri. Just to

ellos lo presentan a Cofopri.

be clear. What’s the purpose of

Aclaración: ¿Con qué sentido se

this? So that our municipality

hace esto? Para que nuestra

isn’t

municipalidad no sea “juez y

defendant”, as it is said. Why

parte” como se dice. ¿Porque

do we do this? I go to the

qué hacemos? Yo voy al pueblo,

settlement, I prepare it and,

lo preparo, y como está en mi

since it is under my jurisdiction

jurisdicción yo digo ¡está bien!,

I say: It’s ok! And I grant it,

y lo entrego, favoreciendo a los

favoring the settlements. That is

pueblos. Entonces lo que se

what we are trying to avoid. We

quiere es evitar eso. Nosotros

get the settlements ready. A

preparamos a los pueblos. Viene

third party comes, someone

un tercero, un imparcial, de

unbiased,

Lima, y ve si efectivamente el

checks if the work done has

trabajo que se ha hecho ha sido

been conducted properly and

realizado de manera favorable

the risk has been reduced. This

y el riesgo si ha disminuido. Un

impartial party makes the

imparcial hace la estimación

risk assessment. But we also

de riesgo. ¡Pero nosotros

support the population in the

también

la

sense that we offer training,

población, en el sentido que

we do the prep, everything!

hacemos la capacitación, la

Many times we have made a

preparación, todo! Y muchas

previous visit and we check. If

veces se ha hecho de ir allá a

we see any error that can be

hacer una previa visita y vemos,

corrected, they can go ahead

y si encontramos algún error

and do so and when Lima

que se pueda corregir, que lo

comes, that mistake has already

ayudamos

a

“both

from

judge

Lima,

and

and
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corrijan, para que cuando

been taken care of. If not,

venga Lima ese error ya este

everything is delayed. This is

subsanado, sino se retrasa,

how we are doing this.” (own

todo. Así estamos haciendo todo

translation)

esto.” (employee of Subgerencia
de Defensa Civil, 03/06/2018,
San Juan de Miraflores)

Therefore, the Civil Defence Department of the metropolitan area provides the
assessment and reporting phases through its technicians while local municipalities
work on neighborhood organizations' empowerment.
During the estimation process in fieldwork, professionals consider several
socio-economical, technological, and physical aspects of identifying and typifying
risks and vulnerability. These items fall into two categories preliminary analyzed:
structural and subsidiary categories.
The “structural order” defined the material arrangement of a settlement, focused on
hills side stability and infrastructure security. Precisely technicians evaluated:
•
•
•
•
•

mountain home retaining walls quality;
the presence of rock mass and loose inert material factors;
the existence of access to settlement blocks that do not comply with
national laws and regulations on mobility and transport;
the absence of retaining walls was essential;
the presence of not-standard electrical systems;

These elements define the space for collective labor practices as they emerged both
from interviews and assessment documents of surveyors' equipment. An employee
has explained the formal procedure as follow:

“Vamos nosotros y llenamos

“We go and we fill out the

la ficha: ponemos el día, el

form:

distrito, el poblado, cuantos

settlement,

lotes, cuantas manzanas, en

hectares (manzanas), how they

cuanto están posicionados, si

are positioned, if they have

tiene servicios (agua, desagüe,

services

luz...en algunos casos hasta

electricity...in some cases even

gas), accesos (como llegamos),

gas), access (how we get there),

y la parte estructural. […]

the structural part […]. So,

Entonces de acuerdo con lo que

according to what we have

we

update,
lot

(water,

district,
quantity,

sewage,
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hemos analizado por peligros,

assessed as risk, fire hazard, we

por

nosotros

conclude what the risk is. We

concluimos cual es el riesgo.

make the calculation of ‘what

Se hace un cálculo de que es lo

would happen if?’ We have the

que pasaría con esto, tenemos

structural part conclusions

las conclusiones de orden

as

estructural: orden estructural

includes everything that is

es todo lo que sea físico, que

physical and that they can

ellos puedan trabajar con la

work with their hands --such

mano: que tengan que hacer

as making stairs, highway

sus escaleras, sus muros de

retaining walls, if they need to

contención, que tengan que

fix their pircas – property

arreglar sus pircas. Lo físico es

retaining walls. The physical

estructural.” (employee of Sub

means

Gerencia

translation)

incendio,

Defensa

Civil,

well:

structural

structural.”

order

(own

20/07/2018, Rímac)

Security measures involve not only structural elements as previously mentioned
but also elements consider subsidiary to the former. Therefore, according to the
non-structural category requirement concern the training workshops about septic
tank management, a preventive training program with group dynamics simulations,
as well as training about earthquakes and fires disaster management, all organized
by the local Civil Defence Department and by Disaster Prevention Research
Institute -PREDES. Other measures include plans and documents and statements of
accomplishment such as a validated Emergency and Evacuation Plan -Plan de
Seguridad y de Evacuación according to law nº2855 (Ley que establece la
obligación de elaborar y presentar planes de contingencia, 2005) and a geotechnical
survey of soil conditions that generally accompanies the plan (see Figure 16). These
documents must be signed by certifying and qualifying professionals such as
engineers or architects outside the public sector and delivered to the responsible
municipality's department. A new plan's average costs may reach thousands of
dollars, increasing if a territory under the organization's control is vast or decreasing
if the territory is small or implies a simple modification of a previous plan. Not to
mention first aid kit and emergency fire equipment costs, in El Trebol, the
emergency plan was made by an external professional for 2000 PEN -606 USDapproximately, while the survey reached 6000 PEN – 1818 USD, due to the
mandatory execution of several core drillings in the soil. The final report assesses
the presence or absence of such elements by scoring each part separately. To get
right to the point, the survey of physical and social vulnerability and hazard
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detection allows technicians to report the settlement's comprehensive risk into one
of four levels: low, medium, high, and very high.

Figure 16: Exemple of emergency Evacuation Plan in 7 de Enero (source: TECHO Peru)

Lastly, the implementation phase concerns the spending and the commitment
of other organizations in order to mitigate high-risk situations. The provision of
specialized municipal machinery for infrastructural works is quite common in
popular urbanizations. However, SJM popular urbanizations share the cost of the
intervention with the municipality. Indeed, as a local employee of the Sub Gerencia
Defensa Civil said:
“en el caso de asentamientos

“In the case of long-standing

humanos que son ya antiguos y

human settlements which are

están

riesgo

located in mitigable risk areas,

mitigable, de riesgo medio, la

medium risk, the main tasks

principal tarea la hace la

are

población, en los trabajos que

population itself through work

se

faenas

called Sunday chores (faenas

dominicales.[…]Ahora, cuando

dominicales) […]. Now, when

se

de

debris removal is required, or

escombros, o traslado de rocas

rock and sand transport, they

en

zona

llaman
quiere

de

remoción

performed

by

the
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y arena, piden también a la

make

municipalidad y se les brinda

municipality and support is

el apoyo con maquinaria para

offered

el traslado del desmonte, con un

machinery to transport the

convenio

waste

muy

simple,

de

a

request
with

by

a

very

to

the

needed
simple

combustible y pago del chofer

agreement: Paying for gas

para que pueda hacer este

and paying the driver so that

trabajo. […] Ahora, el tema de

he can perform this job […].

la

Now,

maquinaria

pesada,

regarding

heavy

llámese una retroexcavadora o

machinery, call it a backhoe or

un cargador frontal, esto si

a front-end loader, this usually

muchas

has

veces

queasumir

lo
la

tiene
propia

to

be paid by the

population

[…]”

(own

translation)

población […]

Conversely, the municipality commitment is weak and restricted to specific
treatments limited to the external audit if the local population occupied very highrisk areas such as in El Trebol case. Commitment is reduced to the minimum in
order to prepare people in the worst scenario reducing potential damages:
“porque

esas

viviendas

“Because those houses are

están

usually built over land that

ocupando sitios que no deben

should not be inhabited. So

ser habitados. Entonces lo que

what is done is to train the

se

la

population so that the risk is

este

reduced […]. Likewise, we help

riesgo disminuía. […]Igual

them so that the damage is

nosotros los ayudamos par que

minimized, given the case of a

el daño sea menor, en el

natural disaster happening […]

supuesto caso en que ocurra un

we openly offered support

fenómeno

[…]le

and said: Look, you are in a

manifestamos apoyo y le

non-mitigable high-risk zone

dijimos: miren ustedes están

and you are living there. If

en zona de alto riesgo no

you cannot request a relocation

mitigable y están ustedes ahí

by law, we can guide them so

asentados. Si no pueden acceder

that they can have a chance and

generalmente

hace

población

es

asesorar

para

que

natural.
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al reasentamiento por ley, les

not lose their lives if a natural

indicamos cual es la manera

disaster

para que puedan ellos tener

earthquake. We offer advice,

la posibilidad de no perder la

we prepare them and we give

vida en caso de un fenómeno

them the needed tools so that

natural, como es un sismo. Igual

they can protect their lives.”

los

(own translation)

asesoramos,

los

strikes,

like

an

preparamos y es damos las
herramientas necesarias para
que

puedan

vida.”

proteger

(employee

Gerencia

of

Sub

Defensa

03/06/2018,

San

su
Civil,

Juan

de

Miraflores)

Underlying this behavior, there is a mandatory declaration of uninhabitable
living conditions released in such areas where previous last risk levels will be
difficult, if not impossible, to mitigate fully or where mitigation is unachievable for
the neighborhood organization resources. According to the Relocation Law n.
29869 as amended and supplemented (Ley quemodifica la Ley 29869, Ley de
reasentamiento poblacional para zonas de muy alto riesgo no mitigable, 2017).
Then district municipalities should provide a technical survey to identify the nonmitigable risk areas and predispose a plan or resettlement. Nevertheless, as a civil
defense department employee commented, those measures are still far from being
taken in La Nueva Rinconada:
"hay una ley, ustedes deben

“There is a law, you must have

saber

heard

la

ley

reasentamientos

de

humanos,

of

Resettlements

the

Human

Law,

but,

pero muchas veces no se

many times, it is not followed

cumplen y entonces están ahí

and so they are still there...a

hasta ahora...y tendrían que

more arduous job should be

hacer un trabajo más arduo…

done...I don’t know...tedious,

y no se…y tedioso ¿no? Para

maybe? So that it can be done.

poder?

claro,

Of course, technically you can

técnicamente se puede hacer en

build them on a steep hill, you

Porque
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una

tenga

could make, let’s say, terraces,

pendiente, se pueden hacer

retaining walls, tracks, affirmed

digamos plataformas, muros de

dirt roads? But what it tells us is

contención, vías, ¿carrozables

that, for now, since the risk is

afirmados? Pero lo que nos

too high, no services can be

indica es que por el momento,

offered

como el riesgo es muy alto, no

translation)

se

ladera

les

que

puede

to

them.”

(own

brindar

servicios.” (employee of Sub
Gerencia

Defensa

03/06/2018,

San

Civil,
Juan

de

Miraflores)

Most of the time, practitioners feel abandoned because of municipality conduct
—between commitments and disbursement, and no trust in government authority
anymore, as commented by two representative members of 07 de Enero and El
Trebol.
“Yo trabajo en presupuestos de

“I work in the municipality’s

la

vienen

budgeting department. People,

están

who are already confirmed,

municipalidad,

personas

que

ya

confirmadas, pueblos viejos,

come.

están pidiendo que les hagan

asking for their sidewalks to be

sus veredas o que les arreglen

built, their parks fixed, they are

sus parques, están pidiendo

requesting water for their

agua

parques…

green areas… When we have

cuando nosotros hemos ido a

visited the municipality so it

la municipalidad a que nos

takes care of waste for us,

boten el desmonte, nos han

they have made us pay 100

hecho

soles

soles per dump truck, we

porque cada volquetada, no

don’t receive anything for

nos dan nada gratis. Nos

free. They institute so many

ponen tantas reglas tantos

rules, there are so many

‘peros’, pero nosotros mismo

‘buts’; however, we are the ones

hemos levantado todo. Cansa

who have built everything from

mucho. […] Por otro lado, yo veo

scratch. It is very tiring. […] On

para

sus

pagar

100

Old

settlements

are
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eso, ¿si nos piden todo listo,

another note, I see that and, if

que

they

nos

va

a

dar

la

ask

us

to

have

Municipalidad en el tiempo

everything ready, what is the

que ya este formada? Nada,

municipality going to provide

porque

to us once the settlement is

ya

(member of
24/06/2018,

hicimos

todos.”

07 de enero,
San

Juan

de

already

formed?

Nothing,

because we would have done it

Miraflores).

already.” (own translation)

“No tenemos apoyo de las

“We receive no support from

autoridades locales […] Les

local

hacemos

documento

comply with the document

solicitando maquinaria, para

requesting heavy machinery so

aperturar las calles se necesita

that we can inaugurate roads

maquinaria pesada. Muchas

that require heavy machinery.

veces no tenemos el apoyo, o

So many times we do not have

las

están

the support, or the machines

malogradas o el estado no

are broken and the estate

puede

cannot intervene because it is

llegar

maquinarias
intervenir

por

ser

authorities

propiedad privada (member of

private

property”

EL Trebol A, 18/03/2018, San

translation)

[…]

We

(own

Juan de Miraflores)

Listening to local inhabitants leads one to believe that the absence of local
authorities and state representatives' ineffectiveness are their main complaints. In
general terms, this feeling is something that overwhelms popular urbanizations' life
limits. Both in Lima and Callao, the highest percentage of dissatisfaction is related
to management carried out to address district services and infrastructure issues as
reported in the last perception survey by Lima Como Vamos 56 to evaluate the urban
quality of life in the city (Asociación Unacem, 2019).
To support or replace the public authority role, third sector organizations
intervene with specific projects such as the one activated in 2018 by Hazards and
Disaster Research Centers - PREDES. PREDES planned activities the project
Gestión del Riesgo de Desastres, Preparativos para Emergencia financed by The
56

Lima Como Vamos is an independent citizen observatory reporting the perception of quality
of life in the city of Lima annually. See more information on the website of Lima Como Vamos at
http://www.limacomovamos.org/
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United States Agency for International Development (USAID). It strengthens the
capacity of neighborhood organizations' response in the district of SJM, reducing
disaster risk, preventing possible damages, and prepare for disaster response
(PREDES - Centro de Estudios y Prevención de Desastres, 2018).
Several other key informants explicitly acknowledged that collective labor
practice is the only chance for neighborhood organizations to improve popular
urbanizations' living conditions. For instance, in one interview carried out at the
Urban Development Division of SJM district about the relationship between
environmental risk and collective labor practice, it was stated:
“Hay zonas que tienen alta

“There are areas with steep

pendiente y riesgo muy alto ahí

slopes and very high risk, there

pondríamos

we would put an intangible

una

intangible,

una

zona

protección,
seguramente

zona

tiene

de

zone,

a

protection

zone,

porque

because it is probably very

mucha

steep. In other zonas, where

pendiente. En otras zonas

there

donde falta trabajo, pues

suggestions could be stated.

poner

especificar

Then, within unknown zones,

recomendaciones. Y en zonas

back then these were around 60

que no se conocen, que fue en

or 70% and what we reflected

ese momento 60 o 70%, que fue

on the plot plan, we had to

lo que nosotros reflejamos en el

change

plano, tuvimos que cambiar

people could work. With that

la zonificación hasta que la

in mind, we went to the people

gente

and told them: “If you want

y

trabaje.

Con

esa

is

lack

the

of

zoning

until

intención, nosotros fuimos a la

sanitation,

gente y les dijimos: “para que

electricity service, a road plan,

ustedes

un

first you need to deal with risk.

saneamiento, tengan agua, luz,

If you don't improve your

y se pueda hacer un plan vial

conditions, we won’t be able

acá se necesita que primero

to do so, nor the estate will be

trabajen con el riesgo. Si

able to provide what you

ustedes

puedan

tener

water

work,

and

no

mejoran

sus

need. You mist work. You

condiciones,

nosotros

no

must vacate the safe zones.”

vamos a poder, ni el estado va

(own translation)

a poder darles lo que ustedes
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necesitan.

Tienen

que

trabajar. Tienen que liberar
las zonas seguras”. (employee
of Gerencia Desarollo Urbano,
02/07/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

On an overall level, interviewees’ responses concern the nature of relations and
compromises outside the neighborhood organizations. It is an asymmetrical relation
that subordinates a universal right of an adequate standard of living for health and
well-being57 to the practitioners' economic possibilities and the ability to perform
work.

5.2.7 Spatial planning, issues and challenges
The formal land classification of La Nueva Rinconada de Pamplona Alta is still
agricultural. However, having been invaded more than twenty years ago, it turned
into a residential area on praxis. Usually, when a property owner wants to use their
land in a way that is not currently permitted by the zoning regulations, the owner
must request to rezone the property. In Lima, a rezoning process must be approved
by the Metropolitan Planning Institute - Instituto Metropolitano de Planificación
(IMP). Unfortunately, many of the invaders are not formal owners, making such a
change challenging because they cannot submit direct requests.
In 2007, the Metropolitan Municipality of Lima agreed with SJM's
municipality, and IMP declared La Nueva Rinconada a Special Regulatory Zone Zona de Reglamentación Especial (ZRE) by Ordinance n. 1084 MML (see Figure
17). Through this act, they created a “special area”, placed over the existing base
zone, which identifies actions in addition to those in the underlying agricultural
base zone. These actions concern the drafting of environmental, physical hazards
and physical-legal property sanitation studies, the redefinition of comprehensive
planning that defines urban uses —productive and non-productive—, the location
of municipal facilities with the marked layout of local and metropolitan roads,
among others (ORDENANZA-N-1084-zonificacion.pdf, 2007). The new
regulation had the aim to guide urban consolidation and legalization of the
possession within La Nueva Rinconada.

57

Article 25 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights reports: “Everyone has the right to
a standard of living adequate for the health and well-being of himself and of his family, including
food, clothing, housing and medical care and necessary social services, and the right to security in
the event of unemployment, sickness, disability, widowhood, old age or other lack of livelihood in
circumstances beyond his control”
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Figure 17: SJM Zoning Map. Special Regulatory Zone in dark gray (source: San Juan de Miraflores)

Eight years later, the last mayor of SJM Adolfo Ocampo Vargas formed a
special commission to evaluate and manage the viability of changing zoning once
again and, this time, in a formal residential zone. Even if a decent consolidation
degree of the valley’s lower part had been achieved for the record, the problems
remained on the upper and steepest part. Indeed, rezoning proceedings have not yet
been completed today. According to IMP, in order to be able to make the change of
land use, at least 70% of the territory has to reach a reasonable environmental risk.
As seen in the previous paragraph, achieving this situation is not an easy task in
terms of money, work, and time:
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“lo que ocurre es lo siguiente; es

“What happens is the following:

que casi toda la población de la

most of La Nueva Rinconada’s

Nueva

las

population, from the slopes on

laderas que están en la parte

the lower parts, most of them

baja, ya casi todos se han

are very much consolidated,

consolidado,

vías,

with roads, lit stairs; so, we

escaleras luz entonces ahí ya

should practically consider it an

prácticamente

que

urban area. What happens

como

then? The change on land use

zona urbana. ¿Pero qué ocurre?

hasn’t happened yet. That

Ocurre que todavía no se da

change is determined by the

el cambio de uso del suelo. Y

Instituto Metropolitano de

ese cambio de uso lo tiene que

Planificación

determinar

Instituto

belongs to Lima’s regional

de

government. So they, through

Planificación, que es el IMP,

evaluators who come and visit

que forma parte del gobierno

the

regional de Lima. Entonces

prepared, are little by little

ellos,

creating the technical reports

Rinconada,

de

tienen

considerarla

tenemos
nosotros

el

Metropolitano

a

través

de

los

(IMP)

settlements

already

evaluadores que vienen a ver los

and

pueblos

ya

there’s a medium risk level.

preparados, están poco a poco

Their aim is that at least 70%

haciendo los informes técnicos y

of La Nueva Rinconada’s

determinando nivel de riesgo

population

medio. Están tratando de que

medium risk levels. With this

por lo menos un 70 % de la

70% they are demanding, a

población

change in zoning could be

que

de

están

la

Nueva

Rinconada esté con un nivel

determining

which

lives

whether

within

achieved.” (own translation)

de riesgo medio. Con ese 70%
que ellos están exigiendo, ya
se puede lograr el cambio de
zonificación.

Detecting the exact percentage of the population still in high-risk areas is a task
various institutions are working on. The first problem is the discretionary nature of
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the request for environmental risk assessment, which leads to a lack of complete
data on the area. The second problem has to do with the fragmentation of
intervention. In addition to the authorities responsible at the municipal level, there
is the PREDES intervention —which also regards the scheduling of settlements and
populations in high environmental risk areas. Then, there is the TECHO project
called Relevamiento Asentamientos Populares to identify, characterize, and to
georeference popular urbanization in SJM. The site's location and characteristics,
its access to basic infrastructure services, land tenure, evictions, physical and social
risks were identified in 2018, and data have been shared with local authorities
(TECHO - Perú et al., 2018).

5.3 The provision of basic infrastructure services
In El Trébol, stairs, street pipes, electrical connections, and services
components (such as the organization's premises, kindergarten, sports slabs) and
other basic infrastructure services have their own progressive dynamic. In time,
they have been adapted to support the main activities of the settlers in the
neighborhood and the authorities and allies' requests that appeared in time, as we
shall see below. What follows is an approximate timeline of the El Trébol
infrastructure development over more than 15 years (see Figure 18).

Figure 18: Progressive urbanization in El Trebol 2000-2016 (Resource: personal fieldnotes)
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Infrastructure can progressivity cover various stages depending on the
resources of the same organization, the physical and environmental character of the
area, and the legal aspects concerning the land possession that compose the
urbanization. However, it is relevant to report a difference in the degree of
consolidation, usually also in the same administrative space of neighborhood
organization.
For example, El Trébol consists of three different sectors: the central core,
which is the oldest and most consolidated erected from 2000; the Remanente —
literally what is leftover— on the right side of the Valley started in 2012. Lastly,
what is known as Expansion parcelled out in 2010. It is the most precarious sector
physically separated by the other two due to another administrative space that
belongs to another neighborhood organization: Los Alamos; split from the original
administrative unit in 2013 due to internal political conflicts. It spread on top along
the hill's left-hand side until it touches the famous Wall of Shame - Muro de la
Verguenza separating one of Lima’s most exclusive gated communities in Lima:
The Casuarinas part of the municipality of Santiago de Surco.
The three sectors give rise to clear differences in the consolidation of streets
and stairs as well as a different strategy for electrification and water provision
mainly because they are physically and normatively differentiated internally.
As described in Subsection 2.3.2, the relationship with a multiplicity of outside
organizations, both governed by public law or private, has been instrumental in
basic infrastructure services provision. Substantially, a single system such as
electricity supply can involve four different kinds of organizations: public sector district, metropolitan or national-, pro-profit private sector, non-profit private sector
(NGOs), and neighborhood organizations (or others) which compose the
beneficiaries or customers themselves.
In the formal process of land development called Habilitacion Urbana, the
unavailable land is designed to accommodate public services, tracks, paths, and
road infrastructure, water, drainage and sewerage networks, and public lighting.
According to the national building regulations, residential development -even the
progressive development- must comply with facilities' contributions in enabled
lands. They depend on the zoning regime and district urban plans. The minimum
contributions should reach 8% of the utilities in public leisure; 2% with public
parks, and another 2% in educational facilities, besides electrification, running
water, and sewerage systems. Otherwise, when minimum standards are not reached,
a recovery in money is accepted for the following specific purposes: public leisure,
education, zone parks. According to the National Building Code of Peru, after ten
years of substandard situation, the local district must take charge of the missing
facilities provision (Reglamento Nacional de Edificaciones, 2006).
However, support for neighborhood organizations in the third stage of popular
urbanizations is never for free or guaranteed because there is a discrepancy between
formal zoning and soil uses, as shown in Section 5.2.7. Furthermore, locally
available resources do not match the growing demand of the local population in
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terms of political awareness, legal obstructions, and financial straits, which can
severely limit the operational capabilities of the local districts.
For instance, in SJM district, the Participatory budgeting -Presupuesto
Participativo- imply an ex-ante exclusion of all the sector of La Nueva Rinconada.
Participatory budgeting is a prize competition for the urban upgrade of a district
area through project proposals from below. In the LA, participatory budgeting
experiences illustrate a scenario of legitimate forms of interaction between a
governing system and relevant groups of citizens (Holdo, 2019). However, local
participants and the project proposal must be located in already formalize and
urbanized areas as a condition for the selection, as has been mentioned by one of
the Urban Development Department employees of SJM:
“I: [los] proyectos participativos

“I:

tienen

revolve around San Juan de

que

ver

con

la

Participative

projects

participación de la sociedad de

Miraflores’

San Juan de Miraflores en un

participation in a contest in

concurso,

la

which the population submits

población presenta distintas

various projects and some are

obras,

approved.

en
y

el

se

que

aprueban

society’s

algunas.

0: what about projects being

0:¿y en el caso de obras que

implemented

presentan en asentamientos

district’s human settlements?

humanos en el distrito?

I: That’s a different thing

I: Ahí es distinto, porque esas

because those projects, within

obras, las de los asentamientos

the human settlements, when

humanos, cuando no cuentan

these do not have an urban

con una habilitación urbana,

development act, they don't

no tienen ese carácter. Y

have that nature. So, the

entonces la mayoría de las

majority of the projects occur

obras son dentro de un sector

within an urban sector: I

urbano: ósea un parque, un

mean, a park, an enhancement,

mejoramiento, una creación, las

a

pistas o las veredas.” (employee

sidewalks” (own translation)

creation,

within

the

the

roads

or

of Gerencia Desarollo Urbano,
02/07/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)
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Therefore, in popular urbanizations without a proper Habilitacion Urbana,
there are differences in how those systems are produced and regulated in terms of
material conditions, socio-political relations with the state, and other organizations.
Conventionally, the implementation of most basic infrastructure services si still
obtained through negotiations between a neighborhood organization, respective
agencies of Lima's metropolitan administration, local districts, and public service
companies. However, in La Nueva Rinconada, those organizations' negotiation is
ambivalent, marked by public recognition and disrepute. Furthermore, development
partnerships based on equal power positions and responsibilities between actors are
far from sufficient. That is why neighborhood organizations adopt inner collective
labor practices to sustain themselves: the Faena Comunal, as shown in the next
chapter.

5.3.1 Road Infrastructure
Road infrastructure system consists of the installation of fixed assets, including
surface roads and stairways. Detected options to improve the road infrastructure in
La Nueva Rinconada are three. The first concerns public agencies involved in the
construction and improvement of roads and pathways, which belong to the district
administration and Lima's metropolitan government. The most active in this respect
is undoubtedly the Empresa Municipal Administradora de Peajes de Lima,
EMAPE. It is an agency of the Metropolitan Municipality of Lima created in 1986
to manage the urban toll roads and the development and maintenance of the urban
transport infrastructure in the area. As Meza (2009) has claimed, the constructive
culture in popular urbanization continues to produce and transform, in a significant
way, the built environment; nonetheless, usually without achieving the standards
required in more consolidated sectors. The stairs have perishable handrails (when
they have them), and the smooth concrete makes them slippery and dangerous; the
roads have no floors and are dusty in the summer and covered in mud in winter.
Their size and shape are usually built to consume the least possible space in order
to avoid affecting occupied plots and private spaces. That way, within EMAPE, the
Program Solidarity —Programa Solidaridad— provides necessary facilities and
installations in popular urbanization such as stairs, solidarity houses, concrete walls,
among other services, throughout the metropolitan area to respect construction
standards. The unmistakable style adopted with the previous Mayor, Óscar Luis
Castañeda Lossio, makes these yellow infrastructures recognizable everywhere in
popular urbanizations (see Figure 19).
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Figure 19: EMAPE regular stairway (source: photo repertoire)

EMAPE approach does not directly involve neighborhood organization
practitioners. However, collective labor practices are used to enable selected areas
and maintain the main communication routes so that EMAPE definitive stairways
and football fields can be easily built. Collective labor practices are then
instrumental in facilitating other institutional practices. As one solidarity program
employee reported:
“a veces necesitamos algunas

“Sometimes we need to be

facilidades que nos puedan

granted a couple facilities

dar, ya sea por seguridad, ya

whether it is for safety, to bring

sea

materials.

porque

ingresar

necesitamos

materiales,

y

de

[…]

Settlers

participate; they know they are
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repente necesitamos habilitar

the workforce we use. They

un camino para que puedan

participate in that way. We also

ingresar los materiales. […] Los

include them whenever we are

pobladores participan en el

elaborating projects so that we

tema, que ellos son la mano

don’t contradict them, to keep

de obra que utilizamos. Ahí de

their

esa

translation)

forma

participan.

participamos

Los

customs.”

(own

también

cuando estamos elaborando
el proyecto para no entrar en
contradicción con ellos, para
mantener sus costumbres.”
(employee

of

EMAPE,

31/07/2018, Lima)

In this case, the collective labor practices are programmed just in the program's
implementation phase while other decisions such as the planning phase, the number,
location, and acceptance are usually taken in other fora and remain strictly guided
by technical issues and subject to legal restrictions. Apparently, neighborhood
organizations accomplish an unnecessary formality making requests to EMAPE
because the institution's operating procedures do not take these requests into
account. As the same employee stated:
“Existe lo que es el pedido de

“There is what is called the

la

en

population’s request, but it

realidad el pedido de la

really isn’t, it is just a formalism,

población es un formalismo,

it has nothing to do with the

no tiene nada que ver con la

decision

being

decisión que se toma. La

decision

has

decisión ya está tomada, ya

made, more or less defined. So,

está más o menos definida,

why, in theory, there is an

¿pero por qué en teoría da la

impression that it is done by

impresión de que es a pedido de

people’s request? Because we

la

Porque

need the population to embrace

esta

the project. If they don’t, we

población acepte el proyecto.

could face challenges while

población,

pero

población?

necesitamos

que

made.
already

The
been
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Porque si ellos no lo aceptan,

implemented. They believe it is

podríamos

upon their request, but it is not.”

tener

inconvenientes en su desarrollo.

(own translation)

Ellos piensan que es por su
pedido, pero no es por su
pedido.” (employee of EMAPE,
31/07/2018, Lima)

Once again, just the neighborhood organizations which are in the process of
formalization directed by COFOPRI have the chance to receive this kind of
infrastructure improvement. This excluded occupying areas with private
ownerships and no mitigable environmental risk zones. Without public support
providing a secure footpath and staircase in unsafe or private property areas such
as in the case of El Trébol is a challenging and labor-intensive activity.
Therefore, the second option revolves around the direct and intense recurse of
collective labor practices. The chairwoman of the Legal Physical Sanitation
Commission of the Nueva Rinconada narrated about road construction works in one
of the first settlements in the area, letting the emotion of the moment shine through:
“Estas vías las trabajamos

“We all worked making these

todos hasta allá, en faenas,

roads up to there, through

desde la seis de la mañana

tasks (faenas), from six in the

hasta las diez trabajamos y

morning up to ten we worked

como éramos tantos entonces

and since we were so many, we

por grupo asignábamos los

assigned tasks by groups and

trabajos y esa carretera se hizo

that road was created with

con apoyo de todos [...] Era roca

everybody’s support [...] That

toda esta cumbre, todo era

peak was pure pure rock so

roca, entonces que hicimos, nos

what did we do? We organized

organizamos

ourselves to finish a hectare per

manzanas

por

al

terminar
grupos,

le

group,

we

would

debamos un metraje y ellos

measurements

podían terminar en un día,

could finish in one, two, or

dos días o tres días…. y lo

three days...and they did. We

terminaban. Les debamos por

would assign three meters, let’s

decir tres metros y ellos tenían

say, and they had to break

que picar y habilitar y le

through stone and prepare,so

debamos las medidas y todo [...]

we

gave

and

assign

them

they

the
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En un comienzo nadie nos

measurements and everything

quería apoyar, nosotros solos

[...] At the beginning, nobody

a pico y lampa y por esto es

wanted to support us, we were

que cuando yo hablo de este

by ourselves with peaks and

tema

mucho

shovels. That is why when I

mucho

speak about this I feel moved;

da

I get emotional because we

verdaderamente porque hemos

have really worked hard to

luchado

poder

open up this road [...] Not now,

aperturar la vía [..] Ahora no,

there´s roads already, but

ahora hay carreteras, pero

made by the very people. The

echa por la misma población.

government

Acá no ha venido el estado o

here,

la gestión municipal para

management

brindar

y

machinery or road openings,

aperturar las vías, lo que han

what they have done is offer

hecho es apoyar para alinear

support to align the roads, but

las vías, pero son vías que ya la

we had already inaugurated

habíamos

them

me

da

sentimiento,
sentimiento
duro

nosotros.”
Comisión
Físico

me
para

maquinarias

aperturado
(chair
de

Legal

of

the

or

didn't
the

come

municipal
to

ourselves.”

offer

(own

translation)

Saneamiento
de la Nueva

Rinconada, 22/04/2018 San
juan de Miraflores)

The third option to improved accessibility in the area concerns the third-sector
support in the settlement’s development supported by private firms' corporate social
responsibility areas. As an illustration, I will report the staircase construction in
which I was involved (see Figure 20 and Appendix D: Field report, 04/03/2018, vol
I, p.115). It was one of the three tasks concerning road infrastructure improvements
planned for the day. The project started in March 2017 to respond to the
requirements made by Luz del Sur —the energy providers— to get the ultimate
power grid in the sector called Rimanente. Results revealed that compelling
planning also depended on the appearance of another actor. A Catholic association
called Solidaridad en Marcha aided El Trebol through its Volunteering for
Community Development program. It regards a form of aid self-help that involve
foreign volunteers for the labor ranks. Solidaridad en Marcha is a Catholic
association based in SJM that belongs to the Christian Life Movement (CLM). It
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has been active since La Nueva Rinconada origins, and for EL Trebol's
organization, they provided support by 40 young people from the Catholic school
in Bismarck, North Dakota, USA, where they built a sports facility in 2016 (Familia
Solidarité Noticias, 2016a, 2016b). The different NGOs do not collaborate with one
other. Each organization or each group has its own projects and its way of doing
things in collaboration with the neighborhood organization. Indeed, TECHO did
not know of this last collaboration despite his active presence.

Figure 20: Stairway construction area - El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

Considering the position of the access routes on the Basic Plot Plan called Plan
Visado or, technically, Plano simple de Ubicación de lotes, practitioners tracked
and laid the groundwork with white chalk powder, bobbins of nylon thread, stone
plumb bob, and a metric fiber tape. The Basic Plot Plan appears as a normative
plan. However, on that occasion, it was used just as an approximative reference.
Indeed, tracks have been readapted to the limits of pre-existing individual plots,
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hoping for a not closer inspection and supervision by Luz del Sur, the electricity
provider. The reason was simple; they preferred to readapt the plan on practice
rather than questioning the limits of pre-assigned “private” land parcels that would
lead to the opening of a dispute.
Neighborhood organization central board planned an additional Faena
Comunal at the end of March to dig out and to prepare the ground for the
forthcoming staircase construction phase (see Appendix D: Field report,
25/03/2018, vol 2, p.18). On that occasion, practitioners cleared and layered the
groundwork, built formworks, made concrete and moved it to higher ground,
poured it, and finished a stair section with afloat. Three broader tasks were
displayed to lay the groundwork for the construction phase and the prompt arrival
of the Solidaridad en Marcha volunteers.
First, all the practitioners collected wooden planks for formwork at the base of
the groundwork. It has been a considerable effort because the warehouse -a little
blue shelter- was not easy to reach walking due to the lack of proper paths and
because it was located in the higher ground on the other side of the hill, in the
Expansion sector. Furthermore, wooden planks were in awful condition, with
fouling layers, insects’ nests, and rusty nails popping up.
Second, it was necessary to remove two private bulky water tanks anchored to
the ground and relocate them out of the planned stairway path, whereas another was
brought to the concrete production site loaded on a practitioner's shoulders to have
a durable water reserve during the concrete production process.
Third, practitioners used the water remained in tanks to wet the ground,
preparing sub-base for stairs, making the leveling process easy through picks and
shovels. In this step, I assisted in removing a massive rock nested in the middle of
the groundwork (see Figure 21). It has been a collective effort through individual
micro and improvised attempts to smash the rock or pick it up and roll it away under
a building expert's supervision. Then a unified strategy promoted by one of the
central board members allowed them to remove the hurdle. The work succeeded in
using long steel posts as a physical lever. The leader sentences were iconic in this
regard. He said: “Give me a lever long enough and a fulcrum on which to place it,
and I shall move the world” to paraphrase Archimedes.
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Figure 21: the removal task of a massive rock which was located in the stairway project area of El
Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

Concrete stairs also require temporary formwork and the necessary supports
(see Figure 22). The last stop of the day concerned the proper formwork assemblage
in the basement. On the first weekend of April, I followed up on this last stage,
coming back from a couple of interviews (see Appendix D: Field report,
08/04/2018, vol 2, p.46). One-quarter of the stairway was already running through
Solidaridad en Marcha's intervention, but the work would necessarily need to
advance without them because the ready-made construction material could not be
left out in the open space for a long time. Indeed, fine sand, gravel, and cement bags
were mixed with shovels in a flat area near the base of the staircase while nails and
screws, with wooden boards to support the formwork, were left at the edge of the
staircase.
On that occasion, I realized that neither a physical project on paper nor
estimates was made to identify the amount of material needed to complement the
project before the building phase. Talking with the public works secretary, he
started giggling by repeating the sentence “out of sight, out of mind” in Spanish. It
means that both practitioners and the supervisor had no clear idea of the total
construction cost and preferred not to have it to avoid dissatisfaction regarding the
actual costs.
Based on an initial approximation and the Basic Plot Plan measures, central
board got 4.5 m3 of concrete -150 bags on the market for the 20 PEN each-, 10 m3
of gravel -550 PEN-, 5 m3 of sand -250 PEN- and 2.5 m3 of water -120 PEN- to
finish 38 meters staircase with a width of 130 cm. The practitioner collected rocks
in the surrounding area and used them to fill the steps before casting to minimize
the use of concrete as much as possible and to build a sturdy sub-base. I do not think
I am going very far from reality by saying that at least 50% of the material used was
pure rock. Thus, this staircase project's final expenditure might have reached 2235
PEN, approximately 678 USD, obviously without counting the workforce.
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Figure 22: Stairway construction phase - El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

5.3.2 Leisure facilities
The so-called Local Comunal is the organization’s premises. It is a facility,
flexible in the use with which neighborhood organizations equip themselves and on
which a large part of the organization's life depends. This type of building is one of
the most important investments made in popular urbanizations.
El Trébol has gotten two of these spaces. The oldest one is now called the Viejo
local. It measures 146 square meters arranged on a single level and made up of
wooden panels and veneers for the roof full of work tools and documents
accumulated by the association. The second is a new space. It is made up of bricks
and a reinforced concrete structure with a base of 350 square meters. The main level
was built progressively from 2011 to 2017, although the work remains incomplete
today. It began like many other constructions without a complete project or design,
just by using the skills and practical experience of professional masons and
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construction masters who lived in the settlement. In 2012 they began to collaborate
with young architects at the time member of a group of students and now founder
of MincaArc studio, which offered their expertise to design the venue. One
Architect described his first meeting with the organization as follows:
“Y da la casualidad de que un

“It so happened that one day

día […] comienzo a ver qué

[…] I see that there´s work being

están haciendo unas obras en el

done at El Trébol, I come by and

trébol, me acerco a preguntar

ask what they were doing and

qué estaban haciendo y es ahí

that’s when the connection with

donde empieza la conexión con

El

el trébol, con la dirigencia de

management and its people. So,

trébol y con la población.

right there they shared their

Entonces ahí también me dan

needs with me, things they

sus

les

were missing because they were

estaban

working without a plot plan or

haciendo una obra sin planos,

anything. They commented

sin nada. Me comentaron que

that they needed plot plans to

necesitaban

para

move on with the projects.

seguir avanzando la obra. Es

That was when I intervened

ahí donde yo intervengo con

with my colleagues and we

mis colegas y comenzamos

started working with them at El

también un trabajo con ellos en

Trébol.” (own translation)

necesidades,

faltaban

el

que

porque

trébol.”

planos

(member

Trébol

began,

its

of

MincaArq, 02/07/2018, Lima).

What was subsequently called el Nuevo Local Comunal does not have this title
in the formal documents. Instead, the use of soil reported in the Basic Plot Plan
formally foresaw an event hall and sports facilities area. Indeed, the area was
formally and officially assigned to public use precisely as a recreation and leisure
space. Architects came up with an alternative solution to avoid significant
deviations from what was initially planned. They projected a sports slab above the
premises to maintain recreational use.
With the draft in their hands, neighborhood organizations struggled in raising
the necessary funds and materials to go forward with projects.
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As opposed to the staircase, founds of this magnitude can be achieved by selfappraisal to a limited extent. For most, they depend on external support and
opportunities from which neighborhood organizations pragmatically try to gain
practical benefit. The lack of funding already available to carry out the Local
Comunal was one of the factors that most delayed the fulfillment of the works, as
the architect told us:
“Lo que demoraba un poco más

“What took a little bit longer

era el tema del financiamiento,

was financing because it was a

porque era un poco más difícil

little bit harder to get the

conseguir los materiales. [...] los

materials […] the materials

materiales, ellos mismos los

they found those themselves.

gestionan. En ese aspecto

On that matter, we didn't

nosotros

intervenimos

intervene much because it was

muchos porque era un tema de

a board’s management thing to

gestión de la directiva de recibir

sometimes receive donations

a

from

no

veces

algunas

donaciones,
ONGs,

donaciones

o

de

recibir

NGOs

or

receive

donations even from some

incluso

de

alcaldes

o

aspiring to be mayors, who

aspirantes a alcaldes, que

promised some materials: So

prometían

very

algunos

materiales,

con
¡y

algunos
bienvenido

mayors

and

candidates

welcome!”

(own

translation)

sean!” (member of MincaArq,
02/07/2018, Lima).

Part of the material for realizing the new organization's premises was covered
with a donation of 200 bags of cement delivered by a mayor candidate 58in exchange
for electoral support in SJM's last communal election (see Figure 23). He delivered
the material to the neighborhood organization, and finally, they were able to make
the ground floor and the roof of the new building. The same happened once again
during my fieldwork timeline when a mayor candidate of the following electoral
competition appears. He offered to finance the sports slab with a large tensile
structure already projected by MincaArc architects at the second level of the
organization's premises (see Appendix D: Field report 07-04-2018, vol.II, p. 45).

58

Wilfredo Alayo, former official of the municipality of San Juan de Miraflores who held the
position of Urban Development Department director, in 2014 was a candidate for mayor of San Juan
de Miraflores with the Fujimori party.
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These acts constitute crimes, which are typified in Articles 393, 394, 395 and
397 of the Peruvian Criminal Code. Nevertheless, it is corruption only if a civil
servant or public servant acts. If not, this form of politician trading one favor for
another -in which the politician would personally benefit- is not corruption but
“logrolling” – a rather common exercise in Peruvian politics.

Figure 23: Plaque commemorating the opening of the new organization’s premises. On
the same plaque there are the names of the central board and those of the godfather who
financed the construction (source: photo repertoire)

From what was intended, agreements resulted from face-to-face commitments
with the board members and signed by the candidate on paper. It is a valuable
strategy because a signed document can be used as a lever in case of electoral
victory. Astonishing, in both cases, nobody talked about candidates ‘programs or
their political affiliations. The relationship between politics and civil society in
these neighborhood organizations apparently has a pragmatic and contractual
nature.
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This pragmatism can also be found in the relationship between neighborhood
organizations and third sector organizations. As some interviewees have shown,
usually, stakeholders try to take advantage of neighborhood organizations' skills
and assets to reach their specific goals. Recalling his early work experiences, the
architect founder of the MincaArq firms stated how collective labor practices in
popular urbanizations have been vital for his professional growth. He firmly said:
“desde un comienzo yo lo vi

“From the beginning, I saw it as

como una oportunidad de

a growth opportunity, for the

crecer, tanto por la población,

population itself since people

porque la población siempre ha

have always needed a place to

tenido esas necesidades de

live and thrive. […] so, seeing

tener un lugar donde vivir,

them, and us as architects or

donde surgir. […] entonces

architecture students, it was

viendo a ellos, nosotros también

very motivating because we see

como

de

people trying to progress so we

arquitectura o arquitectos, eso

also see an opportunity where

también

muy

we can start our careers. It is

motivador, porque vemos que la

like an empty canvas. […]I

población quiere progresar y

would define it like that, a

nosotros también vemos una

human settlement for me is

oportunidad

poder

like an empty canvas, thinking

carrera.

as an architect or a town

Porque es como un lienzo en

planner. Then we took the

banco. […] yo lo definiría así, un

chance is this work dynamic,

asentamiento humano para

making

mi es como un lienzo blanco,

technical,

como

architectural side they were

estudiantes
es

comenzar

algo

donde
una

arquitecto

urbanista.

o

como

Entonces

the

design

more

offering

the

missing” (own translation)

aprovechamos la forma de
trabajo, tecnificando la parte
proyectual,

la

parte

arquitectónica que le faltaba a
ellos” (member of MincaArq,
02/07/2018, Lima).
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This interview excerpt makes the professional's intentions very clear. His
intentions materialized during a meeting with members of the El Trebol
neighborhood organization. There MincaArch collective came to present the second
level project of the organization's premises they built and, at the same time, tried to
take advantage of the trust gained over the years to sell other technical skills for a
fee (see Appendix D: Field report, 07-04-2018, page 45, vol.II). Stakeholders are
well-prepared to service the low-income market exploring profit-making
opportunities and existing assets in popular urbanizations (Baker & McClain,
2009).
Contrary to what happened with Solidariedadad en Marcha the relationship
between the TECHO and neighborhood organizations is, most of the time,
contractual rather than passive charity. Like its international counterpart TECHO
Peru works within four areas of emergency needs with the idea to eradicate urban
“poverty” (Techo.org, 2018):
1. Education. It constructs or rehabilitates schools, training centers,
libraries, playgrounds, and kindergarten.
2. Recreation and Leisure. It constructs or rehabilitates cultural centers,
sports facilities, playgrounds, viewpoints and public squares,
3. Local-level market development. It constructs or rehabilitates storages,
dining, corrals, barns, and markets.
4. Public Spaces. It constructs, rehabilitates, or installs public lighting and
electrical connections, pedestrian access, channeling clean water, small
water and sanitation works.
They shake off their aid-based approaches to foster responsibility on the part of
central board members. They set up permanent Sector-Based Committees – Mesas
de Trabajos to identify the neighborhood organization's main problems. SectorBased Committees in which TECHO Community Teams and neighborhood
organizations central board of directors participate. The relationship emerges in an
interview with a TECHO coordinator volunteer in El Trebol at the time. She said:
“Yo más o menos ahí llegué y

“I more and less got there and

dije

mis

said ‘these are my terms and

condiciones para trabajar

conditions to work with you’.

contigo’ Tal cual. Para sacar

Just as it is. To bring projects

proyectos

forward,

‘estas

necesito

son

en
tu

delante,

I

need

your

compromiso,

commitment, I need this and

necesito esto y esto de ti, y yo te

that from you and I promise this

prometo estas cosas. Ósea, fui

and this. I mean, I was super

súper clara y directa. Y sino le

clear and direct. If they were
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interesaba, yo también le decía

not interested, I thought ‘well,

‘si no estamos alineados, yo

if we are not on the same

agarro mi equipo y mis

page, I’ll take my crew, my

oportunidades y me voy,

opportunities

porque hay más comunidades

because

que

communities that might need

pueden

(employee

necesitarme’.”
of

TECHO,

and

there

leave

are

more

me’” (own translation)

12/06/2018, Lince)

Then, apart from the agreements with the neighborhood organizations and
board members, NGOs form partnerships with national and international firms
working through their corporate social responsibility sectors. Collective labor
practices usually involve NGOs supported by private firms through supplies and
labor. In the specific case of TECHO, they settled future activities through external
agreements and plans called Community Activity Plans -called Matriz Operativa
Comunitarias in Spanish essential to raise the revenue necessary to finance the
planned measures.
“Otra de las articulaciones que

Another

tenemos y, que son de las

coordinations we have, and one

principales también, son las

of the main as well, is with

empresas.

companies.

De

hecho,

las

one

of

the

Actually,

empresas, nosotros articulamos

coordinate

con ellas, sobre todo con sus

especially within their social

áreas

responsibility departments,

de

responsabilidad

social, para poder

lograr

financiamiento

so

that

with

we

we

companies,

can

receive

e

financing and involvement

la

throughout a program or

algún

project implementation [...] If

programa o proyecto [...]

you don’t have a clear action

Entonces si no tienes un plan de

plan focused on results, focused

acción

on

involucramiento
implementación

claro,

en
de

enfocado

a

generating

impact,

resultados, enfocado a generar

targeting a deadline, it is

impacto, enfocado en un lapso

unlikely you’ll find allies, as

de tiempo, es poco probable que

from Techo” (own translation)

consigas aliados, de parte de
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Techo” (employee of TECHO,
13/06/2018, Lince)

Even TECHO has its allies. Therefore, the community team that goes in a
barriada, goes with that portfolio of allies, and two things could happen. First, a
neighborhood organization already has its own Action Plan, and TECHO teams
look for how to develop through a project submitted to a private company. Second,
a private company comes with a proposal and asks TECHO to find the best place
to develop it with a neighborhood organization.
This last case also concerned the game park project I have been working on.
The logic behind the interventions was also clear within the neighborhood
organization, as explained by a member of El Trébol:
“Sí, ese tipo de trabajos se hacen

“Yes, this type of jobs happens

porque vienen los jóvenes

because

comprometiendo a empresas

engaging the private sector

privadas

estas

so that it invests and makes

inviertan y hagan algunos

some projects within Human

trabajos en Asentamientos

Settlements

Humanos como los nuestros.

sometimes there are contests

Entonces, a veces vamos a

amongst

concursar

diferentes

Settlements, doing our job right,

Humanos

submitting

para

que

entre

Asentamientos

the

youth

like

ours.

different
our

come

So,

Human
proposals,

haciendo bien nuestro trabajo,

saying what we want and what

nuestras

for; all of that makes it into

propuestas,

qué

queremos y para qué queremos

the

mejorar, todo esto entra a

and they support us through

evaluación por parte de la

an economic stimulus to the

empresa y nos apoyan con un

betterment of that little park

estímulo

there,

mejorar,

económico
por

ejemplo,

para
ese

company’s

for

evaluation

example.”

(own

translation)

parquecito.” (member of EL
Trebol, 18/03/2018, San Juan
de Miraflores)

According to the interview, the project proposal was implemented with the
neighborhood organization only after an internal selection phase reflecting a
competitive logic. Among the selection criteria, the donor's potential return of
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image is of great importance for TECHO (see Appendix D: Field report,
02/02/2018, vol.I, p. 58).
As reported by a volunteer from TECHO in the middle of November 2017, the
Mondelez Peru S.A. company decided to invest in La Nueva Rinconada's facilities.
TECHO's proposal was a playground in the area, and after the evaluation phase, the
project was assigned to El Trébol. However, it was not adequately concerted with
the neighborhood organization due to strict implementation deadlines. It seemed
the type of games installed that were not the most suitable for children and the
material bought that was not the most suitable for the area's climate and it was
quickly ruined. Reaching January, the site was wholly neglected.
When TECHO become aware of the failure of the previous implementation
phase, it decided to propose another solution for the area. Another project was
submitted and accepted by the neighborhood organization. New funds come
through a competitive fund of TECHO called Fontecho, as well as through the area
of Social Responsibility of San Ignacio de Loyola university – USIL (see Figure
24). Students of the Institute of Entrepreneurs won the grant of the First Social
Responsibility Competition called “Acciones que inspiran” for the use of recycled
material in social projects, which resulted incompatible with the neighborhood
organization approved design (USIL, 2018). According to the interviewee,
additional smaller funding would then be needed to complete the work, including
through the direct participation of the neighborhood organization of EL Trebol.

Figure 24: USIL corporate social responsibility project (source: photo repertoire)
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An opening collective labor practice was planned the Wednesday before my
fieldwork. During this first meeting, operative details were defined and the
Construction Secretary of El Trebol was put in charge to coordinate delivery
supplies and neighborhood participation.
Sunday morning, I met the group at the entrance of the old organization’s
premises. According to given instructions, practitioners brought bats, chisels, and
pickaxes to remove old equipment still present in the garden. Then, a couple of
stainless-steel wire mesh used to sift through the sandy soil and clean it of
impurities. They also brought a hundred empty two and three-liter plastic bottles to
be filled with sand and used then as building material under the plan. Finally, they
bought liquid painting used to whitewash the retaining wall, which served as a
playground boundary. About twenty USIL students joined the group after a couple
of hours to get on with the job, wearing specially printed T-shirts and getting
photographed with banners and program posters (see Appendix D: Field report,
11/03/2018, vol.I, p.130).
I met just a bunch of volunteers again weeks later during a small Faena,
disoriented and without proper tools. They were aiming to fill the bottles with sand
by hand and arrange them to form the edge of small future flowerbeds. After a
couple of other meetings, the entire project was abandoned. The delays in the
construction of the playground allowed an organization member with an adjacent
property to use the space as a material storage area because of a renovation of its
house (see Appendix D: Field report, 29-04-2018, vol.II, p. 86).
During the last field visit, I got the opportunity to see the park completed. In
2019 another NGO took charge of installing the playground games, and TECHO
completed it with some facilities such as a wooden shade gazebo and fencing (see
Figure 25).
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Figure 25: Playground – El Trebol 2020 (source: photo repertoire)

5.3.3 Power grid and electricity
Despite the massive privatization of utilities in the 90 to facilitate basic
infrastructure service supply in popular urbanizations, the water supply and the
electrification system are still provisional and carried out by the neighbors' effort
through collective projects and tasks in most of la Nueva Rinconada. As regards the
situation concerns definitive water supply: 91% of neighborhood organizations do
neither have formal access to the public water supply nor sewerage network. They
are supplied by boreholes -1.45%, community pylons -13.77%, or tanker trucks 76.09% (TECHO - Perú et al., 2018).
The reason for this slowness lies in the fact that the Servicio de Agua Potable y
Alcantarillado de Lima -CEDAPAL does not want to proceed with the distribution
of the service until the presence of piggeries farms are eradicated. An operation that
is only possible through a change of land use and expropriation.
“Ahora

se

está

intentando

nuevamente, porque Sedapal
también

ha

expresado

su

negativa a instalar el agua y

“We are trying again because
Sedapal had already expressed
its denial for installing water
and drainage by using quite a
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desagüe, utilizando una frase

cruel phrase, isn’t it? It was ‘we

que es un poco cruel, no. Que es

are not going to provide

¡yo no voy a dar agua a

water

animales, voy a dar agua a

provide water for people!’

personas! ¿Qué quiere decir

What does that mean? While

esto?

haya

there’s pig farming within La

ganado porcino, chanchos

Nueva Rinconada, they will

ahí en la Nueva Rinconada,

not

no van a instalar agua y

drainage. So, we are trying to

desagüe. Entonces se está

convince the population so that

tratando

de

it combines, ask some of the

convencer a la población, para

animal owners to relocate the

que

animals somewhere else and

Que

mientras

nuevamente

combine,

exija

a

los

for

install

water

and

the

para que los reubiquen en otro

happen, from farming and

lugar, para que se pueda

agricultural to urban and

hacer

de

with that Sedapal can come

de

and do the work.” (own

cambio

zonificación,

agropecuario a urbano, y así

change

we

propietarios de estos animales,

el

zoning

animals,

can

translation)

como eso ya Seapal pueda
ingresar a hacer la obra.”
(employee of Subgerencia de
Defensa Civil, 03/06/2018, San
Juan de Miraflores)

Furthermore, there is the trickiest situation for electricity supply. In La Nueva
Rinconada, the situation can be described as follows: there is no formal connection
to the public electricity network in 4 out of 10 neighborhood organizations (TECHO
- Perú et al., 2018).
Electricity is sold by Luz del Sur59. Due to the progressive nature of popular
urbanizations, electricity supply to the final beneficiaries is carried out in three
ways: one “indirect” and two “direct”. The first can be named the pull of electricity
cable - el jalado de cable de luz. Through this practice, neighbors who have
provisional and/or definitive infrastructure in the same or another settlement sell
electricity to neighbors of other continuous settlements in the ´informal’ market.
According to the data, electricity costs around 1 PEN per kilowatt-hour - 0,33 USD
59

Lima is currently divided into two concessionary zones, the firm EDELNOR in the north and
Luz del Sur in the south. The tariffs of the two private companies are established by OSINERGMIN,
the independent regulator of the energy service.
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in the informal market. Thus, the monthly expenditure for households in a family
of 4 people is very high here, around 60 PEN -18 USD-, with the use of electrical
household appliances such as a refrigerator, and another 50 PEN -15 USD- to split
among users for the measurement service (see Appendix D: Field report,
11/03/2018, vol. I, p. 130).
The second, direct, is a kind of collective essential supplies of electricity. It is
more economical than the previous and is a "formal" procedure. It is known as
Dotación de suministro provisional and is provide five years of collective access to
an electric discharge point set up by the concessionary firm. The legislator
published in 1990 the Act DGE 001- P-4/1990 called Suministros Provisionales de
Energía Eléctrica en Sistemas de Distribución, which includes the requirements for
the granting of provisional supplies by the concessionaires of electricity distribution
companies. In this case, the provider collects the consumption fee collectively, but
according to interview data, each user's cost is reduced to less than half,
approximately 25 PEN - 8 USD per month per household.
The law that privatizes the sector also created the obligation of service
provision and facilitated provisional supply in popular urbanizations lacking formal
titles. However, the provider's responsibility has been very limited in this process.
The settlements who requested it were provided with macro-meters at the final point
of the existing grid. To carry out the infrastructure from the initial point into each
house and do the necessary maintenance, the users themselves should hire a
qualified engineer or a qualified company in the private sector charging all
expenses: from the project and the materials to the execution of the works on their
community. These procedures are set out in the Article 88 of the Electric
Concessions Law as follows: “Las instalaciones internas particulares de cada
suministro deberán iniciarse a partir del punto de entrega, corriendo por cuenta
del usuario el proyecto, la ejecución, operación y mantenimiento, así como
eventuales ampliaciones, renovaciones, reparaciones y/o reposiciones” (Ley de
Concesiones Electricas, 1992).
Supervised (or not) self-help through Faenas Comunales is then the means
through which works are performed to avoid the direct self-taxation of settlers and
extra expenditures. This practice exposes users to security problems as well as
undermines the continuity of supply because users do not have the appropriate
knowledge, skills, and tools to carry out the work, and the results are always
provisional. During the fieldwork, I have attended a specific task about this topic
(see Appendix D: Field report, 07/01/2018, p.96 volume III). A Warning Letter of
Notification from the utility firm threatened the service cut (see figure 26). The
assessment, composed of descriptions and pictures of problems on the field, was
based on the results of an inspection carried out by experts of the Luz del Sur
cheeking for the discrepancy with the National Electric Code- Código nacional de
electricidad (Dirección General de Electricidad (DGE), 2011)
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Figure 26: The Warning Letter of Notification by the utility firm Luz del Sur (source: photo repertoire)

These activities control, respond to the Article 90 of the Electric Concessions
Law already mentioned, which reports: "Los concesionarios podrán efectuar el
corte inmediato del servicio, sin necesidad de aviso previo al usuario ni
intervención de las autoridades competentes" (Ley de Concesiones Electricas,
1992). Under this article, the cut could be made in case of late payment, violation
of the contract due to lack of authorizations, and finally, when the population or
infrastructure safety condition are jeopardized due to facilities' lousy condition. We
only need to look closely at the last case. Luz del Sur has demanded the renovation
of those facilities in a peremptory manner in 20 days, the cut otherwise.
That meant two weekends of work through Faenas Comunales (see Figure 27)
and the suspension of the light of a couple of days to be able to fix the posts, cables,
and housing connection. Firstly, light poles have been raised during layout works,
and the bases consolidated with a cutting of the wooden spoiled and rotted part or
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with the resettlement in stable ground. However, practitioners have not been used
wood paint and concrete as insulation and fixatives compound to secure pillars
basement from further damage. From the technical point of view, this simply puts
a temporary patch without solving the problem of medium-term stability of posts
that will return promptly next winter. Secondly, they pulled the loose cables on the
street and those of private plots, which were also partially repositioned because they
touched the metal roof. Finally, they completely replaced other cables due to their
scarce conduction and not suitable for the electricity supply as required by the
technical standards. Once the work was done, the board of El Trebol set a new
inspection with Luz del Sur technicians for the final evaluation hoping to avoid the
service cut.

Figure 27: Electrical infrastructure maintenance - El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

Finally, popular urbanizations could also ask for a definitive type of
infrastructure to obtain a better electricity supply. The leadership of El Trébol
already submitted this formal request when the research had begun. This procedure
refers to the public lightning service -Servicio Publico de Electricidad. In late 2000,
in fact, an emergency decree promotes the supply of the public service in marginal
urban areas of the country (Decreto de Urgencia, 2009; Decreto Supremo, 2010). It
provides direct subsidies to the private firms that invest in electricity grids
expansion in such areas and set minimum standards to submit service ‘requests.
Those standard concerns in the housing development plans with road layout and a
proof of possession for each plot both approved by the municipality.
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As Laurie Criqui extensively reports (Criqui, 2013; 2015), this option enables
the provisional macro-meters connections conversion into substations and
definitive posts, and wires and individual in-house connections upgraded through
installation of individual power measurement system furthermore public lightning
is done altogether using news standardize poles as for wiring. The provider supports
all these upgrading efforts, but settlers still have to pay the leasing of the electricity
meter, which is costs 600-700 PEN in total -181/212 USD for each plot. In any case,
such a way allows users to reduce the general lightning costs. They are about 0,48
PEN per kilowatt-hour once again, half of what is paying in the informal market.
Even if other popular urbanizations in la Nueva Rinconada have already got
this kind of service, most are still in process. El Trebol's case study is quite
emblematic in this sense. This procedure was stopped due to an ongoing dispute
with the “cousins” of Los Alamos popular urbanization. It led to some additional
checks on the validity of the requirements submitted by El Trebol, the finding
irregularities, and the subsequent deadlock of the process. In El Trebol focus group
on this subject, the General Secretary has reported:
“Porque la situación se demora,

“Since the whole situation has

toda una explicación de cuándo

been delayed, there is an

hacemos el trámite frente la

explanation to know when we

municipalidad

cuando

make the request in front of the

visitamos el plan y tener el

municipality and when we

respectivo de este plan. Bueno,

revisit the plot plan and have

había un gerente que era

the corresponding one for this

nuestro amigo de acá de la

one.

comunidad [...] y nos dio una

manager who was friends

mano y nos viso el plano para

with the community [...] and

que se pueda avanzar con el

gave us a hand and got us the

proceso de la luz. Entonces salió

plot plan visa so that we can

un vecino que se fue a hablar

move

con luz del sur para decir que el

electricity. So, a neighbor came

funcionario nos había hecho un

up and told Luz del Sur that a

favor, y como luz del sur le hice

staff member made us a favor.

caso a este vecino, pum! nos

Since Luz del Sur did listen to

paró.

the

Entonces

qué

está

Well.

there

forward

neighbor,

was

with

bam!

a

the

They

pasando ellos enviaron un

stopped us. What happened

documento a la municipalidad

was that they sent a document

para ver si realmente nuestro

to the municipality to confirm if

plano estaba visado como tiene

our plot plan had actually been
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que ser entonces invitan a la

granted a visa as it should be.

municipalidad este documento

The

y la municipalidad le responde

was no. That plot plan number

no, que este número de plano

actually belongs to another

corresponde

human

a

otro

asentamiento humano y no

municipality’s

settlement,

response

no

El

Trébol.” (own translation)

corresponde al El Trébol.”

The utility firm engineers and technicians need information about a settlement's
morphology in an electricity network development project. In the third generation
of popular urbanizations, this information is non-existent or inaccurate, and the
Municipal Certificate of Possession is an insufficient element in this regard.

5.4 Technologies of power, rationalities, and principles
Governmental technologies in the development process of Nueva Rinconada
appeared to be multiple as multiple are the organizations that promote urban
development within the area.
In administering neighborhood organization members through their own selfmanagement, the Certified Minutes Book can be considered a “binding” technology.
It is activated by Notary intermediation, a public officer constituted by law to serve
the public in non-contentious matters. However, it is the result of personal choices.
Members are “free” to join or not the organization and, therefore, to undergo the
self adopted inner rules as sow in Subsection 5.2.1.
Formalization of the neighborhood organizations acquires a legal character
only after being effectively integrated within the existing government system by
adopting another institutional technology: Single Register of Social Association –
RUAS throughout the intermediation of the district Neighborhood Participation
departments. It is a “record” technology that implies a sort of spatialization of
governmental measures to represent and clarify the space over which the conduct's
control must be exercised as mentioned by Murdoch (2000) and Rose (1999b).
Formally incorporated organizations acquire their own legal identity and hold
assets, enter contracts, and be sued in their own names, such as El Trebol, Villa
Hermoza, Girasole, or 7 de Enero, rather than members or promoters' names.
The Neighborhood Participation departments' intermediation also explains the
direct involvement of many neighborhood organization leaders or ex-leaders on the
payroll of local governments' activities (see Appendix D: Field report, 08/08/2018,
Vol.IV, p.10). The participation of grassroots organizations key actors in
municipalities' structure exemplifies what Miller y Rose (2008) describes as the
"technologies" of power to produce governable subjects. Thus as it was under the
Velasco government, cooptation is still a useful concept to describe “binding”
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technology to absorb those who seek a change into the policy-making structure of
a governing system because it attempts to decrease opposition and avert threats by
undermining civil society’s capacity for collective actions (Elwood, 2006; Holdo,
2019; Selznick, 1948).
COFOPRI through the renewal process of physical consolidation and legal
“inclusion” -Saneamiento físico legal de predios accompany Neighborhood
Organizations with their legal situation through sophisticated “record” technologies
to achieve the coveted individual property title as reported in Subsection 5.2.3.
Property which has to be registered into the National Superintendent of Public
Records SUNARP. Once again, a “record” technology to clarify the space over
which the conduct's control must be exercised.
Parallel to this technology, another not legal in nature radically affects urban
development and service delivery in popular urbanizations. The Municipal
Certificate of Possession released by District Municipalities and approved by the
major itself is a “Record” Technology that grants the possibility to request basic
infrastructure services as sow in Subsection 5.2.4.
The Municipal Certificate of Possession is an essential but not sufficient
governing technology for utility firms to enter the area. The Basic Plot Plan appears
to be the actual “birth certificate” of popular urbanizations as reported in Subsection
5.2.5, and through it, the government has been territorialized in an urban form. The
Basic Plot Plan is a “binding” technology that requires technical mediators,
professionals working in the architecture and engineering field and fully recognized
by the law and fully paid by the organizations themselves. Therefore, the
neighborhood organizations' territories have been earmarked to order and discipline
local urban development, forcing pre-existing material arrangement into an existing
urban regulatory framework (Osborne & Rose, 2004).
As emerged in Subsection 5.2.6, environmental risk governance has been
treated as a tidy and unproblematic exercise of technical analyses and calculated
interventions. The process called the “Saneamiento físico legal de predios” depend
on its physical part by a program evaluation in four phases: advocacy, evaluating,
reporting, and implementing under the supervision of Metropolitan and district
INDECI office and Third Sector Organizations such as PREDES. The central
instrument on which the settlement's future urban development depends is Risk
Assessment Report, which can be included in the “assessment” technologies. The
final judgment - converted into statistical calculations and numerical weights given
to completely arbitrary values- decrees the settlement's status: salvageable because
in a zone of mitigable risk; or not salvageable because in a zone of non-mitigable
risk. The border is blurred but substantial. Among the substantial criteria to be
recognized as salvageable, the Emergency Evacuation Plan a “binding” technology
that imposes certain types of conduct in case of disaster.
Zoning in La Nueva Rinconada still seeks the separation of quarters, functions,
and activities in the name of urban dwellers' health and welfare, but it is a failure
inasmuch related to the aspect of legal and formal urbanization. Here then local
government created a “gray” area under the nomenclature of Special Regulatory
Zone, a “binding” technology where the standard rules are suspended until further
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notice and where popular urbanizations have become a field of government
interventions through reports and maps to manage the effects of “unwanted” social
phenomena (Osborne & Rose, 2004).
The proliferation of governmental technologies continues with third parties'
expertise over the conduct of conducts. As shown in Subsection 5.3.1 and 5.3.3,
utility firms act through “advising/warning” technologies upon the neighboring
organization's legal entity to avoid responsibilities and consequent legal issues. The
failure to achieve the normative standards for electricity home connections and
related infrastructure has lead to a Warning Letter of Notification signed by a layer
setting deadlines and direct intervention of practitioners in collective labor
practices.
Furthermore, freelance professionals take advantage of their formal knowledge
and skills as a technology species to convince neighborhood organizations of the
need for their services. Actually, they possess formal knowledge and could speak a
“truth” useful for reaching specific urban development goals. They act as external
consultants because neighborhood organizations always seek external help to
achieve their objectives due to a lack of technical skills or formal recognition of
such skills. For instance, private firms act through “advising/warning” technologies
such as presentations with models, brands, and draft construction options as has
occurred during the presentation of the organization’s premises second floor and
architects' attempt to sell draft housing projects reported in Subsection 5.3.2.
If the private sector and utility firms act through coercive and consulting
technologies, third sector organizations act through “advocacy/counseling”
technologies. For instance, in TECHO, they regard the permanent Sector-Based
Committees and the Community Activity Plans, as reported in Subsection 5.3.2.
I would also put political agents who influence urban development in the area
by facilitating formalization procedures or providing construction materials as
described in Subsection 5.3.2. They act through “logrolling” a “binding”
technology composed of actual written agreements with local organizations in
exchange for their support.
Behind the technology adopted to fulfill formalization processes,
regularization, and provision of services is possible to trach the rationality of
governing or “teleoaffective regime” (T. Schatzki, 2002, p. 28) leading them.
Consequently, it is possible to extrapolate the principles on an organizational basis.
To be precise, as multiple as the government technologies are, multiple
governmental rationalities and subsequent principles influence the popular
urbanization order.
Neighborhood organizations are still moved by pragmatic-oriented rationalities
confirming what has been reported in Subsection 2.3.3. However, they matched an
effective type of rationalities, as can be guessed from Subsection 5.2.5, 5.3.1, and
5.3.3, in which conflicts between associates or different associations contribute to
dictate operational lines in the short to medium term. Conflicts that usually emerges
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from the unacceptance of certain principles concerning the voluntary, democratic
and active contribution nature of the organization emerged from Subsection 5.2.1:
1. Voluntary membership: Neighborhood organizations are voluntary
organizations, open to all persons who live on or manage a plot of land
accepting membership's responsibilities.
2. Democratic member control: Neighborhood organizations are democratic
organizations controlled by their members, who actively participate in
setting their policies and making decisions. Men and women serving as
elected representatives are accountable to the membership and external
institutions.
3. Members’ active contribution: the organization works for the
“comprehensive development” of the settlement through rules and tools
approved by their members, and their active contribution is essential to
reach this objective.
The governmental rationality behind the Neighborhood Participation
department in the SJM district moves between the formal/conventional type of
rationalities and a value/belief orientation given the political role it plays within the
public institution, as reported in Subsection 5.2.2. The Neighbourhood Participation
Department activities are based on Mutual recognition and Active promotion and
support principles towards neighborhood organizations:
1. Mutual recognition: is the principle under which institutions and
organizations that carry out social action and promotion in agreement
with the Local Government must be recognized and registered as long
as they present themselves with valid requirements. Similarly, these
organizations recognize the role of local government in their
"comprehensive development".
2. Active promotion and support: the department helps grassroots
organizations to be actively, consistently, and meaningfully engaged in
their purposes, facilitating the communication between such
organizations and other municipal departments and sponsoring the local
initiatives they promote.
The governmental rationality behind COFOPRI and the legal formalization
process appears to have a stronger value/belief orientation than the technical and
normative one. Confirming what is reported in Subsection 2.2.3 is related to
eradicating the “informal” status of land tenure. In fact, according to the neoliberal
and individualist paradigm, “informality” affects the economic and physical
development of popular urbanizations preventing settlers from accessing the formal
market and its supposed benefits. The mass amnesty perpetuated by COFOPRI
should still lead to a massive recognition of capital.
Therefore the rationality behind COFOPRI operate on the basis of effectiveness
and efficiency principles as emerged in Subection 5.2.3:
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1. Effectiveness: COFOPRI maximizes titling operations to reach more
popular urbanizations
2. Efficiency: COFOPRI fastening the titling process reducing
concertation with local authorities and the cost of the bureaucratic
procedure.
Especially effectiveness can be considered the reason to recognize informal
ownership providing extralegal titles such as the “charged titles” - even to formalize
lands located in risk zones.
The governmental rationality behind the Technical area of Cadastre and Private
Works Office in SJM district has a formal/conventional orientation given the
technical role within the public institution. It is related to the private urban
development inside its administrative territory. The Cadastre and Private Works
Office duty implies compliance with the conformity principle as deduced by
Subsection 5.2.5.
1. Conformity: A plan/project is a good one to be approved if it complies
with the standard and rules based on orthographic and visual
representations of reality.
The governmental rationality behind INDECI is also divided depending on the
office activities, as deduced by Subsection 5.2.6. The metropolitan office look at
the physical formalization process with a formal/conventional orientation. It is
related to the assessment of each neighborhood organization's territory. The
assessment phase implies working according to the principles of conformity,
reiteration, and promotion:
1. Conformity: principle-based on safety standards and rules as already
saw.
2. Reiteration: the reiteration of opinions and observations up to a
maximum of three evaluative reports.
3. Promotion by merit: Principle-based on merit when neighborhood
organizations autonomously improve their safety condition after
previous evaluation.
Conversely, the district offices look at the physical formalization process with
a value/belief orientation. It is related to the security “advising” of each
neighborhood organization territory. Security counseling implies the conformity to
certain principles of improvement and consistency, which can be found in the
principle of information accuracy.
1. Accuracy of information: Ensure that correct and exhaustive
information about risks and risk management has been given to
neighborhood organizations to make informed decisions.
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Private sector and utility firms usually have both a pragmatic/instrumental and
a formal/conventional oriented rationality, as can be guessed from Subsection 5.2.5
and 4.3.3. They are related to medium and long-term economic strategies, which
imply profit maximization, customer satisfaction, and conformity principles.
1. Profit maximization is how a firm determines the economic strategy that
leads to the highest profit.
2. Customer satisfaction: it can be achieved when the price neighborhood
organizations pay for a product such as a Basic Plot Plan, or a Security
Plan is quite in accordance with their benefits.
3. Conformity: A plan/project is a good one if it complies with the standard
and rules based on sectorial regulation not to be sanctioned by the
competent authorities.
Those principles can vary greatly depending on whether the firm is a private
practitioner who needs to make itself known and maintain good client relationships
or a large private firm with a monopoly on the service sector.
Apparently, political agents have a pragmatic/instrumental-oriented rationality,
as can be guessed from Subsection 5.3.2. It is related to short-term electoral
strategies. Electoral strategies imply conformity to the principle of reciprocity.
1. Reciprocity defines the organization's need and tendency to want to give
something back when something is received. In this case, political
logrolling or quid-pro-quo, the trading of favors between political
candidates and potential electors.
Third sector rationality can also vary according to the kind of organization
involved. The governmental rationality behind TECHO and its activities has a
double orientation, as reported in Subsection 5.3.2. Firstly and officially, TECHO
rationality has a value/belief orientation. It relates to eradicating urban “poverty” in
popular urbanization. It implies conformity to the principle of mutual aid.
Secondly, the donors and allay economic relationship activate a
pragmatic/instrumental oriented rationality. It implies conformity to the principle
of investment promotion. This last orientation is quite common in all the corporate
social responsibility of private firms’ areas, including universities, as reported in
Subsection 5.3.2.
1. Mutual aid: To promote and engage in general interest activities
through forms of voluntary and free-of-charge mutual support or the
production of goods -—construction materials and labor force— and
services and definition of the best governance framework concerning
the neighborhood’s organization purposes.
2. Investment promotion: A principle that promotes and strengthens the
financed activities' impact and results in order to move resources from
places of abundance to places deemed. What is promoted is the "good
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cause" and “good results”; thus, this must be promoted and marketed to
be successful with donors.
Critique to authority’s rationality emerged mostly against formal/conventional
oriented rationalities and their techniques. Practices behind the mask of public
compliance are used to indirectly modify the effects of power in the
operationalization of activities that counter the formalization procedures.
Micro-resistance like those encountered in surveyors' practice and behind the
Technical area of Cadastre and Private Works Office reported in subsection 5.2.5.
concerning the draft and approval of the Basic Plot Plan circumventing legislation
are both guided by pragmatic/instrumental rationalities.
Micro-resistance also appears in the execution phases, always guided by
pragmatic/instrumental rationality. First, during the boundaries drawing and limits
of the stairway tracking encountered in collective labor practices, as reported in
Subsection 5.3.1. Second, during the playground construction phase, when the
collective leisure facility’s work was suspended. A member used the space as a
material storage area to perform building work on his property.
The Basic Plot Plan practical adaptation by the surveyors, its validation for
political reason, the activities boundaries mark end private building construction
are four tangible examples of passive and sometimes invisible tactics practitioners
use in everyday life in order to face struggles that could affect the social order
negatively in their neighborhood. They can be considered resistance as “countreconduct” to face formal/conventional or value/belief rationality that could crush
with a pragmatic/instrumental logic causing more considerable troubles inside the
neighborhood organization.

5.5 Closing remarks
The chapter has shown what neighborhood organizations and external
organizations involved in the urban development of la Nueva Rinconada are, what
they do, and how they interact with one another. Furthermore, the chapter has sown
the expenditure faced by the neighborhood organization of EL Trebol. The expense
could be around 45.000 PEN - 13.640 USD counting the unfinished formalization
process, to which should be added the costs of the minimum basic infrastructure
services. For instance, since the beginning of the settlement to build all the 550
meters settlement staircases through collective labor practices, an approximate
amount to 32.340 PEN - 9800 USD may have been spent just on construction
materials.
The chapter then identifying the alignment of continuative and provisional
technologies of “power” expressly created to order neighborhood organization
practices and analyzes them. Such technologies can be resumed into five explicative
categories:
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1. Record technologies allow the public recognition and schedule of an
entity. They are the Single Register of Social Association – RUAS;
National Superintendent of Public Records - SUNARP;
2. Binding technologies allow the integration of an entity to a system of
shared rules. They are the Certified Minutes Book; Leader cooptation
into municipality structure; the Emergency Evacuation Plan; Special
Regulatory Zone; “logrolling” agreements
3. Advising/warning technologies direct an entity's choices
unambiguously. They are the Warning Letter of Notification;
presentations with models, brands, and draft construction options.
4. Advocacy/counseling technologies accompany an entity in the
formulation of possible choices and their selection. They are the SectorBased Committees; Community Activity Plans
5. Assessment technologies evaluate the choices made by an entity
according to predetermined criteria. It is the Civil Defense Report.
Neighborhood organization general consensus crosscutting the governmental
technologies identified. Consequently, they deliberately accept or agree with certain
ways of doing things linked with previous technologies. Thus, previous principles
can be clustered into four groups that, in my account, represent the pillars of the
popular urbanization order in La Nueva Rinconada. They are:

1. Cooperative principles are principles resumed with the concept of
“solidarity, not charity” is a principle where different organizations
choose to stay together to take collective action and generate solutions
to common problems moving resources from places of abundance to
places deemed needy. The group include Voluntary membership,
Democratic member control, Member active contribution, Active
promotion and support, Mutual aid and Reciprocity principle.
2. Competitive principles refer to principles that are designed to keep
neighborhood organizations engaged and constantly striving for
"comprehensive development" objectives. They include Effectiveness,
Efficiency, Profit maximization, Promotion by merit, and Customer
satisfaction principle.
3. Informative principles said that "comprehensive development"
intervention to be financed in terms of money, labor or materials must
be known. They include the principles of Accuracy of information and
investment promotion.
4. Regulative principles are required to be followed to reach formal
"comprehensive development" in popular urbanization and avoiding
further and larger problems. They include Mutual recognition,
Conformity, and the Reiteration principle.
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Not all organizations need to embrace and be present in all four groups, but in
general, they relate to the urban order of popular urbanization in the area. To be
clear, daily activities counter to the actual urban order existed, but they are not
substantial. They appear to work not against but together with the
formal/conventional oriented rationalities, the principle of profit maximization and
conformity, and with the related binding techniques.
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Chapter VI
Governing collective labor practices
6.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on Governmentality’s microphysics, considering the set
of interwoven activities, material arrangement, and purposes and normativity that
give meaning and constitute collective labor practices in La Nueva Rinconada.
Section 6.2 unravels a specific type of practice, artifacts, tools, and
environmental conditions linked with designing, operating, planning, managing,
building, and refurbishing basic infrastructure services essentially to observe power
relations and their effects in such activities. The first subsection focuses on the timespace occurrence of the faena communal in El Trebol. It enumerates some activities
in which the neighborhood organization performs steadily during the deployment
of the practice. The second subsection analyzes the material composition of the
practices that focus on humans, animals working tools, and the urban environment.
The third subsection delivers results on the explicit and implicit aims and ends of
the practice by analyzing official documents and interviews belonging to
neighborhood organizations. The second to last subsection explores the regulative
dimension of the faena comunal, highlighting the explicit normative forces that
drow its related activities. The last subsection outlines what kind of knowledge is
involved in the practice analyzed and where it hail. Indeed, according to Foucault’s
understanding of power, it is based on knowledge and uses knowledge (Rose &
Miller, 2010).
Finally, Section 6.3 unveil governmental technologies and the rationalities
behind them as emerged by the set of interwoven activities composing collective
labor practices.

6.2 Faena Comunal as a set of interwoven activities
As Gelles (1984) reports, we can track different types of Faena Comunal, as
well as different ways of organizing it. According to the interviewees also multiple
collective labor activities are set up.
The first and foremost relevant type specifically involves “public works”
projects such as opening up local roads, stairways, building retaining walls, and
infrastructure maintenance. Depending on the situation, collective labor practices
can involve just a part of the neighborhood throughout the urban block’s collective
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labor practice -Faena por Manzana- option, the entire neighborhood organization,
or even coordinated activities among different neighborhood organizations if it
requires high disposal costs, as described by Villa San Jun practitioners:
“I: Si, hemos hecho y sirve para

“I: Yes, we have done it and it

abrir las carreteras, cuando

has been useful to open up

estábamos

las

roads, when we were opening

carreteras principales, las vías

up the main roads and access

de acceso, nos hemos puesto

roads, we coordinated with

de acuerdo con los demás

the rest of the sectors in order

sectores para apoyar en una

to support through collective

faena general y poder abrir las

labor and be able to inaugurate

trochas y carreteras” (member

trails

of Villa San Juan, 22/07/2018,

translation)

abriendo

and

roads”

(own

San Juan de Miraflores)

However, other kinds of collective labor practices do not directly relate to
building and infrastructure works. A second share type involves the financial aspect
of any programmed collective projects. Therefore, collective labor practice takes
the form of collective fund-raising dedicated to the purchase of work equipment
and furniture in three different ways, as reported briefly in Subsection 6.2.2.
Lastly, it is possible to identify another form of activity that requires the
practitioner’s participation. The neighborhood leaders and the relevant
organización de centralización (Tovar, 1996) strategically plan various forms of
protest, such as demonstrations and civic strikes, when the formalization process
has obstacles in its path and the ordinary procedures cannot work. These
demonstrations usually connect with specific topics usually linked to services
supply, such as in the case of the water and sanitation system 60.
This section focuses just on the first type of collective labor practice mentioned
above. Nevertheless, the importance of the first type of practice is immediately
evident if we consider its outcome. In El Trebol as well as in the other four
neighborhood organizations encountered in la Nueva Rinconada, there is no
construction, such as collective buildings, streets, staircases, roads, retaining walls,
terrace walls, platforms, or infrastructure systems that have not been made and
improved for the collective effort of settlers.

60

For instance, the 2016 march for water and sewage services supported by a vast majority of
La Nueva Rinconada neighbour organizations (Redacción El Comercio, 2016)
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6.2.1 The temporal and the spatial dimension of the practice
This subsection breaks down the collective labor practice – Faena Comunal
into eight steps according to theoretical and methodological reasons discussed in
Subsections 3.2.1 and Section 4.5. These reasons entail having to make a subjective
and limited choice on some elements of analysis rather than others. The recognition
of possible “patterns” of behaviors derives from several hours in fieldwork
activities, fieldnotes reports, photography, and documents collected during multiple
activities connected with the collective labor practice.
Then, through this enumeration and taxonomy, the section tried to identify
meaningful projects and tasks capable of form semantic unities. The construction
of abstractions, generalizations, and idealizations, as well as the cognitive ability to
identify certain unities -depending on some characteristics- and then try to
conceptualize them, is part of humankind's rational nature. It is a process of
knowledge acquisition and reduction of complexity built according to specific
needs (Lefebvre, 1980). In this case, two specific points of view as a foreign
researcher and volunteer have played a significant role in that process. However,
other points of view are likely to drive to other semantic unit identification.
Both chronological and spatial units drive the representation of the collective
labor practice. The first unit teaches the history of the number of projects and tasks
in progressive chronological understanding performing during a week, from
Monday to Sunday, while the work scheme highlights spatial relations linked in the
second unit. The proposal includes the following eight projects.
1. “The briefing” concerns planning and organizing work activities specifying
the definition of provisional goals and the way for achieving those goals
through the coordination of preliminary activities.
2. “Gathering people” relates to individual activities perform by practitioners
before the beginning of the Faena. In particular on what occurred in the early
morning from the domestic dwelling to the meeting point.
3. “Focusing on the situation” activates a process of remembrance and gives
access to adequate knowledge to all participants in a Faena. Practitioners
are informed about how to proceed and stimulated to do it, getting
information directly from board members.
4. “The displacement” involves the change of position of practitioners from
the meeting point to the work sites.
5. “Collective physical activities” are related to the physical construction or
maintenance of the built environment and its infrastructure.
6. “The refreshment” is about having break times on the construction site
during the daily work.
7. “The way back” concerns the end of practitioners’ activities and the ride
on the original meeting point.
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8. “The advertisements” is the moment when the board or other guests inform
the practitioners about any further communications related to the
subsequent Faena and associative issues.
Furthermore, In the case of El Trébol, each of these projects contains minor
tasks and actions performed together. For example, “the briefing” contains a
Wednesday local association meeting in the late afternoon to coordinate the Sunday
activities. This association meeting takes place in an old organization’s premises
called Viejo local comunal. This task only involves the participation of the board
and sometimes other organizations and NGOs’ local staff. Following the board's
roles and responsibilities, there are also other tasks. They refer to the logistical
administration of proceedings, such as notifying the equipment needed for the
following collective labor practice to neighborhood members or employing a
person to buy the required materials on the market to carry on the working
procedure during the day.
“Gathering people” includes wake up early to were settled before 6:30 a.m.;
taking the respective work equipment; recalling the morning activity by using a
public address system 61 -PA system- to reach practitioners in case of delay;
reaching the old organization’s premises; socializing and awaiting further
instructions.
The third project called “focusing on the situation” could also be divided into
expressions of gratitude by the president of the El Trebol association to the
participants; complaining about the delay and to the lack of neighbor participation;
supporting speeches relating to community development and co-working;
explaining the work to be performed during the current collective labor practice.
All those tasks shall carry out no later than 7:30 a.m.
Even “the displacement” consists of parts such subdivisions of work activities
among participants, which include collecting building materials on construction
sites and dealing with building activities during the day. Moreover, it includes the
time to reach the place of work and to be ready to start working
“Physical activities events” instead, stem from the shaping of the physical
environment. Under priorities, they may change drastically. Observations reports
clarify that they usually concern building walls or staircases; parceling the land;
refurbishing roads or kindergarten/gardens, and maintaining electricity supply
infrastructure.
Furthermore, during this task, it is a shared habit to supply “the refreshment”.
Board members usually served around 9:00 a.m. a mix of beverages and food to aid
workers. I have been frequently involved in this task, which includes buying some
juices and cookies and offering help as an exchange in return.
The second to last task: “the way back” basically concerns the return of
participants inside the old organization’s premises approximately at 10:30 am,
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PA system is an electronic system comprising microphones, amplifiers, loudspeakers, and
related equipment used in popular urbanizations to incrsease the apparent volume (loudness) of
board members voice.
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when the sun is high in the sky; giving back associative working tools if any and
settling down waiting for the conclusion of the daily work.
Finally, with “the advertisement” the collective labor practice reaches the end.
The board thanking the participants, giving them complementary information about
settlement consolidation, and introducing other future activities that have to be
dealt. All activities conclude before noon, allowing practitioners to have lunch with
their families and avoid the hottest part of the day.

6.2.2 Work environment elements
The performative approach in practice-based thinking highlights how the
processes of knowledge, learning, and meaning attribution are not only situated in
a mental realm but embedded into the material world. Indeed, materiality generates
critical practical consequences in practitioners' ordinary activities, intersubjectivity,
and sociality (Carlile et al., 2013).
As well as other practices, the collective labor practice forms a bundle with
arrangements such as “humans”, “organisms”, “natural things” and “artifacts”
which belong to the material side of human social affairs (T. Schatzki, 2010b,
2012a).

6.2.3.1 Practitioners
According to Schatzki (2017), practitioners are categorized under the human
part of the arrangement and a crucial element in practice. The relationship between
peoples -better said, their corporality- and practices are deeply rooted in their
physical and social qualities that align with their status. In the following paragraphs,
practitioners will be presented and recognized due to their organization capacity,
economic level, physicality, number, sex, and ages.
First, tasks and projects assigned may vary from practitioner to practitioner
depending on the role acquired into a neighborhood organization. El Trebol’s
statute reports some duties and aspects concerning the operative roles of the board
members in collective labor practices (Actas n001 - A.A.H.H. “El Trebol”
Pamplona Alta, 2001, p. 19) (Colareta Cavassa, 200, p.19). A role is the set of
norms, values, behaviors attached to a particular status acquired in this case study
through a representative election. From everything set out in the Certified Minutes
Book as well as from field note data, it appears clear that the General Secretary and
his undersecretary - where it exists-, the Public Works Secretary and the Economic
Secretary are critical figures in collective labor practices.
● General Secretary organizes, manages, opens, and closes board meetings,
including the Faena Comunal phases, called “The briefing”; “Focus on the
situation” and “the advertisements”, as mentioned in Subsection 5.2.1.
● Deputy Secretary coordinates the management of collective infrastructure
with the other secretaries;
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● In El Trebol, as well as in other settlements, a Master Builders - Maestro de
Obra with expertise in the building sector is required to supervise and make
final decisions in all mentioned tasks. The Construction Secretary is a
Master Builders that promotes collective projects such as Locales
Comunales, common dining rooms, or energy infrastructure, jointly with
the General Secretary. It also coordinates work activities with blocks agents
and supervises the implementation of projects and tasks;
● according to the statute, the Economic Secretary should authorize
expenditure that enables the Faena activities. Furthermore, based on
observation data, it also collects and checks practitioners' signatures just
before a Faena Comunal, and it carries a “legal” mark in the individual
statements of accomplishment.
All the other neighbors, both members of the same organization or their
substitutes, performing collective labor practices are named here simply as
“practitioners”. On the one hand, practitioners perform collective labor practices
through projects and tasks. On the other hand, practitioners are configured “as
carriers” (Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016, p. 108) of the practice. Therefore, we should
also say, “neither can exist without the other. No people no practices; but, equally,
no practices no people” (T. Schatzki, 2017, p. 23).
The economic level can influence the product and the same performance of the
collective labor practice. The Map of Stratification of Income in Metropolitan Lima
2013 (INEI, 2016) shows how Lima's periphery lower strata concentration overlap
to those districts where poverty is high. Among the districts where the lowest strata
are concentrated, there is SJM in the southern zone. In the Map of Stratification of
Income representing the smaller administrative units of urban blocks, La Nueva
Rinconada's average monthly household income per capita stood at 575 PEN -174
USD under the minimum wage of 750 PEN/Month -227 USD/Month established
by law at the time62.
Despite low economic level, collective labor practices depend on personal fees
paid to a member of the organization to sustain a specific project of social relevance,
such as in the case of Villa Hermosa and 7 de Enero:
“I: Si, claro, pero también con

“I: Yes, of course, but also with

cuotas

necesitamos

fees because we need the

dinero, en cada trabajo se pide

money. For each job, we ask for

una cuota establecida por

a fixed fee for each project or

cada trabajo, se indica el

task. We indicate the budget,

62

porque

The Minimum Wages in Peru rised at 930 PEN/Month in September 2020
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presupuesto, se establece la

we establish the fee, we buy the

cuota, se compra el material y

material and from there we

desde ahi a trabajar. […] se fijan

start working […] these are

cuando

fixed when it is needed for

se

necesita

para

compras por aprobación de la

purchases

through

the

mayoría.” (member of Villa

majority´s

approval.”

(own

Hermosa,

translation)

05/06/2018,

San

Juan de Miraflores)
“I: al inicio para abrir estas

“I: at the beginning, to get

calles,

unas

started with these roads, we

comisiones en el 2001 para

created commissions back in

abrir

y

2001 to open up this road and

contratamos una maquinaria

hire machinery with Villa San

con Villa San Juan y nosotros 7

Juan and ourselves, 7 de Enero.

de enero. Se pidió una cuota

We asked for a 10 soles fee so

de 10 soles para que entre la

that the water cistern could

cisterna de agua” (member of

come up” (own translation)

formamos
esta

carretera

07 de enero, 24/06/2018, San
Juan de Miraflores)

The general economic scarcity also opens up other ideas for fundraising.
Festivals and public events open to everyone collect found which can be used to
support several projects and tasks during the year, such as in the case of El Trebol:

“I:¿Que hemos hecho? hemos
logrado construir el 98% de las
escaleras, un local comunal,
hemos

comprado

una

máquina mezcladora que nos
sire

para

trabajos

de

construcción, hemos omprado
sillas….
0: A través de las faenas han
logrado comprar sillas?

“I: What have we done? We
have accomplished to build
98%

of

the

staircases,

a

community center, we have
bought a cement mixer which is
useful for construction jobs, we
have bought chairs…
0: Through community labor
you have been able to purchase
chairs?
I: We host different activities
like polladas, cuyadas (BBQs)
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I: Tenemos actividades que

and with those funds, we

son como polladas, cuyadas y

purchase what I just mentioned.

con esos fondos, compramos lo

There are two activities a

que te acabo de mencionar. Hay

year: One for our anniversary

dos actividades al año: una es

and the other if the Yunza

por aniversario y otra es la

celebration, this is a sort of

fiesta Yunza que es una fiesta

party where we put up a tree

donde se pone un árbol con

with gifts and we dance around

regalos y se baila alrededor.

it” (own translation)

(member

of

18/03/2018,

El

Trébol

A,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores).

Therefore, the type of activity to be carried out and production means depends
on the practitioners' economic availability, but as will also be determined by
Subsection 5.2.5, the participation in the practice itself depends on each
practitioner's economic availability.
Then, practitioners' corporeality influences the product and the same
performance of Faena Comunal activities. For instance, before each day of direct
observation in fieldwork, if I wanted to avoid sunburn, I could not forget the
sunscreen and straw hat. The same happened with the sunglasses so as not to strain
the eyesight. Conversely, brown and shape eyes and skin pigmentation probably
make a difference during work activities in hilly and desert lands environment
during the summer because they are generally more resistant to solar radiation and
reflected sunlight. A more resistant skin could also make a difference in unprotected
building activities. For instance, during the Wawa Wasi retaining wall construction
in El Trebol, I was involved in a mixed concrete production phase. I imitated other
practitioners’ actions, scraping concrete canisters, and pouring the mixture into the
prepared formwork, when suddenly my unprotected hands got irritated. Toxic
quicklime affected my capacity to perform such activity before others, and I was
obliged to have a break, cleaning my hands very carefully (see Appendix D: Field
report, 30/06/2018/, vol III, p.89).
Nevertheless, I refer to the material outcome of the practice itself, for instance,
at the height and size of stairway steps and handrails and the height of the collective
facilities' doors, which can be uncomfortable and out-of-measure for people more
than 170 cm tall. According to Pessini (2018), Peruvians are among the shortest
people worldwide, with men averaging 165 cm and women reaching 153 cm
approximately. In both cases, about 14 centimetres shorter than average people in
Europe, generally the world's tallest people. This survey points out how probably
those patterns precisely reflect a long history of adaptation and various natural
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selection levels. However, it can be explained with other variables, such as the poor
quality of food in childhood, that affect the growing process in these sectors. In
popular urbanizations and on the most impoverished populations in general deep
pockets of food insecurity and malnutrition remain even if one of the country’s
current most outstanding achievements were halving chronic child malnutrition,
currently at 13.1 percent63. They would have developmental consequences
affecting the stature and performance as well (Aguiar et al., 2007).
Furthermore, there are factors related to individual pain resistance, muscle
development, and the proportion of thick hard skin and calluses on their hands
based on what practitioners do in their everyday lives. Understanding the relative
roles of corporeality in determining practices and their output could create
controversy giving space to conceptions related to the genetic determinism of
human behavior and have brought no simple explanation64. However, in practicebased thinking, specific physical patterns become essential in accomplishing
collective labor practices and output.
Finally, the practitioners, their number, sex, and age can influence the product
and the same performance of Faena Comunal activities (see Figure 28).
Unfortunately, I could not exceed at the Register of Participants of collective labor
practice neither in El Trebol, not in the other organizations. Therefore, the following
considerations are the fruit of fieldnote reports and partial pictures collected.
As general, El Trebol leader points out only 70 practitioners out of 270 families
in his organization used to participate in collective activities during the weekend.
Participation reaches approximately 25% of the total potentially available
practitioners. Compared to Villa Hermosa's experience, participation reaches a
maximum of 60%, mostly between 40% and 50% of the potential practitioners, as
reported by its leader. The number of participants could change according to the
board members' dissuasive capabilities, activity urgency, and the economic
availability of those who should participate65.
Concerning the nature of participants' sex, data shows slightly higher
participation in men performing collective labor practices. For instance, during the
playground arrangement presented in the previous chapter, I have counted a total
63
Not for nothing is the strong presence of state-sponsored child nutrition programs such as
Glass of Milk - Vaso de Leche feeding program in Peru targeted to poor households and to those
with low nutritional status created by Law No. 24509 in 1986.
64
In general, South America's Andean population has peculiar genetic origins and evolving
patterns. According to Cavalli-Sforza, Menozzi, and Piazza (1996) the South American population
shares the same ancestors with a population of the Asian highlands, probably until the first human
migration out of the region into the American continent, 35.000 years ago. However, the
evolutionary processes have tinkered differently between the two population and their descendants
(Beall, 2007). According to Valverde, the Andean population have acquired a genetic predisposition
to a high altitude environment due to an adaptation process. The result of his research shows their
resistance to extreme conditions such as oxygen shortage, low temperatures, limited availability of
food (Valverde et al., 2015).
65
As shown by the analysis of the interviews, a fine is imposed in the event of non-participation
. Those who are able to pay this penalty should therefore be exempted from collective activities as
will be evident in the sub-section 4.2.5.
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of 38 participants: 16 women and 22 men (see Appendix D: Field report,
11/03/2018, vol.I, p.130). While other 75 participants, divided among 32 women
and 43 men, were involved in the power geed maintenance, also reported in the
previous chapter (see Appendix D: Field report, 01/07/2018/, vol III, p.96). In both
cases, the male percentage exceeds the female by about 7.5 points, with the former
at 57.2 of men against 42.8 of women and the latter at 57.8 against 42.2.
Several factors may guide the difference between male and female participation
in Faena. Variables regard the tasks that have to be performed in a day and the
current household labor force availability. Moreover, they may depend on
housekeeping urgency, which obliges females to stay at home, or It could also be
related to proper working activities of one of the partners during the weekend and
the individual sensibility of collective well-being and the degrees of moral
responsibility. I have not been able to determine this.
The age of the participants is also heterogeneous. Generally speaking,
practitioners-age covers the mid-adolescence to late maturity. However, data has
shown the presence of children and the elderly population performing collective
labor practices; a point that will be explored further in Subsection 6.2.5.

Figure 28: practitioners performing Faena Comunal – Villa San Juan (source: photo repertoire)

6.2.3.2 Stray dogs
‘Organisms’ —other than humans— also belong to the work environment.
Studies on animals as cultural artifacts have been carried out by traditional cultural
geography in the second half of the 20th century. It is worth remembering here the
early work of Bennett (1960) around animals and human cultures as well as the
focus on animal domestication lead by Simoons (1974)66. Animal as a cultural

66

See Baldwin (1987) in order to get a better overview on the domestication issue
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artifact paradigm has shifted since the 90’s emphasizing the human-animal
interactions rather than their “use”, to regenerate geographical understandings of
the world. More specifically, from this research line, a new approach has emerged
concerning the role of the “organisms” in urban space and place formation (Wolch,
2002).
Organisms are an integral part of the urban environment in the outskirts of Lima
and many other southern cities. Especially dogs are an inseparable presence among
humans. Official data do not exist; however, two of the most respected Peruvian
newspapers, La Republica and El Comercio, estimate that there might be 6 million
stray dogs in the country, of which more than one million in Lima (Carriòn, 2016;
Ccoillo, 2018).
Inside the settlement of El Trebol -as well as in all other settlements in la Nueva
Rinconada, dozens of small and medium-sized stray dogs generally called “perros
callejeros” in Spanish, are running amok upstairs (see Figure 29).
Mange and ringworm are familiar presence among stray dogs in la Nueva
Rinconada. They also wore dirty and dusty fur coats due to the presence of other
dirty animals – among which piggeries-, garbage, and the dusty desert location.
Consequently, they are quite problematic in terms of public health, as recent local
researchers suggest (Arata Azcárate & Reategui Vargas, 2016; Ochoa A et al.,
2014). Furthermore, dogs are also problematic in the maintenance and production
of public spaces, constituting a recurring presence in collective labor as commented
by one of the El Trebol board members:
"Hay más animales que asisten
a la Faena que hombres”
(member

of

25/03/2018,

El
San

Trebol,
Juan

de

“there

are

more

animals

attending the Faena than men”
(own transtation)

Miraflores).

During the collective labor practice, dogs gather at the meeting point even
before the workers, attracted by morning chatter and loud. Those dogs generally
breed and fight in the open areas, running behind moto-taxis, wallowing in the dirt,
playing together. Data suggests we can reasonably declare that Dogs and "Faena
Comunal" related at least in two ways. First, they are directly contributing to the
creation of the work environment through direct actions: they eat, sleep, defecate,
dig and leave footprints somewhere, directly connected with the task concluded in
a Faena Comunal. For example, they were digging and defecating into the collective
garden during the cleaning activities, pissing on the collected pile of sand for
concrete production, leaving some traces in new fresh and raw concrete during
stairways construction, and again using the same stairways as a resting place. In
light of the above, we could assume that the relationship between dogs and the
collective labor practice is conflictive.
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Second, dog presence directly affects other practitioners' behavior because
they represent a disturbance element in activities performance. Taking the case of
the park cleaning activity or stairway construction, with dogs' presence, the room
to maneuver was tight, and practitioners were constantly being interrupted in
actions. To impose their intentions over those dogs, practitioners used threats or
violence, such as scaring them by working tools or throwing rocks to drive them
away from the site. This last point deserves further development. It concerns the
relationship between practitioners and dogs.
The official definition of stray dogs in Lima, as in many other countries, is
related to the notion of ownership and responsibility (Ochoa et al., 2014). The
meaning relates to the owner's abandonment or irresponsibility, letting a dog
without his or her direct control. However, as Savvides (2013) reports, the
relationships between humans and dogs change from place to place, according to
socio-cultural and spatial factors where they live, and this definition is difficult to
implement in popular urbanizations. Most of the dogs in La Nueva Rinconada could
not be considered “stray dogs” because a traditional form of ownership does not
exist or is not easily trackable67. Fieldwork data suggest that the relationship
developed between dogs and practitioners should be regarded as a matter of
collective local co-existence. As Narayanan has reported, street dogs in Indian
cities demonstrate their marginalization, eviction, and tolerance during everyday
life. He says, “nonhumans fall in the shadow space between being tolerated and
violently removed” (2017, p. 482).

67

The lack of identification tags makes difficult the allocation of private responsibility of dogs
behaviours.
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According to fieldwork data, practitioners violently removed dogs during the
faena activities. Instead, dogs are tolerated differently outside the collective labor
practice. First, people allow dogs to spend the night in their porches shelter. Second,
dogs used to follow humans in their ordinary activities scouting around for food,
water, and affection. Lastly, dogs conform an alarm system and a deterrent element
to foreigners' approach, as I have found several times in the first person. In
conclusion, dogs cause foreseeable jamming effects over the practice and the
relation they have with practitioners has a prefiguration nature.

Figure 29: A dog accompanying a collective labor practice – Villa San Juan (source: photo repertoire)

6.2.3.3 Tools and facilities for working
Practitioners also share artifacts during collective labor practices. These
artifacts usually include tools such as documents, architectural features, furniture,
instruments, and working equipment - mechanical or manual - and clothing, as
presented before. Furthermore, practitioners share the same working space; they all
gather outside the old organization’s premises in the morning. Usually, after the
practical activities, they wait inside the same office, sitting down on chairs and
waiting for updates on their case (see Figure 30). This kind of facility can be found
in all popular urbanizations of La Nueva Rinconada and appear to be one of the
most important investments for the association's collective life. I use the term
“coordination center” borrowed from organization studies to define it according to
the collective labor practices usage and its characteristics (Gherardi, 2012). The
features68 of the organization’s premises are also beyond collective labor activities
as following:
68

I am going to use similar features as tracked in Woener et al., 2005 (Gherardi 2012 p.42).
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● It is a permanent structure because it still exists at the end of each activity
performed through the collective labor practice.
● It is heterogeneous in the sense that it could include different materials, such
as woods, concrete, and bricks. It also has a variable size and floors. For
instance, in El Trebol, the old organization’s premises measuring
approximately 8m × 18 m -146 square meters- of wood panels arranged in
a single level and sheet metals for the roof.
● It is a flexible structure, which could be suitable for the requirements of
local needs such as common refectory, playground, storage room, and
library and, of course, as Faena coordinator center.
● The organization’s premises are representative/iconic because they
symbolize the organizational vitality: all the settlers know it, all the
members have built it, and authorized external actors, such as NGOs,
perform their activities there.
● It is generative/seminal because it is used as the basis for further initiatives
that could barely be implemented elsewhere. The case of TECHO and the
NGO Piecitos is exemplary. They use the old organization’s premises to
implement courses, organized children's activities and meetings.
All those characteristics have not been projected but exist in daily practice.
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Figure 30: The old the coordination center - El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

Furthermore, inside the practitioners' toolbox, there are utility equipment,
attachments, and tools for construction (see Figure 31). Practitioners used to handle
fiberglass survey tape, shovels with long handles, sledgehammers, picks, wrecking
bars, and empty plastic paint tins to perform their projects and tasks. However, also
they needed more specific tools such as water tanks and flexible water pipe products
to collect water on the construction site. Establishing a Faena means engaging with
other tools called here “technological tools”. They concern the public address
system -PA system- and megaphones to communicate in large open spaces as well
as the portable cement mixer used to optimize the “Physical collective activities”
phase.
The latest kind of tools is related to the attendance register -cuaderno de
control, the already mentioned control cards -tarjetas de control, technical and
general drafts, and manuals. All those tools link with “projects” and “tasks” through
a prefigurative relation. For instance, a draft location plan such as the Basic Plot
Plans concerns the act of prefiguring something outside the plan itself, giving an
early indication or prefigurative version of something that may exist shortly
somewhere else.
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When those projects or tasks concern proper construction, materials such as
stones, sand, bricks, and wood finally appear in the arrangement. As Vega Centeno
(1992) points out in his work about self-help housing in popular urbanizations, the
required building materials could be stored as a surplus of previous activities but
generally are not available in situ: not as raw materials, neither as manufactured
goods. Instead, the formal and informal markets are ordinary places where to source
these materials. It occurs through the purchase of goods by self-financing which
involve proper donation from other external actors; direct contributions and
fundraising initiative such as the corporate and traditional event called Pollada
Peruana 69 which are organized twice for the year in EL Trebol, one at the date of
foundation of the settlement and other generally during the ritual celebration of
Yunza70. This last process is carried out in El Trebol, involving firms' corporate
social responsibility sector through TECHO and their immediate return in terms of
the company’s image. It could even take place through a sort of “logrolling”
compensation, such as in the case of El Trebol Nuevo Local Comunal, where 300
cement bags were given for its completion by the previous municipality candidate
once he has come to power (Field report, 04/03/2018, vol 1, p.115).

Figure 31: Ordinary practitioners' toolbox (source: field report)

Briefly, I would like to draw attention to the time dimension of the supply chain
management process. To perform specific projects or tasks is not necessary to own
all needed materials available at once. Activities continue until provisions run short,
69

As The Guardian (Klapper, 2015) points it out Chicken parties attest the resourcefulness of
unbanked people in fundraising and draws attention to the importance of informal networks
especially in Lima.
70
The Yunza, is a ritual celebration, practiced throughout Peru in February in which the
attendant’s dancers, surrounding a tree, waiting for the tied gifts to the top after its fall by means of
a machete.
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and then they stop for a while (in the range of weeks or months) while board
members or outside organizations recover other materials. Furthermore,
construction materials have extrinsic characteristics projected to provide some kind
of specific outcome for their use. In this case, the mix to produce concrete.
Following a project, even brick design involves assembly to realize a specific
structure.
Unlike in the case of products of other firms and organizations, we should
consider that they also become the foundation of other daily practices of individuals
in years to come (Shove & Trentmann, 2019). For instance, sternways allow
mobilities practice, but even leisure practices performed in popular urbanizations,
such as the case recently presented by Velarde Herz:

““Each family considers «their own staircase» to the steps
in front of their house, so they make use of it. Since these are
transit spaces, it is common to run into acquaintances and
maintain short conversations, turning the staircases in
elongated semi-communal spaces which go uphill and create
lines that intensify their usage diversity and intensity, depending
on their consolidation level and the number of households with
enough room (retiros) throughout them”
(Velarde Herz, 2017, p. 483)
A leisure space could become the future work environment for the next
interventions performed to maintain, implemented, or unpack it, such as in the case
of the playground facility in El Trebol. Indeed, as Gherardi points out:
“Is necessary to bear in mind that the products of any
professional design (objects, technologies, environments and so
on) have been conceived and produced on the basis of a partial
and situated projection of the circumstances in which they will
be used. Consequently, such products must not be taken as
definitive, but rather as starting points for the development of
artefacts-in-use which will be inevitably adapted or changed so
that they can be introduced into the work environment.”
(Gherardi, 2012, p. 47)
Gherardi’s quotation acquirers a particular relevance in the practice of Faena
Comunal where building activities occur by successive approximations due to
“dilution” factors such as a small income or low skilled human resources, inefficient
technologies, and limited working hours, which affect the collective labor practice
performance.
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6.2.3.4 Geographical features
The presence of a sunny and dry climate, desert hills, sand, and rocks in sharp
slopes constitute how “things of nature” influenced popular urbanization and
collective labor practices. As Collier (1975) reports, the sprawl of popular
urbanizations occurred because Lima offers a highly favorable geographical and
climatic setting for their formation. Indeed, the minimal shelter that first appears
when a new resident settles down is far more adequate in the mild winters and the
virtual absence of rain on the Peruvian coast than they would be in a less favorable
climate.
From the geomorphological point of view, Lima's peripheral urban areas are
surrounded by hills and mountains, with slopes of moderate to sharp. La Nueva
Rinconada is located at the border of an ancient lake site, composed of alluvial
deposits of the Rimac river. There the soil mass is neither uniform nor consistent in
properties. The majority of the outcrops correspond to intrusive rocks such as
granodiorites and diorites, followed by volcanic rocks and by calcareous
sedimentary rocks. This material has been accumulated in the bark of the hill,
creating friable loess due to the earthquakes and atmospheric agents affecting the
area. Today slopes can reach 30 °. The presence of sediments in a sloped area is the
first element that affects Faena Comunal activities and general construction
activities (Karakouzian et al., 1997). The second element concern the absolute lack
of water-springs and streams in the desert hills environment. The dry season
minimizes rainwater drainage problems in these areas and reduces the risk common
in other parts of the LA region, such as when settlements have been washed away
by heavy rains. However, It makes it difficult to supply water relating to essential
building site needs and working activities, forcing practitioners to ask for
permission to use private water tanks and water pipes located near the site.
Geomorphological factors influence the way in which activities are performed
and also the output of these activities. For instance, we should think of the outside
stairway projects or the retaining wall projects, which would be utterly useless in
other lowland areas.
Furthermore, all the Lima coast has a warm-temperate climate, without extreme
heat or cold but with high humidity, thick fog, and a heavy mist which the locals
call “garúa” in Spanish, that makes it feel freezing in winter. The central and
southern coastlines have two distinct seasons, winter (April to October) and
summer (November to March). In the summer, there a thin fog, and temperatures
could reach 29°C (Semamhi, 2018). The presence of stable humidity during winter
and the direct exposition to sunlight are the second and third elements that affect
collective labor practices. On the one hand, the presence of stable humidity during
winter gets worse sidewalks and street maintenance and their use. It can also affect
other infrastructure such as electrical supply infrastructure and damping-off pylons,
forcing maintenance (Field report, 07/01/2018, p.96 volume III). On the other hand,
the direct exposition to sunlight forces the Faena Comunal activities in the early
morning out of the day's hottest times. The last element that we should consider is
the presence of the ocean nearby, which probably maintains a warm-temperate
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climate during the years, allowing the activities performed in each season without
interruption.

6.2.3 Targets and purposes
Explicit and implicit aims and objectives have emerged in Faena Comunal
through the teleoaffective structure of the practice. This collective labor practice
aims to improve the living conditions for the inhabitants in popular urbanizations.
From the El Trebol first statute (Actas n001 - A.A.H.H. “El Trebol” Pamplona Alta,
2001), the organization's main aim was quite clear, as exposed in Subsection 5.2.1.
Regarding Collective labor practices target and purposes, they are connected with
the point 3 and 4 of the organization objects:
•
•

Basic infrastructure services provision (water, sewerage, and
electricity)
The construction of access roads and other mobility systems

A secondary level of objectives concerns “projects” and “tasks”. They are other
important sub-targets that are not reported inside the Certified Minutes Book but
are requests or suggestions made by external organizations in the process of
physical renewal and legalization accomplishment, for instance, focusing on formal
complaints related to environmental risk mitigation:
“I:

una

faena

convocatoria
vecinos

de

del

es

una

todos

los

“I: a task or labor is a call for
every

human

settlement

asentamiento

neighbor in order perform

humano para hacer trabajos

communal work and make

comunales

levantar

observations. We devote the

observaciones. Se dedica a

time to enhance the AA.HH, to

mejorar el AA.HH., mejorar

comply with feedback given

las observaciones que nos

by institutions, whether it is

den las instituciones ya sea de

water, electricity, Lima’s City

agua, luz, municipalidad de

Hall, etc. any institution that

lima,

is in charge something” (own

y

etc.,

cualquier

institución que vea algo”
(member

of

Girasoles,

15/04/2018

San

juan

translation)

de

Miraflores)
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“I:

Para

es

“I: for us it means to organize

el

ourselves, reducing risk within

riesgo de nuestra comunidad,

our community. We live in a

vivimos en un cerro donde

hilly area sadly prone to risk;

lamentablemente hay mucho

moreover, we also need to build

riesgo y, además, debemos

retaining

levantar muros de contención.

ourselves

Nos regimos a base de las

institutions that could grant us

instituciones que nos quieren

a visa and Civil Defense.” (own

titular

translation)

organizarnos,

y

nosotros
mitigar

Defensa

Civil.”

walls.

We

rule

according

to

(member of 07 de enero,
24/06/2018,

San

Juan

de

Miraflores)

As will be shown in Subsection 5.2.6, public agencies usually point out
weaknesses in soil structure and preliminary infrastructure constructions, which
must be fixed to obtain necessary authorizations from the concessionary company
and public administration. El Trebol board members considered such weaknesses,
and practitioners had been working on it for several weeks.
Furthermore, even the role of third sector organizations also had consistent
relevance in the definition of objectives for projects and tasks. For instance,
generally, the TECHO drew up Community Activity Plans with neighborhood
organizations. They include specific projects, aims, resources, activities, deadlines,
and responsibilities selected through a sort of participatory process. In EL Trebol,
such a Plan concern three on six written points directly link with collective activities
through the Faena Comunal (Equipo de Comunidad TECHO, 2018).
These activities concerned:
• Implementation of the playground for children
• Fitting out of the Sports Centre
• Construction of the Wawawasi
The last level of objectives depends on how each practitioner does what makes
sense for himself, in a more personal dimension. Let us say it involves moral
purposes. A moral purpose is defined as a value held by some individuals of what
is right and good to pursuit. Board members of neighborhood organizations
indicated which are the moral highest purposes of neighborhood collective labor
practices. They concern about the general improvement of the life quality in a
popular urbanization through urban development efforts. In this regard, and El
Trebol and Villa San Juan practitioners stated that the collective labor practice is:
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“I: un trabajo en conjunto,

“I: a collective labor practice

básicamente es realizar las

basically

labores en mejora de las vías,

performing road, homes, trail,

de los domicilios, carreteras,

staircases

escaleras (todas las vías) para

tasks (every path) so that we

tener una calidad de vida

can have a better quality of

mejor. (member of El Trébol,

life.” (own translation)

18/03/2018,

San

Juan

consists

of

enhancements

de

Miraflores)
“I: Un acto de trabajo para un

“I: an act of work for the

bien, para una mejora de la

common

comunidad. Para mejorar las

community’s betterment. So

necesidades

tenemos

that we can improve the needs

todos los pobladores que

of every settler who lives

vivimos

calles,

here, the streets, avenues,

avenidas, pasajes, parques, vías

trails, parks, access roads” (own

de acceso” (member of Villa

translation)

que

aquí,

Hermosa,

las

05/06/2018,

good,

for

the

San

Juan de Miraflores)

According to the extracts above, these improvements nowadays have to do with
infrastructure and facilities provision, while the collective labor practice represents
a technology towards a more comfortable situation. In this respect, as emerging
from 07 de Enero, Villa Hermosa board practitioners collective labor practice has
always been conceived as a collective and autonomous matter. Practitioners said:
“[hacer

faena

comunal]

siempre fue por nosotros
mismos, porque si o si tenemos
que

tener

comodidad

accesos
para

y

nosotros

mismos […] yo siempre digo
que tenemos que mejorar, no
nos podemos quedar así, uno
tiene que ir avanzando. Para

“[collective labor practices] has
always been something we’ve
done for ourselves because it
is the only way we can gain
access to more comfort for
ourselves […] I always say we
have to make improvements, we
cannot remain the same, we
have to move forward. For me,
laws are unfair because they
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mis las leyes son injustas,

ask

porque nos piden que hagamos

handrails, retaining walls, they

todo, las barandas, los muros de

ask for everything. What is the

contención, nos piden todo y

municipality going to do if

¿qué

la

we’ve already done it all? How

municipalidad si ya todo está

are they going to support us?”

hecho? ¿En que nos va a

(own translation)

va

a

hacer

ayudar?” (member of

us

to

do

everything:

07 de

enero, 24/06/2018, San Juan de
Miraflores).”
“Well,

we

have

needs

“Bueno tenemos necesidades

regarding some projects such as

en ciertos proyectos como el

water and sewage, for example.

agua y desagüe, por ejemplo,

We are all bound to because

estamos

todos

these are vital basic needs that

porque es un servicio básico

we are lacking and that we

vital que nos falta y debemos

should have access to as soon as

tener los más prontos posibles.

possible. Due to these facts, we

A

esto

perform the collective tasks

hacemos las faenas porque

because it is the only way we

sólo así podemos avanzar,

can progress, be better, and

mejorar y cumplir con los

comply with the requisites we

requisitos

are asked to comply with ” (own

obligados

consecuencia

que

de

nos

piden”

(member of Villa Hermosa,
05/06/2018,

San

Juan

translation)

de

Miraflores)

In the interviews, 7 de Enero board practitioners frequently used the expression
“we have to improve” and “we are all bound”. Such expressions enunciate a moral
obligation of practitioners to go further with the process of development despite any
circumstance. Conversely, those expressions summarize the shifting balance of
responsibility between local government and neighborhood organizations central
board practitioners. Collective labor practices outcomes depended on the
configuration of this responsibility, which has moral connotations. Moral
responsibility is understood as liability, or worthiness of blame or praise (Hayward
& Lukes, 2008). Its discourses suggest that neighborhood organization central
board practitioners consider themselves likewise other organization members as
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morally responsible for the settlement's fate. Indeed, an agent can be considered
responsible as far as it has the ability to choose its ends freely and act consistently
towards it, which means it can exercise some kind of agentic power using the
traditional understanding of power made explicit in Section 3.2. Then, holding
someone responsible involves responding to that person in ways that are made
appropriate by the judgment that it is morally responsible with some kind of reactive
attitudes such as gratitude, respect or resentment, indignation, and guilt when the
social expectation is either expected or disregarded (Fischer, 1999; Talbert, 2019).
The concept of moral responsibility also unveils the reason that drove
practitioners' actions beyond the respect of explicit rules and fear of punishment.
For instance, despite the formal rules, the attitude towards sanctions can vary
consistently among neighborhood organizations according to the leader's judgment.
These responses often constitute instances of moral praise or moral blame. Villa
Hermosa central board practitioner exemplified the process of blaming -first- when
practitioners fail their duties and subsequent praising phase in case of repentance:

“I: La persona que es consciente,

“I: people who are mindful, if

si algún domingo no vino, luego

they did not show up any given

trae a algún pariente, si es que

Sunday, they can bring a

quiere cumplir[…]si no quiso, no

relative later, if they really

espero a acumular, me acerco a

want to carry out the task […] if

los vecinos y por ejemplo pongo

they didn’t want to, they

una gaseosa grande y se pide

shouldn’t wait for it to build up,

disculpa por no venir por

they

alguna emergencia o deja 10

neighbors and, for example,

soles y se le exonera a pesar de

bring a large soda bottle and

que la multa sea 20 soles. Los

apologize for not coming for

que hacen esto hace se les ha

some sort of emergency, pay the

felicitado.” (member of Villa

10 soles so they are exonerated

Hermosa,

in spite of the 20 soles fine.

05/06/2018,

Juan de Miraflores)

San

should

approach

the

People who do this are
complimented”

(own

translation)

While others claim the right to be consistent with their roles exacerbating the
blaming phase also with threats like the central board practitioner of 7 de Enero:
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“I:Desde

mi

mi

“I: from the beginning of my

dificultad más grande es que la

term the biggest difficulty is

gente no sale, todos no sale. Hay

that people don’t show up, not

gente que poco le interesa, no

all show up. There’s people

paga. Eso a mí me bajonea

who have very little interest,

porque la gente mucho habla y

they don’t pay. That makes me

esto es para todos nosotros,

feel a little bit under the

el bienestar es para todos.

weather because people talk a

Para presionarlos

a que

lot and this, this is for us, for

salgan, no les ponemos agua,

everybody’s wellbeing. To put

¿pero hay algunos que dicen

some pressure on them so

“porque no nos van a dar

that they show up, we have

agua?”.

te

cut water supply. Some ask:

de

Why are you not giving us

nuestra población, entonces

water? If you really cared for

saldrías y no te perjudicarías en

our population’s betterment,

que te corten el agua, lo mismo

then you would show up and

con las multas” (member of 07

wouldn’t prejudice yourself by

de enero, 24/06/2018, San Juan

water shortage, same thing

de Miraflores).

with fines” (own translation)

Si

importara

periodo,

realmente
la

mejora

Here we assisted a second kind of vindication of the “marginal subject”
emerged through their agency capacity in a way in which the burden of social and
economic redemption is transferred into their hands. Indeed neighborhood
organization leaders accept responsibility arising from their situation, and they
assumed the struggle for settlement development by looking for different adaptation
tactics to escape from political, ideological, social, and economic difficulties
(Collier, 1975; Joseph, 2005).
Personal affectivity, feelings, and emotions have relevance in defining activity
priorities. For instance, the board members' potential competitors and consensus
strategies influence how collective labor practices are controlled, prioritizing
certain activities instead of others. Indeed, according to the current board members,
priority shall be given to the achievement of definitive electricity infrastructure and
street lighting, and It has become a “personal” objective to him emotionally
sustained. During a private chat, the general secretary of El Trebol exhibited the
will to obtain definitive electrical provision for two personal reasons. First, because
of a promise made to the community at the beginning of the electoral term. Second,
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it due to an open conflict with a member of another organization culminated in a
complaint about the power supply (field report, 01/07/2018, Vol.III, pag.96).
Even the relations among the board members and the other practitioners can
influence the Faena Comunal. For example, during the development of stairway
construction in the El Trebol phase called “collective physical activities”, each
individual acted quite differently according to their own discretion. In the
beginning, they collided with other neighbors in cleaning the area, or they merely
procrastinate their duties due to laziness and slovenliness awaiting precise
instructions. The presence of building experts, who share their tips, together with
board members who supervise the efforts' performance, allows activities to be
carried out in a better and effective way. At that stage, rarely does someone question
the expert/board committee. The teleoaffective structure encountered in Subsection
3.2.1 so links the actions of men, women, workers, expert, supervisors, and the
board making things represented and activities performed in a certain way, for
instance, through the emotional tone of respect, sense of duty or on the contrary,
indifference - even if rarely who is in direct contrast with board takes part to the
collective labor practices.

6.2.4 Rules of the game
In practice base thinking, “Rules” are also involved, respectively connected
with normative dimensions of doing and saying (Kusch, 2013). Explicit normative
forces concern “explicit formulations, principles, precepts, and instructions” (T.
Schatzki, 2002, p. 79). Guidelines of collective labor practices are behavioral
incentives, dissuasion mechanisms, active work control, and external agreements
working into a neighborhood organization.
The practitioners’ conduct is guided from inside neighborhood organizations.
Indeed, all activities previously identified are regulated by internal agreements.
They define a code of conduct that remarks social norms that individuals in a
neighborhood organization should embrace weekly.
A first standard level of normativity was established in each neighborhood
organization in a written form, inside the Statute as a part of Certified Minutes Book
mentioned in Subsection 5.2.1, which also El Trebol wrote it down (Actas n001 A.A.H.H. “El Trebol” Pamplona Alta, 2001). The statute implies the command or
prohibition of something. In fact, in the collective labor practices, ordinary and
extraordinary meetings and public demonstrations are codified as statutory
activities, and rights and duties exist as a practitioner of the El Trebol told and others
have confirmed elsewhere:
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“I: Sí, para tener un mejor orden
en

el

trabajo

y

para

comprometer al vecino que
cumpla con los acuerdos de la
Junta Directiva o acuerdos de
asamblea general, ponemos
ciertas reglas. Por ejemplo: a
las

Faenas

dominicales

debemos asistir a las 6:30am,
damos

media

hora

de

instrucciones y a las 7:00am en
punto salimos a hacer las
labores. Aquel vecino que no
cumpla

con

las

reglas

programadas tiene una multa,
multa equivalente a un jornal,
por ejemplo 30 soles que
equivale a un "Jornal".(member

“I: Yes, to have a better work
order and to commit the
neighbors to comply with the
Board

of

Directors

agreements or the general
assemblies agreements, we
set some rules. For example: for
Sunday chores, we must show
up

at

6:30am,

we

give

instructions for half an hour
and at 7:00am sharp we start
labors. Neighbors who do not
comply with the rules set will
have to pay a fine, equivalent
to a day’s work, for example,
30 soles which equals a day’s
wage

(Jornal).”

(own

translation)

of EL Trebol A, 18/03/2018,
San Juan de Miraflores)
“I: Tenemos un libro de actas
ya legalizado donde tenemos
los estatutos donde están las
obligaciones y deberes de
cada morador, dentro de esas
obligaciones, está el trabajo en
faena

comunal

obligatorio

por

que

es
cada

morador cuando la comunidad
lo amerite y lo requiere”
(member of

Villa San Juan,

22/07/2018,

San

Juan

de

“I:

We

have

a

legalized

minutes book where we keep
our

Regulations

with

obligations and duties outlined
for every inhabitant. Amongst
those obligations, there is the
collective
mandatory
inhabitant

labor

work

for
whenever

--

every
the

community requires it” (own
translation)

Miraflores).
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“I: Claro, hay libros de actas

“I: Sure, there’s minutes books

donde se han establecido los

where rules and procedures

reglamentos

y

have been established like

cómo

calling the board of directors, or

convocar a la junta directiva, si

if you don’t show up for

no vas a una faena, tienes que

community tasks then you have

pagar la multa en dinero o con

to pay a fine with money or by

otra faena. 20 soles por faena o

performing another task. 20

recuperación con otro trabajo

soles by chore or pay back with

(member

Girasoles,

a

juan

translation)

procedimientos,

of

15/04/2018

San

de

different

task”

(own

Miraflores).

According to practitioners, general rules in collective labor practices specified
the day and working hours, numbers of participants for each plot, and unitive
actions can be adopted. According to this last point, sanctions are gradual and
increase in intensity and importance according to the type and/or repetitiveness of
the behavior that violates the norm: first an oral warning, then a written reminder,
and finally a direct and forced intervention which could reach the exclusion of the
defaulted.
“Sí, este estatuto es como la

“Yes, these Regulations are like

constitución, hay normal que,

the constitution, there’s norms

si el vecino no cumple con

that if the neighbor doesn’t

algunos

follow

acuerdos,

es

some

of

the

sancionado y a veces hasta

agreements, the person could

separado del asentamiento o

be

pierdes

separated

algunos

derechos

sanctioned

and

from

even
the

como elegir y ser elegido. Los

settlement or lost rights like

que están continuamente en las

electing and being elected.

faenas, en las reuniones, en las

The ones who always show up

marchas

to

que

hacemos

collective

labor

work,

reclamando al estado que nos

meetings, demonstrations we

ponga servicios básicos, para

make demanding the estate to
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esas personas tenemos una

provide basic services to us,

sanción

those have first an oral

primero

verbal,

luego escrita y después la

warning,

separación

del

reminder,

(member

El

Trébol

A,

exclusion or separation from

San

Juan

de

the group.” (own translation)

of

18/03/2018,

grupo.”

then

a

and

written
finally

Miraflores)

Different situations require that board members make additional efforts to
ensure dialogue and demand respect for the rules. A peculiar system of control
allows participants to certify their presence during collective labor activities.
Practitioners receive a Participation Statement of Accomplishment or a Control
Card signed by the construction secretary. Conversely, those who do not participate
in the organization's activities shall be recorded in an Attendance Register (see
Figure 32) —an official document through which members of a neighborhood
organization can validate their work participation— monitored, and finally
sanctioned:
“I: A aquel vecino que asiste, le

“I: Neighbors who assist are

otorgamos una tarjeta de

given a control card; within this

control, en esta tarjeta de

control card there are some

control vienen unos recuadros

checkboxes

en las cuales el secretario de

construction secretary puts a

obra coloca un sello la cual

stamp with which it is certified

certifica que el vecino ha

that the neighbor was present for

asistido a faena. El secretario de

community

obra con visto bueno del

construction secretary does it

secretario general.” (member of

with the general secretary’s

EL Trebol A, 18/03/2018, San

approval.”

where

chores.

the

The

Juan de Miraflores)

Explicit references to collective labor practices appear in the article n.43, title
VII: “Participar a los trabajos comunales del Asentamiento Humano ‘El
Trebol’”(ibd. p.26), referring to the duty of the settlers work inside the organization.
In the neighborhood organization's first book, no data emerges concerning written
sanctions for non-compliant settlers, even if they appear in interview data and field
note reports. Instead, sanctions are foreseen for non-compliant board members as
provided explicitly for collective labor practices. It has been mentioned in Article
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n.52, included in the title IX. It states the following: “por no asistir a la faena
comunal serán multados por 1% de la UIT71 vigente a la fecha” (ibd. p.28).
However, there is no reference about the minimum of maximal age in the statute
and the code of conduct to perform collective labor practices.
Active work control also takes a written form through the Control Card Tarjetas de Control and the Attendance Register -Cuaderno de Control. The first
is an official document belonging to a family unit through which members of a
neighborhood organization can validate their work participation. The card is not
personal and can be passed to other members, family or not, who declare to
participate in favor of the plot marked on the card. Supervisors apply a rubber stamp
with the neighborhood organization's logo and the date of activity on a checkbox.

Figure 32: Control Card and Attendance Register of El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

71

This system provide the payment of an amount equal to a % of the a special tax unit called
Unidad Impositiva Tributaria – UIT provided by SUNAT. In 2001 year, it topped 3.000 PEN -909
USD, according to the D.S. Nº 145-2000-EF.
-http://www.sunat.gob.pe/indicestasas/uit.html-
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The second is a journal created by the board members to help them track past
participations, check the present, and plan penalties for those in arrears.
The second level of normativity links more with empirical shreds of evidence
than on written documents. For instance, in the AA.HH. of El Trébol, other rules
are currently in use —possibly approved in a general assembly after the first statute
by the organization. Those rules will provide penalties concerning the settlers and
the day and the hours of the collective work. According to the leader of El Trebol
current proportion of penalties to the settlers have an amount of 30 PEN -9 USD
related to a daily salary rate72. However, using punishment is not the only way nor
an excellent way to successfully discipline inside the organization, and an
alternative is always available and much appreciated. Otherwise, sanctions can be
avoided if the settlers provide an extra labor force for compensating the missing
Collective Labor Practices. It concerns an increase in the workforce for the recovery
of working hours lost in the previous activities. Therefore, practitioners used to
bring other members from inside the same plot —the partner or its sons or other
family members— to make amends as El Trebol leader confirmed:
F: Sí, pero las faenas son

“F: Yes, chores (faenas) can be

recuperables.

ejemplo,

compensated. For example,

este domingo no vengo, pero el

this Sunday I don’t show up but

próximo domingo vengo con

next Sunday I come with

una persona más y la recupero.

another

No necesariamente se paga

amendments.

la multa, se le colocan sus 2

necessarily have to pay the

sellos y hay un cuaderno de

fine, you’ll receive the two

registros” (member of El Trébol,

stamps

18/03/2018,

register” (own translation)

Por

San

Juan

de

person

on

and
You

the

make
don’t

attendance

Miraflores)

That occurs even if the collective labor practice is accomplished during a public
holiday, on Sunday in the early morning, usually from 6:30 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. Early
activities are related to the fact that a practitioner can work in acceptable conditions
during these times tables. Furthermore, being the day off of most people,

72

Other ethnographic interviews instead have suggested me that monetary penalties por capita
is equivalent to nearly 30 for daily loss of work. Under the current 1% of the Unidad Impositiva
Tributaria for 2018.
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practitioners can have the support of external organizations and NGOs which
involve volunteers who are available only during the weekend:
“Nosotros lo hacemos ahora

“We are doing this on Sundays

los domingos porque vienen

now because young volunteers

jóvenes

como

from TECHO and other NGOs

TECHO y de otras ONG´s y

come and they want to perform

quieren

trabajos

communal tasks here in our

comunales aquí en nuestro

settlement; for that reason, we

asentamiento

esto

are committed. We go out to

estamos

work, we commit, we introduce

comprometimos. Salimos a

ourselves to the young visitors,

trabajar, nos comprometemos,

we share and work together”

voluntarios
hacer
y

nosotros

nos

presentamos

por

con

los

jóvenes, hacemos un compartir
y trabajamos juntos” (member
of EL Trébol A, 18/03/2018,
San Juan de Miraflores)

Lastly, the third level of normativity involves other agreements signed with
external associations, NGOs, and institutions. For instance, TECHO used to sign an
agreement before starting a collaboration with an AA.HH. is called the
Collaboration Agreement -Ficha de compromiso de trabajo en conjunto in Spanish.
It concerns the active participation of at least ⅕ of adults in Techo’s activities,
which also involve projects accomplished by collective labor practices73.
Agreements compliance —even if not strictly— is continuously under scrutiny, and
by the last measure in cases of non-compliance is that the relationship is
suspended74. TECHO also involves the population through a series of standard
participatory techniques to establish an Action Plan that clarifies the needs of the
moment and where the limited resources of the neighborhood organization are to
be invested.
The relation between TECHO activities and collective labor practices follows
two kinds of rationality. Firstly, the relationship appears instrumental to gain trust
and to chain perspectives of the other party. Indeed, TECHO volunteers I have
worked with told me about transforming their view of popular urbanization and

73

Thi is the case of the Community Projects -Proyectos comunitarios in Spanish- accomplish
by the assistance from the Fund FONTECHO with the help of TECHO permanent and temporary
volunteers.
74
Two cases has been reported in my diaries, Cerro Puquio and Villa Hermoza, in which I was
directly involved.
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their inhabitants. One manager of TECHO summarizes his feelings toward
collective labor practices as follows:
“… si, es muy fuerte, porque al

“Yes, it is very strong, now that

ya no ser la puerta de entrada

house construction is not the

de Techo a una comunidad la

entry

construcción de una vivienda,

Techo,

hoy por hoy son las faenas

practices have become that.

comunitarias. Y Techo se

Techo starts to prove itself in

comienza

front of the community when

a

validar

en

door

anymore

collective

labor

comunidad cuando llega por

they

primera

sus

volunteers and adhere to

voluntarios y se su suman

collective labor chores. It is a

una faena comunitaria. Y esto

very rich moment because it is

es un momento muy rico,

transformative for both parties,

porque es una transformación

for

para ambos participantes, para

volunteer.” (own translation)

vez

con

first

for

the

come

settler

and

with

the

el vecino y para el voluntario”
(member

of

TECHO,

13/06/2018, Lima)

Secondly, the relationship is seen as a prior condition to implement and succeed
with both neighborhood organizations and TECHO projects and aims. The
argument supports a "duty of mutual aid" which calls on different organizations to
help one another. As testimony by one of the TECHO volunteers:
“cada proyecto tiene su función.
[…] Entonces, dependiendo del
proyecto, identificábamos si
necesitábamos

o

no

más

voluntarios de la comunidad,
para generar una especie de
faena, y si no se necesita o si en
la medida de lo posible lo
podemos nosotros generar,
como Techo, bien; es lo ideal,
pero si no se puede y si o si

“Every project has its function.
[…] So, depending on the
project, we identified if we
needed,

or

not,

more

community volunteers in order
to generate some sort of
collective labor practice. If not
required or if, as far as
possible, we could manage as
Techo, then great It’s the ideal.
If we can’t or if we need
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necesitamos mano de los

settlers to pitch in, then we

vecinos, se solicita ahí una

request a collective labor

faena.” (member of TECHO,

practice.” (own translation)

12/06/2018, Lima)

Moreover, other rules derive from land-use regulations imposed by the local
government into the renewal process of physical consolidation and legal
“inclusion” encountered in Subsection 5.2.3. They act through Basic Plot Plans
called Plan Visado or, technically Plano simple de Ubicación de lotes. It is a
technical drawing privately required and submitted by AA.HH. to a municipality to
access the formal recognition process as an organization and subsequently obtain
the so-called Constancia de Posesión —an essential document for basic service
requirements (Gerencia de Cultura, 2019). The Basic Plot Plan shows an overall
view of the “informal” possession of the organization, which includes the site
dimension, locations, sections of the roads and staircase, plots subdivision, and
boundaries, categorized by their expected uses. When collective labor practices are
planned, the board members usually have to consider this plan. Activities such as
tracking plots or building stairways are strictly related to the normative value of this
document.
A formal set of rules for conduct is usually a guarantee for equal treatment
operability. However, other criteria usually give limits to such rules pre-scripted or
created separately and by the social legitimacy of those criteria (Frega, 2015).
Consequently, normativity cannot be adequately grasped just by the justification of
written norms or rules and their subsequent application; instead, it has to be found
in the ongoing, ordinary actions that confirm or deny, adjust or break the fragile net
of practitioners' normative expectations inside a specific practice (Rouse, 2007).
They have to do with the practical and general understanding of practices
performance that will be the focus of the next section.

6.2.5 knowledge-in-bundle
As outlined before, practice-based thinking conceptualizes human activity as
situated (Gherardi, 2008, 2012; T. Schatzki, 2012a; Suchman, 1997, 2009). The
idea of “situated” knowledge is very similar to Theodore Schatzki’concept of
“bundle”. Indeed, he has said, “what people do is tied to something that surrounds
them or in which they are immersed: a situation, a bundle.” (T. Schatzki, 2017, p.
35). Therefore, knowledge in a bundle of practices is something created through
people doing and saying, in which words, activities, and particular material
arrangements are fundamental components. According to that premise, Knowledge
is not something stored solely in technological tools such as books, personal
computers, or into the “web-net” but is produced and reproduced through a
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performance that takes place within practices, employing practices themselves
(Gherardi, 2008).
When I asked where collective labor practices knowledge came from,
neighborhood organizations practitioners shared answers connected with their
direct history life. Here, those experiences are grouped into two profiles: those who
have experienced what collective labor practice entails in their actual settlements,
and those who grew up in the countryside, having practical experiences of this kind
of work in another context.
For instance, when questioned on their involvement in collective labor
practices, Girasole and EL Trebol practitioners confided that their first experience
was in the settlement itself and already in adulthood:
“Yo conocí la faena recién

“I got acquainted with the faena

cuando llegué a este sitio,

when I arrived at this place, I

tenía 21 años. […] porque

was 21 years old. […] because I

antes

didn’t

no

vivía

en

un

leave

Asentamiento

Humano”

settlement

(member

of

Girasoles,

translation)

15/04/2018

San

juan

at

a

human

before”

(own

de

Miraflores)
“A

bueno

domingo

nosotros
hacemos

cada
faena

“Oh well, each Sunday we
participate

in

collaborative

desde 18 años, desde que mi

labor, for 18 years, since my

madre vino aquí a vivir yo

mom came to live here y started

empecé a hacer faena nel

doing

2010 cuando ella era ya viejita”

around 2010, when she was

(member

of

18/03/2018,

community

chores

El

Trébol

B,

already a little old” (own

San

Juan

de

translation)

Miraflores)

Otherwise, other practitioners encountered in Villa Hermosa and 07 de Enero
have already had previous experiences and well-rooted experiences with collective
labor, and building activities in general, since they were young in the province:
“Mis padres antes que yo, en

“My parents did it in the

provincia, también lo ha hecho.

countryside

Comunidades

Distant, farming communities

campesinas,

before

I

did.
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alejadas, también hacen faenas

also perform collective labor

comunales,

practices in order to enhance

para

mejorar

caminos, trochas, mejoras de

roads,

trails,

facilities’

algún local. He crecido viendo

betterment. I’ve grown up

eso […]. La diferencia es que

seeing that happen […]. The

ellos lo hacían en campo, en

difference is that they used to do

provincia, también carecían de

it in the field, within the

servicios básicos, necesidades

countryside where they also

grandes,

los

llegaban

y

apoyos

no

lacked basic services, they had

haciendo

sus

big necessities, support never

faenas podían lograr algo.

came so by doing faenas, they

Aquí, igual.” (member of Villa

accomplished

Hermosa,

Here, it is the same.” (own

05/06/2018,

San

something.

Juan de Miraflores)

translation)

“Siempre he trabajado porque

“I have always worked because

soy de Arequipa y he trabajado

I am from Arequipa and I have

en las tierras, en tus terrenos,

worked in the fields, you had to

tenías que trabajar, no es

work the soil; to me, working

novedad para mi trabajar y

and building walls are not a

levantar muros, pero no es

novelties, but they are not

como

quite

una

faena

propiamente” (member of 07

a

faena”

(own

translation)

de enero, 24/06/2018, San Juan
de Miraflores)

Therefore, the body of knowledge depends first on the life experiences of each
practitioner. However, what kind of knowledge they possess nowadays?
Two “hidden” forms of knowledge emerged by accomplishing collective labor
practices in El Trebol. Here I refer to the notions of “Practical understanding” and
“General Understanding” already presented in Chapter II, which can also be
understood as a form of “Knowledge” which accompanies people’s orientation
within the bundle.
First, Practitioners’ “Practical understanding” reflects what has been presented
in Subsections 3.2.1 I am referring to the knowledge acquired by knowing how to
do specific tasks and projects, the bodily and linguistic rules for doing, the ends for
which it can or should be performed. For instance, practitioners know precisely
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where the meeting point is located in the morning, even if no rules or information
is specified explicitly. It concerns knowledge that is acquired by day-to-day handson experiences disciplined by situated and routinized activities. Tools they have to
bring to the appointment —besides specific requests from the board— and how to
use them represent another “practical understanding” example. Indeed, no one
explains which kind of tools and how to use them during the collective labor
practice. In other words, doing things collectively gives meaning to ‘practical
understanding’.
Practitioners also know how to walk in a sloppy and hilly area without losing
their stability, something that I have done continuously to give another example.
During a collective labor practice related to stairway construction. The
“displacement” phase consisted of the recovery of materials stored in a shelter at
the top of the hill, and following the path to reach the place was not easy. I went
through a dirt floor staircase and sloppy ground only because of the technical
equipment I was wearing, including hiking shoes with Vibram soles75.
Astonishingly, other practitioners were paving the same way using just scuffed
shoes or flip-flops, warning me in the meantime on where not to go and where to
pay attention not to slide (see Appendix D: Field report, 25/03/2018, vol 2, p.21).
Another notable example is related to the collection of street scattered garbage
and their burns in public spaces apparently regardless of the aftermath. Justification
for those actions has occurred in contrast to what previously stated and to what will
follow. Indeed, during a burning/cleaning activity, one of the practitioners once
mentioned that “burning waste is useful to keep the site clean, to prevent illnesses
and not to contaminate the environment” (see Appendix D: Field report,
11/02/2018, Vol 1, p.68), ignoring or underestimating other health and
environmental problems connected with those practices. However, this activity
cannot be understood out of the practice that produced it. Actually, waste collection
limitation creates an over-accumulation of garbage in the streets. The leading cause
regards coordination failure between neighbors’ habits and collection truck
schedules, but the complete randomness of trucks transit during the week worsens
the situation. Then, the presence of illegal dumps in the area feels like a problem
that needs to be solved. Finally, the uncontrolled or supervised presence of animals
such as dogs and poultry looking for organic residues causes a spread of street
garbage all around the settlement. Therefore, practitioners' burning waste option
seems to fix quickly and with seemingly no complications other urgent and critical
problems.
Moreover, I could report the case of concrete mixing. Mixing concrete by hand
is not complicated; however, skilled practitioners should know how to deliver good
strength and durability products. In La Nueva Rinconada, those skills are not just
prerogatives of professionals in the building sector but also acquired through
practitioners' life experiences. For instance, I met a skilled woman in the concrete
75

Vibram shoes soles are an Italian design manufactured under exclusive licenses in many
countries. It promise a high degree of abrasion resistance and an excellent traction on the widest
range of surfaces with.
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mixture in the 7 de Enero neighborhood organization with a typical life story.
During the chat, she said that her father was a general contractor, known as Maestro
de Obra in vernacular and that she learned from him how to produce a well-mixed
concrete paste and sand-rock aggregates during his housework. According to her
knowledge, It should fulfill the following requirements: concrete should be uniform
in color and homogeneous, and the paste should cover all the surface of the
aggregate. She also showed some tips on using the shader properly without further
unnecessary effort, including the amount and proportion of materials to be used (see
Appendix D: Field report, 24/06/2018, vol 3, p.66). On a similar occasion, a board
member of El Trebol without professional experience in building, during a concrete
mixing work, said wisely that local circumstances required an active adaptation of
many. A kind of self “learning by doing” (see Appendix D: Field report,
08/04/2018, vol 2, p.51).
Second, the “General understanding” form of knowledge focuses on different
conventions and beliefs that suffuse bundles. Indeed, social interaction in daily
activities requires a degree of competence in controlling self-expression that
overlaps the practice itself. Most of those competencies are acquired through “tacit
agreements” (Tummolini, 2013, p. 900) built somewhere else in time and space
than in the specific collective labor practices. They may be considered as social
conventions. Throughout the collective labor practice analysis in El Trebol, I have
tracked the presence of two different kinds of conventions that have also been
reflected in the other neighborhood organizations: a) conventions in social
interaction, including age and gender marker in the workplace; b) workplace health
and safety conventions.
Concerning “General Understanding” features, convention first concerns labor
force composition, specifically focused on age and gender relations (see Figure 33).
Firstly, I would start the debate underline the presence of underage boys and
girls performing working activities. On the one hand, child and adolescent labor
practices are not uncommon in Lima and Peru. The 2015 National Child Labor
Survey 76 identified 1,619,200 children —approximately 19% of minors— engaged
in child labor, with a peak in rural areas (Bureau Of International Labor Affairs,
2016). We can better understand child labor perception in Peruvian society through
the International Labour Office report called Trabajo infantil: estudio de opinión
pública en el Perú (Sulmont Haak et al., 2007). According to the study, the surveyed
consider this kind of practice a positive strategy for developing thoughtful and
responsible behavior of children. Indeed, it also reports positive aspects of child
labor concern mainly the responsibility to family support and the understanding on
the part of the worker for the value of material goods. All this, even though the
general perception of the interviewees is that real dangers do not compensate for
the few benefits that can be gained through child labour.
76

http://webinei.inei.gob.pe/anda_inei/index.php/catalog/496/studydescription#page=dataprocessing&tab=study-desc
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On the other hand, it is worth mentioning that in El Trebol as well as in other
settlements, there have not been any children forced labor within Faena activities.

Figure 33: Underage boy performing working activities – El Trebol (source: photo repertoire)

Instead, what the collected information suggests was in line with the over
mentioned survey. It refers more to complementing the labor force with a learning
perspective or a matter of control over them due to a lack of confidence or
impossibility to leave the children at home alone. Field reports and photography
show that children always have been accompanied by a parent, a family member
usually, who was taking care of them. It was the case of the collective labor
practices in El Trebol and Villa San Juan where I met a child helping his gramma
in heavy work (see figure 33) or a woman carrying on her shoulders her child
disposing construction waste (see Appendix D: Field report, 22/07/2018, Vol. III.
Pag.152). Conversely, adolescents were assisted by a mentor, teaching them
something that can still be useful in their future life as practitioners, as happened in
the case of El Trebol boundaries plotting phase where a child helped a surveyor in
his work in distance reading and tracking (see Appendix D: Field report,
04/03/2018, Vol. I. Pag. 116). If we took into account this, we would be able to
understand why children and adolescents performed Faena activities in popular
urbanizations.
Secondly, social conventions such as gender conventions may have a higher
impact than working age in collective activities. According to Fuller (1998, 2005),
a male pattern reproduces its hegemony, designing and shaping the labor gender
culture in popular urbanizations. It is especially true in the building sector, where
the male population monopolizes positions such as carpenter, electrician,
ironworker, laborer, mason, sheet metal worker, steel fixer, and welder. Therefore,
manual laborers are conventionally associated with masculinity and public virility.
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Despite the context, the female population used to be extremely active and
participate in collective labor practices as much as, if not more, than the male
population. According to the fieldnote data, distinctions between males and females
regarding mostly the tools used in labor, the relation among participants, and the
type of activities carried out in practice.
1. Required tools: There was always a distinction concerning working tools

among men and women demand to deal with planned activities in the “the
briefing” project when the board gets through the organization of the
following collective labor practices. This distinction could also have a
practical explanation, as highlighted in the following statement:
“…mayormente

las

“...most of the time women

mujeres nos llevamos una

take a bucket or a shovel,

lampa o un balde, de

depending on what is going

acuerdo a lo que se va a

to

hacer no, porque a veces

sometimes you have to dig.

tienes que escarbar, los

Males,

varones

todo

pickaxes and crowbars [...] I

llevan picos y llevan barreta

always carry my own tools,

[...] yo siempre llevo mis

my husband also owns a

herramientas, mi esposo

crowbar, but those are

tiene además una barreta,

very heavy [remarks with

pero son barretas que

strong intonation] and I

pesan [remarca con una

can’t carry it. I told my

entonación fuerte] entonces

husband, I have a smaller

yo no puedo cargar de

iron bar, not as thick as a

eso. Ya a mi esposo le dije,

crowbar. So that it is known

yo tengo un fierro así

that, whenever I have to do

chiquito que no es tan

a faena, I will take that with

grueso como una barreta.

me and dig with it” (own

Para lo que sepa si tengo

translation)

más

a

que

be

done
specially,

because
carry

que ir a la faena voy a
llevarme esto y con esto voy
a escarbar” (member of El
Trebol, 08/04/2018, San
Juan de Miraflores)
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The first impression I gained is that the physical effort to bring and use
specific tools matters in gender conventions.
2. Gender relations: men and women have appeared split into homogeneous
groups, and with a couple of exceptions, these crowds tend to stay together
until the end of the Faena Comunal. It is possible to make a couple of
examples. During the kick-off meeting in the “gathering people” project in
El Trebol, I identified two crowds waiting for instructions outside the
coordination center. Practitioners were leaning against the wooden fence
that he put on the road with his work tools in hand, chatting amiably. On the
left side of the fence were the men, while the women were on the right side.
Those crowds also maintained themselves in the ‘physical collective
activities’ phase (see Appendix D: Field report, 11/03/2018, Vol. I, p.133).
A similar form of “subdivision” was also recorded during a collective labor
activity in the Villa San Juan neighborhood organization. There, I met
fourteen women disposing of construction waste through a human chain
while the men were in charge of sorting the material for transport and
storage just at the end of the human chain. (see Appendix D: Field report,
22/07/2018, Vol. III. Pag.152).
3. Activities carried out: An explicit division of labor among men and women
into collective labor practices activities exists even if it is not formalized
(see Appendix D: Field report, 11/02/2018, Vol. I, p.68). Specifically,
women were generally assigned to cleaning activities, such as pick up the
street garbage (ibid.) clean up chairs and tidy up the organization's premises
before and after Sunday meetings, clean up leisure spaces such as the
neighborhood playground (see Appendix D: Field report, 11/03/2018, vol.I,
p.130). Furthermore, concerning the equipment that is brought and used by
each practitioner —in the case of women often dry and containers as
mentioned before— there are then the activities related to the transport and
distribution of material (see Appendix D: Field report, 22/07/2018, Vol. III.
Pag.152)
Finally, convention relating to “General Understanding” concerns the cultural
approach to safety in work environments, what I believe a general sense of things
that pervade a bundle. Even if the work is hard, being something very similar to a
construction job, collective and personal protective and safety equipment
practically does not exist. This condition appears to be chronic in self-construction
practices spread out in popular urbanizations (Bartra Asmat, 1999). Collected data
shows at least two different absences, which allow estimating safety and risks
culture: the first absence concerns collective and personal protection equipment;
the second regards the lack of public discourses to security and safety-related with
the work.
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Concerning the former, most of the practitioners simply were wearing t-shirts,
gym shoes, or even flip-flops and sandals during their activities, others, involved in
proper construction work, have used to wear workload safety shoes. Instead, no one
has used working gloves as well as industrial safety helmets or safety glasses
contravening civil construction national laws77. They did not even have claimed the
right of personal safety, neither when they try to smash huge stone mass with a
sledgehammer, surrounded by people that were informed to turn their heads and
look away in a moment of clarity (see Appendix D: Field report, 25/03/2018, vol 2,
p.18). When I asked them if they were used to dressing in a particular way to
perform the “Physical collective activities” projects, their answers concerned the
safeguard of their best clothes rather than their own security and safeguard:
“nos ponemos zapatos viejos
porque

aquí

se

ensucia

mucho. Nos ponemos ropas
viejas,

zapatillas viejas y

zapatos viejos. Porque por acá
mucho se ensucia.

Pues yo

tengo estas sandalias feas que
me pongo para caminar por
acá, y cuando ya salgo en la

“We were old shoes because
you can get really dirty here.
We wear old clothes, old
snickers, old shoes. Because you
will get super dirty. I have this
ugly flip flops I wear to walk
around here, when I go out, i
wear something else”
(own translation)

calle me pongo otro zapatos”
(Member

of

08/04/2018,

El
San

Trebol,
Juan

de

Miraflores)

“nos ponemos cualquier ropa

“We wear any clothes people

las personas creen que sea

believe are convenient. In my

conveniente. Por ejemplo, en mi

case, for example, I wear old

caso me pongo ropa vieja

clothes to work because you

para ponerme a trabajar

get dirty. It depends on the

porque

person” (own translation)

se

ensucia.

Pero

depende de cada uno” (Member

77

According to the Ministry of Labour and Employment Promotion, Norms that must be taken
into account to settle minimum safety behaviour in civil construction activities concern: a) Norma
Técnica de Edificación G.050 Seguridad durante la construcción, aprobado con Decreto Supremo
N° 010-2009-Vivienda. b) Resolución Suprema N° 021-83- TR, Normas Básicas de Seguridad e
Higiene en Obras de Edificación.
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of El Trebol, 08/04/2018, San
Juan de Miraflores)

I was convinced that the former absence regards the lack of public discourses
on security and safety. For instance, I neither heard other actors dealing with the
topic mentioned above in the collective labor practice projects nor in the discourses
carried out outside the practice itself. The general theme emerged just once when I
heard a practitioner complaining about the situation after an accident indirectly. A
pincer hit his head, falling during the repairs to the electrical grid during a collective
labor practice mentioned in Subsection 5.3.3. He got injured, bleeding into the old
organization's premises, and accompanied by his furious complaining wife. His
injuries were treated directly by the association president, Mr. Flores, while the
woman was really lying into safety and self-security deficiencies, demanding at
least equipment such as helmets and gloves for the practitioners in the future (see
Appendix D: Field report, 01/07/2018 vol. 3, p.97).
I noticed the same unsafety behaviors in the case of a collective labor practice
performed in Villa Hermosa. During an environmental risk mitigation activity, a

Figure 34: A risky environmental risk mitigation activity - Villa
Hermosa. (source: photo repertoire)
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member of the community leaned out of a sheer wall of about 10m to stabilize the
wall below and install a rockfall net. The practitioner was only tied with a nylon
rope to the precarious wooden fence at the edge of the cliff, without further
shrewdness (see Figure 34 and Appendix D: Field report, 06/05/2018, vol. 2,
p.112). As Gherardi and Nicolini (2000) report, each specific social or
organizational setting develops its own definition and culture of danger and safety.
In a context of general uncertainty concerning the socio-economic and
environmental situation of El Trebol as well as in all La Nueva Rinconada, hazard
recognition and risk perception in collective labor practices have relatively little
relevance in social affairs. Thus the current convention is not paying much attention
to this topic even if the subject appears central to me.

6.3 Technologies of power, rationalities, and principles
The technologies of power illustrated in this section explain the conduct of
collective labor practice. They have to do with the material arrangements within
the practice, the internal system of incentives and disincentives attached to it, the
moral responsibilities of practitioners, and the external pressure exerted by other
actors.
First, space-time bound collective labor practices through specific material
arrangements, as shown in Subsection 6.2.2. In this configuration, practitioners are
just one side of the coin. The other side concerns the elements advocating the
collective labor practices, such as the dogs' presence during the practice's
performance, the rough and desertic environmental conditions, and the tools they
used. The relationship between peoples and practices is deeply rooted in their
physical qualities, status, or socioeconomic condition. Similarly, geomorphological
and climatic factors influence how activities are performed and their output.
Proceeding with the element of the analyzed practice, dogs are an integral part of
the urban environment in popular urbanizations and an inseparable presence among
humans. They have an impact on practice which is controlled by practitioners'
stones thrown to manage dog presence. Stones that have shaped the conduct of the
dogs can be considered a "rude" “Advising/warning” form of technology.
Many other tools and facilities for working connected with the practice
contribute to the government and management of the practice itself. They can be
considered governmental technologies which act on practitioners from inside the
neighborhood organizations. As shown in Subsection 6.2.2, the intensive use of
leisure facilities actively contributes to the unfolding of many projects and tasks.
According to fieldwork data, the organization’s promises offer a perfect starting
and ending point to collective labor practices activities, due to the
representative/iconic images and to is permanent characteristics, which protects
against climate change and provides some comfort. However, the chairs and
conference table disposition and the general secretary posture inside the
organization’s premises influence practitioners in various phases of collective labor
practice - similarly to what should occur with the faithful listening to the priest on
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the altar or students in front of the professor in the desk. Thus, internal spaces are
also transformed into a “Binding” technology of power to serve board members'
positions.
Furthermore, tools such as the Statute of neighborhood organization itself and
other deeds with fair values emitted through formal assemblies, control cards, and
the attendance register provide the internal system of incentives and disincentives
to manage collective labor practices as emerged in Subsection 6.2.4. The Statute
embodied rules in a written form to which all neighborhood organization members
-including the practitioners- must subscribe and respect and are the first and
foremost important governmental technology adopted. As in the Certified Minutes
Book case, the Statute can also be considered an internal “binding” technology that
binds the organization members to a series of conduct functional to the
organization's performance.
The control card and the attendance register mobilized internal operative
“record” technologies to account for practitioners' participation and identify the
defendants. In fact, they provide timely information to determine the range of
appropriate measures that can reflect the infringement's relative seriousness.
Then, other technological tools also have a causality over the practice. For
instance, the Public Address System -PA system- and Megaphones used to warn the
inhabitants of upcoming activities and call back those who delay the “gathering
people” phase on Sunday early in the morning represent “Advising/warning”
technologies on the hands of the organization’s board. Tools that go beyond impacts
over collective spaces because sound waves reach the internal surface of the private
homes that are not insulated at all.
Second, the moral responsibilities and practitioners' judgment praised the
practice's collective dimension and the organization's role in pursuing collective
well-being, qualifying as a technology of the self (Foucault, 1988; Rose, 1999a)
reported in Subsection 3.3.1. The unfolding and reproduction of this kind of practice
depend equally on the central board's normative influence and authority. They aim
to build compromise with potential practitioners, enforce rules and resources to
induce others to cooperate, and justify other organizations' interventions. They are
enacted by moral “judgment” to defend one of the main principles of the
neighborhood organization: Members’ active contribution as encountered in
section 5.4.
Data has shown the strategy that cares about the leaning on guilty conscience
during the “focusing on the situation” project met in Subsection 6.2.1. Board
members, especially the secretary, reprove practitioners to the lack of participation
during the official meetings and the overloading of collective well-being on the
shoulders of few. They exalt goals achieved over time, recalling what has occurred
in previous collective labor practices end, explaining further steps to be taken
during ‘‘the advertisements” project. Therefore, the imperative to keep
development through self-upgrading initiatives is also based on the moral
responsibility to others, primarily other members of the organizations and family
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members, and can be qualified as a new type of “technology of the self” that could
be labeled as “Moralizing” speech working as an inside “Assessment” technologies.
Third, Subsection 6.2.3 has unraveled the collective labor practice identifying
the explicit and implicit aims and ends that emerged through the practice's
teleoaffective structure, explaining the rationality behind it. As well as
neighborhood organizations, the collective labor practice is moved by practicaloriented rationalities matched with the affective ones. Indeed also, collective labor
practice's explicit aims are related to the property's rehabilitation, the consolidation
of territorial boundaries, basic infrastructure services provision, and maintenance
as presented in Subsection 6.2.4. “Comprehensive development” implies the
conformity to the principle of the Members’ active contribution, as already
encountered. A principle that leads to consider any formal or substantial aid as wellintended if it contributes to improving the settlement's living conditions.
Besides the Statute's main aims, subordinate targets and the purposes mainly
depend on external organizations' recommendations setting out the priorities and
activities to be carried out. The discourses of central board practitioners appear
oversaturated by references to third-party indications, guidelines, and references to
an explicit code of conduct that practitioners must adopt not to be further penalized
in the urban development process. For instance, external recommendations and
enforcement also involve NGOs through compliance with the agreements made. As
already mentioned, the case of TECHO regards the Collaboration Agreement and
the Community Activity Plans. They also regard private firms and public agencies
contracts such as Basic Plot Plans produced by external professionals and the Risk
Assessment Report released by the Metropolitan Civil Defence Department as
already commented on in Section 5.4.
Finally, governing and managing collective labor practices depends on
knowledge that affects people’s orientation, defining principles that detect macrosocial forms of governmental rationality. Knowledge can flow into directed
learning activities. Data reports there were moments of sharing information offered
by the neighborhood organization central board during the practice itself, especially
during the “focusing on the situation” and ‘‘the advertisements” projects. On such
occasions, practitioners were processing data about the activities they were
involved in through direct and planned explanations.
Knowledge flows into an indirect and active learning activity, as sown in
Subsection 6.2.5. This knowledge has been defined as those that involve
practitioners in doing things and think about the things they are doing through
casual empiricism or conventions. According to Schatzki, it involves the “Practical
understanding” and “General Understanding” of the practice itself. The first
anchors to local circumstances, which have required an active adaptation of many.
Thus, it is embedded both into routinized actions and improvisation, failures, and
attempts performed with others. The second depends on different conventions and
beliefs that suffuse bundles instead of focusing on bodily doing and saying during
the practice. Then, such beliefs are designed and based on society expectancies
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established in other places and by other practices and then reproduced through the
collective labor practices. The conventions underpin the sexual division of labor
inside the practice and proper dress code during work activities. Theis forms of
knowledge result from years of reiteration, refinement, and adjustments inside the
collective labor practice and outside.
Countre-conducts also exist within collective labor practices. Indeed as other
forms of practices, they are ruled by norms and has their own purposes; therefore,
it can be contested. As noted by field studies, there are different nuances and
degrees of resistance within collective labor practices. They can range from direct

Figure 35: Practitioners "waiting" for Central Board direct instructions or "loosing time" trying to avoid them.

disobedience to an imposed order, as in the case of non-participation in projects and
tasks unfolding, to more devious tactics such as "pretending" not to hear or
understand an imposed command, as well as doing as little as possible when not
under observation (see figure 35).
Since I focused only on collective labor practices, sufficient elements to
analyze the first type's practitioners' countre-conducts were not. This lack of
information can be considered a limitation to the research but can also lead to
further investigation in subsequent studies, as will be explained in the epilogue.
In the second case, I assist with ordinary moments of micro-resistance,
especially in the morning hours during the “Gathering people” project. Practitioners
were constantly arriving late to the meeting point where resisting the central board's
calls through the PA system until 7 a.m. Also, during “The displacement” it was
often the case that some practitioners suddenly disappeared before reaching the
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worksites, engaging in other activities such as buying breakfast from street vendors
or chatting with one another. There is also a third type of devious tactic, in which
board members are directly involved in the non-respect of certain prerogatives,
consequently moving the entire practice in that direction. For instance, I refer to
when practitioners tracked and laid the groundwork of private plots and collective
spaces using the Basic Plot Plan as approximative reference rather than a “binding”
technology as reported in Subsection 5.3.1. Another leader counter-conduct
occurred when fines in case of non-attendance in collective labor practice were
converted to a more significant commitment for the future and guarantees that the
work would be recovered, in direct contravention of what was expressly provided
for the Statute as mentioned in Subsection 6.2.4.

6.4 Closing remarks
The chapter has shown the spatiotemporal nature of the collective labor
practices, their limits, aims, rules, and knowledge adopted and performed by each
practitioner since the popular urbanizations origins. Concerning its unfolding
collective labor practices as Faena Comunal is much more than the
accomplishments of physical efforts. It entails organizational moments, strong and
weak participatory processes, discussions, and convivial moments as shown in
Subsection 6.2.1. It entails a series of different projects and tasks that recur each
week similarly until achieving specific objectives or breakdown occurrences. Thus,
we may consider the Faena Comunal as a reiterative weekly practice.
Furthermore, the projects and tasks mentioned in Subsection 6.2.1 follow a
specific spatial distribution across La Nueva Rinconada. Practitioners performed
collective labor practices into the administrative border of neighborhood
organizations, promoting the practice in the absence of other specific agreements
among other neighborhood organizations. Therefore, according to the practice's
spatial dimension, we should generally consider the collective labor practice as an
enclosed practice performed into the administrative space of each neighborhood
organization.
Furthermore, collective labor practices could be considered a priority means in
the organizational routes through which “Comprehensive Development”
constraints are faced. Such constraints can be resume into:
•

•

•

Environmental constraints: they are mainly related to the grade of slope
stabilization and erosion control but can also involve garbage dump
detrimental to human health.
Economic constraint: they mainly happened due to limited resources
available to deal with infrastructure works that require a sizeable
financial outlay or to meet technical and legal expenses.
Technical constraints: single neighbors mostly lack certified technical
know-how, tools, and material required to reach the required standards,
such as in the case of the power grid maintenance and risk mitigation.
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Collective labor practices interact with the development process and basic
infrastructure services in their preliminary stage, creating the initial conditions for
other practices to take action in popular urbanizations. Furthermore, collective labor
practices appear also in the management and maintenance of these infrastructures
after their implementation.
In presenting shush practices, the chapter has first confirmed the role of external
governmental technologies. There are once more the Collaboration Agreement, the
Community Activity Plans, and Sector-Base Committee by third sector
organizations; the Basic Plot Plan and Emergency and Evacuation Plan produced
by professionals under the neighborhood organizations' mandate and the Risk
Assessment Report released by the Civil Defence Department of the metropolitan
area that serves as a guideline for maintenance work.
Second, the chapter has unveiled internal governmental technologies arranged
by the neighborhood organizations themselves. Indeed, the internal system of
incentives and disincentives provides technologies of power to manage collective
labor practices through furniture arrangement in the organization's facilities, the
Statute, Control Cards, the Attendance Register, and the PA system and
Megaphones.
Furthermore, “Moralizing” speech adopted by the central board of the
neighborhood organization acted as a specific kind of technologies of the self inside
“Focusing on the situation” and “The advertisements” temporal dimension projects.
Indeed, they praised the sense of duty and practitioners' moral responsibilities while
criticizing those who do not act according to the Member active contribution
principle.
Thus, the chapter identifies the alignment of continuative and provisional
technologies of “power” expressly created to order collective labor practice
performance and analyzes them internally. Such technologies can be resumed into
four of the five explicative categories already encountered in the previous chapter:
1. Record technologies allow the public recognition and schedule of an
entity. They are the control cards and the attendance register.
2. Binding technologies allow the integration of an entity into a system of
shared rules. It is the Statute inside the Certified Minutes Book;
3. Advising/warning technologies direct an entity's choices
unambiguously. They are the furniture arrangement in the
organization's facilities, the PA system and Megaphones.
4. Assessment technologies evaluate the choices made by an entity
according to predetermined criteria. It is the “Moralizing” speech.
All the collective labor practices encountered utilized all four groups of
technologies.
Countre-conducts to the actual urban order existed in practice, but they are not
substantial. Therefore counter-conducts appear to work not against but together
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governmental technologies showing that practitioners do not simply respect such
technologies but also reshape them in practice through a process of mediation with
their internal principles.

PART FOUR: EPILOGUE
"Cities also believe they are the work of the mind or of
chance, but neither the one nor the other suffices to hold up
their walls. You take delight not in a city's seven or seventy
wonders, but in the answer it gives to a question of yours"
(Calvino, 1974, p. 44)
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Discussion and conclusion
Instance of Governmentality
This dissertation is a sort of journey through different processes, practices, and
practitioners in an attempt to show urban development within the third wave of
popular urbanizations in Lima through practice-based thinking and
Governmentality. Therefore, the dissertation has dealt first with the development
process of La Nueva Rinconada, the largest unconsolidated popular urbanization
located in the southern part of the Lima metropolitan area. Likewise, it has explored
Governmentality's implications on a specific type of collective labor practice called
Faena Comunal in vernacular, setting it at the forefront of the discussion.
The dissertation has aimed first to identify the governmental rationalities and
technologies' effects on urban order and the relevance of the practices influencing
popular urbanizations as presented in Chapter V. Second, the dissertation unveils
the link between such order and the specific collective labor practice called Faena
Comunal as presented in Chapter VI.
However, this closing chapter neither reiterates provisional conclusions
reached at the end of each of the previous chapters nor provides a summary of what
has been argued so far. Indeed, the ultimate purpose is to expose results and findings
to can give answers to these two research questions:
1. How do current governing technologies affect the urban order in the
third wave of popular urbanization in Lima? Which are the principles
leading them?
2. How should the collective labor practices be conceived in such order?
How they unfolded and reproduced in it? How are they governed and
managed?

The market-based urban order
The actual urban order in La Nueva Rinconada is based on the idea that urban
welfare and freedom are best served when as many of the affairs of a society as
possible are managed by voluntary democratically self-governing associations and
experts. This resulted in the direct involvement of neighborhood organizations and
support of other categories such as collegiate professionals and utility firms from
the market, the involvement of third sector organizations expertise in an attempt to
replace direct involvement of the public sectors in urban “comprehensive
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development” issues - as called by neighborhood organizations, along the lines
already shown in Rose (1999b).
The guarantee of this urban order depends on technologies of power that direct,
contain, and mediate the conduct of the neighborhood organizations. As
encountered in Chapters V and VI, such technologies can be quickly resumed into
five explicative categories related to recording, binding, advising/warning,
advocacy/counseling, and assessing practices related to urban “comprehensive
development” objectives.
Record technologies are related to boundaries definition, mapping,
standardization procedures, institutionalization. As emerged in Section 3.3, there
are two types at least of Record technologies founded in La Nueva Rinconada:
calculative and spatial. Firstly, the urban order reflects a “logic of calculation”
(Amin & Thrift, 2017, p. 129) promotes institutional registers and cadastre with the
intent to recognize and categorize unclear situations to develop law enforcement
measures. It was evident in the case of the “cooptation” of neighborhood
organizations and their classification under the Single Register of Social
Association – RUAS. The inscriptions play a crucial role in the relational power
configuration in which those organizations are recognized. Indeed, the governing
system colonizes each neighborhood organization's space and indirectly coerce it
giving the tolls to improve their performances and legitimacy (Rose, 1999b; Strauch
et al., 2015). Actually, in the third stage of popular urbanizations, neighborhood
organizations are instituted as a government sector and as a means to ensure
subjects conform to expectations —encouraging and tackling active practices of
self-management and self-help.
Secondly, it is necessary to highlight the space for the government to operate
besides the pure enumeration. Indeed, spatial technologies have historically been a
governing system key strategy (Rose-Redwood, 2006). The definition of the zones
of exception of La Nueva Rinconada, both according to land use and environmental
health systems (see Sections 5.2.6. and 5.2.7), is imagined through a differentially
administrated space within the urban fabric itself (Osborne & Rose, 1999; Roy,
2011a). Typically, state agencies led this type of activity. However, the governing
system hands over the mechanisms of knowledge production to the third sector.
TECHO and PREDES have worked on electronic land cadastre in La Nueva
Rinconada to enumerate and characterize neighborhood urbanization in popular
urbanizations —collecting data that did not exist before and completing those that
were insufficient.
The urban order acquired a pivotal role in defining standards, life quality, and
urban policies' failure or success. Binding technologies attempt to standardize a
measurement scale and implement a classiﬁcation of a whole sector under
“technical” evaluation. As I tried to demonstrate, the development process has
largely technocratic and functionalist principles resulting in regulative mechanisms.
Binding technologies are considered universally applicable, no matter the context
and the time. For instance, standards required for the “reverse” planning process
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pursued through the Basic Plot Plan in the slope city imply, precisely, the same
standards to build new urbanizations elsewhere. Also, the electrical installations
must follow national sectorial standards that prefer cables of certain material and
defined thickness, connected to an advanced differential magnetic thermal switch
as reported in Subsection 5.3.3. Another suitable example reported the attempt to
define environmental risk situations throughout the Civil Defense evaluative
documents and connection requirements to obtain the land-use change in La Nueva
Rinconada. Those documents are adopted as “objective” and “neutral” by
neighborhood organizations, public institutions and outline organizations despite
the individual discretionary taken during their drafting.
In order to perpetuate, the current urban order has to account for
advising/warning and advocacy/counseling technologies that serve to convince
neighborhood organizations to adopt third-party services and invest in their
security, for example. On the one hand, Advising/warning technologies are guiding
technologies that set a useful direction for “comprehensive development”,
sometimes even imposing it, as happened with the Luz del Sur Warning Letter of
Notification.
On the other hand, Advocacy/counseling technologies accompanied
neighborhood organization activities focusing on the improvement of living
conditions of popular urbanizations as occurred with the TECHO community team
—which through the Community Activity Plans defining shared projects,
objectives, resources, activities, deadlines, and responsibilities.
Furthermore, Assessment Technologies systematically evaluate neighborhood
organization activities and procedures to judge their work and further improve their
future performance.
Leading technologies also have their counterpart. Countre-conduct practices of
micro resistance are fiduciary and patronage practices that affect and reshape urban
"comprehensive development" in the area (Ramos, 2016; Roniger, 2004). The
administrative and political patronage can withhold urban order main rules to meet
differentiated needs, as occurred in the case of El Trebol Basic Plot Plan validation
and exchange of goods and services given to the construction of the neighborhood
organization’s premises in the time of local elections. Fiduciary and patronage
practices would not be acceptable in a standard idea of urban development.
However, urban order in La Nueva Rinconada presents creative elements that are
never uniform or linear, easily hybridized within existing mechanisms as long as
they do not go against its cardinal principles (Osborne & Rose, 1999).
Technologies of power encountered are multiple as multiple are the principles
that have shaped them. According to the outcomes of Chapters V and VI, this new
governance idea follows some mutually recognized principles. They are:
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1. Cooperative principles. They allow different organizations to stay together
to take collective action and generate solutions to common problems moving
resources from places of abundance to places deemed needy.
2. Competitive principles. They keep organizations engaged and constantly
striving for “comprehensive development” objectives.
3. Informative principles. They push different organizations to provide or
acquire the “right” form of knowledge to reach the “comprehensive development”
objectives.
4. Regulative principles. They allow organizations to stay within the mark of
institutionalized rules, allowing them to exercise judgment on others and gives the
right to sanction when actions contrary to those rules.
The abovementioned principles represent the pillars of the popular urbanization
order in La Nueva Rinconada, allowing the exchange of services -competenciesand goods -basic infrastructures and building materials- from external organizations
to neighborhood organizations in a recognizable and acceptable form of exchange.
However, as encountered in Chapter V, the process of formalization and
regularization and the provision of the services set out requirements that can only
be found on the market to reach the “comprehensive development”, endorsing what
Peck (2009), Brenner (2009), Osborne, and Rose (1999) have reported and creating
what can be called market-based urban order.
Market-based urban order turns neighborhood organizations into “purchasers”
who can choose to “buy” or “trade” services from the range of options available
(Rose, 1993). As a matter of fact, creating a formal organization, adopting an
association register of the population, drafting maps, proceeding with plots
subdivision and receiving statements of conformities, enable a fruitful market
transaction of goods, services, information, currency, or any combination of these
that pass from one sector -which usually has less- to another -which usually has
more- (Boudreau et al., 2016). Business volume is not residual, as emerged in
chapter V.

A normalizing technology
The idea of collective labor practices based on repetition, temporality
associated with mandatory labor, and an asymmetrical form of reciprocity (Gelles,
1984; Mayer, 1974; Peña Jumpa, 1998; Yamamoto, 2016) is still valid even in the
third wave of popular urbanizations in Lima. The neighborhood organizations
benefit their members, which alone could not deal with formalization procedures
and basic infrastructure services requests. The traditional characteristics of
collective labor practices suggest approximation with internal cooperation and
regulatory principles underlined in La Nueva Rinconada. However, they have
evolved coherently with the market-based urban order. For instance, the regulatory
principle of “mandatory labor” has lost consistency. In fact, participation in the
practice itself is no longer the only way to comply with the terms of the social pact
that binds neighborhood organization members. Payment for the requested work
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hours can substitute direct labor, although the actors involved referred to this
payment in terms of a fine or punishment. This further commoditizes the practice
and creates a substantial division between those who can afford to pay for hours
worked and those who cannot and are forced to offer their labor in return.
Another distinction lies in the means through which the collective labor
practices are conducted. In contrast to the cases of Mega Minga in Ecuador
(Klaufus, 2010; Testori & D’Auria, 2018), Mutirão in Brazil (Cavalcanti et al.,
2004), or the Programa de Pavimentación Participativa in Chile (Gramsch, 2003),
where district municipalities, federal and national governments directly promoted
and organized collective labor practices in popular urbanizations, data has shown
that none of the external organizations in La Nueva Rinconada have directly coopted collective labor practices. As a matter of fact, the logic of co-optation sets in
only if the government system recognizes that its agenda, legitimacy, or its standard
practices are questioned —as the case in the nineties due to terrorism and structural
economic changes (Holdo, 2019).
In the last wave of popular urbanization, there is no need for the co-optation of
collective labor practices; the Faena Comunal is in the hand of already disciplined
neighborhood organizations. In fact, contrary to the previous wave of popular
urbanizations, neighborhood organization members do not share the workers'
activities and trade union experiences. They also did not have a very close
relationship with parties out of a pragmatic relationship of interest-based
reciprocity, as reported in Subsection 5.3.2. The strength and autonomy of the
housing movements have progressively disappeared along with the ideology that
moved them. What has left is are institutionalized organizations facing urban
“comprehensive development” issues according to standardize means.
Therefore the research confirms that marked-based principles and
institutionalized governing technologies have bounded neighborhood organizations
in line with previous studies (Díaz-Albertini Figueras, 1991; Díaz-Albertini
Figueras & Melgar Paz, 2012; Tanaka & Trivelli, 2002). Neighborhood
organizations have neither actively evolved into an arena for local social activists
to demand changes in the government’s priorities nor are positioning themselves as
agents of change —questioning the objectives of formalization and development of
their settlements. Indeed, practitioners have a detailed knowledge of the strategy
used to pursue their desires inside the existing urban order and actively cooperated
with external organizations to reach what they call “comprehensive development”
through collective activities.
The actual means through which collective labor practices are conducted have
to do with the market-based technologies of power unveiled in the previous section.
Such technologies do neither prevail over the opposition of others nor impose an
agenda on them directly —but mainly, such technologies influence their desires,
beliefs, and judgments in a way that they themselves work towards supporting them
(Hayward & Lukes, 2008). Therefore, concerning dispositions that make
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populations behave as they ought, the market-based technologies undergird the
current Collective labor practices rather than sovereign technologies of conduct as
police intervention or juridical discipline. As a matter of fact, market-based
technologies reaching beyond strictly legal frameworks into practical domains,
altering people's perceptions of what is “normal” and establishing new moral
frameworks to guide development activities.
I have argued that multiple rationalities in urban development processes operate
as leverage to unlock collective labor practices through specific technologies of
power and the self. In doing so, I note an alignment between the neighborhood
organization agenda and the urban development agenda to reach formalization and
basic infrastructure provision through the generation and capture of local
populations' conduct.
Firstly collective labor practices act functionally and supplementary to the
external governmental technologies of the mark-based regime in popular
urbanization. When practitioners act within the practice, they act within limits set
by other external governmental technologies, specifically Binding technologies
Advising/warning technologies, Advocacy/counseling technologies, and
assessment technologies, as mentioned in Section 5.4.
Second, practitioners act in a practice which in turn develops internal
technologies of power, ergo limiting what practitioners can do and what they can
be. For instance, utilizing Record technologies such as writing and recording
actions in the Attendance Register board members control practitioners' conduct
through time, enabling punishment mechanisms. Moreover, receiving the check
control on the Control Cards during collective performance codifies the
practitioners' customs and habits, normalizing them into “good” and “evil” and
automatically establishing how to conduct oneself properly. Indeed, as Rose and
Miller have stated, “Making people write things down and count them is itself a
kind of government of them, an incitement to individuals to construe their lives
according to such norms” (2010, p. 285). Furthermore, they act through what I
called “Moralizing” speech activated based on institutional knowledge embedded
in tolls and artifacts that provide a source of power unequally distributed that help
transmits one-directionally forms of judgment on things or facts. Indeed, the access
of the so-called “technologies of power” and “technologies of the self” is
concentrated in the hands of the central board members who can exercise some
degrees of control on phenomena and use such control in public to conduct
practitioners' behaviors.
In light of the above, if we were to redefine collective labor practices in popular
urbanizations, we should say that they are not entirely an expression of culture and
tradition or an attempt of co-optation, as suggested by the two faces of the
marginalization paradigm. They are neither a spontaneity, and participative
expression as the libertarians and anarchists paradigm evoked, nor an example of
resistance against the market rules and its formal system as recalled by the neoliberal and individualist paradigm. Instead, they resemble a form of production and
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maintenance technology inside the Market-based urban order, which has embraced
the principles of external competition and information besides the traditional ones
of internal cooperation and regulation and which has as main scope the settlement
“normalization”.
The term “normalization” can be confusing in some ways. It relates both to
the act of complying with rules and social expectations and with ethical or legal
standards. Regardless, what is “normal” is more likely a desirable state valued as
the opposite of the “pathological” in social affairs. When the “normal” is disrupted
by social or legal deviance, measures are sought to re-establish the normal
(Lancione, 2011). By analogy, when institutional, spatial normalization fails,
collective labor practices become a perfect technology just good enough to allow
people to return to a "normal" state in urban affairs. It also provides resources that
can satisfy some essential human requirement, want, or need, but which serves to
be accepted and remain in a specific site-context: the market-based urban order.
A technology of production and maintenance based on spatial normalization
permits practitioners to produce, transform, or manipulate things through which
neighborhood organizations can fulfill external commitments and internal goals and
provide the basic material adjustment for going forward with the urban
development process. In this account, the collective labor practice has remarkable
merit considering that there is no construction, such as collective buildings, streets,
staircases, roads, retaining walls, terrace walls, platforms, or infrastructure systems
that have not partially or integrally been made and improved for the collective effort
of local practitioners.
To summarize, collective labor practice can be conceived as a functional and
supplementary normalized productive technology to the market-based urban order.

Urban patchwork
Reasoning about the market-based urban order in terms of time reconfirms the
presence of progressive urban development in line with competitive and regulative
principles. Compared with the previous seasons, in the third wave of popular
urbanizations, there are much slower and longer-term processes concerning the
consolidation of settlements (Ramírez Corzo & Riofrío, 2006). It occurs in small
additions as emerged in other relevant studies (Duhau & Giglia, 2008; Greene &
Rojas, 2008),
However, progressivity in urban development, which usually denotes the
private sphere of housing construction, has to be extended for the collective
dimension of the built environment, such as basic infrastructure services and leisure
facilities. Indeed, relatively simple projects and tasks that take place during the
weekend can be spread for months according to these situations. Actually, the third
wave of popular urbanization can wait as long as thirty years for adequate basic
infrastructure services provision.
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We can find this progressivity in its various stages depending on the
neighborhood organization's resources, the physical and environmental character of
the area, and the legal aspects concerning the land possession that compose the
urbanization. This progressivity leads to vast flexibility. As Velarde Herz (2017)
stated, flexible forms of collective facilities and infrastructural spaces use can vary
over time according to each user's needs. It includes beneficial forms of relational
orders and activities, which other authors have called “domesticating space” “domesticación del espacio” (Duhau & Giglia, 2008, p. 341).
Conversely, reasoning about the spatial repercussions of the market-based
urban order, both on the single administrative unit of a neighborhood organization
and the whole of these entities, shows other interesting considerations.
Based on the principle of competition, the market-based urban order creates a
fragmented landscape. Firstly, reasons must be sought in the management priorities
inside the same neighborhood organization, coupled with the priorities that emerge
weekly either for opportunities to grab resources and aid or to respond to urgencies
dictated by external development organizations. Spatial inequalities are a source of
problems and political conflict which frequently led to further organizational
division and the creation of new administrative entities as already occurred in El
Trebol in 2013, but which are generally not solved by "separation" and tend to cause
problems in the long run as happened with the issue of electricity supply.
Secondly, the reasons for physical fragmentation and inequalities between
different administrative units can depend on unequal treatment among
organizations for clientelist and patronage practices, which usually imply
facilitation or technical/legal constraints, which usually imply limitations.
Furthermore, it must be sought in the lack of coordination between different
administrative units when tracing and implementing not so much the main
communication routes but the secondary ones connecting popular urbanizations
that follow each other vertically and horizontally. Indeed, each neighborhood
organization must be auto settled in and auto upgrades an area delimited through a
Basic Plot Plan, which defines boundaries, lots allocation, and public
infrastructures, among others independently. Professionals can, but are not obliged
to, ask for Basic Plot Plans from other neighboring organizations, and they do not
have the certainty of receiving them or that what they receive conforms to what is
present in empirical reality. Thus, the “progressive urbanization” becomes
synonymous with the physical fragmentation of space, leading to sharp spatial
inequality.
To conclude, the market-based urban order ends up finding its balance in more
fragmented and inequal spaces that are sewed together like pieces of fabric into a
larger undetermined design. Popular urbanizations are neither unitary nor
homogeneous; they are a patchwork of practices and material arrangements bundled
together, guided by different technologies of power that operate on the basis of
shared principles.
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Looking at theoretical and political contributions
The unfolding of this doctoral research offers epistemological, ontological, and
theoretical contributions to academic knowledge. However, it can also be useful to
civil society debate through a political reflection on the issue of urban development
in marginal areas and the work practices adopted in that context.
The first group of contributions has touched the ontological assumption.
Addressing some of the questions raised by academics such as Watson (2017) calls
for a means to understand and conceptualize practices investigating the uneven
distribution of agency among practitioners or different practices in a constellation
grappling with the Foucauldian idea of power as an effect (Burchell et al., 1991;
Foucault, 1982, 1988; Jessop, 2007). A conceptual model was developed to define
and investigate governmental technologies and rationalities through practice-based
thinking, which introduced the main principles underlying development practices
and the urban order in popular urbanization.
Therefore, the contribution of practice-based thinking has a disciplinary and
applicative nature. Contemporary practice-based thinking has been applied
extensively in management, accounting, nursing studies, etc., but not on urban
development issues who instead preferred other schools of thought, similar but not
equal. I am referring to ANT, an approach developed by scholars such as Bruno
Latour (1984, 1999), Michel Callon (1984), and their followers within social studies
of science, and “Assemblage” thinking introduced by Deleuze and Guattari for
whom assemblage designates a way in which the real is formed (Farías, 2012, 2016)
as reported in Subsection 3.2.1. Practice-based thinking has been brought back to
the center in an attempt to study large-scale urban phenomena.
In this sense, this first group of contributions can respond to the shared criticism
of Governmentality advanced by contemporary scholars (Marttila, 2013; Mckee,
2009; O’Malley et al., 1997; Stenson, 2005), showing how the analysis can be
carried out with descriptive empirical emphasis and reporting how practices,
constituted through technologies of power, turn up in every day. Therefore this
work supplements discourse analysis with historically grounded, realist analysis
involving socio-material entities, practices, and processes.
The second group of contributions has touched on epistemological
assumptions. It regards the methodological discussion on how to approach the
multiplicity of urban life form in the city (Amin & Graham, 1997; Amin & Thrift,
2002, 2017; Arabindoo, 2013; Crang & Thrift, 2000; Lancione, 2013; McFarlane,
2013; Murdoch, 1998, 2006; Neuwirth, 2013). This dissertation has re-elaborated
an approach close to the phenomenality of ordinary practices and everyday life to
appreciate and understand the urban complexity. Digging into the field of Labor
Science and Organization (Nicolini, 2009, 2012, 2017; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016)
the research has utilized the metaphorical movements of zooming-in and zoomingout and related methods to analyzed and re-presented socio-material practices and
processes in their occurrence and interrelation in popular urbanizations. The socio288

materiality of practices offers the way to move research from theoretical positions
into more empirical ones prioritizing the relational level of day-to-day interactions,
makeshift reactions, and processes that reveal how urban order is brought into
being. Non-human material arrangements matter such as more than human beings,
artifacts, natural forces, atmospheres and so on, appear as prominence elements that
come into play more and more frequently into countless entanglements making up
urban order (Farías, 2012; Lancione, 2016; Lieto, 2017; Murdoch, 1997, 1998,
2006).
In my opinion, the current benefit to unraveling practices interrelation is
depicted by redirect researchers and urban experts through neighborhoods,
municipal sectors, corporate organizations, political activities, and so on, avoiding
risks Amin and Thrift and company has warned about and described.
The third group of contributions has been theoretical. The research aims to go
deeper into works of scholars such as Duhau and Giglia (2008) and others
composing the democratic-autonomous paradigm (Connolly, 2013; Coulomb &
Duhau, 1988; Duhau & Giglia, 2004, 2007). One of the conclusions drawn from
Duhau and Giglia’s (2008) work is that urban experiences are different and also
unequal, in the sense that they reflect the differences in power to access and
domesticate the metropolitan space held by different communities of practices.
Starting from a single practice and related processes, this investigation has shown
not so much that the difference of power is visible in different site-context, but
primarily that, within the same site-context, power relations and inequalities of
treatment are differentiated.
The last group of contributions has a political nature instead. Starting from the
assumption that the process of reproduction of these forms of urbanization must be
discouraged and contrasted and that other forms of urban development should be
supported and encouraged, as reported by many local researchers, there remains the
problem of developing existing areas (Calderón Cockburn, 2013b, 2016;
Miyashiro, 2009).
The urban order in the popular urbanizations is maintained by practices
between neighborhood organizations and the various external actors that today
surpass the privileged existed relationship with the "State". Nevertheless, it still
shows insufficient self-determination and weak self-management of the inhabitants.
Because of their lack of economic, technical, and technological resources, they ask
for external assistance. However, public agencies, third sector organizations, and
private firms' interventions for improving the third wave of popular urbanization,
even if conspicuous, are atomized, following different principles and not in line
with comprehensive urban development strategies. These organizations act
independently and shape their governing technologies in line with the market-based
urban order that does not guarantee fairness.
From there has emerged a constellation of practices based on scarce resources,
founded on asymmetrical relations and the dominant means of legitimization: the
market, with the idea that everything can be fixed with proper time and resource
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allocation. In this constellation of practices, collective labor practices are praised
by the media, popular and institutional discourses as a form of resistance and
tradition, ignoring the fundamental role inside their site-context: one of a
normalizing technology.
After making visible the development process of the popular urbanization and
features that compose collective labor practices, city governance should necessarily
include active technologies of space production in public agencies' hands,
supporting, if not replacing, neighborhood organizations' technologies. The idea is
to see the participation of citizens in decision-making processes more than in the
productive processes. While it is a standard condition for any modern city to assume
that the public agency has an essential role in carrying out these tasks, the very
process of self-progressive urbanization indicates that management by
municipalities alone is a still distant reality, although current legislation goes in that
direction (Takano & Tokeshi, 2007).
It is necessary to find a coherent relationship between urban needs and the
processes of fitting out and managing urban development in popular urbanizations,
which should gather the processes of self-production of the city, embrace its
differences rather than normalize them, and sustaining joint actions between public
agencies and the actors already involved in the urban development process of such
areas. To reach such a relationship, I agree with Amin and Thrift (2017) that we
need an explicit government, capable leadership, and political perspective in which
urban development in popular urbanization rebecomes explicitly politicized rather
than a technical, legislative or bureaucratic matter.
This is a challenge and a responsibility that commits civil society, both those
who work on the city administration, those who live popular urbanization day by
day, and those who studied it.

Limitations and further research development
This dissertation clearly illustrates governmental technologies and rationalities
behind the market-based urban order and the role of collective labor practices in
such order. Nevertheless, it is limited to part of the experience, trimmed in time,
space, and type of approach. It also presents several limitations in addition to those
of a methodological nature presented in Section 4.7.
The first one relates to the units of analysis chosen and the exclusion of countreconduct practices. Indeed, focusing just on ongoing practice has partially excluded
the study of resistance as “power as a decision-making approach” (Giddens, 1979,
p. 89) and practices that were explicitly opposite to collective labor practices. Even
though the investigation attempts to provide an overview of the practitioners’
conduct inside the collective labor practices and other practices, I entirely
underappreciated and undervalued conflicts that emerged at the margin of Faena
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Comunal. I am explicitly referring to the section of the neighborhood population
neither directly involved in collective labor activities nor involved in fines and
penalty payments. Thus, those Foucault has identified as “dissidents” (2017) acting
against the neighborhood organization's conduct. Therefore the study does not
adequately cover the issue of micro-resistance, specifically those that occurred
outside the collective labor practices. It would have been interesting to consider
them more carefully to understand the reasons behind counter-conduct and their
role in contrasting or support the urban order of the marketplace. This weakness has
been already reported by Kerr (1999), O’Malley, Weir, and Shearing (1997), who
considered the marginalization of social agency and the tendency to silence the
constitutive role of contestation as a feature of the Foucault analytic. In this
research, the limits mentioned relate to time contingencies and a tardy introduction
of the topic, which did not allow further insights.
Another missing aspect is a proper investigation of the role of space on
processes and practices. Indeed, a geographical question that was always submitted
has to do with the spatial implication of the market-based urban order. With the
notion of Urban patchwork, I tried to give a partial answer to this question, but it
would take a specific analysis on more than one settlement in the same area
supported by geographic graphical analysis and visualization not provided in the
research design.
Nonetheless, it is possible to make amends for the shortcomings outlined above.
Future studies could deeply address the countre-conduct outside the practice itself
and against the formal development process with more emphasis, for instance,
deepening the theme of fiduciary and mandatory practices.
For what concerns the spatial analysis, TECHO has developed a report on La
Nueva Rinconada based on participative mapping and georeferenced photographs
performed during the focus group sections in which I participated. It might be
interesting to take the analyses done with TECHO and reinterpret them to cover this
aspect adequately.
Furthermore, a comparative perspective that has been missing in work done can
be implemented to overcome generalizing problems. As an illustration, it could be
a comparison between different collective labor practices in popular urbanizations
belonging to different waves of urban growth in Lima or varying degrees of urban
consolidation. Then, a comparison between urban collective labor practices in the
same period but within different countries. Other cities in the LA region undergo
processes of urban development through collective activities, as reported by
scholars such as Kraemer Bayer (2003), Cavalcanti et al. (2004), Holzner (2010),
Klaufus (2010, 2012), Testori and D’auria (2018). It would be a matter of finding a
common framework for comparison, whether it be knowledge, power, gender
relations, or anything else.
The research project could also complement an investigation I started years ago,
comparing collective labor and governmental systems in the LA region and Europe,
that with the crisis of the welfare state and the process of deindustrialization has
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seen a strengthening of both local committees' and collective practices for the
defense of common goods (Garda & Mora, 2018).
There would then be room to advance the reflection under the theoreticalmethodological point of view, trying to link the two methodological movements
‘zoom-in’ and ‘zoom-out’ (Nicolini, 2009, 2012; Nicolini & Monteiro, 2016) not
only as a bunch of methods for collecting data in different units of analysis but to a
way to approach the urban order from divergent perspectives. For example, through
jumps of scale in spatial, discursive, cognitive, or other terms.
Trying to be propositive, I consider that a doctoral thesis is potentially only the
starting point of longer and more prolific research paths, and this section had offered
the framework for an eventual further investigation based on the research
weaknesses.
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Appendix
The appendix serves as a space for materials that could help clarify this research
but do not belong in the main text. Four sections make up the appendix. Section A
concerns interview practitioners under the ‘zoom in’ phase of the research and the
detailed interview guidelines. Oppositely, Section B and Section C include a list of
interviewed key informants during the ‘zoom-out’ phase of the research and the
semi-structured guidelines. These sections provide a sense of who the organizations
with whom the author carried out the research are. Moreover, it gives a rough
representation of the topics that were dealt with during the interviews.
Then Section D includes extracts of the field note diary pages related to the
author's experience in collective labor practices in El Trebol, Villa Hermoza, 7 de
Enero, Villa San Juan, and Girasoles. The field notes have been written in Italian
with rapid and messy handwriting, so it could be difficult for an uninformed and no
prolific Italian reader to understand the content of the pages.
Finally, Section E shows the kind of document submitted to inquest institutions
and agents for the transparency and safeguarding of both interviewees and the
researcher.
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Appendix A
‘Zoom-in’ list of the interviewed practitioners and semi-structured interview
design:
Role

Sex

TECHO Peru
M
teamwork member
General Secretary
M
TECHO Peru
teamwork member
TECHO Peru
teamwork member
TECHO Peru
teamwork member
TECHO Peru
teamwork member
General Secretary

M

General Secretary

M

General Secretary

F

General Secretary

M

M
F
F
F

Institution
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano El Trebol
Asentamiento
humano Girasoles
Asentamiento
humano Villa
Hermoza
Asentamiento
humano 7 de enero
Asentamiento
humano Villa San
Juan

date of interview
d/m/y
18/03/2018
18/03/2018
25/03/2018
25/03/2018
08/04/2018
08/04/2018
15/04/2018
06/05/2018
24/06/2018
22/07/2018
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ZOOM IN
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO PRACTITIONERS
(NEIGHBORHOOD ORGANIZATIONS MEMBERS)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
1.

Sobre la práctica
a.

Que es la Faena Comunal?

b.

Porque sirve y a que se necesita?

c.

Que se realizó a través de las faenas comunales en esta comunidad?

d.

Desde cuando se hace en esta comunidad?

e.

Que día y en que horas del dia se suele hacer la faena comunal en este
hasentamiento

2.

f.

Con que herramientas de trabajo y ropa suele presentarte en la faena

g.

Como se enteran que un determindo dia tendran que hacer faena

h.

Que dificultades se pueden encontrar en el trabjo en faena?

Sobre la participación
a.

Quando partecipaste la primera vez en tu vida a una Faena Comunal?

b.

Todos en tu familia participan en la Faena Comunal?

c.

Conoces a alguien que no cuere participar? Quale son sus razones?

a.

Como cambió la partecipacion en la comunidad a lo largo del tiempo?
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b.

En algun momento en la historia de su hacentamiento se organizaron Faenas
Comunales en conjuntos con otras comunidades? Para hacer que?

3.

Normatividad y roles
c.

Cuales son las reglas y las normas que se tiene que respetar y con la cuales
tienen que cumplir? ¿Y qué pasa si no se cumplen?

d.

Cual es el rol de la junta directiva en la Faena Comunal?

e.

Conocen el proceso de habilitación urbana y lo de entrega de servicios públicos
definitivos?
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Appendix B
‘Zoom-out’ focus groups list of the interviewed key informants and focus groups
design:

Topic

Institution

Solid waste management
system
Water supply and
sewerage system
Local energy supply

Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol
Asentamiento humano El
Trebol

Public security
Housing and land use
Transport, infrastructure
and mobility
Health system and
economics
Collective and public
space
Education infrastructure

date of interview
d/m/y
25/02/2018
08/04/2018
15/04/2018
20/05/2018
20/05/2018
01/07/2018
15/07/2018
17/07/2018
15/07/2018
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354

355

356

357
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Appendix C
‘Zoom-out’ list of the interviewed external organizations and semi-structured
interview design:
Role

Sex

Institution

Category

Community
Coordinator
President of a local
commission

F

TECHO Peru

F

Assistant Director
The department of
Survey and
Mapping
General Manager

F

M

Comisión de
saneamiento físico
legal de la Nueva
Rinconada
Organismo de
Formalización de la
Propiedad Informal
— COFOPRI
TECHO Peru

Third sector
organization
Third sector
organization

Independent
Contractor
Architect
Urban Development
Department
Director
Civil Defense
Directorate Advisor

M

MINCA-ARQ.

M

Assistant Director
of the Estimation,
Prevention,
Reduction and
Reconstruction
Directorate
Independent
contractor
surveyors
Assistant Director
of the Solidarity
Programme.

M

Municipalidad
Distrital de San Juan
de Miraflores
Municipalidad
Distrital de San Juan
de Miraflores
Municipalidad
Metropolitana de
Lima (MML)

Community
Development
Director
Assistant
Community
Development
Director
Assistant Private
Works Director

M

M

M

Estudio Topográfico

M

Empresa Municipal
Administradora de
Peaje de Lima EMAPE
Municipalidad
Distrital de San Juan
de Miraflores
Municipalidad
Distrital de San Juan
de Miraflores

F

M

Municipalidad
Distrital de San Juan
de Miraflores

date of
interview
d/m/y
11/03/2018
12/06/2018
04/22/2018

Public agency

09/06/2018

Third sector
organization
Private
agency, and
firm
Public agency

13/06/2018

Public agency

03/07/2018

Public agency

20/07/2018

Private
agency, and
firm
Public agency

30/07/2018

Public agency

07/08/2018

Public agency

08/08/2018

Public agency

10/08/2018

02/07/2018
02/07/2018
04/07/2018

31/072018
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(GOVERNMENT-COFOPRI)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en COFOPRI?
Que posición cubriste en COFOPRI hasta hoy?
Ahora hace un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
Tienen materiales que puedan ser útil para entender mejor el trabajo de COFOPRI?
La historia sin embargo la conozco muy poco. En qué contexto naciò la institución?
Cambiò el trabajo de la institución a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio.

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con cuáles actores trabaja COFOPRI en el proceso de saneamiento físico y legal?
Cómo es su relación con estos actores (Municipalidades, Ministerios, Dirigencias etc.)

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
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Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de trabajo en contexto de
informalidad?
En él perù se habla de “saneamiento físico legal de posesiones informales”. Que se
entiende con estos términos?
Qué diferencias existen entre posesiones informales, centros urbanos informales o
urbanizaciones populares? Cambia la metodología de trabajo?
COFOPRI trabaja con Asentamientos Humanos?
Que se entiende con Asentamientos Humanos? Por algún lado se puede encontrar una
definición precisa? Qué características tienen?
Como un grupo de personas se constituye como Asentamiento Humano?
L’echo que la mayoría de los predios informales hoy sean en ladera y en área de riesgo,
como afecta el trabajo de cofopri?
El plan VISADO de cada Asentamientos Humanos (en el qual se basa la entrega de servicios
básico) se tiene en cuenta en el trabajo de COFOPRI? En qué manera?
Cómo está relacionado el Plan VIsado con los Planos Perimétrico y de Trazado y Lotización
Los límites que cofopri tiene con Plano perimétrico repechan los límites del plan visado?

Aspectos normativos sobre los predios urbanos
El Proceso de formalización integral de predios privados a través la prescripción
adquisitiva de dominio

Programas y políticas urbanas
Recién

saiò

en

a

la

prensa

(EL

Peruano

Miércoles

6

de junio de 2018) que cofopri proyecta registrar 60,000 títulos de propiedad en el 2018?
Como se toman esta medida?
Yo entiendo que COFOPRI iba a trabajar formalizando solo los Asentamientos Humanos
hasta el 31 diciembre 2004. Però en el mismo artículo me neterè que posteriormente a
este año, hasta 2010, siguen con un cobro adicional. Esta fecha para usted se postergarà
aun mas? Que impacto podría tener esta medida?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(GOVERNMENT-SUBJERENCIA DEFENSA CIVIL SJM)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en la Subgerencia de Defensa Civil
A bajo de que gerencia se encuentra su área
Que posición cubriste en la municipalidad de SJM hasta hoy?
A que se dedica su oficina?
El suyo es un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
Tienen materiales que puedan ser útil para entender mejor el trabajo de la oficina de
Defensa Civil (leyes de referencias, planes y programas)? En qué contexto naciò la oficina
de desarrollo urbano?
Cambiò el trabajo de la oficina a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio.

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
Que tipo de riesgo ustedes manejan?
Qué relevancia ha el tema de riesgo en las áreas urbanas de SJM?
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Cómo se mide el riesgo en los AA.HH?
Tienen datos geoespaciales sobre riesgos en los AAHH?
Cómo manejan el tema de riesgo en las zonas en laderas de la municipalidad de SJM ?
Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de trabajo en contexto de
informalidad?
Cuale son los criterios de entrega de una Constancia de Posesión? El tema de riesgo es
contemplado ?
Cuale son los criterios para visar un plan de un Asentamientos Humanos (en el qual se
basa la entrega de servicios básico) el tema de riesgo es contemplado?
La municipalidad tiene un cargo específico en lo que se llama proceso de “saneamiento
físico legal de posesiones informales”.?
Realizan capacitaciones a la poblacion de asentamientos humanos sobre la gestion de
riesgos de desastres?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con cuáles actores trabaja la subgerencia de Defensa Civil en el proceso de
consolidamiento

de

los

AAHH?

Que tipo de relación tienen con estos actores: JUNTAS DIRECTIVAS, COFOPRI, INDECI, LUZ
del SUR, SEDAPAL, ONG?

Preguntas sobre hitos históricos:
Han tenido situaciones de desastre ambiental en SJM de que tipo?

Aspectos normativos sobre los asentamientos en La NUEVA RINCONADA

El Municipio de San Juan de Miraflores en el 2014 declaró en Emergencia de Salud
Ambiental la zona de Nueva Rinconada. Que significa y que implica poner en estado de
emergencia de salud un área?
Esta declaración como afecta el proceso de consolidamiento de los AAHH?
Que competencia tiene Defensa Civil sobre el cambio de uso de suelo?
Podrias explicarnos como se hace el informe de riesgos en cada asentamientos?
Hay planes de respuesta ante un desastre en los asentamientos humanos?
Tema de zon ade emergencia sanitaria en la nueva rinconada ustedes se ne ocupan en
qué medida?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(GOVERNMENT-GERENCIA DE DESAROLLO URBANO SJM)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en la Gerencia de Desarrollo Urbano
Que posición cubriste en la municipalidad de SJM hasta hoy?
El suyo es un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
Tienen materiales que puedan ser útil para entender mejor el trabajo de la oficina de
desarrollo urbano (leyes de referencias, planes y programas)?
En qué contexto naciò la oficina de desarrollo urbano?
Cambiò el trabajo de la oficina a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio.

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
Cómo maneja la municipalidad de SJM el tema de la informalidad urbana?
La Informalidad urbana en SJM tiene un nombre específico?
Que se entiende con Asentamientos Humanos? Por algún lado se puede encontrar una
definición precisa? Qué características tienen?
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Qué diferencias existen entre posesiones informales, centros urbanos informales o
urbanizaciones populares? Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de
trabajo en contexto de informalidad?
Como un grupo de personas se constituye como Asentamiento Humano? Y cuál es el rol
de la municipalidad?
Cuale son los criterios de entrega de una Constancia de Posesión? Es una constancia
colectiva o individual de cada posesión de predio?
Cuale son los criterios para visar un plan de un Asentamientos Humanos (en el qual se
basa la entrega de servicios básico)
Cómo está relacionado el Plan VIsado con los otros instrumentos urbanísticos de la
municipalidad?
Qué relevancia han tenido los planes en el desarrollo urbano de SJM?
Los Planos Visados constituyen una modifica de la instrumentación urbanística que SJM
tiene?
La municipalidad tiene un cargo específico en lo que se llama proceso de “saneamiento
físico legal de posesiones informales”.?
A lo que son AAHH qué ventajas le se brinda a los AAHH por parte de la municipalidad en
el desarrollar el espacio?
Una vez que la Municipalidad de SJM reconoce la posesiones de los predios y los planos
que servicios brinda y obligaciones requiere a las colectividad?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con cuáles actores trabaja la gerencia de Desarrollo Urbano en el proceso de
consolidamiento

de

los

AAHH?

Que tipo de relación tienen con estos actores: JUNTAS DIRECTIVAS,COFOPRI, INDECI, LUZ
del SUR, SEDAPAL,ONG?
¿De qué forma ustedes pueden apoyar o facilitar las intervenciones de sedapal?
¿Cómo caracterizarías la situación actual del agua y desague de nueva rinconada? (En
específico de Villa Hermoza)
¿Cuentan con un sistema de información geográfica en la Municipalidad?
¿Según su rol fiscalizador, tienen competencia en la fiscalización de las acciones de las
empresas que prestan el servicio de baños secos (family)? ¿Les brindan licencias? ¿De qué
forma se fiscalizan sus acciones?
¿Qué opina del reciclaje de los residuos solidos hechos por Family?
¿Qué opina del re-uso de las aguas residuales en áreas verdes efectuado por los
asentamientos humanos en nueva rinconada?
Preguntas sobre hitos históricos:
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(Si estuvo en la municipalidad en los 90’s) ¿Qué cambios hubo en la gestión municipal
durante el periodo de gobierno de Fujimori?
¿Qué opina del intento de privatización de Sedapal en 1991?
¿De qué forma el programa Agua para Todos en el 2006 afectó a San Juan de Miraflores?
¿De qué forma el programa del Esquema 300 se está implementando en San Juan de
Miraflores y la Nueva Rinconada? ¿La Municipalidad participa del sistema de vigilancia
social para la supervisión de las obras?

Aspectos normativos sobre los asentamientos en La NUEVA RINCONADA
El Municipio de San Juan de Miraflores en el 2014 declaró en Emergencia de Salud
Ambiental la zona de Nueva Rinconada. Que significa y que implica poner en estado de
emergencia de salud un área?
Esta declaración como afecta el proceso de consolidamiento de los AAHH?
En el mismo año se conformò una comisión técnica encargada de la evaluación y gestiones
de viabilidad del cambio de la zonificación de zona de Nueva Rinconada. Ahora en que
parte del proceso estamos?

Documentos
Podrias pasarme documentos o que informes sobre el caso de la nueva rinconada?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(GOVERNMENT-SUBGERENCIA DE PARTECIPACION VECINAL SJM)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en la Subgerencia de Participación Vecinal?
Que posición cubriste en la municipalidad de SJM hasta hoy?
El suyo es un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
En qué contexto naciò la oficina de Participación Vecinal?
Cambiò el trabajo de la oficina a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio?.

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
Cómo maneja la municipalidad de SJM el tema de la informalidad urbana?
Como esta relacionada la Subgerencia de Participación Vecinal con el tema de la
informalidad urbana?
Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de trabajo en contexto de
informalidad?
Como se hace el reconocimiento de esto grupos de persona?
Que es el Registro Municipal de Organizaciones Sociales RUOS?
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Que se entiende con Asentamientos Humanos? Por algún lado se puede encontrar una
definición precisa?
Qué diferencias existen entre posesiones informales, Centros Urbanos informales o
Urbanizaciones populares?
Como un grupo de personas se constituye como Asentamiento Humano? Y cuál es el rol
de la municipalidad?
Cuale son los criterios de entrega de una Constancia de Posesión? Es una constancia
colectiva o individual de cada posesión de predio?

Secondo el RUOS ns necesario que se haga un Piano de Ubicación de las “asociaciones”.
Este plano es lo que se llama PLANO VISADO o lo de Pre Habilitación urbana ?
Que pasa si los pobladores se encuentran en una ”zona legalmente prohibida"? Quien lo
averringua?
Qué relevancia han tenido y tienen estos planes en el desarrollo urbano de SJM?
De lo que ustedes conocen la cantidad de solicitudes para reconocimiento de nuevas
asociaciones vecinales así como las las inscripciones al RUOS aumentò o disminuiò a lo
largo del tiempo? Existen estadísticas hechas por la MSJM?
Antes del RUOS como se trabajaba en SJM para el reconocimiento de los pobladores?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con cuáles actores trabaja la Subgerencia de Participación Vecinal en el proceso de
consolidamiento

de

los

AAHH?

Que tipo de relación tienen con estos actores: JUNTAS DIRECTIVAS, COFOPRI, INDECI SJM,
otras Gerencias de SJM; LUZ del SUR, SEDAPAL, ONG, LIMA METROPOLITANA?

Aspectos normativos sobre los asentamientos en La NUEVA RINCONADA
El Municipio de San Juan de Miraflores en el 2014 declaró en Emergencia de Salud
Ambiental la zona de Nueva Rinconada. Que significa y que implica poner en estado de
emergencia de salud un área por el reconocimiento de las asociaciones vecinales?

Documentos
Tienen materiales que puedan ser útil para entender mejor el trabajo de la oficina de Participación
Vecinal (leyes de referencias, planes y programas)?
Donde puedo encontrar el reglamento y leyes a las cuales ustedes se refería
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(GOVERNMENT-SUBGERENCIA DE DEFENSA CIVIL SJM)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en la Subgerencia de Defensa Civil
A bajo de que gerencia se encuentra su área
Que posición cubriste en la municipalidad de lima Metropolitana hasta hoy?
Com se dviden el trabajo en las difrentes oficinas y de que se ocupa la suya?
El es un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
En qué contexto naciò la oficina de defenza civil?
Cambiò el trabajo de la oficina a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio.

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
Que tipo de riesgo ustedes manejan?
Qué relevancia tene el tema de riesgo en las áreas urbanas en laderas de Lima?
Tienen una politica especial para la gestion y medicion del riesgo en los AAHH?
Cómo se mide el riesgo en los AA.HH?
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Tienen datos geoespaciales sobre riesgos en los AAHH?
Cómo manejan el tema de riesgo en las zonas en laderas de la municipalidad de SJM ?
Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de trabajo en contexto de
informalidad?
Cuale son los criterios de entrega de una Constancia de Posesión? El tema de riesgo es
contemplado ?
Para visar un plan de un Asentamientos Humanos (en el qual se basa la entrega de
servicios básico) el tema de riesgo es contemplado?
Realizan capacitaciones a la poblacion de asentamientos humanos sobre la gestion de
riesgos de desastres?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con cuáles actores trabaja la subgerencia de Defensa Civil en el proceso de
consolidamiento

de

los

AAHH?

Que tipo de relación tienen con estos actores: JUNTAS DIRECTIVAS, COFOPRI, INDECI, LUZ
del SUR, SEDAPAL, ONG?

Preguntas sobre hitos históricos:
Han tenido situaciones de desastre ambiental en SJM de que tipo?

Aspectos normativos sobre los asentamientos en La NUEVA RINCONADA

Que competencia tiene Defensa Civil sobre el cambio de uso de suelo?
Podrias explicarnos como se hace el informe de riesgos en cada asentamientos?
Que significa riesgo mitigable y non mitigable?
Quanta libertad tiene una brigada en el determinar el tipo de riesgo?
Tienen exemplos de informe de riesgos que pueda mostrarme?
tinenen manuales o reglamentos sobre la medicion del riesgo?
Tienen materiales que puedan ser útil para entender mejor el trabajo de la oficina de
Defensa Civil (leyes de referencias, planes y programas)?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(PUBLIC FIRM-EMAPE)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la institución
¿Hace cuantos tiempo trabajas o has trabajado en EMAPE?
¿Que posición cubriste en la impresa?
¿El suyo es un trabajo de gabinete o de campo?
¿Qué conformación jurídica tiene la empresa hoy?
¿En qué contexto naciò la oficina de Obras y Proyectos sociales?
¿Cambiò el trabajo de la oficina a lo largo del tiempo, cómo ha evolucionado y a qué
respondió el cambio?
¿Cual es el papel de los “Obras y Proyectos sociales” en las actividades de EMAPE?
¿Cuál es la política de trabajo de la empresa en las barriadas hoy?

El trabajo en barriadas en Lima
¿Que se entiende con Asentamientos Humanos? Por algún lado se puede encontrar una
definición precisa? ¿Qual son los criterios de intervención y las herramientas de trabajo
en contexto de AAHH en laderas?
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¿Quale ha sido el trabajo de EMAPE con el programa Barrio Mío en la Nueva Rinconada?
Están Trabajando a otro programa ahora?
¿Que instrumentos urbanísticos revisan para trabajar en el campo?
¿Cómo está relacionado el Plan Visado por las Municipalidades Distritales con con el
trabajo de ustedes?
¿Cuale son los criterios y las prácticas de construcción de una obras en autoconstrucción
informal?
¿Cuale son los criterios y las prácticas de construcción de una obras por parte de la
empresa?
¿La empresa beneficia del trabajo de los pobladores en “faenas comunales”?
¿La población puede acceder a los estudios hechos por la empresa? (¿El informe de
Estudio de Suelo es uno de estos?)
¿Cuale son los criterios de entrega de una obras?
¿Quien se ocupa de mantenimiento de las obras realizadas?
¿Qué relevancia ha tenido su área en el desarrollo urbano de los AAHH en laderas?
¿Que tal estuvo el trabajo de su oficina en la área conocida como Nueva Rinconada en
San Juan de Miraflores?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
¿Con cuáles actores se coordina y colabora su oficina en el proceso de consolidamiento
de los AAHH? ( Juntas Directivas de los AAHH; COFOPRI; Luz del Sur; SEDAPAL (la oficina
de Obras Sociales); Las gerencias de Desarrollo Urbano distrital; Las gerencias de Defensa
Civil Distrital; ONG que trabajan en la área de intervención; Municipalidad de Lima
Metropolitana ( y con qué oficina? )
¿De que se trata esto coordinamiento o colaboración?

Documentos
¿Podrias pasarme documentos, informes ,reglamentos o leyes que puedan ayudarme a
entender aún más el trabajo de ustedes?
¿Tienen contactos de personas que sean relacionados con el trabajo de ustedes en Lima
Metropolitana y que a los quales pueda solicitar otras entrevistas?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(PUBLIC FIRM-CEDAPAL)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la empresa privada
¿En qué contexto naciò SEDAPAL?
¿En qué consistió el intento de privatización de SEDAPAl a partir de la creación de una
comisión especial de privatización en 1993? ¿Qué efectos tuvo en el funcionamiento de
Sedapal?
¿Qué conformación jurídica tiene la empresa hoy?
¿Desde quando?
¿Hasta qué punto participan las empresas privadas y las Asociaciones Público-Privadas
en la gestión de Sedapal?
¿En qué medida se ha conseguido la autosuficiencia económica en la empresa?
¿Hasta qué punto se recibe apoyo económico del Gobierno Central?
¿Podría explicarnos brevemente sobre la distribución de roles entre las gerencias de la
empresa? ¿Existe coordinación entre las gerencias de servicios norte, centro y sur?
¿Cual es el papel de la SUNASS (entidad reguladora) en las actividades de Sedapal?
¿En qué consiste el sistema de subsidios cruzados para la definición de las tarifas de
agua?
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¿De qué disciplinas suelen ser los trabajadores de la empresa?

La política de trabajo en Asentamientos urbanos en Lima
¿Cuáles han sido la política de trabajo en las barriadas a lo largo del tiempo?
¿Criterios de intervención en estos espacios. Qué vínculo tienen con los AAHH?
Que diferencia existe entre una rete provisional de agua y una definitiva?
¿Cómo surge el programa de Agua para Todos? ¿Cumplió con los objetivos propuestos?
Que comporta el trabajo en ESQUEMA?
Conoces el Esquema 300 - Nueva Rinconada?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
¿Con qué actores se relacionan ustedes por el trabajo en construcciones y proyectos?
¿Cómo es su relación con actores públicos (Municipalidades, Ministerios, etc.), cuáles son
los roles de éstos dentro de las actividades de Sedapal?
¿De qué forma Sedapal coordina con los otros actores privados? (camiones cisternas que
proveen de agua a asentamientos humanos)

Propuestas y visión
Bajo su mirada, cómo percibe y define la política de SEDAPAL en las barriadas?
Como

observadores privilegiados cuánto

cree que influya en el proceso de

consolidamiento de una barriada la entrega del servicio definitivo de agua y
alcantarillado?
Se tendría que cambiar algo en la manera de gestión del servicio?
¿Cuáles cree que son los principales obstáculos de Sedapal para brindar una mayor
cobertura en los asentamientos humanos?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(PRIVATE FIRM-INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
Sobre la empresa privada
En qué contexto histórico y momento activaste tu negocio?
Qué estudios has hecho?
Cuáles han sido tus ramas de trabajo en lo urbano a lo largo del tiempo?
Según la pregunta anterior, cuáles han sido los espacios de trabajo?.
Qué idea de negocios tienen en los AAHH?
Tus criterios de intervención en estos espacios cuales han sido?

El trabajo en Asentamientos urbanos en Lima
Qué vínculo tienes ahora con los AAHH?
Bajo tu mirada, cómo define y percibes los AAHH?
Cómo empezaste a trabajar con AAHH de la Nueva Rinconada? (GIRASOLES)
Que realizaron por ellos? Están trabajando como profesionales allí?
Qué conocimiento y cultura de planificación urbana existe por parte de los pobladores?
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En tu mirada de donde llega esto conocimiento?
Quale podría ser el aporte de profesionales técnicos en los AAHH?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y consolidación
Con qué actores se relacionan ustedes por el trabajo en proyectos y planes?
Cómo es su relación con otro actores ( Juntas Directivas de los AAHH; COFOPRI; Luz del
Sur; SEDAPAL (la oficina de Obras Sociales); Las gerencias de Desarrollo Urbano distrital;
Las gerencias de Defensa Civil Distrital; ONG que trabajan en la área de intervención;
Municipalidad

de

¿De

se

que

Lima

Metropolitana

trata

esto

(

y

con

coordinamiento

qué
o

oficina?

)

colaboración?

Aspectos normativos y técnicos
Que es y a que sirve tener un Plano Visado a un AH?
Es un documento obbligatorio?
Quale es el proceso de elaboración de un Plano Visado para Servicios un AH?
Se consideran los planes visados que ya existen en la área cercana a el área de trabajo?
Quale es el proceso de visación de este plano?
Cuales son las normas de referencia por su trabajo? Quando nacieron?
Cómo afectan estas normas al trabajo en los AAHH? Qué límites se encuentran?
Cómo se relaciona un Plano Visado con los otros instrumentos urbanísticos de una
municipalidad (ozonización; Uso del suelo) ? (caso de la Nueva Rinconada?)
Usualmente en qué etapa de su consolidamiento piden su servicios los AAHH?
Un Plano que ya obtuvo la visación por parte de la Muni Distt. puede ser modificado? Ya
lecapitò de trabajar sobre el renovamiento de un plano?
Puedo preguntarle cuánto cuesta aproximadamente a los pobladores el proceso de
producción y visación de un plano?

Propuestas y visión
Como observadores privilegiados que idea tienen sobre la gestión del fenómeno de la
informalidad urbana. Creen que sea un más un problema o una oportunidad?
Se tendría que cambiar algo en la manera de gestión del fenómeno?
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ZOOM OUT
TRACES BY SEMI-STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS TO KEY INFORMANT
(NGOS-TECHO PERU)
Information and data reserved (?)
Names and surnames of the
interviewers:___________________________________________________________
Name and surname of the interviewees:
___________________________________________________________
Institutional Memberships:
__________________________________________________________________________
Specializacion:
_______________________________________________________________________________
____
Date and time of interview:
_______________________________________________________________________
Place:__________________________________________________________________________
_
Candidate Sex: M/F

GENERAL TOPIC: PRODUCTION AND CONSOLIDATION OF URBAN SPACE IN THE THIRD
WAWE OF LOW-INCOME SETTLEMENTS IN LIMA.
To observe during the interview: the attitude of the interviewee, clothing, atmosphere of
the conversation, interruptions, etc.

Sub-temas
2.

Sobre la institución
a.

Desde cuándo eres parte del equipo de comunidad de El Trébol?

b.

Te capacitación por este rol? Quien?

c.

En qué momento techo empezò a trabajar allì y porque?

d.

Criterios de intervención en estos espacios. Qué vínculo tienen con los
asentamientos y qué proyectos hay activos?

e.

Puedo ver la carta de compromiso que le hiciste firmar?

f.

Cuale son los fines y las herramientas de trabajo que usa tu área?

g.

Que tipo de trabajo hicieron con los pobladores?

h.

Cuáles de estos proyectos tienen que ver con la
producción/mejora/consolidamiento/saneamiento de los espacios urbanos?

i.

3.

Límites y ventajas de este modelo y proyectos?

Los actores (públicos y privados) involucrados en el proceso de ocupación y
consolidación
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a.

Con qué actores (instituciones, impresas, NGO, otro) han trabajado ustedes en
El Trébol?

b.

Por qué han decidido trabajar con ellos y no con otros?

c.

Cómo es su relación con actores públicos (Municipalidades, Ministerios, etc.),
cuáles son los roles de éstos.

4.

d.

Conoces otros ONG o actores externos que trabajan en la área?

e.

Existe un coordinamento de las actividades?

Con la maxima precision, podrías describirme dia tipo tuyo como parte del equipo de
comunidad
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Appendix D
Characteristics of Field Notes books
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Appendix E
Semple 1: Informed Consent request letter
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Semple 2: Formal request letter adopted in the municipality of San Juan de
Miraflores.
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Sample 3: TECHO habitat team presentation and agreements in El Trebol.
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Semple 4: TECHO habitat team statement of accomplishment in Girasoles.
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